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ELECTRONIC SOUNDMAKER

"...quite stunning even before
you consider the price... dash
out and get one NOW"

MUSIC UK REVIEW

"...a masterpiece... a polysynth
that manages to excite...
packs real punch..."

E&MM

CHASE BIRMINGHAM (Mon Sat 10 00ain 5 30pin
10 Priory Queensway Tel 021 236 8146
CHASE MANCHESTER I Mon Sat 10 00am 5 30pm
58 Oldham Street. Off Piccadilly Tel 061 236 6794 5

22 Chalton Street. Off Euston Road. NW1
Tel 01.387 7626

CHASE LONDON (Tues Sat 10 00ant 5 30pnil

If you live over 50 miles from our nearest showroomring our Mail Order Department in Manchester on
061-236 6794. Should you not be satisfied, return your
will return your
Chase Bit to Head Office within 7 days we
m oney in full less a £25 handling charge.

want... astounding... get one." KEYFAX 2

"...irresistible... all the features you

£399

Launched early in 1986 for a world beating £549, like the Bit 99
it got rave reviews from the press... and really took off with the
professional musician. Now, again through your fantastic
demand, we have been able to cut our prices to an incredible
£399. No other module can get anywhere near it in terms of
performance for anything like the price. Come in and try it and
you'll see what we mean. All the famous Chase Bit sounds are
here in what is basically a Chase Bit 99 without the keyboard. Full
MIDI implementation. Warms up the sounds of a DX7 or any
other synth, guitar, etc. with MIDI. Fully
programmable. Full dynamics. Adds
DIRECT PRICE
splits to your keyboard even if it has
none. Many other superb features from
this top value module.

CHASE BIT 99 MODULE

BUY BY POST
DAY TRIAL

"...a revelation... extremely versatile..."

Undoubtedly the tops for sound, the
tops for value. Now you've no excuse to
finish up with a second rate synth.

got to be talking about the Chase Bit 99.

Launched originally 'n September 1984 as the Bit 1 it won the
accolades of the music press and was voted "Professional
Keyboard of 1985". The Chase Direct Price only f799. By
September 1985 we had developed a synthesizer with even
greater facilities and tonal values and launched this as the Bit 99
at the giveaway price of £699. Now with the fantastic success of
this superb synthesizer we have been able to cut our prices yet
again to an unbelievable £499. It is so far ahead and even the
price is beautiful. The top selling synthesizer with the top selling
sounds. Digita I access control combined with analogue filtering
gives that extra warmth and versatility. Add touch sensitivity,
the ultimate in sound selectivity, memory, white noise, splits,
doubling, detune etc. - all programmable and MIDI and you've
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Send to: Chase, 58 Oldham Street,
Manchester M4
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Please send me further details on
Chase Bit Products and Credit Facilities.
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"...a fine centrepiece to many a MIDI

controller" KEYFAX 2

limm

I
I

£499

DIRECT PRICE

"...a thumping' bargain of a keyboard

it makes adjustments simple - allowing
you to play at your best. The power is
devastating -the price is incredible.
Order yours today.

than anything that had come before in this price range. We sold
it direct for only £599. Because you recognised the performance
and the value we have now gone into larger scale production
and we can now sell it for only £499. it's incredible and
remember as with all Chase products - only available from
Chase. There are no middleman's profits. The hit of the Frankfurt
Show. The Keyboard Players Masterkeyboard. Fully weighted
with dynamics, aftertouch, two split points, transposition et al, it
incorporates a powerful 4000 note 4 -track sequencer. MIDI ird
MIDI through and 2 'real' (not parallel) MIpI out channels giving you instantaneous response. But above all the beauty of
the Bit Masterkeyboard is what is a bug bear in many lesser
instruments-, control of up to 16 synth modules, with full status
reporting, simple addressability and no hassle.
It tells you what is going on in a flash,

Launched at Frankfurt in 1986 it was the hit of the show.
Offering greater control, greater features, greater flexibility
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CHASE BIT MASTERKEYBOARD

THE CHASE BIT STORY

CHASE*
DIRECT INSTRUMENT SALES

CHAS

ONLY AT CHASE

were half those of "comparable"
instruments - now you can save
even more.

The Chase Bit success story
you. The
on... and it's all thanks to has
been
demand for our products
had
to
gear
up to
such that we have
it's
this
meet your orders... and our
that has enabled us to cut even
prices yet again... to give you
better value. Before our prices

ALLOWS NEW
LOWER PRICES"
carries

SALES INCREASE

"FANTASTIC
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Comment
Another winter, another spate of musical instrument
shows. They mean a lot for business, but what do they

46

mean to music as a whole?

N

VOLUME I NUMBER'
,

8

Newsdesk

Latest facts and figures from the world of music
technology, at a time when there's a buzz of expectation
in the air.

Communique

14

MT readers give their views a thorough airing, and
nobody is safe - least of all MT itself

Interface
Another selection of readers' technical queries answered
byMT's resident team ofAgony Aunts.

Mission Impossible

36

Your chance to win a sampling keyboard from Casio
that's so new, nobody really knows its specification.
Guess it and take first prize.

Free Ads
MT readers sell off their gear to fight off post -Christmas
poverty; other MT readers cash in on the bargains.

Casio AZ I Keyboard
The Phase Distortion people breathe new life into the
remote strap -on MIDI controller. Simon Trask wonders
if upfront keyboard -playing will catch on this time.

Cheetah M K5 Keyboard

26

Sequential Studio 440

98

Chris Jenkins looks at a master keyboard of a very
different kind, from the people who brought you drum

After last month's In Brief preview, Paul Wiffen gets his
hands on a first production model of Sequential's new
all -in -one drum machine, sampler and sequencer. Is it

machine and sampling add-ons for home computers.

the master of all trades?

Oberheim DPX I Module

57

In a musical climate dominated by preset sounds, why
not produce a rack -mounting unit that simply replays
other people's samples? Paul Wiffen analyses Oberheim's attempt at doingjust that.

Stepp DG I Guitar

Korg SG I Piano

102

While other manufacturers dabble in new resynthesis
technology, Korg stick with multi-sampling for their new
digital piano. Simon Trask puts fingers to ivories to find
out if their approach works.

76

"guitar player's synthesiser" is now in full
production. We analyse the mechanics of the Stepp, and
let two musicians -a guitarist and a keyboard player The

give their views on its playability.

Jam Factory Software

88

Hands Across the
Keyboard

30

Veteran songwriter Peter Hammitt and programmer

If you're lucky enough to have an Apple Macintosh

Paul Ridout have used some revolutionary applications

computer, you can now take advantage of a revolutionary
new program that improvises its own music based on the
data you feed it. Review byJim Burgess.

of MIDI technology in the creation of Hammill's latest
album. Paul Tingen interviews them, and comes away
suitably impressed.

STUDIO
Yamaha DMP7 Mixer

22

Just weeks before it makes its European debut, Dan
Goldstein previews the small mixing console that could
change the way we think about signal processing,
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sequencing, and recording as a whole.

Space...

84

Is what digital reverb is all about recreating. But how do
the mechanics of reverberation work, and what relation
do today's digital techniques bear to the real thing? Paul
White reports.

Roland MC500

38

It's been available for well under a year, but already,
Roland's latest MicroComposer is establishing itself as
something of an industry standard. Steve Howell gives a
comprehensive user's eye view...

Roland MC4

53

...But let us not forget what went before. Steve Howell

again, on the machine that introduced the world to
recording music by punching in a set of numbers. it's still
usable today.

ICMC Report

66

Fresh from his exploits at Steim Studios, Ron Brie fel
takes a look at what last year's International Computer

Music Conference had to offer in the way of new
instruments, new music, and new ideas.

Frank Zappa

42

What makes one of rock music's most eccentric and
unpredictable characters lock his guitar in a cupboard
and take to composing on a Synclavier instead? Rick
Davies provides the answers in an exclusive interview.

Robert Irving III

60

Fancy following in the footsteps of Herbie Hancock,
Keith Jarrett and Chick Corea? Robert Irving did, and
now finds himself doingjust that, playing keyboards with
Miles Davis. Tim Goodyer reports.

Sight Reading

carefully leafed through and appraised by our own team

of reviewers. Can a book really teach you how to
program a synthesiser?

Patchwork

In a month when record releases are few and far
between, we concentrate on video (Kate Bush), live

performance (Human League) and readers' demo

92

MT readers get their chance to see their own synth
sounds in print Instruments featured this month include
the Juno 106, Poly 800 and DX2 I...

Mono Mode Pt7

OutTakes

82

Another crop of musical and technological tomes,

96

You may have what seems like the perfect combination
of MIDI voice module and guitar controller, but without
some kind of interface unit, you may not get the best out
of them. Rick Davies points you in the right direction.

cassettes (could this be your turn?).

Mick Karn

71

His idiosyncratic style of fretless bass playing inspired a
generation, but now the ex Japan man is playing
sessions, writing his own music, and programming his
own synths. Interview by Tim Goodyer.

Instant Pictures

106

From Canada comes Mandala, the first instrument
capable of translating video images into MIDI data and vice versa. Jim Burgess paints some pretty pictures
and assesses the implications.
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Wandering around one of these shows
AS I WRITE this, a jumbo jet is about to
whisk me away from the frozen wastes of with a Press badge on is like walking round
England, and toward the relative warmth a Conservative party conference with a
of Los Angeles. Not because I'm going on red rose in your buttonhole. Few people
holiday (though that might be an idea), want to talk to you, and fewer still want to
but because there's an international exhi- lose valuable selling time as you casually
bition going on in California that needs discuss the state of modern music, take the
odd snapshot which you probably won't
covering.
As I look down on snow-covered Britain, have space to print, and steal as much free
there'll be plenty of food for thought - drink as you can lay your hands on.
particularly as the music industry is now
This attitude (theirs, not mine) is perentering a critical phase in its development, fectly understandable. Few exhibitors go
a phase which both sides of that industry to a show like Anaheim or Frankfurt
(instruments and records, for want of a without sales figures at the front of their
better distinction) will have to deal with in minds, and it would be foolish to expect
close collaboration with each other.
them to behave otherwise.
It's showtime again. The NAMM Winter
In fact, it's a relatively simple matter to
Market, which takes place every January
commercial considerations from
in Anaheim, LA, has been growing in separate
technical
and musical ones at trade shows
importance over the last few years, to the
like
the
two
I've just been describing. Of
extent that it now threatens the summer
NAMM show as the supreme event in the course the manufacturers want to sell
more instruments, and so do the retailers.
American music industry calendar.

It's a big show, and there should be But ultimately, the better instruments

plenty of big things to see. Like Yamaha's become, the more people will start to make
long-awaited replacement for the DX7, music. And the more people start to make
Casio's new range of sampling keyboards music, the better the business will do.
What is more serious is the result of
(see this month's Mission Impossible
competition), and the full public unveiling applying the same commercial thinking to
of three instruments reviewed compre- the matter of music itself. At a time when
hensively in the magazine you're now modern popular music has reached what I
holding: the Stepp DG1 guitar, the Ober- can only describe as a state of stale
heim DPX1 sample replay module, and the mediocrity, it's disheartening to see events

Sequential Studio 440 drum machine/ like the New Music Seminar (a sort of
record industry equivalent of Frankfurt
sampler/sequencer.
After the sun of Anaheim, of course, or Anaheim) degenerate into little more
comes the wintry grey gloom of Frankfurt. than a glorified yearly market, where
Now, I happen rather to like the Frank- people come to buy, sell, and possibly listen
furt Musikmesse, partly because it's better to a minute or two of music.
organised than any American show, and
So, while it may not be too dangerous
partly because its added length (five days for the trade to treat musical instruments

as opposed to Anaheim's paltry three) as "product", doing the same to artists'
means you get a bit longer to survey creativity is something much more sinister what's going on around you and place it and potentially damaging.
all in context.
Because if pop music gets duller and
But whatever the personal preferences
of an English journalist, the fact is that duller, fewer people will want to take up
Anaheim and Frankfurt are business shows playing it. And then the musical instrufirst and foremost. They're about "pro- ment side of the industry will have to take
duct", "units", "market share" and a long, hard look at itself, and wonder
"budget". The subject of music hardly what it's done wrong.
intrudes at all.

Food for thought, like I say. Dg
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12 BIT SAMPLING

1

6 VOICES
BUILT IN DISC DRIVE
4 INTERNAL SOUND BANKS
FULL EDIT FACILITIES

RACK MOUNT

X7000

73 NOTE TOUCH SENSITIVE

EXSERIES

/4-,X7B

DIGITAL DELAY

73 NOTE TOUCH SENSITIVE KEYBOARD

COMPRESSOR/GATE
NOISE REDUCTION
ACOUSTIC ENHANCER
PARAMETRIC E.Q

6 VOICES
100 INTERNAL VOICES
CASSETTE INTERFACE

KEYBOARD VERSION

LVX90
RACK MOUNT VERSION OF AX 73
FULL MIDI SPEC

IM1X72
73 KEY MIDI MASTER KEYBOARD
PROGRAMMABLE SPLIT POINTS
100 INTERNAL PROGRAMMES

,

fA

TOTAL MIDI CONTROL

750 K MEMORY
UPTO 63 SECS SAMPLING
8 VOICES

PROGRAMMABLE NOTE SEPERATOR

BUILT IN DISC DRIVE
32 WAY MULTISPLIT
FULL EDIT FACILITIES

ME2ES

SEPERATE OUTPUTS

INVilE BOP

FULL MIDI SPEC

7:4 PROGRAMMABLE MIDI PATCHBAY

FUYU ftE MU -SIC
202 :NEW, .IcENG'S RD'FULHAM LpNtpoN,SW6 7 0.1.,736-4771

01 731

At around f50,
Fairlight ought to be more
than a little worried.
11

While the legendary Fairlight CMI may have to remain

a dream for most of us, it's astonishing to see how much the
rather more modest sum of £50t will buy.
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including sample editing facilities, reverb and echo effects.
Together with eight pre -sampled voices including
drums and synthesiser, which you can add to with new sounds,

Music Machine* from Ram is a remarkable new peri -

a powerful drum section with sampled sounds and a complete

pheral that transforms a home micro into a powerful computer

rhythm editor. And, there are powerful composition features

music system. It provides most of the facilities you'd expect

including note, bar and tune editing.

from a fully-fledged studio system.

With Music Machine you get sound sampling

All the samples can be played either from the computer, or from a MIDI instrum ent.

And the fast, menu driven graphics allow sounds to be
created and songs com posed in minutes. Music Machine comes

complete with illustrated user guide, microphone, headphones

socket and demonstration recording.

From under £50, it won't have your bank manager

Ram Electronics (Fleet) Ltd, Unit 16, Redfields Industrial Park, Redfield
Lane, Church Crookham, Aldershot, Hampshire CUM ORE. Tel: (0252) 850085.

Please rush me Music Machine for El Spectrum at £49.95 Amstrad
Tape version at £49.95 Li Amstrad Disk version at £59.95 NB Add £1
p &p (0 overseas) El I enclose a cheque/postal order CI Charge my
Access/Visa

L 649.95 FOR SINCLAIR SPECTRUM TAPE VERS1ON.£49.95 FOR AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND

CPC 664 TAPE VERSION. £59.95 FOR AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664 AND 6128 DISK VERSION.

=

Expiry Date

NAME

/

/

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

worried either.

-1

TEL

24 hour despatch for postal orders and credit cards (7 days fur cheques). Moir Machine is fully
compatible with the Sinclair Spectrum, Spectrum Plus,128 and Plus Two and Sinclair Microdrives,
and also for the Amstrad CPC 464, 664 and 6128.
Ram Electronics (Fleet) Ltd, Dept ( EMM ), Unit 16, Redfields Industrial Park, Redfield Lane,
Church Crookham, Aldershot, Hants CU13 ORE.
LTrade and Export enquiries welcome

F LAR.E
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NEWSDESK

HYBRID ARTS GOES SOFT ON THE ST
SyncTrack

Atari's ST looks like becoming the
first 16 -bit computer to generate
extensive interest among musicians

vengeance. In addition to the ADAP

ST (or so this last program is called)

Prices:

sampling system (reviewed in MT

apparently contains the System Exclu-

SMPTETrack

November '86), they are also offering

sive formats for many instruments, but

and recording studios on both sides of

DX and CZ patch librarian programs,

the Atlantic.
Now American software company

a 60 -track sequencer in Sync and
SMPTE versions, an entry-level sequencer, a MIDI Utilities program

in order to cope with all eventualities
it also allows you to specify formats
yourself (this is where the MIDI

Hybrid Arts, who have had a longstanding relationship with Atari

VAT.

More from

through their musical support of pre -

librarian program which is designed to

ST computers such as the I 30XE, are

work with any MIDI instrument (stor-

game, entitled MIDI Maze. The mind

ing patches and sequences). GenPatch

boggles.

taking

up

the

ST

cause

with

a

0349.95,

£539.95,

£49.95, ADAP 0499, all prices include

Utilities program comes in useful).

On a more serious front, Hybrid
have also developed the first MIDI

which reads MIDI data, and a generic

ST

DX
Android ST 0.19.95, CZ Android ST
£89.95, EZ-Track ST E59.95, Gen Patch ST 0139.95, MIDI Utilities
Pro

Syndromic Music,

24/26 Avenue Mews, London NIO
3NP. 2 01-444 9126NSt

TOA
SHOWING
OUT
TOA are launching a new range of

Each of the four input channels on

electronic music amplification systems

the D3 keyboard mixer contains two -

at the Frankfurt Musik Messe. The

band active EQ, independent effects

KD1 (50 watts), KD2 (100 watts) and
KD3 (150 watts) will also be joined by
the new 310D digital effects unit and

send, clip LED indicator, direct output

and channel level control with concentric balance control.

the D3 four -input keyboard mixer. All

Also on show at Frankfurt will be

of these products will be launched in
the UK immediately after Frankfurt.

the D4 and D4E MIDI mixer and

The top -of -the -range KD3 is a
complete electronic music amplification system in a single, portable
package consisting of a stereo mixer,
spring reverberation unit, graphic
equaliser, power amplifier and two-

360 -watt three-way electronic loud-

way speaker system.

8

expander, and the 480SE and 380SE
speaker systems.

More from TOA Electronics, Tallon

Road, Hutton Industrial Estate,
Brentwood, Essex CM13 1TG.
(0277)233882NSt
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MR 30
Why pay ten pounds per hour?
When you can get ten hours per pound ...

Talent is a rare commodity - and capturing
your creativity on tape can be an expensive
business. The MR -30 design brief was to
create the world's least expensive four -track
recorder - without compromising the quality
and reliability that has made Vestafire one of
the leading names in music technology.
The MR -30 is simplicity itself - whether you're
putting down an electronic demo with say, drum

machine, bass and synths - or just writing
songs with an acoustic guitar and a piano.

Whatever music you're working on, you can
layer sounds one by one until you have a fully
professional multi -track recording.

Features such as Dolby type B noise reduction,

graphic eq and electronic punch -in are
standard and the machine also doubles as a
high quality stereo cassette deck.
But let's get to the bottom line ...

NEW

TECHNOLOGY
FOR

MUSIC
PRODUCTION

For detail of your nearest Vestafire stockist contact
exclusive distributors:
J & I Arbiter Ltd., Unit 8, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, Priestly Way, London NW2 7AF
Tel: 01-208 0022
Send SAE for brochure of the full Vestafire range.

JORETH
MUSIC SYSTEM 7

An onscreen "notepad" is incorporated within all three programs,

stand-alone program if the full System

allowing you to write memos and

Together with these programs you
also get 320 FM sounds thrown in for

work descriptions which can then be
printed out or saved to disk. Joreth

7 Librarian facilities aren't required.

Latest software from Joreth Music,
who specialise in MIDI software for

presents an all -parameter screen with

have also included HELP files, accessible

free, which can't be bad, and the
software comes complete with a

an algorithm display window and a

through the notepad, which will guide

"memory jogger" card and a Beginner's

the Commodore 64, is a librarian and

further envelope display screen.

you through the software.

Guide with working examples.
from JMS, Siel, Microvox and Steinberg

editing system for Yamaha's DX7 and
TX7. System 7, which comes on two

pose riffs or chord sequences which

disks, consists of three main programs:

can play in the "background" while

The second disk provides a Bank
Loader for operating within Joreth's
MCS and a disk copying program for

Librarian, Voice Editor and Sequencer.

you edit your sounds. In this way you

making backup copies of program and

The Librarian allows you to create

can hear sounds within the context for

which you intend them - a very

data disks. The Bank Loader allows
banks of DX/TX sounds to be loaded

priced at E79.99

new banks of sounds and reorganise

existing ones, while the Editor accommodates all TX7 features and

sensible idea which Joreth introduced

within the MCS without disturbing

20, Evesham, Worcs WR11 5EG. TS

in their Casio CZ Editor.

the program, and can also be used as a

(0386)831615 1St

The Sequencer allows you to com-

QUANTEC ON LINE

System 7 will run on MIDI interfaces

(the "budget MIDI -card") as well as
Joreth's own AL25 interface, and is

More from Joreth Music, PO Box

stereo effect or fully independent
processing of two separate inputs.

With the last year having seen so

makes possible the use of various

And inevitably the XL also features

much activity at the affordable end of

personal computers for control of the

MIDI control.

the signal -processing market, it's easy

XL's full processing power - for

The company's Q.U.A.N.T.E.C. data

to forget there's

the more

instance, changing parameters in real-

network allows XL users to log in via

rarified reaches. New from Quantec is

time, creating custom programs, or

modem to the Quantec VAX com-

the QRS/XL Digital Effects Processor,

controlling a multiple -XL system.

puter in Munich and access the latest

life in

offering delay, chorus, flanging, reverb,

The XL has a 32 -bit signal processor

filtering and other effects - including
QRS Room Simulation algorithms - in

which is complemented by specially designed

oversampling A/D

16 -bit

I U 19" rack -mount.

converters, four oversampling 16 -bit

The QRS/XL provides up to 120

D/A's and linear phase filtering. All this

pre -stored programs, but the inclusion

processing power gives you two

of an RS232 interface on the unit

I 5kHz-bandwidth output channels for

a

MIDI
FOR AMIGA

Quantec-developed software, obtain
technical

assistance,

with your eyes (or ears) shut? Well, if

More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place,
London W2.2 01-724 2451 1St

Now, competitions require judges,
and in this case a cast of four has been

assembled to pass sentence on your
efforts: Radio One producer Malcolm

Supersoft, who have already made

you're an amateur musician and you'll

a name for themselves among musicians

be aged 21 or under on April 30th of

the Commodore 64 -based
Microvox sampling system, have been

this year, now's your chance to show

appointed European distributor for
the 'MIDI for Amiga' interface from
Skyles Electric Works of Mountain
View, California. Compatible with

Wavelength Plus, to be broadcast from

rapidly ageing

currently available MIDI -based software for the Amiga, the Skyles

next September. But instead of doing

Goldstein.

it themselves they're holding a signature

interface has two MIDI Outs, one

tune competition. The prize

MIDI In and a MIDI Thru.

session at a BBC studio to record the

The judges will be looking for
something totally original (!) which
must match the style of the program:
upbeat, intelligent and forward -look-

with

Supersoft are also working on their

own MIDI software for the Amiga.
We await further news with bated
breath.

CASIO AT
FRANKFURT
Among the new products that

Brown, Radiophonic Workshop composer Roger Limb, consultant in

Casio will be exhibiting at Frankfurt
are three sampling keyboards: the
SK100, SK200 and SK2 I 00. Now,

just what you can do.

Composition Studies Derek Young,

seeing as the SK 100 is the prize in this

BBC Education Radio needs a
signature tune for a new weekly

and "an expert from the music press".

month's Mission Impossible competition

Now, I don't want to put you off, but
said "expert" is none other than MT's

(see page 36), and the idea is to "guess

Editor - Mr Dan

SK200 and SK2 I 00 if that's alright

teenage

magazine

called

program

is

a

winning entry, together of course
with the prestige, recognition and
royalties which inevitably follow from
having your masterpiece heard on the

'MIDI for Amiga' costs E49.95
including VAT and is available direct

radio each week.

from Supersoft.

ance

the spec" - we'll just tell you about the

with you!
The success of the company's SKI

sampler at the budget end of the
market has shown sampling's broad based

appeal, so

perhaps

it's no

like our Editor). So start

surprise that these new offerings have

getting those creative urges into gear

a home keyboard flavour to them,

immediately.

with preset rhythms, auto -accompani-

ing (just

The closing date for applications is

ment and chord memories. The SK200

Entries can be any kind of perform-

April 30th. For an application form

and SK2100 each include two melody

by any number of amateur

(which also includes full details of the

memories, one holding up to 2024

requirements), send an sae to: WAVE-

notes using preset tones and the other

submitting the entry form has to

LENGTH, BBC Education,

up to 1024 notes using a sampled

conform to the age stipulation.

Place, London W IA I AA. St

performers,

More from Peter Calver, Supersoft,
01-8611166 1St
I0

exchange

via a public "electronic mailbox".

SIGNATURE TUNE CONTEST
Ever heard a radio or TV signature
tune and thought you could do better

and

interesting programs for distribution

and

only

the

person

I

Portland

sound.
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PCM sampling rate on both instruments is 10.113 kHz, and both offer
four 0.810 (or 1.62) second samples.
Sampling can be via built-in mic,
external mic or line in, and once you
have samples in memory you can

subject them to looping, reversing,
key transposition and envelope shaping.

Bdth samplers sport 49 -note keyboards, and include a keyboard split.
Prices not yet available. (We hope that

LIBRARY

INDIVIDUAL OUTS
FOR AKAI SAMPLERS

Every sampler must have its sample

Good news for owners (and

But many users will be looking for a!

it seems, and Roland are
following up the release of their S I 0

means of outputting individual samples'

sampler with an I I -box library of pre-

prospective owners) of Akai's X7000
and 5700 samplers. The company are
making available for a modest price (it

recorded samples. Each box contains

says here) a lead which will provide

10 disks which are broken down into
five "primary sound sets" which offer

individual

comes in. This lead will plug into the
X7000/S700's 13 -pin DIN output at

JOIN THE ROLAND
library,

sample outputs on jack

the idea being that you can further

Thus box L101 is Piano and Keyboard

process samples using the synthesiser

arena the DZ1 MIDI Drum Translator,

Vol One, L102 is Brass and Wind Vol

edit functions of an AX73 or VX90.

together with snare/tom and bass

One, and L107 is Strings and Choir Vol

drum pads. Up to eight pads can be
connected to the DZ I and each pad

One. The selection of samples ap-

can be assigned its own MIDI channel,

traditional
instruments, kit and tuned percussion,

sockets at the other (each one marked

More from Akai UK, Haslemere
Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee

box organised into families of sounds.

covers

desk, and this is where Akai's new lead

to show which sample is being output).

Also showing at Frankfurt will be
Casio's entry into the pads -to -MIDI

parently

to individual channels on a mixing

vidually on a 13 -pin DIN connector,

didn't give you any clues...)

In fact, the complete library offers
no less than 118 samples, with each

these instruments are output indi-

,

cable for this purpose.

one end and offer six female jack

sockets.

At present the six sample voices on

multi and individual samples.

Akai market a I3 -pin -to- 13 -pin DIN

Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middx.
St

2 01-897 6388

STAR SAMPLES

all(?)

current generation of high -resolution

program and note number (collectively

orchestra and effects.

known as a "translator"), these settings being stored in up to four

Each box of 10 disks retails for £95,

Star Samples' series of tapes comes in.

while Roland -brand blank 2.8" Quick

Available on TDK MAR metal cass-

programs.

Disks are available in boxes of 10 for

ettes and Sony PCM F I digital tape,
the Star samples have been studio recorded and digitally mastered, with
the cassette versions benefitting from

Pad eight has a choice of two

samplers are concerned. This is where

30.

channel/program/note settings which

Also available by the time you read

can be selected using a footswitch,

this are the first five boxes of 3.5"

allowing you to play open and closed

sample disks for the company's topnotch S50 sampler (no further details

Dolby C noise reduction.

can be translated to a MIDI velocity
range of 3-127, and the sensitivity of
each translator can be adjusted individually. A system of four snare/tom
pads, one bass pad and the DZ I is

available on these at the time of going

fifth expected to be available in mid -

to press).

February. These are:

expected to retail for around £500.

More from Roland (UK),

More from Casio, Unit 6, 1000

Great West Road, Brentford,
Middx TW8 9DN.
01-568 45781

Vol 4: Brass instruments

St

The number of samples ranges from
56 on the Drums tape to 150 on each

hi -hats from a single pad. Pad strikes

North Circular Road, London NW2
7JD, 201-450 9131 St

So far available are four tapes, with a

Vol : Drums

Disks for the S 10 and S50 may of

I

course be bought from any Roland

Vol 2: Orchestral, tuned and latin

Main dealer.

percussion

Vol 3: Concert -tuned grand piano

983

Vol 5: Saxophones

ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC IN
WORDS
New from
Macmillan

is

publishers

Collier

a book entitled

The

of the Percussion and Brass tapes, with

each sample being cued two or three
times to aid in setting trigger levels.

the way they structure their music,

The Star philosophy appears to be

and the effects they aim to achieve.

to offer a wide number of samples
within a certain "family" of instru-

Contributors to the book include

of Electroacoustic Music.
Edited by Simon Emmerson, director

Simon Emmerson, Jonathan Harvey,

ments. The Drums tape, for instance,

of the Electroacoustic Studio at City
University in London, the book aims
to help listeners understand the mu-

Denis Smalley, Trevor Wishart, Toi
Machover and Pierre Boulez - the
latter's essay 'Technology and the

offers seven kits each with different

sical as well as the technical problems

Composer' opening the collection.
Prices are: Hardcover £29.50 (ISBN

Language

that composers of electroacoustic
music have to overcome.

Leading British and American com-

0

333

397592);

Paperback £9.95

(ISBN 0 333 397606)

their music: the way they use the

More from The Macmillan Press,
Houndsmills, Basingstoke, Hants

technical resources at their disposal,

RG21 2XSSt

posers write about the ideas behind

mikings, ambiences and effects, while

While sampling offers the possibility of capturing any sound you might

want to use, getting access to the
sources of these sounds is of course
another matter. Now, you can buy the
library disks which are commercially

available for your sampler (and, with

the right equipment, for other samplers), which might satisfy some of
your requirements. But this can fast
become an expensive option, especially

with samplers which store a limited
number of samples per disk.

Another option is to record samples
onto tape, from which you can

"resample" them when they're required, perhaps reserving your disks
for samples currently in use. It could
be a way of building up a large library
for a relatively small cost.

The problem here is storing samples

with enough audio fidelity to do the
source justice - particularly where the
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the saxophone tape (which includes
samples of all the sax family) offers
samples recorded with different
dynamics and tonguings.

And in case you're wondering how
a whole tape can consist of samples
from a single grand piano, each side of
tape consists of a full 88 sampled notes

(sampled at mf dynamic on one side, ff

on the other). In this way you can

choose what notes you want to
sample, and how many. What's more,
the inclusion of different dynamic

levels allows you to take advantage of

the sample crossfade and switching
features that are available on many
samplers nowadays.

Syndromic Music offer full listening
facilities at their premises, so you can
hear before you buy. Prices: Cassettes
E25-35;1= I E 179

More from Syndromic

Music,

24/26 Avenue Mews, London N10
3NP. 2 01-444 9126 St
I

I

MAIN DEALER-ALL BRANCHES

licp-DRoland
Great New Looks Great New Sounds
Roland's Cheapest Polysynth

NEW DEP5 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECTS
PROCESSOR Roland's answAr to the
Midifex and the SPX90.
Amazing specifications! £675

ALPHA JUNO 2
Great new touch sensitive polysynth:
64 preset voices, 64 programmable + 64 on
optional cartridge, MIDI, the best ever
touch sensitive UNDER £800

MC500 MICRO
COMPOSER

MKS5Ogreat new Juno synth in rack
format with a host of new features and an
unbelievably low suggested price of £650

40,000 notes infernal memory +
100,000 notes on 3.5" disc + MIDI

SUPER JX10

SUGGESTED PRICE £925

The brand new Roland flagship. The ultimate
analogue machine, 76 keys, 12 note poly,
layered and split sounds, built in sequencer,
touch sensitive + MIDI of course £POA

1111111111111111=
- 111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111'

TR505
Fantastic new digital drum
machine, 16 PCM voices in
Latin sounds + MIDI with a

Boss Dr Rhythm DR220A (acoustic version) +
DR220E (electronic version programmable digital
rhythm machine SSP £165

SUGGESTED PRICE OF

RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS

ONLY £279

88 fully weighted wooden keys, 16 note
polyphonic MIDI, SAS sound generation,
incredibly accurate and grand piano sound
and feel, including stand. Ex -demo £1999

The complete range of these market leaders always
in stock at the very best prices!!

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

DDR30 Digital Drum Drum Kit

Low budget high quality processors

Fantastic sounds, Fantastic' looks, Fantastic feel,
Fantastic price

RD300 DIGITAL PIANO

RPS 10 pitch shift delay
ROD 10 Delay
RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec)
RCL 10 comp/limiter
RGE 10 graphic EQ
RBF 10 flanger
RPW/7 multi power supply
BMR5 rack

The best in sound and feel plus portability
SSP only £1599

MKS7 SUPER QUARTET

MKS20 DIGITAL
PIANO MODULE
Exactly the same facilities as RD1000 without
the keyboard SUGGESTED PRICE £1499

S50 Sampling Keyboard £2175
510 Sampling Keyboard SPP £999

MKS100
Rack mount version of 510 SSP E899

/

MUSIC VILLAGE
* CAMBRIDGE
M25

MUSIC VILLAGE

Boss DRP 1-2-3 Dr Drum Pad

Electronic percussion pad featuring 6
digital sound sources SSP £149

fits,

174:

£199
£149
E199
£115
£115
E115
E64
E45

MKS7 synth voice and drum voice expander, consisting of TR707 voices and
separate bass, chord and melody section. Beautiful analogue Juno 2 sounds. The
ideal companion for any sequencing system but in particular the MC500. Seperate
outputs, velocity sensitivity on both synth and drum sectors plus full MIDI
Capability makes this an unbelievable offer SSP £1155
Special MV Package deal MC500 plus MKS7 £2154 £1685

ROLAND CONTEMPORARY PIANOS
For the discerning musician who not only wants the best
in sound quality and playability, but also a desirable piece
of furniture for the home. Eight incredibly accurate
sounds plus MIDI of course. Suggest Prices from only £1399

1

Al2

BARNET
SOUTHEND

MI

CHALUVELLa-9"'"
HEATH *

LONDON

USIC VILLAGE

L,,

HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM: 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH,
(Near ROMFORD, ESSEX) Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506

DARTFORD
TUNNEL

CHADWELL HEATH MAIN LINE FROM LIVERPOOL STREET
XIGN RARNET NORTH LINE TUBE

NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO f1000 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * MAI

KORG
SDDI000,
SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY

-

Sampling, sequencer and trigger, overdub effects, up to

111111111111111111411111Mill\ '

DDD1 digital sampling touch
sensitive MIDI drum machine £POA

2048M. seconds delay, and sampling was £499
SAMPLING OMR £249

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO
MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard
around including advanced sampling guide and discs

KORG OSS1 Sampling synth £POA

6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds,
touch sensitive, 10 voice + MIDI, ONLY

SUGGESTED PRICE £1115

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £132

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER

NEW

15,000 note internal memory + 30,000 notes on disc,
independent record, edit and playback on all 16 MIDI

ENSONIQ

channels £469

SYNTH/SEQUENCER.

MIRAGE MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER

DW8000

DRV1000.

VOTED KEYBOARD OF THE YEAR 8 note poly, digital

waveform, touch sensitve, built in digital delay,
arpegiator, MIDI, terrific spec. EPOA

Digital Reverb only £299

AKAI

As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in
sequencer, disc drive, touch sensitive, MIDI

very powerful new syhthesiser from Ensoniq, split
keyboard, layerable sounds, touch sensitive
sequencer, MIDI, 24 oscillators

SUGGESTED PRICE £115

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1115

CASIO.

X7000 73 note touch sensitive version of 5700 £999

S700 Sampler module -12 bit sampling, 6 voices,
4 sound banks £POA

The New Casio CZ1 In Stock £POA

NEW MG614,
PORTASTUDIO

NEW 5900 MIDI SAMPLER

A pro quality multi track recorder with computerised auto
locator standard and double speed, 2 band parametric
and two independent effects send L999

Eight voice, 12 bit velocity sensitive 3.5" disc drive,
6 octave range, multi sampling, maximum 48 seconds

VX90 Rack version .,l tA- I EPOA

sampling time SUGGESTED PRICE E1695

RZ1 MIDI Track sequencer... £249
CZ101
C1000

IIIII II111II III II III II III II III
MX73 brand new 6 octave mother keyboard touch
sensitive, 4 split only £549

i

ME255 MIDI programmable note seperator £119

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
AX73 brand new 6 octave poly synth touch sensitive
MIDI split incredible value only £699

'ME3OP programmable MIDI patch bay £139

CZ3000
C7_5000

Please

Ring

for Best
Price

New Casio CZ230 in stock now.
AZ1 remote keyboard, incredible
spec, in stock
£295

*YAMAHA

QX5

RX11

8 track digital MIDI Sequencer.
Amazing specification!
SSP £449

separate outputs, RAM port,

1985 TOP DEALER AWARD
NEW! FB01

MT1X,4 TRACK CASSETTE

DX21 type expander plus stereo
outputs, built in chorus, and 8
mono mode on MIDI

£299
MV special package deal
PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS

The NEW CX5M11

RX11 29 PCM voices, MIDI
the BIZ! £799 £429
RX15 15 PCM voices was £599
£349
PF70 AND PRO FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS

.**11,0000**80.

RX21L 16 Latin percussion
sounds plus MIDI Was £269
NOW ONLY £169

..e

W.0.1111.1101.10M
i8 *to II"

New powerful digital
sequencer SSP £259

76 or 88 notes, weighted action,
10 voices, editing, MIDI, stereo
.tremelo and chorus Full range of DX

128K music computer - fantastic
spec., including SEGOS module,
MIDI in, MIDI out ONLY £399

related accessories always in stock,
pedals, RAMs, ROMs, etc.

DX27 192 voices, FM, MIDI,
polysynth, 61 full size keys

DX21, 8 note poly, split
keyboard or layered sounds,

SSP £499

MIDI SSP £685

milimmumED

DX100 FM digital synth 49 mini
keys, 8 note poly, 24 RAM,
192 ROM sounds SSP £359

TX216

DX7 The Industry Standard,
always in stock SSP £Please ring
for the best price

TF1

SPX90 DIGITAL. MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR

Expander Module. The power of two

Add on TX modules. Available singly.

Incredible product which gives you up to 100 seconds of digital reverb + delay,
modulation, auto pan, reverb & gate, pitch change, sampling, compression, MIDI,

DX7 synthesizers. New Low Price.
Was £1899 NOW ONLY £849

New Low Price. Was £499
NOW ONLY £205

etc. etc. ONLY £599

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!!
230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS.

I

)RDER

Tel: 01-440 3449 01-440 3440

Li
ri

8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE
Tel: 0223 316091/65093 (FORMERLY CAMBRIDGE ROCK)

ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * WORKSHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *

TASCAM

PORTA ONE O.

Very special package deal
Please ring.

PORTA TWO

1 MODEL 80

Very special package deal.
Please ring.

Please ring for the best
package deal around.

TASCAM 388 track 1/2" reel to reel,
Seck 12>8>2 mixer. List price £3700.
Limited special offer £2699

X15
THE BEST

The best 4 track cassette
machine around under
£1000. Tascam 38 ex demo
only £1749
111

sod
technology
ALESIS

MICROVERB
In stock at last the amazing new

digital reverb, high quality, low low
price only £249

The brilliant new 4 tracker
Fostex 160 in stock inc.
power supply, microphone,
and 5 free tapes only £549

PACKAGE DEAL

AROUND PLEASE RING

,
SIMMONS SDS
1000 KIT
3 sampled snare
sounds (excl.
hardware)
SUGGESTED RETAIL

PRICE f699
E1199
5059 complete with leads & stands
5051 inc mounting kit, tom, snare & cassette E169
E314
505200 complete with leads & stands
E481
SDS400 complete with leads & stands
E551
505800 complete with leads & stands
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated £599
1250
TMI MIDI interface
£350
SOC 200 watt electronic drum combo
E499
SIMMONS 505 percussion expander

MISCELANEOUS SALE ITEMS
Casio 021000 s/h
Casio CZ3000 s/h
Tascam model 15 8/4/2 desk
Dynamix 6/2 desk
Fostex 350 desk plus meter bridge
Vesta Fire 5L200 comp/limiter
Vesta Fire RVC2 stereo reverb
Vesta Fire RV3 stereo reverb
Vesta Fire Dig 420 digital delay
Tascam DX20 noise reduction
Korg gated reverb
Korg SQD1 seq
Korg 50131000 digital delay
Korg DRV1000 digital reverb
Cadsbro 09000 digital delay
Peavey digital delay
Fostex 3070 comp/limiter
INS digital delay
Aria rack analogue delay
Roland TR606 drum machine
TB303 bass line
Roland REZ01 space echo
Boss DR110 drum machine
Boss DRP digital drum pads ex demo
. Ftevox 877 as new

E259
E349
E399

£150
£399
£199
£199
E179
E199

MICS & HEADPHONES
AKG - SHURE - BEYER SENNHEISER

AUDIO TECHNICA
ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

ft 59
..L199
E469
E.249

£279
£169
E169
E245
E139
E99

£99
E99
E199
£89
£99
£675

MTR 6-2
8411 12 2

MIXERS

MTR 6-4-2

',AIR 12-8-2
DYNAMIX 6-2
DYNAMIX 12-2
TASCAM M21616-4 L929

SECK 6-2
SECK 12-2

SECK 12-8-2
! SECK 18-8-2

ALL
AT
THE
BEST

PRICES
L

PLEASE RING

£299
£499
PLEASE RING
PLEASE RING

COMMUNIQUE
Write to: Communique, Music Technology, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY.

Dear MT

new GCSE exam. They've already proved
themselves worthwhile through their use in

IRCAM Attacked

the school's latest musical, 'Big Al'. The MTIX

Your editorial in January's issue was quite
interesting. Also interesting was the article on
Morton Subotnick in the November issue. I'm
glad to see the magazine moving away from

that laboured pomp -rock style it was so
bogged down in.

There should be more articles on avantand experimental music - the
"academic" stuff, if you like. It's an area that
garde

can be tackled and presented to a wider
audience in a magazine like MT; why should
the EMAS crowd have all the fun?

One point you miss: IRCAM is an incredibly
elitist institution and is definitely not the kind

of place where "...musicians could meet,
exchange ideas about new technology, under-

take various programming and composing
projects and experiment with new forms of
musical instrument". Only the chosen few, the
buddies of Boulez, have the chance to spend
millions doing that. It's a very cosy little club.

Robert Worby
The Music Technology Group
Leeds

Dear MT
School's In
I don't know whether or not I was surprised at

Alan Smith's account of electronic music in
schools (Communique, January '87). I go to an

ordinary comprehensive school of about 900
pupils, and feel proud but embarrassed to list
the music department's equipment.
We (sorry, they) have an ageing Yamaha

CS4OM that would be wonderful with a
service, a Casio CT202 plus a number of VLTones, a Yamaha RX2I drum machine and a
Yamaha MTIX multitracker.
These last two acquisitions came after hours
pleading with the headmaster to assist pupils
in the "modern music techniques" part of the
14

because I find it difficult to make the sounds I
want to, and it just doesn't feel right to use all
those presets I can hear on the radio every

was a dream come true for sound effects,
while the RX2I provided excellent machinegun sounds courtesy of its handclaps. The

day.

toms also came in useful for "comedy thumps".

how to use it properly. I know a lot of people

Obviously the equipment is new to the
pupils (and the music teacher - though he

say that the PD sounds of the CZ series synths

used to demo Yamaha gear) but already, good
results are being achieved, and we're having
lots of fun - which is what it's all about really.

I own a Casio CZ5000, which is really an
excellent music machine - as long as you know

are dull, boring, squeaky and lack power. But
that's only because they don't know how to
get the good sounds.

Every synth has its own character, and

I suppose we're also very lucky to have a

that's the point when using several different

music teacher who isn't scared to dip his

synths on a recording-one synth is good at the
bass sounds, the other at the string sounds and
soon. But I can't understand people using two

fingers into modern music and its technology,

with the added bonus of a great deal of
enthusiasm.

Is new, quality equipment breaking into
schools now that the computer frenzy has
died? I'd like to think my school isn't the only
one-but if it is, it ought to be the first of many.
One final point. Perhaps Mr Everett

JX8Ps, three DX7s and an Emulator just to
boast with them, when they can't even make
up their own sounds.

Recently I began to use sampling in my
music,

and yet this

is

another area of

Bude

electronic music where presets and factory
disks are spoiling the individualism, creativity
and pioneering spirit. I know it can be difficult
to make your own good samples - but if you
can't do it, then don't use samplers! What's
the point of restricting yourself to a handful of
sounds when you have a tool to turn your

Cornwall

whole world into music with?

PS. How the hell do you pronounce Tim
Goodyer's surname? (Any way you want to -

OK, some factory sounds like pianos,
harpsichords, violins and choirs are truly

Ed)

wonderful, but what are all those gunshots,

(Communiqué, same issue) should start reading

your excellent magazine, rather than looking
at the photographs; since when has a Yamaha
electric grand been an organ?

Robin Arnold

door slams, breaking glass sounds, cat meows,

Dear MT
Presets Out
It was with delight that I read R Davies' letter
(Communiqué, December '86) about the
preset mania that seems to rule the electronic
music world today.
I must say that I don't like presets at all. I'm
composing a lot of "classical" electronic
pieces for synthesisers, and I put just as much
effort into programming the sounds as I do
into writing the melodies.

I don't usually use much FM equipment

raindrops; explosions and vocal stutterings
good for, except selling the machines to
amazed customers in music shops?

I can spend hours sampling ordinary sounds
and editing them until they turn into wonderful

new and individual sounds - my very own
musical instruments.

The advice I'd like to give to anyone who's
only been using preset ROMs and disks is
simply this: try to spend some time learning
your synth(s) and sampler(s) from scratch. It
will be worth the effort.

Thomas R Kolb
Sweden
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Choosing a multitracker can be a difficult business. But Vestafire have now
made the task a little easier.
The MR -10 is the result of years of design and manufacturing experience in
the multitrack field and Vestafire have drawn on their understanding to create
unique features which greatly increase flexibility and widen the scope of your
creative process.
Take the ingenious LINE TRACK mixer section: Firstly this enables you to
record four different signals simultaneously onto one or two tracks. Secondly
you can monitor all four tracks separately, and lastly these two functions can
be combined. For example, drums and bass from tracks 1 and 2 can be
mixed with say keyboard and guitar into line inputs 3 and 4 for a live bounce
onto one of the remaining tracks. These are just some of the functions of a
mixer section designed to get maximum music onto tape.
Add to this features like electronic punch -in, switchable dbx noise
reduction (the professional standard) and ten inputs including two phonos for
recording from a music source and you'll wonder how Vestafire do it for
£320.
The MR -10. Flexibility is the word.

NEW
TECHNOLOGY
FOR

MUSIC
PRODUCTION

For details of your nearest Vestafire stockist contact
exclusive distributors:
18, I Arbiter Ltd, Unit 8, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner. Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF
Tel: 01-208 0022
Send SAE for brochure of the full Vestafire range.

No-one would disagree that Yamaha have revolutionised the Hi-Tec world of music with their development of digital FM synthesis. From the best selling DX7 to the DX and TX range Yamaha have continued to
offer outstanding technology, sound and performance. However, as the worlds largest manufacturer
they also make the worlds greatest pianos, drums, guitars and just about every musical instrument you
can think of! As Yahama's consistent No.1 dealer Future Music has them all. Call us now and experience
-,,
Yamaha's milestones in technology.
A
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4 track multitrack recorder. Normal
tape speed, EC!, DBX. Noise

On On no DD Clo Do Do IDo

reduction.

B

Yamaha Drums

-

4000, 5000, 8000, 9000 Series
now in stock at all our drum stores.
C

RX21 Digital Rhythm Programmer

9 PCM sounds, MIDI, 40 preset
patterns.56 user programmable

E
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patterns.

D

aVeaivioin

TX816

MID! giving effectively 8 DX7's!!
E

CX5

Li

IIII NW MEM=

Mkll/128

With 128K of memory, the SFG05
sound generator built in. Now you
can program the CX5 with any
external MIDI keyboard.
F

did

Ill111EN

New reduced price.8 TF1 modules,

Y

,"

Lei

l

MIEN

KX88 MIDI Master Keyboard

88 note weighted keyboard - the
best! Breath control and foot control

inputs, dual and split modes, 2
control wheels, many other features
most sophisticated MIDI keyboard
on the market and now at ridiculously low price.

G

DX100 FM Digital Synthesiser

192 preset, Rom and 24 Ram
voices, cassette dump. The perfect
introduction to FM technology or as
an expander to an existing MIDI

00

set-up.

H

S250X Compact PA Speaker System

250W power handling, 2 way bass
reflex design, carbon fibre cones.
Rugged and portable.
I

K

F801

FM Tone Generator 4 operators,
240 presets, 8 note polyphonic one
voice, 4 note poly dual voice, mono
with 8 voices and split modes,
MIDI.

J

SE Guitar Range

4 pickup configurations, lock
vibrato, traditional no-nonsense
styling, 6 colour choices.

K

MEP4 MIDI Event Processor

60 MIDI set-ups, complete function
control of 4 separate MIDI devices,
unprecedented versatility.

L

SPX90 Digital Multi -Effects Processor

30 Rom preset effects, 60 Ram
memories, 9 control parameters,
MIDI compatible, the complete
processing

device.

10 BADDOW ROAD
CHELMSFORD ESSEX

125 ALBERT ROAD
PORTSMOUTH HAMPSHIRE

0245 352490/353878

0705 820595

44/46 PRESTON ROAD
85 ST MARYS STREET
SOUTHAMPTON HAMPSHI RE BRIGHTON SUSSEX

0703 226798/227683

0273 675983/675984

o=0

SALE
SYNTHS
S/H Juno 6
S/H Roland Sho9
S/H Moog Source
S/H E&MM Spectrum
S/H Korg Micropreset
S/H Casio CZ101
S/H Moog Taurus pedals
S/H Sequential Prophet

MIDI SYNTHS MODULES
Ex -demo Roland HK530
S/H Moog Taurons pedals GI,'
Ex -demo TX7

SAMPLERS
Ex -demo Roland S50
S/H Prophet 2002

£249
C175
C199

£99
£50
0159
C299

£249
£399
£399
£399

£1599

ft 795

S/H Mirage Rack Sampler
ELECTRIC PIANOS
Ex -demo Yamaha P780
Ex -demo Roland HP450 and
free rhythm unit
MIDI sequence,
Ex -demo Roland HP400 t free
rhythm unit and MIDI sequencer
S/H HP5600 digital piano
DRUM MACHINES
t

Yamaha RX11
Ex -demo Korg DDM220
S/H Roland TR606

S/H Roland T8303
Ex -demo Boss HC2
Ex -demo Boss PC2
Ex -demo Digisound
Ex -demo Yamaha MR10

£999
£799
£695

£595
£1999
£499
£125
C125
£125

£39
£39
£49
£49

Ex -demo MPC The Clap
ELECTRIC KITS
Now up K2X complete
Ex demo Korg drum & stands
S/H Simmons SDS9
GUITARS
Ex -demo (slightly -marked(
Yamaha SA -800
case
Yamaha SG1200S
Ibanez Roadstar II
Fender contemporary Strat
Washburn Force 3
Kramer half -fretless
Yamaha BX-1 headless
Arta LEB bass

SECOND-HAND AMPS
Marshall 50w head

£40
L850

£1199
£559
£499
£425
£449
£245
495
£669
£255

£599
£399
£899

£395
C375

£299
£350
£175
£215
£585
£215
C99

For years Roland have consistently produced startlingly innovative products,

pioneering a music technology perfect in its design form and function.
Clearly, with this unique musical pedigree, Roland deserves it's claim We
Design The Future'.
As Roland's biggest and
aoa Ow
oldest main dealer Future
.1t,t3 CC,
Music has built an equal
=1= 1=
expertise in the retailing of
Roland's products. It has the
largest stocks, an unequalled
product knowledge, speedy after
sales service and the best deals
around. Call us now for information
MMM/11.11.1.1.11.3G111::1

=1
0110

on any Roland product availability and
a special deal.
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S-50 Sampling Keyboard

16 voirr polyphonic velocity and pressure
ii1-keyboa.c 32 envelope
is built in disk drive for 3'. disk
PCB
for display uutpul 4 outputs 16
t
up to 30 second samples
S-10 Sampling Keyboard

8 voice polyphonic velocity sensitive 49
keys and 8 envelope generators 8 8 seconds
sampling 2 8 Ouick Disk drive
B

JX-I0 Polyphonic Synthesizer

76 -keys 64 memories 12 voice polyphonic
split mode velocity and pressure sensitive

z---5K5s

C MC -500 Micro Composer

disk drive 8 songs or 25.000 notes 4
tracks polyphonic MIDI
O GM -70 MIDI Guitar Converter
SK -1

Synthesizer Driver

Fits any guitar and controls GM70 64
memories, fully polyphonic
E

DEP-5 Digital Effect Processor

Digital reverb delay equalizer and chorus
16 -bit At D-D'A converter 99 memories. MIDI
Stereo.

F

JX MKS -70 Polyphonic Synthesizer Module

Rack -mount version of JX-10 All functions
fully programmable with PG800
G JC-77 Guitar Amplifier
80 watts .2 10" speakers chorus reverb 40
watts per channel stereo
JC-55 Guitar Amplifier

I rI
OFt-tzo

o ED EN ,E7

17771

=== CZ PO

iliklOSS

50 watts. 2 8" speakers chorus reverb 25
watts per channel. stereo

-

cso.a.66

ER IDil ili
....,

H

16 PCM digital sounds 24 pre-set rhythm
patterns fill-in. shuffle, MIDI tempo display.

OO,

I

I=31111 to

songs. MIDI

J
£295
£495
£199
£150

£225
£495
£299
£175
C4500

£1150
£2795
£1950

£1899
£999
£1495
C1295
£359

TR-505 Rhythm Composer

16 PCM sounds. 96 rhythm patterns. 6

II
Fender Bassman 135 head
& cab
Burman bass stack
Roland Bolt 60
Roland Spirit 50
SECOND HAND GUITARS
Ibanez Artist
USA Fender Strat Vh
Tokais Les Paul
Ibanez V310 acoustic
DRUM KITS
New Sonor Hi -Tech
Sonor Performer 7 pie6e
Signature 6 piece red
Sonor Sonorlite Jazz 4 piece,
white
New Yamaha 5000 series complete

CR-1000 Digital Drummer

New Yamaha 9000 series
New Yamaha 4000 series complete
New Pearl DLX 5 piece maple
S/H Pearl 7 piece silver
New Premier Olympic 3 piece
with hi hats
SNARE DRUMS

Sill Ludwig 400
S/H Gretsch 8" rosewood
New Maytone 61/2" chrome
New Remo Liberators
CYMBALS
SABIAN HH
14" Hi -Hats

AA
S/H 18" crash
S/H 16" Crash

£1500
C500

£800

£999
£399
£699
£499

PAISTE
S/H 602 med 18"
S/H 602 Thin Crash 16'
S/H Sound Creation 22" dark Ride

£50
£40
£150

ZILDJIAN
£150
£149
£175
£85
£159
£185
£55

0/1-114" Quickbeats
S/H 17"A Crash
S/H 18' A Crash
S/H 18" Sizzle China
S/H 20" Ride
S/H 20" A Sizzle
S/H 20" A. China
S/H 22' K. Ride
S/H Zanki Flat Ride 1 8
S/H Bronze 18" flat
S/H Zanki Swish

Dr. Pad Electronic Percussion

6 PCM sounds per pad pitch decay range
controls. Trig in 3 versions total 18 sounds.
K

£100
£55
£65
£65
£75

OR220A Dr. Rhythm Acoustic
011220E Or. Rhythm Electronic

11 PCM sounds 64 rhythm patterns 8
songs. LCD display.

C70

£75
C125
£40
£30
£30

L

Micro Rack
Bass Micro Rack

New additions. REC10 digital chorus ensemble.

RPS 10 digital pitch shifter/delay
RSD-10 digital sampler'delay
10 BADDOW ROAD
CHELMSFORD ESSEX

125 ALBERT ROAD
PORTSMOUTH HAMPSHIRE

0245 352490/353878

0705 820595

85 ST MARYS STREET
SOUTHAMPTON HAMPSHIRE

44,46 PRESTON ROAD
BRIGHTON SUSSEX

0703 226798/227683

0273 675983/675984

INTERFACE
Your questions answered by MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's resident team of experts.
If you have a query about any aspect of music technology, or some information
that might be useful to other readers, write to Interface at the editorial address.
recently bought a Sequential

models. The "freezing" you refer to is in fact the VS'

are used in their multitimbral modes, the CZ is four -

Prophet VS synthesiser which has

audio signal cutting out. Pass on this information to

voice polyphonic and the MultiTrak is six -voice. If you

been a disaster with respect to

your repair company and they should be able to sort out

only sequence four voices on the MultiTrak and

the details with Sequential. St

CZ I 0 I , you are left with two MultiTrak voices to play

I

reliability.
My particular beast overheats and "freezes"

with over your sequence. In fact, the less voices you

whenever it is used in any reasonably warm
environment, which limits its use considerably

sequence the more there are for you to play with in real
time.

this side of Reykjavik.
The only place where a perfect performance

Would you please help me with my

The MultiTrak was a relatively early attempt at

dilemma concerning sequencing

combining synthesis, sequencing and MIDI control in

and synthesisers. I own a CZ 1000

one instrument Nowadays enough time has passed for

and intend to sell it in order to buy an SCI
Multitrak. Then I plan to get a CZ101 as an

manufacturers to get a much clearer idea of what such

Q

has so far been guaranteed has been the
workshop where it spends an inordinate
length of time confusing technicians. Admittedly I haven't been charged for any of the (so
far unsuccessful) repairs/modifications, and

expander for the MultiTrak.
Could I sequence the CZ101 via MIDI using

an instrument should offer. Ensoniq's ESQ I synth
(reviewed E&MM August '86) has an eight -track
onboard sequencer. Each track can be assigned to any

Propfie! ys

the company used by the manufacturer
genuinely seem to be trying their utmost to
rectify the fault.

Vic Martin
Cheam

the MultiTrak's onboard sequencer, and still
have the six -voice polyphony of the MultiTrak's own synth section? If not, is there
another keyboard with onboard sequencing

MID/ channel and given its own onboard sound, and

which would allow me to do this?

can assign tracks to play on slave MIDI instruments

W J Hughes
Welling

while leaving the synths' own voices free. You aren't

you can specify whether a track should play internal

voices only, external voices only (ie. via MIDI) or
internal and external voices together. In this way you

limited to a fixed polyphony per track, and what's
more, because the synth can allocate its own voices
dynamically you have greater freedom in making use of

We've had words in some American ears,

A

and it appears that the overheating and

The best you can hope for with the

"freezing" on your VS is down to

MultiTrak/CZ I 01 combination is a "half-

a

capacitor being inserted the wrong way round in early
18

A

way house" solution. When the two synths

the ESQ I 's own sounds.

Further information can be had from Ensoniq UK on

13 01-435 2434 III St
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Emax (by Emulator of USA) Price is £2,599
including 20 factory discs
each with
10 different
sounds on

There are only 8 official UK dealers Dougies is one of them
Make your
appointment now to ensure peace and
quiet and personal attention.
Tel. 0606 783629 (ask for Dougie)
.

each.

S/HAND TO CLEAR FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
(reasonable offers may be accepted)
KEYBOARDS
Octave Kitten mono S/H
Yamaha CS5 mono S/H
Roland SHO9 mono S/H
Octave Cat mono S/H
Moog Rogue mono S/H
Roland Jupiter 4 S/H
Roland Juno 6 S/H
Rhodes Mkt piano St 73
SCi Sixtracks S/H
Wurlitzer Pno Suitcase'
Korg Poly 800 II as new
Roland Juno II S/H
Akai S612 MD280 ex -demo
Yamaha PSR70 ex -demo
Korg DW6000 ex -demo
Korg DW8000 ex -demo
Korg DVP-1 ex -demo

Fostex
AKAI
8 TRACK

proiessiondl

£50
£69
£79
£79
£89
£199
£269
£299
£345
£345
£415
£499
£495
£549
£499
£799
£650

Sequential Pro 2002 sampling rack
module
£1299
OTHER
Boss Dr Pad I/11/III ex -demo only
£99 each
£79
Boss DR110 prog drum box
Roland SDE2500 MIDI FX unit ex -demo
£345
Midiverb S/H
£250
Korg MR16 MIDI drum racker ex -demo
£299
£299
Korg SDD2000 sampling FX ex -demo
°
£299
Yamaha QX7 & sync immac
£599
()Perham DMX classy drum machine
£POA
Yamaha SPX90 new
£199
BBC 'B' computer ex -demo
Commodore 64 computer S/H
£89
£139
Ibanez DD700 rack ex -demo
£199
Ibanez DD1000 dual DDL rack
Ibanez HD1500 prog harmonizer c/w floor
£425
unit`

Due to over ordering I have 3 systems to clear. Model 80 &/or Seck 12 8 2'
Fostex 450 mixers. Cheapest UK price guaranteed! POA

Our fastest growing oriental line - samplers, synths,
mother keyboards, effects - we stock the entire dynamic
range at competitive prices

[1=4 IT=IINI slii;1
Yes Sir - the 0 -chip developed by those
deuced clever US chaps is wonderfully
applied to all Ensoniq products - superb
US design - reliable Italian assembly - not
a Japanese within a 1,000 miles!

50

\
ESQ 1, Mirage
Piano, Mirage

ENSONIQ
FACTORY & K -MUSE
DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER

Rackmount - Ring
for Details!

£6
EACH

THE DEDICATED KEYBOARD GE M RES...

,F rip
1/5/7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE: 0506 782522/783629
OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

f

ADO
d WHERE THE PROS
GO

ESQ-1 OWNERS
We have now developed a visual
editor and data dump using
AMSTRAD computers. Now it's
possible to use the onboard disc
drive and VDU to edit your ESQ
sounds in 'real time') More details
on request .

ROLAND
MC500
The heart of the
musical system?
IN STOCK
(see review
in the issue)

.

.

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION
We are experts in making sure you are
HEARD (pardon?) in your sound .
PEAVEY make the stuff, we diagnose
and prescribe the system to suit.
Next please
.

STEINBERG
RESEARCH
ATARI SOFTWARE
PRO 24/PRO CREATOR
FM Synth Programmer and
Librarian
£135
(ii) Akai S909 visy4I El itor
NW
(iii) Music Notatidn Programmer NEW
COMMODORE SOFTWARE
PRO 16 PLUS (Cart) 16 tracks + sync
to tape, graphic editor +
scorewriter
£299
PRO 16 S (Cart) 16 tracks + sync to
tape, graphic editor - only
£239
PRO 16 (Disc) 16 tracks + graphic
editor
£100
TNS (Disc) Music notation
editing
£90
SES (Disc) Editor + sound library for
FM synths
£80
COSMO (Disc) Editor + sound library
for CZ synths
£80
MIRAGE (Disc) Editor for Mirage...180
JUNO (Disc) Editor for Juno
£80
INT (Cart) Commodore/MIDI Interface
sync to tape
£150
MM1 (Cart) Commodore/MIDI
Interface
£55

EXPORTING? NO TROUBLE
Being oily 17 miles from Manchester
airport export is easy! We have
already successfully shipped to
Denmark, Germany and Brazil (si
Sonor!). Phone or write and speak to
Dougie for quotes. NB Export
customers deduct 15°k off all prices
INLAND FREIGHT?
Overnight?/Red Star? Night
Star? No Problem Pal,

.

ALL FRANKFURT'S FARE IS ON OUR MENU
Personal attention assured. No
appointment necessary open
10-6 six days a week. No lunch
closing (we don't eat!). Always
available for a chat on the phone.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

KEYBOARD
ACCESSORIES
X exts post tree
3 her alum Liteweight
10 Unit Alum Rack Std

f15

Sustain PedslOuote for which K,Bd) square type

Always wanted/always available at
great s/h cash prices all synths by
Korg, Roland, Yamaha, Sequential,
Moog etc. We must have the most
interesting selection in the country.

Cases eg DW8000

AMEX, DINERS,
ACCESS, VISA
CARDS ALL
ACCEPTED

£19

£125
£110

only f12
only f42

CREDIT
YUP!
19

Q

First of all, I would like to follow up
on my letter to you in the September '86 issue, which concerned the

traumas of buying my first synthesiser. I'm
now glad to say that I am a proud owner of a
brand new AX73, which has given me (and
shall go on giving me) many hours of sheer
delight.
Now on to my query. As you are no doubt

manual, there are parameters for each sound which

Unfortunately, since you ran this article we've had

allow you to specify whether or not you want to use a

information from some of our Club members that the

sample input as part of your sound, and if so what
balance you want between the sample and the 73's

SFG05 won't run on the Pioneer PX7 MSX computer,

own waveform. Beyond that you would need to call up

MSX computer. Annabel Scott also suggests that the

and we also now know that it won't run on Panasonic's

the relevant sample on your sampler each time you

Toshiba keyboard would work with the Yamaha SFG05,

wanted to use it with an AX73 sound, and of course

and we're not certain whether this is in fact the case or

play from the sampler (or a keyboard controlling it). II

not
As far as we know the SFG tone module will run on

St

aware, the AX73 has a "sampler in" jack.

the Toshiba HX10, Canon, Sony HitBit and Mitsubishi

Please forgive me if I sound rather naive on
this subject, but my knowledge of sampling is
by no means extensive. What I would like to
know is: would it be possible after editing a

MSX machines as well as of course the Yamaha CXS.

Q

A nice brief one for you guys. I have

Details of how to make up a suitable interface board

a Roland TR808 drum machine

are given in the Christmas issue of Feedback (the club

which I would like to use in

magazine), and the board is also available ready -built

conjunction with MIDI instruments. What I
would like to know is: is there any way in
which I could trigger the separate voices on

sample on the AX73 to save this edited sample

from the AX73 to tape, for later use with the
synthesiser? I know this is almost certainly too
much to ask of a 1600-700 synth, but maybe it's
a good idea for future synths?

my TR808 using MIDI note numbers?

Paul Stevens
Wrexham

London

through the Owners' Club.

Martin Tennant
Manager, X -Series Owners' Club

Will
In the "everyday problems of using MIDI

A

This is a non-starter, I'm afraid. Crucially

A

instruments" department I thought other
readers

might

be

interested

in

my

To begin with, it's worth bearing in mind

there's no way of externally triggering

troubles with a Technics PX7 Piano and Yamaha RX I5

that this isn't an all-purpose sample
input. Rather it's intended for use with

individual 808 voices, so you can't even

drum machine.

hope to use some magical MIDI/pre-MIDI converter

I connect my PX7 to the RX 15 so that I can use the

PX7's MIDI clock to sync the drum machine. This
allows me to start, stop and adjust tempo from the

box to smooth away the incompatibility problems.

Akai's 5612, X7000 and 5700 samplers.
This synth/sampler relationship provides you with a

However, you can at least sync your 808 to a MIDI

means of (a) expanding the sonic capability of the

source as master or slave, as it has a Roland Sync 24

r".14.
"dylap

;AC:

piano.

I

also have to set the RXIS to "Receive

WM* ^WM
.10

a

.0%

so

SR III

immiamilamm MINI

amtammin
Cermr41k.

sampler, and (b) expanding the sonic capability of the

input and output. There are sync/converter boxes such

Unavailable" so that playing the piano doesn't trigger

synth. That is, the AX73's voice -editing features can be

as the Korg KMS30 and Roland's own SBX I 0 which

any drum sounds.

used to process samples in ways which can't be

allow you to link up MIDI and Sync 24. It may not give

The problem arises when I "stop" the drum machine

achieved using the sampler alone, while samples can

you all the flexibility you're after, but at least it gives

and am just playing the piano. If I play a chord of four

be used as an additional sound source for mixing in with

you the possibility of running your 808 alongside other

notes or more the RXIS displays the message "MIDI

the synth's VCO waveforms.

MIDI equipment

Data Error" and I find that many of the drum patterns

What you end up with is a capability similar to

Of course you could always invest in a sampler, and

have been corrupted. On one occasion some of the

Korg's DSS I sampling synthesiser, but arrived at using

bring your no -doubt treasured 808 sounds fully into the

instruments stopped working and no end of switching

two instruments instead of one. And there's the rub.

realms ofMIDI... Tg

on and off or reloading data would bring them back. I

eventually traced this problem to the pan settings for

The samples are integral to the sampler not the AX73,

the drum voices being "0 Left 16 Right", which isn't

which stores sound parameters rather than sounds to

tape. The AX73's internal basic sounds are limited to
four waveforms, and a sound parameter selects which

In the August '86 issue of E&MM you ran

A

an article by Annabel Scott called 'Raising

physically possible from the front panel slider.

After much experimentation I found that these MIDI

data errors could be avoided by setting the RXIS to

number of parameters that constitute the make-up of

the Standard' on the subject of MSX
home computers. In this article she mentions the

an AX73 sound are relatively few compared to the

Toshiba music package, which she says runs perfectly

ensuring that the RX's receive channel was not the

massive amounts of data which sampling generates,

well on a Pioneer machine. She also suggests that the

same as the PX's transmit channel.

and tape is no medium for storing samples.

Yamaha SFG05 tone module would run with the

Richard Shipton
Billericay

of these waveforms is to be used for that sound. The

As you've probably noticed from your AX73's
20

Pioneer.

"Receive Available" and then "Omni Or and by
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Emulator E -Max

19 - 57 SECS SAMPLE TIME
AUTOMAPPINGTm, AUTOLOOPTM, CROSSFADE

111

Obrrh'iln

LOOPI NGTM

N1101

- HIN

UPTO 100 SOUNDS AVAILABLE AT ANY
ONE TIME
POLYTIMBRAL, MULTITRACK SEQUENCER WITH

--

MATRIX 6-R

SUPERMODETM

RS 442 PORT

ARPEGGIATOR

100 SINGLE PATCHES + 50 MULTIPATCHES
SPLITS
RECEIVES MIDI MODE 4

SOUND DESIGNERTM VISUAL EDITOR AVAILABLE

MATRIX MODULATION

PLUS MANY MORE FEATURES

FULL ANALOGUE + DIGITAL PROCESSING

EACH VOICE FEATURES 2 DCO, 1 VCF, 2 VCA,
3 ENU. GENERATORS, 1 TRACKING GENERATOR,
2 RAMP GENERATORS, 1 FM MODULATOR

6
16 BIT DIGITAL REVERB

90 dB DYNAMIC RANGE
IN 4 DIFFERENT TYPES OF REVERB
8 VOICES
In SOUND LAYERING
111 PROGRAMMABLE PANNING
I. 32 WAVEFORMS
ESQ-1

16 DIFFERENT PRESETS

III 8 TRACK SEQUENCER WITH QUANTIZATION,
MIRAGE RACK

30 SEQUENCES, 10 SONGS,
10,000 NOTE STORAGE.

(ensonia
Over

£250 0 factory

Mirage
Kith every board
ice

II

discs

rack or

34 SECS OF 12 BIT
SAMPLING

40,000 NOTE SEQUENCER

SMPTE AND MIDI
COMPUTER INTERFACE

lEOLIErEial CRCUiZ. inc
PROPHET

vs

202 NEW IONG'S RD' FULHAM LQ,NbON-$W67.017364771: 01 .731:.$9.3:.
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IN BRIEF

Yamaha DMP7 Digital Mixer

IN THE WORLD of big -league studio mixing desks, there
have been two major "innovations" in the field of digital

have a similar specification to Yamaha's SPX90 outboard

control which no self-respecting design team has been able

selection of programmable parameters. The third processor

to ignore with any safety.

offers only five basic treatments, but you can bypass this and

The first is automated mixdown, where control settings
and changes are stored in a computer's memory and then

read out in real time as a mix takes place.
The second is processing of the audio signal within the
digital domain, which ensures the mixing console is no
longer the poor relation of the digital tape recorder in
terms of signal-to-noise ratio or frequency
Incredibly, both these areas are features of a new small

processor, and offer 15 basic effects, all of them with a

route FX send 3 to an external unit of your own choice.
The level sliders for each of the eight inputs are
controlled by servo motors, so that in an automated
mixdown, they move up and down to their preprogrammed positions. The same is true of the FX return
and stereo output sliders.
At the stereo output stage, digital signals are returned to
their analogue state by twin digital -to -analogue converters

the company that makes it is Yamaha, and the price -tag it

(DACs). Before this, though, the DMP7's output is sent
through a built-in (and user -controllable) digital stereo

carries should be under £4000.

compressor system.

(eight -into -two) mixer. The mixer in question is the DMP7,

analogue -to -digital converter (ADC), since the mixer's
design does not allow for any signal to be input in digital

The last important string to the DMP7's bow is MIDI.
The mixer can receive MIDI patch -change data from an
external machine, and such events can be programmed to

form. But since the DMP7 uses a sampling rate of 44.IkHz,

take place in real time from a MIDI sequencer. So you could

Yamaha may yet supply an input stage for digital data from

other machines (samplers, digital tape recorders and so

have, for example, four channels of sequencer-cOntrolled
synths being linked to two channels of M IDI drum machine

forth) in the future.

and two channels of stereo tape recorder (connected via a

The DMP7's eight input channels each begin with a 16 -bit

Once a signal has been converted from analogue into

MIDI-SMPTE or tape sync converter), with all settings for

digital, it goes through what appears initially to be a

all eight inputs changing at pre-programmed points in your

conventional arrangement of controllers: a three -band EQ

piece of music.

section, three FX send controls (switchable pre- and post -

In its current format, the DMP7 doesn't fit that neatly

fade), a channel on -off switch, a pan control and a level

into the average small studio setup, despite the increasing

fader.

use of MIDI -controlled events in modern music production.

But these controllers differ from their counterparts on

However, some studio owners may consider cascading two

ordinary mixing desks in a number of ways. The first is that,

or more DMP7s in parallel (via MIDI System'Exclusive data)

in an extension of the digital parameter access principle
found on synth control panels, Yamaha have made the
DMP7 controllable using a system of remote parameter

to give mixing formats suitable for multitrack recording.

selection and value adjustment.
To boost the mid EQ frequency by 5dB, you can't just

But the DMP7 should make an impact as a sub -mixer in

studios (where its high sound quality will be of great
benefit); as a control centre for video and AN post production applications (where its automation features will

turn a rotary pot; you have to hit a dedicated button on the

come in especially useful); and on-stage (where keyboard

right of the console, and adjust it using a data entry slider

players will at last have control over their own sound

similar to that found on DX synths, keeping an eye on an

system, without having to worry about making too many

LCD as you go.
That's the bad news. The good news is that, again unlike

spontaneous alterations).
As a machine in its own right, the DMP7 is a step forward

most mixer controls, every single one of these parameter

of awesome proportions. As an indicator of things to come,

values can be stored per channel as part of what Yamaha

its impact could be phenomenal. Dan Goldstein

term "scenes" - 32 memories onboard the DMP7, a further
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67 on external RAM cartridge.
And what distinguishes the DMP7 even further from

More from Yamaha-Kemble, Mount Avenue,

most mixers is that those FX send controls can be routed to

Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks MKI IJE. IS' (0908)

three internal signal -processing units. Two of these units

71771
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24 oscillators Rich full sound
Dual program texturing and chaseplay
for new sounds and effects Digital control for
pure punch 76 note touch and pressure sensitive keyboard
100 program with 64 patch memories *Inbuilt delay and sequencer

SUPER JX-10 SYNTHESIZER

16 voice polyphonic 61 note touch and pressure sensitive keyboard
Sampling time 15 secs at 30kHz and 30 secs at 15kHz sample rate
16 different sample sounds stored in a 512K word memory *Visual
editing via TV monitor Inbuilt 31/2" disk drive

II 5-50 SAMPLING KEYBOARD
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8 voice polyphonic 49 note touch sensitive keyboard *Sampling time
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01111 Ell III IMIN INN ION IIIII INN IIM

I*Simultaneous reverb, delay, eq and chorus produced by 16 bit

I

digital circuitry Fully programmable *28 bit signal processor for
I Ireverb
I
simulation Stores up to 99 program memories
DIGITAL EFFECT UNIT !
I S-10 SAMPLING KEYBOARD ! .ENDEP-5
m m im sm m m = m m m = NE im um EN mil im IM
4 secs at 30kHz and 8 secs at 15kHz sample rate *4 different sample
sounds stored in a 128K word memory Inbuilt 2.8" disk drive
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APR CREDIT

SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

SUPER JX-10
S-50

S-10
DEP-5
MC -500
TR505

BOSS DR220

£2100
£2175
£999

20%

DEPOSIT

£420
£435
£200

£675 £135
£920 £184
£295
£175

£59
£35

IN 1110 MI NM MI = NM =I EM = I= = = = = XII Ell

AVAILABLE

Incredibly user
friendly Alphawheel

20% DEPOSIT
AND BALANCE
IN 9 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS

and subfunctions

9 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS OF

Upgradable
software for future
expansion

Microscope
edit mode and
punch in for

TOTAL AMOUNT
PAYABLE

£186.67
£193.33
£88.78
£60.00
£81.78
£26.22
£15.56

£2100
£2175
£999
£675
£920
£295
£175

ALL ABOVE PRODUCTS ARE IN STOCK

great flexibility
Large internal
memory stores up to 8
songs/25,000 notes
31/2" disk drive can store up to
100 songs/100,000 notes

I MC -500 MICRO COMPOSER I
111 me ow
im

NE NE mum nu la

Any one will get you in
Buy any one of these superb Roland
goodies from Gigsounds and you join the
Super JX Club automatically. Membership
gives you free newsletters, Roland Product
workshops, seminars and many exclusive
special offers on new Roland products and
accessories. There's even the chance to
get free tickets to see your favourite
artists in concert. So, if you're a musician
and it's just got to be Roland, there's only
one place to go.

emmml =mom som

Dear Gigsounds, please send me a FREE
Roland colour brochure.

Name

Mitcham Lane,
Streatham, London SW16
Tel: 01-769 5681 & 6496
86,

Address

22, Rushey Green, Catford,
London SE6

Tel: 01-690 8621 & 8622

L

Phone No

IN BRIEF

Casio AZ1 Remote Keyboard

JUST AS NOT every guitarist is an extrovert, not every
keyboard player wants to hide behind a stack of machines all

I

and glide on/off for key 2. The Solo on/off button changes

the time. Cue the remote keyboard controller, of the sling-

the AZI over to monophonic performance, and sends out
an Omni On/Mono instruction on the relevant channel(s)-

i t -round -your -neck variety.

so that something like a DX7 can be put into its mono

Like master keyboards (which you don't sling around

performance mode. The portamento and sustain effects are

your neck unless you're looking for a hernia), the strap -on

on as long as the buttons are held down - which is no

kind don't make any sounds themselves. What they allow

problem as you can only use one hand to play anyway.

you to do is join your guitarist and singer stage -front and

As an alternative, the AZ I's definable controllers can be

pose with the best of 'em. All you need is a MIDI cable
stretching from controller back to keyboards and voice

used to send System Exclusive messages. These are

units - there's no need for any audio cable.

used to control such features as tone mix, key transpose,
mod wheel depth and amplitude aftertouch range.

The latest sling -round -your -neck offering comes from
Casio, and a stylish beast it is, too. As befits a strap -on
instrument, the AZ I has been designed as much along guitar
lines as a keyboard controller can be. It's slightly heavier

intended for Casio's CZ series of synths, where they can be

So you're at the front of the stage, AZI hanging from
your neck, MIDI cable snaking back to your stack of gear.
Chances are you'll want to (a) use more than one sound, and

than the average guitar, but it shouldn't cause you any back

(b) use more than one instrument.

strain. And crucially, it's a balanced instrument to carry

The former is taken care of by front -panel buttons which
allow you to select any of the total 128 program numbers
allowed for by MIDI. This is done in a bank/sound format

around.

The AZ I's 41 -note keyboard, which can transmit both
attack velocity and channel aftertouch information, has a
light action which suits the fact that your fingers don't so
much fall on the keys as travel parallel to them. You can
alter the range of the keyboard up or down an octave, so

which allows selection to be carried out quickly and
minimises the number of buttons required.

The second option is catered for by giving the AZ I three
MIDI transmit modes: A, B and A + B. A and B modes can

the total keyboard span is just over five octaves. The AZ I

each be given a separate MIDI transmit channel (1-16),

turns off any existing notes whenever you change octave, so

while A + B acts as a sort of dual mode by transmitting on

there's no danger of notes being left hanging; it

also

"retransmits" existing notes at the new pitch.

On the neck are a dedicated pitch -bend wheel, two
assignable wheels, portamento and sustain buttons, two
assignable switches and a Solo button, while there's an
assignable slider on the main body of the instrument. All
these controllers fall easily to the left hand, and a three -digit
LED window displays values.

When powered up (either with six AA batteries or an
external 9V power supply), the AZI automatically sends
out various MIDI messages including Omni Off/Poly, Sustain

Off, pitch -bend centre value, the last -set program number

and the current settings of the assignable continuous
controllers.
The effectiveness of the AZ I's controllers depends on

which controls are implemented on your slaved instruments. For example, if none of your instruments can
respond to the MIDI main volume control, there's not a lot
you can do about it.

Initialised definable settings (which can be recalled at any
time) are modulation for wheel , master volume for wheel
2, portamento time for the slider, modulation on/off for key
I
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both channels at the same time. Sensibly, the AZI doesn't

allow you to change transmit mode - and consequently
MIDI channels -while any notes are being held down or are
still sustaining.

In A and B modes the AZ I can transmit a maximum of
eight notes simultaneously, while in A + B mode, up to eight
notes can be transmitted on each of the two channels (so
you retain eight -note polyphony).

You could use A and B as a means of switching quickly

from one instrument to another, or you could use A (or B)
and A+ B as a means of playing one instrument and then

suddenly layering another on top. MIDI controller codes
are sent on whichever channel(s) you've selected - so you
can't,

for example, route controllers to one of two

instruments in A + B mode.

But the AZI is a well -designed, flexible and ergonomically

efficient controller. If you're looking for a chance to step
out into the limelight in style, Casio's offering could be just
what you need. Simon Trask

Price £349 including VAT

More from Casio, Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road,
London NW2 7JD.

01 -450 9131
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IN BRIEF

Cheetah MK5 Controller Keyboard

CHEETAH'S MK5 IS the latest in a long line of home
computer peripherals which far exceed the power and
quality of rival products. In this particular case, Cheetah
have broken through into the serious music market with a
stylish and economical MIDI master keyboard.
You may have read about Cheetah's new Spectrum
Sound Sampler (reviewed last month) and forthcoming
Spectrum MIDI interface. But the MK5 is a quantum leap

ahead of these admittedly excellent budget products,
providing many MIDI control functions. With the optional
Spectrum mini (not MIDI) interface, you can also play the
sound chip of a Spectrum 128K or Plus 2.

High Street chain Boots originally asked Cheetah to
produce a dumb keyboard just to play the Spectrum's AY -

3 -8910 sound chip. But the hardware Cheetah actually
came up with could justify a place in practically any MIDI'd

home studio.

The MK5 is a full-size, five -octave MIDI controller
keyboard with a tough, stylish all -metal case. The keyboard
bit is made in Italy and is similar in quality and feel to that of

many good non -velocity -responsive synths.

Controls and connections are cut to a bare minimum,
mainly for reasons of economy. At the rear are the power

connector for the 9V transformer supplied with the
keyboard, and the standard five -pin DIN MIDI Out. Above

the keys are a sprung horizontally -mounted pitch -bend
wheel, a program/play selector switch, four LEDs indicating

the current control option, and a large, bright three segment LED display.

Where, you might ask, are all the other controls? Well,
like the OSCar monosynth, the MK5 has many of its control
options hidden on the music keys themselves. Once you've

plugged in your synth modules and powered up, pressing
the Program/Play button puts you into Program mode. You
can then use the top octave of keys to select MIDI Channel
1-16, octave plus or minus one, and program number 1-128.

As you hold down the control keys, the appropriate LED
lights up. The display keeps incrementing or decrementing

as long as you hold down the key, but you can't "wrap
around", from 128 to I for instance. The last control key,
Transmit, sends the new patch number to your synth when
pressed.

The Program/Play button also serves as a Hold control;

any keys held down when you press the button sustain
indefinitely (according to your synth's sound program). All
other keys are disabled in Control mode; pressing
Program/Play again returns you to Play mode.
Cheetah's small but perfectly formed handbook suggests

several possible uses for the MK5. For synths with a
26

miniature keyboard, such as the Yamaha DX100 or Casio

CZ101, it provides a longer and more playable master
keyboard.

If the lack of velocity sensitivity doesn't bother you - you
might have a non -velocity -responsive synth module such as

a Korg EX800 - then the MK5 represents a good way of
creating a complete synth at a bargain price.
Alternatively, you may just want a controller to program
drum machines, or a movable keyboard to make life easier
in small studios.

The MK5's final application lies in conjunction with the
optional mini -interface and software package. This little
black box plugs into your Sinclair Spectrum 128K or Plus 2,

and has a trailing lead terminating in a MIDI plug for the
MKS.

The software-which can be transferred to microdrive if
you wish - allows you to program, edit and play sounds on
the Spectrum's sound chip, using the MK5 keyboard. The

software looks sophisticated, using a system of windows
and menus to control all the functions.
Up to 64 sound patches can be stored in the Spectrum's
memory simultaneously. Three voices can be played at
once, with an optional split -point two octaves from the
bottom of the keyboard. The software allows you to define
a seven -stage ADSR, pitch envelope, repeat delay and rate,

noise mix, tremolo speed, depth and delay, and pitch -bend

wheel on/off. Sound settings can then be saved to tape or

microdrive. From the File menu, selecting the Main Menu

option clears the screen of all the overlayed windows.
The mini interface and software are great fun if your
ambition stretches no further than making tinny noises, but

it won't be of much use to serious musicians.
The MK5 keyboard, on the other hand, is a marvel of
design and economy which should sell very well. Alternatives like the Yamaha KX5 feature velocity -sensitivity,
modulation controls and easier patch selection, but not a
full-size, five -octave keyboard.

Other master keyboards start at around f 300, and many
people would prefer to spend that money on a complete
synth, or at least a voice module.
With further items such as the Spectrum MIDI interface
on the way, the Cheetah MKS could become the centre of a

limited but still impressive budget music system.

I

didn't

want to send it back. Chris Jenkins
Price MK5, £99.95; mini interface and software, £29.95
More from Cheetah Marketing, 1 Willowbrook Science

Park, Crickhowell Road, St Mellon's, Cardiff 8 (0222)
777337
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AKAI

Roland S10 4 samples -8 voice polyphonic 4 second
sampling time @15K bandwidth on board

Akai X7000 6 samples
(expandable up to 16). One

arpeggiator- layered sounds

second each sample g15K
bandwidth separate outputs,
special mono mode for
sequencing. Samples taken on
5612 can be used so extensive

1 large sound library available
now - very easy to
sample your own
sounds. The ideal
keyboard to introduce
you to the wonders of
sampling. £1099.00* or
£110 deposit followed by
10 monthly instalments

sound library available. 16
programmes (expandable), auto
looping velocity filtering make it
very easy to sample your own
sounds. It's a fantastic machine for

of £98.90.

Roland 550 Big brother
to the SIO this powerful
keyboard has 16 samples 16 voices polyphonic and 16
second sampling time 015K bandwidth. On board azpeggiator TV/RGB
monitor output for on screen. Editing and information. 4 outputs ideal
for stage or studio use. £2250.00* or £250 deposit followed by
10 monthly instalments of £200.

studio or live use. £999* or £100
deposit followed by 10 monthly
instalments of .189.90.

S700 Expander All the features of the X7000 but in rack mountable unit.
Akai 5900 8 voice 12 Bit Rack Mount unit boasting an internal memory of
750K which can be allocated to 32 different samples
12 second sampling @16K bandwidth 8 individual

outputs individual looping/ADSR/loudness control
an amazing machine at £1,899.00*

ensoni

KORG.
Korg DSS-1 A combined sampler
and synthesiser makes this the
ultimate on stage sampler. 12 bit
resolution - two waveform creation

methods -harmonic synthesisers
and waveform drawing- 4 sampling
rates between 16 and 48 KHz. 16

second sampling time. 30 samples
across keyboard -128 sounds per
disc amazing keyboard for
£2,150.00*

Ensoniq Mirage 8 voice
polyphonic and polytimbral up to
16 different samples available at
one time - sampling time variable
from 2 to 8 seconds. On board
sequencer- very extensive sound
library available. £1,425.00* or

available on a rack mount for
£1,145.00* ENSONIQ ESQI ALSO
NOW IN STOCK!
7923:?9;')Jt

ff9
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Up to 52 seconds of sampling time. New crossfade looping technique ensures
glitch free loops in virtually any sound. Each Emax voice can consist of two
individual samples making possible a whole new range of sounds. Up to
122 individual samples can be assigned to the keyboard at one time.
A sample can be assigned to any point on the keyboard and can cover a
range from one note to a full five octaves. Voices may be stacked with
crossfades controlled by key velocity, key position, pressure or any
number of realtime controls. Eight outputs as well as stereo outputs with
true programmable panning. On board sequencer -an arpeggiator - an
RS422 computer part and a price of £2,500* that puts it within reach of a
whole new world of artists.

ALL THESE SAMPLERS AVAILABLE ON 1NTEREST-FREE CREDIT
(Subject to status) Ask for written details.
Visit one of our stores for expert
demos, help and advice. The
Addlestone Branch just off M25
Junction 11 has the complete range of
samples always on demonstration.
We can offer Interest -Free Credit
over 10 months or low interest finance
up to 36 months (subject to status).
If you're in the market fora Sampler or any keyboard for that matter,
you must visit ABC Music.

ABC
sic

Branches at:
56 Surbiton Road, Kingston
2:01-546 9877 (Manager Sam Callow)
324 Farnham Road, Slough, Berks.
to: 0753 822754 (Manager Graham White)
44 St. Clements, Oxford
2: 0865 725221 (Manager Barry Lyons)
14-16 High Street, Addlestone, Surrey
2: 0932 54877/40139 (Manager Christ West)

The Lean, Mean,
Inbroducing the STUDIO 440, the
most versatile instrument we've
ever produced. In fact, it's four instruments in one. The Studio 440 is
a sophisticated and fully programmable twelve -bit linear digital sampler, a multi -track MIDI sequencer
with a 50,000 note capacity, an audiovisual post -production tool that reads
and writes SMPTE, and a powerful
drum machine featuring velocity and
pressure sensing pads. The Studio
440 is easy to use and provides more
capability in a smaller package than
any other system at any cost

Real 12 -bit Sampling
Based on Sequential's proprietary
sampling technology, each of tile
Studio 440's eight voices delivers the
superb clarity and transparent high end which is the hallmark of true
twelve -bit digital resolution. Additionally, the Studio 440 provides the user
with all of the features required to
produce professional audio products.
Features like:

Selectable sampling rates of up to
41.667 kHz so you can optimize
memory and achieve full band-

width on playback
Computer -assisted looping functions (including cross -fade looping)
so that you can easily produce your
own library of custom sounds.
Multiple sample locations for storing up to 32 different samples in
memory at one time.

100 0011

Inning

Options Woe

P4101/Se4P11.

Event Name

sheet- by

fLcp"bi:

True stereo outputs (2) plus separate audio outputs per voice (8) for
individual processing of each.
32 levels of programmable panning per voice.
Separate analog and digital controls per voice, including fully
sweepable filters and VCAs for
modifying any sample.
Lots of on -board memory (768K
bytes) with instant access to hard
disks or CD-ROMs via the built-in
Small Computer Systems Interface
(SCSI).

A 31/2 inch double -sided disk
drive for storing all work quickly
and reliably.
Real-time sample monitoring. You
hear exactly how your sample
sounds at different sampling rates
both prior to and during the actual
sampling process.

The Studio 440 is an amazingly
fully -featured sampler. We urge you
to compare its sound quality with samplers priced to $ 15,000. We think you'll
agree that the STUDIO 440 is in a class
all by itself.

The Master of
Controllers
MIDI Sequencing

The STUDIO 440 sequencer controls parallel the transport controls of
a typical multi -track tape recorder,
emphasizing ease of use. It operates
in MIDI Modes 1, 3, and Multi -mode

7
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(an enhanced Mode 4), and records
up to 50,000 notes with as many as 999
measures per sequence, 99 sequences,
a song build function, manual tap or
programmable tempo control, singlestep and real-time recording. Its two
independent MIDI outputs can control up to 32 channels of external MIDI
equipment. Each of the sequencer's

eight tracks can hold any combination of internal sound events and
external MIDI events. And for ease of
editing, all MIDI channel information
is retained per track
SMPTE Time Code

The STUDIO 440's audio -for -visual
features are impressive, both as a master controller and as an audio slave. It
reads and writes all four types of
SMPTE time code, and can synchronize to five different sources: 1) internal clock, 2) slave to external SMPTE,
3) external MIDI clock, 4) external
MIDI Time Code, and 5) external
clicks of 96, 48, or 24 ppqn.

Production Machine
back direction, pitch -bend envelope,
loop types, loop points, start -point
modulation, and the familiar VCA/
VCF controls.
The four programmable kits allow
for infinite variations of the same sound
by editing only the performance
parameters. Performance parameters
can be assigned to any pad and include sound number, pan, pitch, volume, and a choice of one of the two
sound parameter sets. These performance parameters are easily edited in
real-time, and settings for all eight pads
can be stored and recalled instantaneously from any one of the kits.
And since the alternate parameters
can have individual start/end points
for each sound, there are actually up
to 64 "different sounds" available at
one time.
Sequential's factory library includes
over 300 sounds, and is immediately
available. In addition, any Prophet
2000 or 2002 sample can be loaded
directly into the 440, so the actual
number of sounds now available is
too numerous to list. The STUDIO
440 is the ultimate drum machine.

The Best Value
MIDI lime Code

Hybrid Arts, Dr. T's Music Software,

and Opcode.
In addition, the Studio 440 is the
first sampler or sequencer to incorporate the new MIDI Time Code, a protocol that encodes SMPTE and sends
it over MIDI for use in cue or event
lists. Now it is possible to cue punchin/punch-out recording by bar number, or with sub -frame resolution by
programming to SMPTE Time Code.
You can even selectively pre -trigger
external synthesizers to compensate
for their internal timing delays. The
Studio 440's capabilities will be further
enhanced when used in conjunction
with forthcoming librarian, editing, and
post -production software packages
by companies such as Digidesign,

The Ultimate Drum
Machine
If you combine a high quality digital
sampler featuring individual outputs
with a 50,000 note SMPTE/MIDIbased sequencer, all you need to create
a superior drum machine is velocity
and pressure -sensitive pads. The 440
has eight, organizing its 32 sound samples into four kits and four banks over
these eight sound pads. In addition,
every sound has two sets of sound
parameters that include sample play-

The STUDIO 440 is a complete,
four -in -one professional audio production machine that is small enough
to fit under an airline seat, light
enough to carry under your arm, yet
big enough for any job. The STUDIO
440 is now available through selected
Authorized Sequential Dealers.
Insist on a demonstration in stereo.

C

C

LI

3051 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134
Telex 4997150 SEOCIR
In Europe:

Sequential/Europe
P.O. Box 16, 3640 AA Mijdrecht
The Netherlands
Telex: 12721 SQNTL

'hands across

TUE, KEYBOARD
professional
musicians just
talk about
applying MIDI to
new situations,
veteran
songwriter Peter
Hammill and
programmer Paul
Ridout are
putting fresh
ideas about
computer music
into striking
practice.
Interviews by
Paul Tingen.
Photography Matthew Vosburgh

EVEN THE BIOGRAPHY supplied
by his record company is unusual,

but then, Peter Hammill is an un-

usual figure. What would ordinarily
be superficial, pseudo -witty and ill written, reads: "Hammill holds a unique
position in the pantheon of modern music,

with a sometimes bewildering array of
writers acknowledging themselves to be in

With Van Der Graaf Generator, the
legendary avant -rock band which he
founded and effectively led, he was a

pioneer of the symphonic rock music that
pervaded so much of that decade.

Later, in 1974, he recorded what this

writer sees as probably the first punk

his debt. Unsung hero though he may be
in the ears of the public at large, the echo
of his voice reverberates through many of

album, Nadir's Big Chance, which John

the alleyways of modern rock music."
In a strange sort of way, the lavishness

The Bollocks. Lydon is one of that "bewildering array of writers". Others are

pursues an ongoing quest for the deeper
meaning of the things in and around us. In

Gabriel.
At the end of 1986, Hammill released his
twenty-fifth album, And Close As This, on

fact, it's probably true to say that Peter

which he has again taken a step into the

Hammill is one of the best lyricists of our
time.
But he has also been consistently way,

unknown to present us with some new and

of this piece of prose resembles Peter
Hammill's colourful lyrics, in which he

way ahead of his time in music and in
recording techniques since he started his
career in 1968. At the beginning of the
30

seventies he was a pioneer of the one-man
recording style which is now so common.

Lydon acknowledges to have been a huge
influence on the Sex Pistols' Never Mind

David Bowie, Bryan Ferry and Peter

unusual applications of computer tech-

nology. He has recorded single keyboard
performances into a Macintosh computer,
edited and split them, sending the result
through various synths and samplers, and
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

layering sounds into a complete arrange- here are all the notes stored in computer
ment which still comes from only one memory, we can now spend 12 months
recreating the 1812 Overture and say that
performance.
In the dressing room of the Bloomsbury it was done by touching the keys just
Theatre in London, shortly before playing once'."
And apart from anything else, if Ham a gig in which he is going to apply MIDI in
an equally innovative way (more later), he mill had chosen a wider range of synth

textures, they would have provided an

explains why and how.

"The fundamental theory about it

awkward contrast with the two tracks on
that there is just one pair of hands and one his new album that feature just acoustic
is

piano, and which sound convincingly
"It was all a logical progression. I'd "live".

voice to be heard at any one time.

Essential to the whole process was an
realised that I have been playing lots and
lots of shows completely solo. So many integral, unedited performance of each
people have asked me over the years why song.
"We may have done a dozen takes of one
there hasn't been a completely solo record
of me. Normally that would have been a song and chosen the best one, but everylive album, but I didn't want to do any thing was one performance. Obviously, a
more live albums after Vital with Van Der normal way of writing would have been to
Graaf (1977) and The Margin with the K say: 'OK, here's a perfect verse, and
there's a perfect chorus, let's stitch the two
Group (1983).
"So I thought about doing a solo album together.' The challenge, however, was to
with just guitar/vocal and piano/vocal in use computer -based technology in a perthe studio. Then, when I started thinking formance kind of way, rather than in the
this through, it became obvious that the normal fragmentaric, chopping -and technological possibilities were there to do changing way."
Equally, Hammill's playing isn't quanit in the rather strange way that I've done
it. You can now get just about seven tised, although some velocity adjustments

minutes of continuous playing in com- were necessary.
"Some of the sound sources reacted
puter memory. When you're doing that,
you're effectively operating a completely badly to full velocity, so we had to dampen
different system than when you're record- it. But the performances were left intact in
real time.
ing unto tape.
"So me and Paul Ridout used a Macin"We would run a metronome tick for
tosh computer with a sequencng package two bars before I started playing, just so

called Total Music. Once my playing - that I could lock into a tempo. Then we
done on a DX7 - was in the Macintosh, we

switched it off. So the playing shifted, as
edited it. We would either split hands or any live performance will, slightly in and
extract melody lines, rhythms or basslines. out of tempo."

"Then, having got all that, we turned
On another level, Hammill and Ridout
the tape machines on, put code on, and were careful about what they considered
started sending the performance to dif- permissible in terms of sampling.
ferent sound sources: a Roland MKS20
"We didn't want to negate the principle
piano module, a PPG Wave 2.3 with of just one pass of the hands. I could go
Waveterm B, a DX7, and Super Jupiter down and say: 'Oh we need a guitar', and
and a Bit 01 analogue. We would record play a chord, sample it and fire it.
sounds one at a time onto separate tracks, However, that would mean that there
using SMPTE code to keep it all in line. were two passes of the hands involved. I
Sometimes we would add over ten different know this might sound like hair-splitting,
sounds.
but we talked about this a long time and

"As we restrained ourselves to a lot of decided to use only the existing library,

piano -like sounds, we were faced with the regarding the sampled sounds as synth
fact that an acoustic piano resonates with patches."
itself. The strings are beating against each
LISTENING TO And Close As This,
other, producing lots of overtones. So we

tried to create that in a different kind of
way, which was done by layering up to
eight slightly different piano sounds on
top of each other, all coming from the

the music does breathe; it has an

created a similar kind of resonance effect
to that of an acoustic piano. Apart from
the piano -like sounds, we did send parts of
the performance to more extreme sounds,
like little bits of human voice, Burundi type drums or what have you, like in the
song 'Confidence'. But everything is still

involved in its construction. Yet that, as
Hammill explains, is exactly what the

across the keyboard.

tool, rather than as an end in itself."

organic -sounding quality. If you

didn't know anything about the
theory behind it, you'd never guess

Roland and the DX7. Together they there was a lot of hi -tech chemistry
record is about.

"I wouldn't go as far as to say that it
humanised computer technology, but I

a song works, the
music should be able to
stand by itself, and so
should the lyrics. But
the real thing happens
when the meaning and
content of the words
interacts with the
meaning and content of
the music."

coming from this one pass of the hands did try to really use it creatively and as a
Perhaps because he adopted that attitude,
"We did relatively little of the more
extreme sounds because, by the whole Hammill has succeeded in creating a
nature of the project, we kept examining record that is good music, first and
ourselves in terms of the theory and the foremost. It doesn't shout "technology" at

philosophy of it. Technically you could go you, the way so much music that concerns
down one morning and just bash your itself with process or technique does.
hands across the keyboard and say: 'OK,
So it's accessible to a wide audience of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987
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musicians and music lovers who have no If you took my most commercial end, say
interest in technical theories at all. And the In Camera end (a solo album released
because Hammill and Ridout limited back in 1974), you could work out a good
themselves to piano -like sounds, the strik- commercial career series if it was said:
ingly simple song arrangements throw an `Make the following three albums like
added emphasis to the vocals and lyrics.
this'. I'd probably have more success.
This in itself is a contrast with some of Probably I'd also be bored out of my mind.
Hammill's previous albums, which have
"The real problem in terms of commerbeen lavish, multi -layered affairs, the cial success - which I don't see as a problem
artist playing and recording most of the - is the fact that I want to do different
instruments in his home studio in Bath, things with each record, often even with
Sofa Sound. Those recordings have stood different songs on a given record. And
the test of time rather well, but at the that doesn't meet the required normality
expense of Hammill's lyrical messages, of consistency in your work. I do a song in
which often get lost amid the mass of the best way I can do it and according to
instruments and textures. As a poet (his whatever the original attitude has been,
lyrics do stand on their own well, and he's and I try to apply technology in a way
also published two books of poetry, short which serves that.
stories and lyrics), has Hammill made a
"The danger with technology is that it
deliberate move back to words and melody, can make everything sound like everyto the essence of the song?
thing else. You can change your mind
"Of course, there is more weight thrown halfway through while recording a song

on the lyrics when there's only one by just changing the programming. In the
early days, once you'd recorded a backing
track you had to start from scratch again
me. Every song tends to demand a certain if you wanted to change the arrangement.
performance behind it. But the songs were

already written before the idea came to

treatment, though sometimes a certain That does mean that today, you have to

treatment is laid over a song like a matrix. have more mental discipline. A large part
If a song works, the music should be able of technology is the thinking through, but
to stand by itself, and the same for the I'm not aware of anybody else doing that."
lyrics. But the real thing happens when
Which is a rather bold statement. But, it
they are joined together. The meaning, has to be said, Peter Hammill's live
content and emotional content of the performance showed as much evidence of
words should interact with the meaning that thinking through as his latest recorded
and the emotional content of the music - work. Here again, he applies technology in
sometimes in harmony, sometimes in a way which supports the humanity of his
opposition."
playing, rather than throwing that quality
aside in a quest for computerised perfec-

HARMONIOUS IT MAY be, but tion. He is in total control, the machines
And Close As This is hardly a serving him rather than vice versa.
commercial album, and this in itself
During his current solo performances,

reflects Hammill's uncompromising he uses an Akai MX73 master keyboard,
nature.
which is, apart from an acoustic guitar,
He did, however, once attempt to break the only instrument on stage. Again, like
through to a wider audience with the the songs, the stage appears starkly simple,
beautiful The Love Songs, a compilation of focusing all the attention on Hammill
rerecorded and remixed love songs released himself. The MX73 is MIDI -linked to a
by Virgin in 1984. As it didn't sell too well, Roland MKS20, a Super Jupiter and a
Virgin dropped him again, and Hammill Yamaha TX216 module, which are at the
released his next work, Skin, last year on side of the stage.
the independent Foundry label. According
From his master keyboard, Hammill

to many, Skin was his most accessible can choose the different sounds he wants
album to date. So now he's back on Virgin, to use, and also, by means of volume
with a record that is, as we've said, scarcely faders, make his own mix of the keyboard
commercial at all.
sounds he has at his disposal as he plays.
Peter Hammill, it seems, isn't too Once the basic balance is set during the

concerned about his lack of commercial soundcheck, the sound engineer doesn't
appeal...
touch it any more, leaving it up to
"It's not at the forefront of my mind. I Hammill to choose the specific mix he
obviously think about it a bit, but I think wants to hear. So Hammill is in complete
the only reason I'm still doing this, and am control of the performance, having the
still enjoying it after 18 years, and still power not only to play every song
have an audience, however small it may differently every night (as he used to do in
be, is that I've always only done what I his vocal/piano days), but also to make
wanted to do, rather than consider what them sound differently, layering various
would be a good career move.
textures on top of one another, organ "I mean, some of the songs of Skin could fashion.
have been done in the And Close As This
way and would probably have ended up
WHILE MOST OF his contemporsounding resolutely uncommercial. Simiaries (Hammill is 38) have slided

larly, the recent songs could have been

done in a Skin way, and would have

into the habit of repeating themselves over and over, Peter Ham mill is at the forefront of modern

mercial'.
"But I don't apply value judgements on
commerciality and lack of commerciality.

music once again.
So after recording 25 albums and writing

sounded what I'd laughingly call 'com-
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perhaps 350 songs, what keeps the man
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going? What inspires him to keep renewing this experienced wielder of the hi -tech axe
has a lot to say about applying machines in
his ideas, time and time again?
Hammill laughs. "Because I still like a sensitive and musical way - and most of
doing it. It still makes sense. I don't mean its well worth listening to.
that it's sensible or even that it makes
But to get back to where we were at the
logic, but it's a thing that still fulfils me. I start, why his sudden fierceness when

don't feel any pressure in terms of: how asked whether he's a musician? Ridout
many more do I have to do? Obviously admits that his ill-starred attempts at
there's the normal thing of: where do mastering a musical instrument have left
these songs come from, and how many him with a slightly sour taste...
more do I have?
"I once tried to play the piano, but it
"But I don't feel I'm close to the end. If didn't work. I couldn't physically do it and
anything, I'm more fired up about it than I didn't understand what the hell was
ever. Perhaps because I know more now. I
see more possibilities. As evidenced by this
record, there is room for a fundamentally
new approach. So all these songs and ideas
keep popping up, and I'm excited about it
still."

going on. So I lost my faith in my ability to

do it. I told myself I wasn't a musician. I
had to come to terms with that."
Born 38 years ago in Bath, Paul Ridout
is a relative newcomer to the music world.

Once he went to Art College, did some
He is indeed an unusual and inspiring sculpting and painting, and failed to make
man, this Peter Hammill.
a living out of that. To survive, he did a
post -graduate course in teaching art and
set up an art department at University. In

the seventies he got more and more

THE ANSWER TO the question "do involved in graphic design.
you consider yourself a musician?"
But nearly a decade ago, his interest in
comes back sharp and unexpected: music was rekindled by two things. First,
"No! To be able to zap out a sequence he began designing record sleeves, after
is fair enough, but that's nothing to Crescent Studios' David Lord asked him
do with being a musician. I wouldn't even to make a sleeve for him. Second, he kept
call myself a programmer. What I'm pace with developing musical technology
trying to do is fill that gap between the by building his own EMS VCS3 synth,
keyboard and the player.
partly from burglar alarms and bleepers.

"I got into this because a couple of years He used the VCS3 to accompany the
ago, it suddenly became obvious that very storyboards for videos which he was
capable keyboard players were not getting putting together with series of slides.
involved in the new technology because it
"I suddenly realised with a shock that I

posed problems to them that they didn't was making noises, something which I

want to deal with. All they were interested never wanted to do again", Ridout rein was hitting those keys and getting a members with a smile.
performance sound, rather than having to
His interest in computers and in applysit down for a week with the manual first; ing computer technology to music then
and rightly so.
led him to work as a Roland MC4
"First there were the pianos and organs, programmer in his spare time, helping

and then suddenly there was this synth people out with their demos. Once he
that could do all kind of things. And I realised how big the communication barthought: 'well, I like finding sounds and rier between musician and machine could

hopefully I understand the technical prob- be, he started buying his own equipmentlems, so perhaps there is a position here for an Emulator, the Wave and more - and
someone like me.'
learned to master the technology, hiring
"But as I say, I don't see myself as a out his services along with his equipment.
programmer, that'd be too grand a word. I A couple of years ago, he realised he
think I'm more a facilitator. A lubricant, wanted to work in close connection with a
rather than an irritant."
studio.
Paul Ridout laughs. He sees the joke in
"Everybody was - and is - setting up
calling himself a lubricant. Apart from small programming suites independently,
that, it might be that he is a very modest but I wanted a facility which was located in

man. As we're sitting in his domain - a
programming suite at The Wool Hall
studio in Beckington, near Bath - he a studio, because it works a lot faster and
manipulates the machinery there with more directly. Here we can program and

"We decided we were
allowed to do on the
computer anything
which couldn't be done
with a tape machine. So
there was no taking the
second verse and
substituting it for the
first verse."

remarkable ease. As it turns out, he has change and modify while the work in the
every reason to be familiar with the control room goes on, and we have
hardware in the suite, since the existence continuous feedback. And for me it's nice
of the whole place is the fruit of his own to be part of the whole process, and see
labours.
what happens to my work."
There's a Fairlight series II, a PPG Wave

2.3 and Waveterm B, a Prophet 5, an

LAST YEAR, RIDOUT'S vision

Emulator II, an E -mu SP12 percussion
materialised when he got an offer
sampler, a Yamaha MIDI rack, the odd
from Tears For Fears' Wool Hall
Synclavier and a Macintosh computer. It
studio to furnish and run a small
was the last item which Ridout used so
programming suite on a freelance
innovatively on Peter Hammill's latest basis. Since then, though, things have
album And Close As This - though more of gone well enough for The Wool Hall to put

that later.
him on the payroll, and to offer Ridout
Modest he may be, but in his own way, and his programming room as an extra*
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sounds, as well as storing them. There are
software programs for the Macintosh that

can store virtually all the current synth
patches and sounds.

"The two Macintoshes could use the
same hard disk drive, running their own
programs separately, if necessary interconnecting and running the other key-

boards. Ideally we should have three
Macintoshes: two here and one in the

control room. I could write a sequencing
program down here and then transfer it to
the control room, and they could fire their
synths from there. That would save a lot

of running around, plugging and unplugging."

ALTHOUGH RIDOUT HASN'T
been working at The Wool Hall for

too long yet, he's already worked
with some impressive names. Some
of them he only wanted to mention
off the record because, strangely enough,

he didn't get credited on their albums.
Names he could mention include Wang

Chung, Martha and Mark (formerly
Martha and the Muffins), Cars bass player

Ben Orr, Larry Klein (Joni Mitchell's

bassist and husband), and of course Peter
Hammill.
It's while discussing his work with Peter
1110- facility. Their aim is to make clients'
Hammill that Ridout finally loosens up,
projects go easier, faster and better.
"The studio is rented at a fixed price", and admits that his work involves a bit
explains Ridout. "This is an on -top extra, more than just being a "lubricant".
"I do give people feedback and ideas. I
but it's so cheap that if you were a
keyboard band which uses sequencers and feel it's my role to do so. I might say:
computers, you'd be crazy not to take it `Look, this string part that you're playing,
on. It's a lot cheaper than renting equip- it's really no good to play chords with. If
we record the whole thing separately, and
ment from London.
"Still, the real advantage is time. Things then put it together again, it will sound
become more relaxed. It's nice to be able to much more believable.' In that sense I may
take 15 minutes for a sound, rather than, function as catalyst for new ideas which
say, 30 seconds, with the engineer and people might get from certain sounds, or
everybody else desperately waiting to get different ways of recording or sequencing."
More than that, though, Ridout admits
on with it.
"I work here with the keyboard player that in working with Hammill on And
and we set the sounds and sequences up Close As This, there was a continuous and
together. In the end this will probably take positive dialogue between the two of them.
less time than if I was trying to sort it all The idea to record the whole album into a

out with the attendant pressures of the Macintosh, rather than onto tape, and
firing MIDI sound sources from there
creative process in the control room."

On the equipment side, Ridout is
pleased with the present collection (partly
his and partly the studio's) which he has at
his disposal, though he wants to add a few
more peripheral things.
"There's a good selection of keyboards
here, and there will be a few more yet by
the time we've finished. I also want to get
some inexpensive keyboards, because the

emerged between the two of them, as did

the idea of recreating the harmonics
inducing resonance of the strings of a real
piano with synth piano sounds.

"When you have two people working

closely together", says Ridout, "there is no
way of saying this was this or that person's
idea, because things evolve in the middle of
discussing and working."
Ridout sheds more light on the trick he
tendency is that when you have a Fair light, everybody thinks that that's the and Hammill used to recreate the resonance
way to make good music. Of course that's effect of a real piano. In addition to
nonsense. It's the notes which are played layering slightly different piano sounds as
which are important, and if they're good it already described by Hammill, the two of

doesn't matter whether you're using a them got DX7 piano sounds to come in
£100 Casio."

after the Roland voices.

"The DX7 sounds would sit in slightly
detuned, slightly modulated against the
make, which will enable him to do the Roland sounds, which gave a feeling of

Still, there remains one slightly more

expensive addition which Ridout wants to

same kind of multi -tasking possible on a sustain. When you play a note on the
Fairlight Series III, but for a fraction of the Roland, the initial sound is very rich, but
then it quickly becomes a rather simple,
price.
"I would rather buy another Macintosh, thin tone, so I added DX7 sounds there,
and dedicate one to sequencing and the which created an effect similar to putting a
other to manipulating sampling and synth Roland through a reverb. The difference
34
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was that I could make specific notes getting a kind of movement between
reverberate, and that I could suggest them, a swing which almost sounded
reverb without getting that thick wadge.

Reverb tends to make things sort of
washy. Instead I got a very gentle inter -

modulation, which was a little more

tuneful and specific."
As we've seen, And Close As This started

from the idea of creating a complete,
layered sound arrangement from only one

human."
Yet despite his quest for humanity in
computer -based music, quantisation is
not a dirty word in Ridout's vocabulary.
"There are obviously places to quantise
and places not to quantise. Quantisation
of everything gives you a particular kind
of music, a particular tight feel. I think

performance on a keyboard. With this there's a lot to be said for doing both,
performance recorded into the Macintosh,
Hammill and Ridout could go anywhere

quantising certain parts, like the snare and

the bass drum, and not quantising other

they wanted with their sounds, from parts like the toms, because you can then

piano to strings and back again, swapping get a nice bit of magic going on there."
textures within one song as much as they
RIDOUT FAVOURS AN ad hoc
wanted. Which explains why they took the
approach in the area of sound
trouble to recreate such close piano -like
creation and manipulation. Though
timbres, rather than just recording a
he records his own samples and
normal piano onto tape.
stores an impressive catalogue of
Ridout adds: "We eventually decided
and synth sounds, he prefers to
that we were allowed to do on the sampled
computer anything which couldn't be create new sounds each time around.
"Working with Peter Hammill, we went
done with a tape machine. So there was no
as
far as throwing most sounds out of the
taking of the second verse and substituting
it

for the first verse. Instead we did window after using them. We wouldn't
even write down the combination that

everything else - changing notes, chang-

ing dynamics, removing notes which we'd done of, say, a DX sound with .41
weren't in the right place - apart from slightly changed Wave program.
"It's nice to approach making sounds
quantising. We tried quantising on a

fresh each time, because otherwise there's
their feel and started sounding very rigid a tendency to say: `Ah, last week we had
this fantastic string sound, so let's put this
and staccato."
It all illustrates Ridout's efforts to "use and this together, adjust a little bit and use
computers without you becoming the it again.' But part of the joy of recording a
slave to the machine. The machine, how- new part is the spontaneity of trying to
ever important, is just a manipulative tool. find a new sound and coming up with
You can try this, edit that, mess around something even better than what you had.
"With Peter, the advantage was that we
with things, slide it backwards and forhad
the performance ready and complete
wards, try lots on variations of an idea
without having to record anything. It's a in the computer, so we didn't have to keep
springboard to work from, and it's very a sound in case we suddenly decided that
we had to redo bar 33.
creative."
couple of tracks, but they immediately lost

Part of Ridout's "manipulation"

is

"Obviously when I'm working with a

"bending the rules", as he calls it.
"I don't accept the rules which a
machine or a manual gives me. I remember
working with the MC4, ending up writing
the wrong numbers for crotchets. One bar
has to add up to 192, and every crotchet is

band which might want to re-record

would make it a bit more human.

able. It's therefore much more interesting
to take an Emulator strings sound, a Wave
and a DX7 strings sound and layer them.
Each time you do that, you get a totally

parts, I will write the sounds down. But a
great sound doesn't exist by itself. It's

always a combination of things, and on "A great sound doesn't
top of that it's a very subjective thing. exist by itself; it's
Personally I prefer to combine different

therefore instructed to be 48. I'd put in, machines to make sounds. A single Emusay, 44,47,52 and 49 or something. That lator strings sound can be really recognis"My feeling is: a machine is only a
machine because you approach it as a
machine. When you approach it differently,

you can get things out of it which don't different combination of string -like sounds,
unique in itself.
sound like a machine."
"I know the purist synth programmers
In a similar vein, Ridout and Hammill
criticise
that. They say: 'Oh, the art and
started sequences on Hammill's previous

always a combination of
things, and on top of
that it's a very
subjective thing.
Personally I prefer to
combine different
machines to make
sounds."

album, Skin, by hand, rather than linking
the starting point to SMPTE.

"Listen to the song 'Shell', we had a the technique of synth programming is

sequenced percussion part in the verse and
SMPTE code on tape. Then we would run
the tape 10 to 20 seconds before where we
wanted the sequence to come in, and press

going, because all you need to get now is a

lot of different synths, put them all
together, and you don't have to write any

new patches.' I see their point, but I also
the Go button manually when the time think there's nothing wrong with putting
was there.
sounds together. If anything, it's a much
"From that moment onwards, the se- more creative way of working, because
quence would be clocking through in sync. you still end up having to program new
Now, the chances of the sequences actually sounds when you realise the shortfall of
coming in dead on time were remote. the original single sound. So each time you

Probably it was one or more clicks out. We
did that half -a -dozen times with different

try to polish it a bit further, you make it a
bit better - and that's what's exciting and
percussion sequences, layering them and interesting."
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987
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Part 4: Sampler Delights
The downward price -trend of the "affordable" sampler hit

c) Three onboard samples

rock bottom last year with Yamaha's VSS100 and Casio's

d) Four onboard samples

SKI weighing in at around E 100. Now, a ton ain't gonna get

you a Fairlight, but it does throw the door to the wonderful

3. The maximum sample length will be:

world of sampling open to musicians of lesser means -

a) 0.810 seconds

either as a first keyboard or as a neat supplement to a multi -

b) 0.912 seconds

keyboard setup.

c) 1.224 seconds

But that was last year and there's nothing like music

d) 1.620 seconds

technology for continual development. So what have Casio

done now? Well, the "MT Mole" (as he's known to

4. The sampling rate will be:

safeguard his identity) discovered they've got not one, but

a) 8.512kHz

three new sampling keyboards in the pipeline for release at

b) 9.484kHz

the Frankfurt Music Fair (see this month's Newsdesk). By

c) 10.113kHz

name these are the SK I 00, SK200 and the SK2I00, and

d) 1 I.159kHz

they're so new that not even all the MT staff know their full
specification. The best of it is that those awfully nice Casio

It can't be that difficult if you could win with a pin, a

people have seen fit to give us an SKI 00 to give away as this

blindfold and a little luck now can it? Answers should be sent

month's competition prize.

on a postcard please to arrive no later than second post,

So now you'll want to know what you've got to do to win

Tuesday, February 10, and multiple entries will not be

one. Well, as the specification of the SKI00 is still pretty

accepted. So simply jot your answers down in, say, I .a, 2.b

much a closely -guarded secret, we thought we'd see how

fashion - and don't forget to include your full name, address,

many of you could accurately predict the requirements for

and daytime phone number.

the successor to the SKI . All you have to do is answer four

You're not going to have as much time as usual to get

multiple-choice questions concerning its performance -

your entries in, because the cat will be out of the bag once

easy. And here they are:

the Frankfurt Fair opens on February 6, so hurry, hurry.

I. The SKI 00's keyboard will be:

Send your postcard to: Mission Impossible (Sample

a) Three octaves, full-size keys
b) Four octaves, mini -size keys

Delights), MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, Alexander
House,
Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY, to

c) Five octaves, mini -size keys

arrive no later than second post, Tuesday, February 10,

d) Four octaves, full-size keys

I

1987. Employees of Music Maker Publications, Casio
Electronics, and their relatives, are ineligible for entry. The

2. The SKI 00 will hold:

judges' decision

a) One onboard sample

entered into.

is

final, and no correspondence will be

b) Two onboard samples
36
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S900-SOUNDWORKS: Visual editor for AKAI
S900 sampler.

EMAX-SOUNDWORKS: Visual editor for EMU
systems [MAX sampler.
SCOREWRITER: Music notation and editing
program -interactive with
PRO 24 program.
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AVRT ROLAND MC500

MICROCOMPOSER
and

In the half -year that it's been available, Roland's
newest digital sequencer has become as much an
industry standard as previous MicroComposers.
Which points are users likely to be happy with,
and which might form the subject of software
updates? Report by Steve Howell.

Japanese big -guns Yamaha and Roland, the

QX5 and MC500. Strangely, the QX5 has

crept in almost unannounced, while the
MC500 was heralded by much pre-release
information. We published a review of the
former in MT December '86, while an all -

too -brief "In Brief" preview of the MC500
appeared in E&MM August '86. Since then

there's been no "review" of the Roland
machine as such, principally because it's
one of those devices that has to be used
before it can be reported on accurately. A
simple list of features and options is just
not enough.

Similarities between the QX5 and the
38

for one, would like to have seen

good-looking beast in a greyish creamy
blue case, and yes, it does look a lot like a
cash register. For those of you who want
to make room for one, it measures
I 2" x 33/4" x 1 I ".

The unit's front (top?) panel splits into
three main sections. On the far left are all

the controls concerned with stopping,

woivt*WO&StioiAimau-Aitx.

"IT NEVER RAINS but it pours", runs the
old adage. As far as new music technology
is concerned this is certainly true, as
practically every week brings us a new pile
of gear that we feel we simply must have.
Recent new additions to this ever-growing
(pre -Frankfurt) list of musical hardware
come in the form of two sequencers from

I,

some form of operating system blown into
the MC500's hardware.
Aesthetically speaking, the MC500 is a

playing,

MC500 are obvious, so this user's report
(written by a QX5 owner, by the way) will
sometimes be comparative; I hope you find
that useful if you're planning on buying
either of these machines.

The MC500 is a disk -based MIDI
sequencer. Many would applaud the fact
that it is disk -based, since disks not only
provide a fast and reliable storage medium
for song data, they also allow for future
expansion of the machine for no more than
the cost of a single disk. I can't quite share
their enthusiasm, though. If you're out on a
session or a gig and you forget your disks
(easily done, especially if you're in a rush)
then your MC500 has no operating system
and is rendered useless. And even if you
remember to take your disks, it only takes
one idiot to plonk them on the guitarist's
4x 12 speaker cabinet or format them
accidentally for, say, an Akai S900 sampler,

and you're finished. With some form of
dedicated software this would not happen

recording and rewinding the

MC500's digital equivalent of

a tape
transport mechanism, and above these is a

large, easily -read backlit LCD (another
nice shade of blue). To the right of these
controls is Roland's familiar Alpha dial,
under which are the two cursor controls,
while to the right of these are the seven
keys with which you select the working
mode of the unit. To the right of these is
the numeric keypad.

The machine has a stated memory
capacity of 25,000 notes (or MIDI events),
but in practice, if you record in step time
with no velocity, aftertouch or pitch -bend
data, you can push this up to over 30,000
events. Internal memory is 512K RAM, and
each disk can store 2Mbytes of data, which

allows you to store a lot of information
(about eight songs' worth, in fact).
There are five tracks on which you can
record - four for music and one for tempo

information and rhythm tracks. Having
gotten used to using eight tracks on my
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

trusty old MSQ700 and newly acquired
QX5, I found that a bit limiting. Anyone
who's spent a significant amount of time
working in eight -track recording studios
would probably feel t1-..2 same way.

On the rear of the MC500 are the MIDI
ins and outs, a metronome audio output
and two sockets for Tape Sync In and Out.
All in all, a nice, ergonomically efficient

layout that is easy to get round, and
certainly a lot less fiddly than the QX5's
small and overly sparse control panel.

Thru option where the MIDI Outs (there
are two) double as MIDI Thrus - a MIDI
merge facility of sorts.

Edit-Ten pages which allow you to apply
options such as erase, delete, copy, insert
and transpose to one or more measures.

motion.

You can also change MIDI channels as well
as extract, merge and change velocity.

The other method of starting the
recording process is in Auto mode, where

Microscope - This mode allows you to

the MC500 waits until you play a note
before going into record. can't find a

scan through your music event -by -event,
to insert, delete, and/or change individual
note data.
Now, all these features would be useless

if the MC500 were difficult to use. I'm
happy to say that this is not the case. A unit

Operation
THE MC500 HAS five main operational
modes - Mode, Function, MIDI, Edit and
Microscope - each with as many as 10
"pages" which each perform a specific job.
Once any mode is selected, you can scroll

through the various sub -modes with the
Alpha dial that is now being incorporated
into almost every Roland synth and
sampler; alternatively, you can type in a
page number from the keypad. The latter
method is generally preferable in practice,
as although the dial is quicker, it's
sometimes too quick for its own good: it's
all too easy to miss a page accidentally

memory, mistakes and all. You can initiate
recording by pressing Rec/Load and then
Play, whereupon you get a two -bar count in and you're away. Alternatively, you can

as powerful as this is going to be fairly
complicated, but so long as you sit down
with it and the (very) comprehensive
manual for a few days before you attempt
any serious work, you should be fairly
comfortable working with it.
Once the MC500's operating system is
booted up from disk, you can begin work.
Sadly, a few things have to be done before
you can really get started.
First, the default system setting for the
MIDI Clock Out is "Off", which means that

use a footswitch to set the wheels in

I

great deal of use for the latter method, but
I'm sure someone will, so it's nice to have
around.
Step -Time recording is selected by
moving the cursor to the appropriate part

of the display and scrolling through the
recording options with the Alpha dial.
Having done that, Rec/Load and Play starts

the procedure, and the MC500 waits for

notes to be played on the keyboard.
Naturally, timing in this mode is not
important, as all you're loading is pitch
data. Resolution is selectable between
minims and hemidemisemiquavers (or
between half -notes and 64th -notes if you

speak American) and includes triplet
times. Rests and tied notes are input by

if you intend to use a drum machine as a
metronome during real-time recording,
you need to go into "MIDI" and set one of

pressing Shift and either of the cursor

the MIDI outputs to send out clock

long).

when scrolling.
Let's look at the facilities each of the five
modes offers.

information. While you're in this mode,
you have to make sure that memory -

Chords and velocity information can be
input in step time, but other MIDI

aftertouch,

Mode - Four pages which select record
status (real, step or punch in), playback
modes, various disk operations, a chain
play facility (more later) and a utility
option.

velocity and the like are off if you don't
intend using them in the piece. And if
you're using a mother keyboard of some
form to drive a MIDI synth or sampling

Function - Nine pages which, among

Thru" to "On".

other things, allow you to select the clock
Sync 24 despite the claim from Roland that

This is where the QX5 scores in that its
default settings are a lot more sensible,
while any changes you make to them are

information must be overdubbed in realtime. Your MIDI keyboard, the Alpha dial
and the keypad can all be used simultaneously for data input, which gives you a
lot of control over your music.
Punch -in recording is another real-time
entry method which allows you to specify
where recording will begin. Unfortunately
(and unlike the QX5), the MC500 doesn't
offer a punch -out point, so anything you

it wouldn't be dispensed with), metronome resolution (a simple, possibly in-

remembered when you switch the machine
off, and you can, in fact, store a total of four

adequate eighth or I 6th note selection),

different setups for instant recall at any

song title, rhythm track parameters, a

time. If, like me, you use a sequencer as a
musical sketchpad for those three -in -the morning bursts of inspiration, the last thing

type (Internal, MIDI or Tape Sync - no

block repeat feature, auto -stop and tempo

control.

MIDI - Not surprisingly,

this allows

control over MIDI reception and transmission: you can select MIDI channels and
filter out certain types of MIDI events such
as velocity, pitch -bend, aftertouch and so
on. You can also select which of the MIDI
sockets the clock will appear at, a software

intensive features

such

as

module, you need to turn "Software

you want to do is to spend ten minutes
(plenty of time to forget that great idea
you had) setting the thing up...

Once you've set up the MC500 according to your needs, you're ready to record.
The first option is Real -Time, where
anything you play is faithfully captured in

controls, which is a bit of a pain until you

get used to it (which doesn't take too

record after the punch -in point erases
anything that was there before. This
precludes using this mode of entry for
repairing a single naff bar. Shame.

Rhythms
IN ALL THESE modes, the MC500's
rhythm track fills up with measure information. You can think of the Rhythm Track
as an internal sync code for the four music IP-

GOLD DUST

KAWA I R100

Made you look didn't it? Well these items fit that title pretty well Selling like the proverbial.
V
V

YAMAHA FB01

ELKA EK44
Shock -horror! Italian organ manufacturer
makes good with multi-timbral FM synth
actually capable of producing
chorus -strings. 18 note polyphonic, 144
oscillators, 9 individual voices thru MIDI
(thru, get it?) Initial and after -touch, multi split, graphic parameter display (slap bass
makes me sound just like Mark King. Well,
almost).
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PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS

The spec says it all! 240 presets,
splits, layers, up to 8 individual
voices, fully touch sensitive, the
ultimate module. Put in the car
instead of a cassette -radio, looks just
like an in -car CD player.

Truly amazing facilities such as
touch -sensitive pads, tunable
voices, 100 song memories,
sync, massive sound and all this
at under £600. I only hope we've
ordered enou h.

ROLAND S10
At last the big boys have broken
into pro sampling. The result
staggering! Here's the machine
to
all your fave Hendrix
solos under 41/2 seconds.
.

.

.

PLUS ... the famous names in outboard gear, multi -tracks, drum -machines, sequencers
comprehensive E.piano department including Technics, Roland and Yamaha, synths by
Roland (including Super JX10) Yamaha, Casio, Elka, and the new Kawai K3 samnlec
waveform synth. Second-hand gear always in stock. Arthur Lords: the best music
.; or
Shalford village green.

is stir policy to he as competitive
as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match
anv oentune advertised price

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD

Ale `unnigst,'"4",,r"

SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford 104831570088 "na.
OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

po. tracks - without it the tracks won't play,
and as soon as it stops short, so will the
music.

Normally this is not a problem, but it
can be in Edit mode. Say, for example, you
record a simple four -bar bassline. As the
tune is a simple one, you need only to copy

it a few times (maybe with some transposition) and your bassline will be com-

I

edited or replaced) and then merge it back
again.

unless there is measure information in the

But if your bassline is on the same MIDI
channel as your chordal part (easy enough
in complex poly sequences), you're stuck.
By contrast, the QX5 has a useful feature

rhythm track, you can't copy any music

that allows you to remove notes that fall

data on another track. In this case, because

within a specified range.
In Edit mode you can also reassign MIDI
channels, change velocity (a very powerful
form of digital compression) and quantise.
Eleven out of ten for the last option, which

plete. So off you go and do this, only to find

that it hasn't worked. The reason is that

you have only four bars of information, all

your copying and transposition hasn't
registered.

The way around this is to write an

Auto -Stop facility, when switched in,
won't al low you to record further than the
data on another track, which is very handy.
And finally, we have the disk drive. This
is a bog standard, 3.5 -inch job and can hold

a lot of data. Songs can be stored, verified
and loaded very quickly, though the exact

time it takes depends on the length and
complexity of your tune.
There are some points to watch out for,

though. Before you can save your latest
composition to disk, that disk must be

formatted. To do this, you must enter
"Utility", which (crazily) wipes out the
MC500's entire memory. The moral? Be
sure to format your disk(s) before you start

work. This state of affairs is thoroughly
ridiculous and totally inexcusable: if Akai
can let you format disks on their 5900
sampler without destroying the internal

arbitrary number of bars into the rhythm
track (say 200), so you know you'll have

simply moves notes to the nearest resol-

enough measure information to accommo-

date any editing. A bit like going via

unlike any other sequencer (QX5 included)
that I know of.

Edinburgh to get from London to Oxford.
The MC500's rhythm track is much

scan through notes as individual events and

keep saving data onto disk every

more than a simple sync code, though. In it,

then change, delete, insert and otherwise

minutes or so while you're working, as the

you can actually program drum patterns
for each song, and as these patterns are
then chained together just as though they

modify single events such as pitch, step
time, note length, and gate time (ie. if it's
staccatto, "normal", legato or anywhere in
between). Because data in the MC500 is

MC500 won't keep memory intact in the

were written on a drum machine, you
don't use up much memory.
This is a neat idea, not least because it

allows you to store music and rhythmic
accompaniment on one disk. The rhythm
track is unquestionably a powerful and
expressive method of running a drum
machine, as it allows you to play up to 32

drum voices, each with eight levels of
definable dynamics. You can assign any of

ution point and leaves timings intact The Microscope mode allows you to

usually polyphonic, rotating the dial to
scroll through the piece actually arpeggiates the notes, so you have to have a
good idea of where you are. But this is
standard for all such sequencers and you
soon get used to it.
Microscope mode also enables you to
insert program changes, poly and mono
aftertouch, pitch -bends, System Exclusive

the drum voices to be on any MIDI note
number and channel. And because the
whole thing is being run from one clock,
you eliminate the MIDI clock delays that

requests and so forth.

spring up on occasions.

Interfacing

It has to be said, though, that the
method of rhythm programming the

10

event of an accidental power loss.

There's a Chain Play facility in Disk
mode, but this is not a chaining option in
the tradition of drum machines (or indeed

the old Roland MSQ700) with which
verses, choruses, middle eights, intros and
so on can be assembled into any order to
form a song. It is, in fact, a way of arranging
up to eight whole songs in a running order

for live work. Useful enough, but open to
misinterpretation by many users, I'd have
thought.

Verdict

ALL IN ALL, then, some very powerful

features - though

memory, then I see no reason why Roland
can't do the same on the MC500.
And in a similar vein, it's a good idea to

YET DESPITE THE criticisms I've levelled
at the MC500 in the course of this report,
I'm actually very impressed with it. It's an

MC500 forces you to adopt is far and away

editing

the most cumbersome I've ever encountered. You can work on only one drum at a
time and only one bar at a time, and you

missing feature that can be found on the
QX5 is Clock Move, which allows you to
shift tracks back and forth in time against

and should satisfy the demands of pro and

have to enter each drum beat by typing in a
number from 1-8 on the keypad at the step

other tracks. This is useful not only for
Steve Reich impersonations and echo

come cheap enough and flexible enough.

that you want to hear it. You can't hear
drum parts until you've actually written

effects, but also for affecting the feel of any
piece (giving lazy -sounding music an extra
edge, for example).

My criticisms are aimed at stupid little
things which, had they been given a bit

Back on the Roland, we find tempo

Roland MC500 even better than it already

them in, so you can't hear drums in
combination until that time, either.

again,

one

True, you have variable resolution, a

changes can be easily inserted into a piece

wide range of expressive dynamics plus a
flam facility. But those options aren't
enough to disguise a method of inputting

in either step or real time on the tempo

drum tracks that is simply too tedious to
be viable. Couple this with the fact that
you need a drum machine as a source of

MC500 are output through the Tape Sync

drum sounds (unless you're using a sampler)
and the usefulness of it all starts to become

incredibly powerful piece of technology,

semi -pro users for years to come, particularly if the promised software updates

more thought, would have made the
is. It's simply that the implementation of
some MC500 features is a bit too long-

track, and can be altered at any time. Any

winded to make them really straight-

tempo changes you may enter into the

forward to use.
For my own purposes, Yamaha's QX5
has the edge over the MC500 in terms of

Out, and any overdubs onto tape follow
the programmed tempo changes.
The MC500 also implements MIDI song

pointers, so that if you sync it to tape via

sheer flexibility. Yet the Roland is more
likely to become the industry standard
(correction: it's already well on the way
towards attaining that status). Why?

a little obscure. Personally, I'd rather just

SMPTE, you can start the tape at any point

sync up a drum machine and take advantage

and the MC500 will know exactly where it
is in the song and will start up from that
point. To be honest, though, the FSK Tape
Sync is very reliable, so I wouldn't rush out
and buy a whole lot of SMPTE gear unless
your situation demands it.
Other features I've alluded to include
Block Repeat, which allows you to cycle

Because its layout is more logical, the feel
of its switches and controls more positive
(though
could live without the Alpha
dial), and its display more informative.
And because, even though it costs

over a pre -determined number of bars
over which you can rehearse or work out

ever-expanding technological horizons.

new parts - but you can't actually record in
this mode and build up complex sequencers

More from Roland UK, Great West Trading

of its real-time input features. Driving
drum voices from a well -programmed
track from the MC500 is very, very
impressive, but...

Anyway, once you've got something
into your MC500, then providing you have
sufficient information in your tempo track,
you can enter Edit and copy, insert, delete
and otherwise mess around with data. It's

in this mode that you can merge two
tracks onto one to make room for further
overdubs. If you do this and suddenly feel
40

that the bassline you recorded on MIDI
channel
isn't right, you can use a
command called "Extract MIDI Channel",
which allows you to remove a specified
MIDI channel from a merged track and
plonk it on another track (where it can be

as you could on the old Linn 9000. The

I

significantly more than the QX5, the
Roland's open-ended design is worth a lot
in these days of planned obsolescence and
Price £999 including VAT

Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford,
Middx. lit 01-568 4578
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FATTEN UP YOUR DX7 WITH

9% -MAX
£249
Inc VAT
How many DX7's have you got? One often sounds

1 voice, 8*2 and 4* 4 voice assign. You can create

too thin and harsh even with outboard effects to chords or subtle chorus by detuning the stacked
fatten it up. The DX7 is a sixteen note polyphonic voices, chromatic and fine detune +/- two octaves.
synthesizer, you only have 10 fingers! Ever wondered As well as 256 sound memories, 256 function
what happens to all those extra voices. The DX -MAX memories, full MIDI spec update, upper and lower
gives three new polyphonic modes allowing 16 note*

key limit, volume parameter, and all can be loaded on
to standard RAM Cartridges.

SOUNDS GOOD? SOUNDS LIKE FOUR DX7's

Exclusively distributed by Argents Keyboards - Tel: 01-379 6690 - Dealer Enquiries Welcome - Member of the MRA

Open Mon -5at 930-6.00

-.-1111116y0.11Npsines
£1899
£POA
£999

MX -73 MIDI Mother Keyboard £549
AX -73 MIDI Synthesizer

ICE

£699

VX-90 Polysynth MIDI module £549
MG -614 5 track, 6 channel high
speed cassette mixer and studio
recorder
£999
£99
ME1OD MIDI Delay
ME15F MIDI Dynamics

Controller

ME20A MIDI Sequence
Arpeggiator
ME25S MIDI Note Separator

#
R 1 -67, -

fsk,

Eno

EL19919

ME3OP MIDI Patch Bay

E119

Blank Mini Micro Discs
Sampled Mini Micro Discs

£2.99
E4.99

Blank S900 Discs
S900 Vol. 1 (10 discs)
5900 Vol. 2 (10 discs)

E4.60
E99
£149

KORG KEY CENTRE

ODD -1 Digital Drum Machine E799
E49
Rom Cards for DDD-1
£79
Ram Cards for DDD 1
DDDM220 Digital Latin Perc
£99
MR16 MIDI Rhythm Source
E299
D55-1 Sampling Synthesizer ... £1999
SG1.13. Sampling Grand 88

note
SG1 Sampling Grand 76 note
DW8000 Polysynth, MIDI
Poly 800 Mkt I Polysynth

£1995
£1775
E1099
E599

RX100 Remote MIDI keyboard E299
DVP-1 Harmoniser and
0799
Vocoder
£599
SQC-1 MIDI sequencer
£399
SDD1200 dual digital delay
£1499
SDD2000 prog digital delay
£799
SDD3000 triple digital delay
1199
MEX memory expander
DRV-1000 dig reverb

HAII time engineers on the premises

ROLAND

AKAI PRO DEALER
S900 Digital Sampler
New 5700 Rack Sampler
X7000 Multi Sampler

24hr deliVery

E299

EP50 MIDI Piano
Juno 1 MIDI synth
Juno 2 MIDI synth

E740
£650
£999

IX10 MIDI synth/sequencer .... £2325
£999
MC500 Micro Composer
MKB200 MIDI Mother
Keyboard
£798
MKS20 Digital Piano Module .. £1499
MKS50 Juno 2 Module
£560
MKS100 S10 Sampler Module.- E900
RD -200 MIDI Digital Piano
£1350
RD -300 MIDI Digital Piano
E1600
S10 MIDI Digital Sampler
£1099
550 MIDI Digital Sampler
E2200
DEN Digital Effects Rack
£690

SALE OF DISPLAY
MODELS

loom and all connecting

ROLAND/BOSS RHYTHM
MACHINES

4 Track Super deal
Vesta Fire MR30

Package No. 1- Fostex Model 80, 8
track recorder, Seck 12-8-2 mixer,
power supply, Aces 5300 stereo
slave, ME265 TOA monitors,
connecting cables
E2850
Package No. 2 - Fostex Mode/ 80, 8
track recorder, Seck 18-8-2 mixer,
power supply, Aces S300 stereo
slave, ME265 TOA monitors, loom
and all connecting cables
E3070
Package No. 3- Fostex Model 80, 8
track recorder, Fostex Model 20
mastering machine (sympte), Seek
12-8-2 mixer, power supply, Aces
S300 stereo slave, 1 ME265 TOA

RD1000 Digital Piano, stand
£1999
IX10 Super IX synth
E1899
SRV2000 Dig Reverb RRP 11450 £699
SDE3000 Dig Delay
E699
MKS20 Dig Piano Module
£1299
TR727 Latin Percussion
E450
Bass Synth System GR7713
£1599
Guitar Synth System GR707
01650
Cube 60 Keyboard Combo
£299
Cube 100 Keyboard Combo
£475
DDR30 Digital Drum Kit
£995
PA250 Stereo Mixer Amp
£799
Axis Remote Keyboard
E295
RM85 8 ch Stereo Mixer
£695
SEQ331 Graphic Equaliser
£350
SRA1200 Power Amp
£399
SVC 350 Vocoder
£499

TR505 digital drums
TR707 digital drums
CR1000 pre-set digital
DR220A digital acoustic
DR220E digital electronic

HOME RECORDING
PACKAGES TOP TEN!

£295
E.599

£375
£165
£165
£199

cables
£3690
Package No. 4 - Fostex Model 8078

track recorder, Denon DR22M
cassette machine, Seck 12-8-2
mixer, power supply, Aces 5300
stereo slave, ME265 TOA monitors,
loom and all connecting
cables
E3085
Package No. 5 - PRO SPECIAL,
Fostex Model 80, 8 track recorder,
RSD Series 1116-8-2 mixer, Aces
S300 stereo slave, 280ME TOA
monitors, Denon DR22M cassette
machine, connecting cables E5375
Package No. 6 - Fostex Model 80, 8
track recorder, RSD 16-8-2 Series I
mixer, Aces 53H stereo slave, ME265
TielAsmonitors, connecting
E3470
Package No. 7 Fostex Model 80, 8
track recorder, Fostex 450 8-4 mixer,
Aces 5300 slave, ME265 TOA
monitors, connecting cables £2745
Package No. 8- Fostex 260 4 track
recorder, Aces 5300 stereo slave,
TOA ME 265 monitors, Denon
DR22M cassette machine, all
connecting leads
E1365

DYNACORD ADD -1

Call Monkey Biz for a demo on the
advanced digital drum
computer
E2695
Special offer! DRP-16 Dig
Reverb

MCC -1 MIDI computer

£299
E469

OTHER RACK UNITS
Yamaha SPX90 multi effects
Yamaha GC202 comp/limiter

Madrack D7 multitap delay
Fostex 3180 reverb unit
Shadow guitar/MIDI interface
Boss CE300 chorus
Ibanez DD1003 dual delay

£599
0249
£299
E245
E899
£195
£345

Ibanez DM500 digital delay
£199
Vesta Fire sampler/delay
E245
MTR DNG-one dual gate
E275
Vestafire 5E200 comp/limiter
E295
Korg KMX-62 keyboard mixer _0199
Vestafire RV3 stereo reverb
E225

Midiverb
Midifex
Microverb

£299

£299
£245

ENSONIQ
Mirage sampling keyboard
Mirage rack unit sampler
Incredible ESQ-1
synth/sequencer
Digital sampled piano

E1425
E1145

£1225
E1225

MICRO RACK UNITS

NEW Boss Delay/Harmonizer....f199
Boss BMR5 micro system rack.... £45
Boss RD010 digital delay
E149
Boss RCL comp/limiter
£115
Boss RGE10 graphic EQ
Boss RBE10 Hanger
Boss RPH10 phaser
Boss RAD 1019" rack adaptor
Boss RPQ10 sampler/delay

E115
£115
E115
E20
E199
Boss RPW7 multi power supply £64
Boss Individual power supplies £18
Boss RCE10 digital chorus
£185

Boss RgS10 harmonizer/delay _0199

Instant nodeposit H.PaVailable (APR 36.4) Part -ex Welcovvie Visa/Access

Victoria Road, Rumford, Essex (0708) 754548 or 25919
& 351 London Road (A13) Westcliff-on-Sea (0702) 332743
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FATHER
of

INVENTION
WHEN THE FIRST MOTHERS of
Invention album, Freak Out, came
out in 1966, it was so unlike
anything ever to appear on vinyl

before, reactions to it - and the

band, led by Frank Zappa - were polarised.
People either loved it or hated it. Still, the

reaction to the album was strong enough
to lead to more MOI albums on the Verve
label, including Absolutely Free and We're
Only In It For the Money, and led eventually

to dozens of albums bearing the mark of
Frank Zappa.
The two aforementioned albums exhibited Zappa's ability to rip his songs' targets
apart with uncompromising, satirical lyrics
and biting delivery which many listeners

found hard to take. Zappa pulled no

punches, and everyone, from politicians to
high-school drop -outs and hippies (many
of whom formed part of the MOI audience),

was fair game. In that sense, little has
changed in Zappa's music in nearly 22
years.

Much later, an album called Frank

Zappa Meets the Mothers of Prevention,
marked the beginning of Zappa's public
opposition to the Parents Music Resource
Center (PMRC -a US organisation whose
members want to "clean up" rock music,
among other things) and their goals. The

`Porn Wars' track was 12 minutes of

digitally generated music concrete, using
recordings of PMRC senate hearings as

source material which Zappa twisted,
stretched, and otherwise mutilated using
his

Synclavier. Since the time of the

PMRC hearings, Zappa's face has appeared
in American television interviews concern-

ing the PMRC, and other topics such as
proposed mandatory drug testing of federal government employees.

Frank Zappa's concern with what is

going on in the world was made very clear

as soon as we met at his home in
Hollywood. No sooner had we been

Twenty-two years and fifty -odd albums into his
musical career, Frank Zappa still finds new ways
to astonish with his unique brand of music.
Now he takes a break to discuss exactly what
he's been up to all these years.
Interview by Rick Davies.
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introduced, than he asked that we hold off
on the interview until a news report on the
Contra arms deals was over.

"I did another interview this morning
for USA Today, or somebody who was
doing a wrap-up. Every time somebody
wants an opposing point of view, they call
me up. Unfortunately, they do call to get
an opposing point of view, because before I
started doing it, there was no opposition.
The record companies didn't oppose it at
all. I do at least one interview a week on the
PMRC, and some weeks five."
One thing is for certain: Frank Zappa's IPMUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987
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THE AX73. TAKE A HOLD OF 100 OF THE
HOTTEST SOUNDS AROUND. SIX VOICES. SIX
OCTAVES. VELOCITY SENSING KEYBOARD SPLITS.
UNIQUE SAMPLER INPUT FOR EXTERNAL SOUND
PROCESSING. THE FULL MIDI FUNCTIONS OF A
MASTER KEYBOARD FOR SUBTLETY FOR POWER.
AT YOUR COMMAND. GRASP THE ENERGY. THE
AX73. FROM AKAI. THE POWER BEHIND MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY

AKAI
professional

FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST CALL OUR
SPECIAL INFORMATION LINE. 01-897 2487

Generally speaking there are two types of effects devices: professional studio units at
around the price of a small car, or budget machines which are little more than guitar pedals
in a 19" format.
Since inception, Vestafire have designed effects that incorporate professional specs and
features but at a fraction of the cost.
Illustrated here are the most recent additions to the range:
The DG -3 dual gate has a threshold range up to silence of +4dB and the key function lets
you trigger from an external source. It also has a gate out for chaining. (R.R.P. £209)
The RV -11 ambience reverb splits a mono signal into stereo and has attenuable pre delay,
phase shift and decay time. (R.R.P. £285).
The SF -100 space commander is a totally unique state of the art digital sound processor.
Spatial chorus would be a far too limiting term. The unit features delay panning and phase
inversion and, if you're after a quality effect for strings, guitar or synth, this one should
receive your careful attention. (R.R.P. £599)
The DEX-811 stereo audio enhancer will bring your flattest recordings to life without
affecting loudness and can be used when laying down a track or at mixdown. (R.R.P. £275)
These are just four examples of innovative technology from the extensive Vestafire range.
Four small steps for your budget. One giant leap for your sound.

NEW
TECHNOLOGY
FOR

MUSIC
PRODUCTION

For details of your nearest Vestafire stockist. contact
exclusive distributors:
J & I Arbiter Ltd, Unit 8, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF
Tel: 01-208 0022
Send SAE for brochure of the full Vestafire range.

music has not weakened. Perhaps the the music -printing mode on the Synclavier
eighties' flood of fashion and sound and type it in note for note right there. Or,
production has made some of his music I'd give it to my assistant who types script,
and who would type it in. It doesn't make

stand out less than it used to, but his latest
album, Jazz From Hell, shows that even his
sequencer chops are beyond the range of
most synth programmers, and recordings
such as `Massaggio Galore' feature some of

any difference. And then you can edit it in
different modes too."

Is there an instrument Zappa actually

enjoys playing now, just for ideas?
"No, I just go in there and go to work.

the most challenging music to emerge
from his home -based recording studio. Sit down and start typing. I like it."
As ever, Frank Zappa continues to be
Considering the PMRC's warnings of
satanic messages in rock music, the album's

title seems a bit ironic. Is that, in fact, the
case?

one of the most prolific and hard-working

composers around. So much so, in fact,
that even he seems to have a little trouble

"No. You know the expression: If calling to mind his current and future

there's somebody in show -business and plans.
he's an asshole, he can be referred to as an
"I did some wind quintet pieces for the

Entertainer from Hell. It arrived from Aspen Wind Quintet, and there was a
that type of concept. This is it. If this is bunch of material that preceded that. It's

Jazz, then it's Jazz From Hell."

been sitting around for years, and I pulled

A good album it is, and though the out one of those disks a couple of days ago,
cover notes (of the cassette, at least) do put it in and listened to it, got fixated on it,
little to explain what's going on, it and decided to go back to work on it.
becomes apparent that Zappa is getting That's what I was working on this

impressive mileage out of his Synclavier. morning.
Melodies are scattered about, often stut"There's tons of stuff planned for future
tering as timbre changes occur in mid - recordings. You Can't Do That On Stage
phrase. Words alone can't do this music Anymore is a ten -record box - a live
justice. It has to be heard to be believed. collection that I've been working on for
Many names appear in the band credits the last 22 years. I have a huge collection of
which most Zappa show -goers will recog- tapes and stuff, and I've been going
nise: Steve Vai, Ray White, Tommy Mars, through the final examples of strange stuff
Bobby Martin, Chad Wackerman, to that happened on stage with all the
name but a few. But with sampling and different bands.
"And there is the sequel to Lumpy
sequencing available on his Synclavier (or
`Barking Pumpkin Digital Gratification Gravy, which is done. That's an amazing
Consort' as it is credited on Francesco piece. It's all the missing dialogue that will
Zappa), it becomes hard to tell where help you understand. If there is anything
impeccable musicianship ends and tech- to understand about Lumpy Gravy, this is
all the missing components: a single
nology steps in.
"There's only one song that's got a band album containing the missing dialogue
and a guitar solo", Zappa reveals. "Every- plus new music.
"Then there's another guitar box coming
thing else is on the Synclavier. This is my
third Synclavier album. The first was the out, there's a three -record box called the
Francesco album, the second was the Helsinki Concert, which was done in 1974
Mothers of Prevention, last year, and this is with George Duke. The London Symphony

the third."

The new album's live track, 'St Etienne',

Volume II will be out shortly. There's
plenty of stuff to come out. I've got three

is the only evidence of Zappa's guitar albums of Synclavier chamber music. It's
playing on the entire album. What has he done, it's just sitting there. I have to
been doing with his guitar?

"Nothing. I haven't touched it since

December 23, 1984. I don't have any
reason to play it; I have more guitar solos
on tape than anybody could ever stand to
listen to, and I figure I did it. There it is, it's
done, it's a good solo. How many times do

schedule when it's coming out."
INTERESTINGLY ENOUGH, EVEN
as new recordings are being released,
Zappa is releasing the second boxed set

of re -mastered albums, Box 2 of The
Old Masters. Together with Box 1, The
Old Masters contains all of the Mothers of

you have to do the same thing?"
Invention and Zappa albums from Freak
Not even for entering music into the Out to Just Another Band from LA.
Synclavier?
The original releases have become in"The linkage between the Synclavier creasingly difficult to locate in record
guitar controller and the system doesn't shops - an unfortunate situation, considwork for me. Other people use it and are ering Zappa's music does not reach its
happy with it. I wasn't and so I didn't buy public as quickly as, say, rock music
it. There are several ways of inputting crafted to please a designated audience.
information: you can play it on a keyboard, Instead, the early Zappa and Mothers
play it in on a Roland Octapad, and you recordings take time to settle in, and the
can type it in on the G -page in the music Old Masters present a great opportunity
printing mode or a computer line called either to become familiar with albums like
Script. So there are a lot of different ways We're Only In It For The Money and
to put it in.
Weasels Ripped My Flesh, or to replace old,
"My preferences depend on the piece. If played -to -death pressings. Word has it
I've got something in my catalogue sitting that new parts have been added to the
in the other room that I wrote years and originals. Is that the case on all of the
years ago and I now decide I want to listen
to it, I would take the sheet music, go into
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

albums?
"Ruben and the Jets and We're Only In It
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ALL GOOD THINGS COME
Top class digital reverb WILL make a
dramatic difference to your music. The
quality of the reverb is one of the main
factors distinguishing the sound of a
professional mastering studio from that
of amateur recordings and performance.
The new Alesis MICROVERB is a 16 -bit

linear PCM, stereo reverb with a 90dB
dynamic range, just like compact disc
technology - in other words, stunningly
quiet, with a beautifully dense and
smooth sound.
The MICROVERB is flexible too. There are
16 presets, featuring 6 small rooms, 7

large rooms, plus 2 gated and probably
the sharpest reverse reverb you will hear
at ANY price.
Further more, the variable input and mix
controls allow the MICROVERB to be
connected to any mixing console or
home studio and it will also accept direct
signals from guitars, keyboards and
microphones through standard jack
connectors.
As a stand alone unit the MICROVERB is

tough and built in a rugged metal case,
however, for sophisticated studio
production work and convenience, 3
units can be locked together in a 19"
rack -mount kit.
Only Alesis make all this possible for
£249 inc VAT.
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No- For The Money, from Box 1. Those are not

only overdubbed, they are remixed."
And what are the Mystery Discs that are
included in the Old Masters sets?

in the band at the time, and what their

"The Mystery Discs are items of interest
from the era from which the other masters
are drawn. For example, the Mystery Disc
in Box 2 is really fantastic. It's got one side,
about 22 minutes, of an unreleased, never
before heard, live concert with the original
Mothers of Invention and the members of
the BBC Orchestra recorded in London in
1968. The members of the band are doing a

level of competence is at the time the tour
takes place. Because the longer the guys

play, and the orchestra is backing them

with.

up. And the play is about why everybody
wants to quit the group. It's really funny.

On the other side there are odd little

things like the origin of the story of Willie

the Pimp. There's a cassette recording of

an interview that I did with these girls
from Coney Island; they're talking about
one of the girls' father, calling him Willie
the Pimp, from the Lido Hotel. You can
see where the song came from."

yr ET ALTHOUGH THERE'S plenty
of live Zappa recordings shortly to be
made available for the first time, it's
been a while since the man actually
toured. As it turns out, this is mainly
because of the way his compositions have
changed since he began recording with the
Synclavier...
"Let's suppose you go out on the road

right this minute to support the album
that's out there right now. No human
being can play it, while I can take this
computer out, hit the start button, and
stand back."

And since Zappa's compositions are

now greatly influenced by the Synclavier's
recording and playback facilities, it seems

that composing for musicians becomes
more of a hassle than before. Does this
mean that the Synclavier is his preferred
means of generating new music?
"Yes, because if you look at the ordinary
process to write music, you write the dots

stay in the band, the better they get
musically, and I doubt there's any question
that the people in the band have benefitted

from it."
Faced with a choice between musicians
and a machine, Zappa shows no hesitation

when he states which he prefers to work

"With a machine. No question. No

contest. The problem with doing anything
with live musicians is that they're entitled
to earn a living, so you have to pay them.
And it gets expensive. When a tour is over,
the band is free to go out and do whatever

other things they can get in their spare
time. I don't keep them on salary all the
time -I can't afford them. So the best way
to do music is by typing it in, pushing the
button and listening to it play back
correctly."
And there's the fact that, if he replaces

musicians with a piece of modern tech-

nology, Frank Zappa has a door to a

completely new world of sound - a door
he's opened wide in recent years. A listen
to Jazz From Hell and Frank Zappa Meets
the Mothers of Prevention exposes listeners
to sounds they have probably never come
across before.

"I use it all. There are all different

techniques on my records. There are some
come along since
that time. I've got one that I was working

on just before you got here. It's not very
much like rock 'n' roll, but it's still music."
Production techniques have always set

Frank Zappa's music apart from the rest,
and although it's not really fair to lump

his music in with rock music, this

is

precisely what has happened in the past,
and will probably continue to happen as

on a piece of paper, then they have to be
inked by somebody to make your handwriting look neat, then that is given to a
copyist who copies out the parts for all the

well. On one hand this has worked to

process, mistakes can be perpetuated.
"Then the musician takes his part and
under the baton of the conductor attempts
to interpret what you dreamed up in the
first place. And this interpretation is

understand what he's doing because

instruments. At every stage in the data

subject to such questions as how much
time they have for rehearsal, which is
based on how much money they have to

Zappa's advantage in that his music has
been made visible to a lot of young, often
open-minded listeners. On the other hand,
much of the music -buying public doesn't

they're viewing it as a particular style of
music.

This is a pity, for the techniques Zappa
has employed throughout his career have
always been far beyond those used in the
mainstream. The last track on We're Only
In It For The Money, for example, showcased

just go on using the

electronic sound effects in rapid-fire succession as you're not likely to hear
anywhere else.
"Oh, 'The Chrome -plated Megaphone
of Destiny'? The percussive -type noises,
the thing that sounds like little squirts and
explosions, was done by using a box that
we built at a studio called the Apostolic

"If you have a band, you can't ask the

big", (Zappa holds an imaginary small box

lose, and the acoustics of the hall in which

the thing is going to be played.

"So basically your chances, as a composer

writing for human beings, of getting your
idea accurately performed are really not
too good. Not good at all, unless you write

very simple music, which I do not. So I
said, well, I'll
Synclavier.

band to do something it can't do. For
example, if you've got a band like the one
with Flo and Eddy, you can't get them to

do something like 'The Black Page'. It's
not their style. So whatever you write for
that particular band has to be engineered
48

for their assets and liabilities. You design
the show around them as people, and the
show is a product of who's available to be

Vlorch Injector. It was a little box this

with both hands) "with three buttons on
it. The console at the studio in New York
where we used to work, Apostolic, was
unique. In the sixties the audio science was
growing, and people were trying all kinds

of different things, and there was a lot of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

non-standard equipment around. This
particular console didn't have a stereo
fader;

it had three master faders - a

separate fader for the left, the centre and
the right, so you could fade out the centre
and leave the left and right, or whatever.

So these three buttons on this box

corresponded to inputs to the three master
faders, and you could play it rhythmically.

"The input to the box would be any
sound source cranked up to the level of
gross square -wave distortion. Any noise.
You'd crank it up so that if it was printed
non-stop on a piece of tape, you couldn't

stand to listen to it. It would be trashed

distortion. But as short little bits you'd get

very complex, technicolor noise. When

you hit the button and open up a little
window of time, the structure of the

distortion was a complex waveform, and

that's where the bumpy, crunchy stuff

comes from.
"Then we had some backwards tape and
tape slowed down and speeded up with the
VSO, and were using parts of recordings
of ethnic instruments. There's a tambora
in there, a koto in there someplace. Some
filtered tapes of industrial noises, horses,
all collaged together.

"I started doing that in 1962, before I

had a record contract. I just experimented
in this little studio they had, so I was well

into music concrete techniques before I
made a record."

sampling system, so I put it in and the

MANY OF THE sound textures

original timbres were those depressing old

which appear on Jazz From Hell,
such as harpsichords and woodwind, bring Mothers albums like
Burnt Weeny Sandwich to mind.

Are there specific sounds that Zappa finds
appealing?

"It depends on the information. When
you listen to a sound, there are a lot of
different ways to perceive it. You can
perceive it in terms of its physics, which is:
What is the waveform? What is the
amplitude? The scientific methods of sound.
The other way to listen to it is: What does
it feel like? What does it smell like? What
does it mean?

"There's one rule of thumb I use in
terms of all compositions, whether it's
rock 'n' roll or chamber music. It's that
timbre rules. The timbre of the piece is the

most important thing people hear. The
timbre will tell you how to hear the rest of

the data, and the best example of that
theory is this: You can take Jimi Hendrix
playing 'Purple Haze', and take the guitar
part. If you listen to the guitar, it's 'Purple
Haze'. But if you take exactly that guitar
part, note for note, and have it played on
an accordion, it's still the same data, but

it's not the same information. So the
timbre is the thing that tells you what it is
you're listening to."
Zappa applies the same thinking to his
own work today, playing back his compo-

FM timbres. Pretty bland -sounding. I
replaced all those with samples, and I've
virtually got a new piece of music on my
hands.
"Every season I buy new stuff for the
Synclavier, and reach the RAM capacity,
get extra doodads for it as the budget will

allow, and every time there's a new
module added on, I go back through all my

collection of compositions and update
them. There are probably 250, maybe 300
compositions on floppies right now, with

not more than ten of them completed.
They're all in varying stages of being

worked on, and I've had them since I got
the machine, four or five years ago."
As synth players with their own sound

library already know, keeping track of
sounds on floppy disk is just as important
as storing them in the first place. And just
as synth players find the keeping of patch
charts for all sounds in their libraries an
unnecessary and time-consuming endeavour, so Frank Zappa finds keeping

printouts of all his compositions, even
with the score -printing option on the
Synclavier.

"It takes too long to print them out. I
had that commission by the Aspen Wind
Quintet to write something for them, and
I put it on the Synclavier, so I printed out
the score and the parts on the Synclavier. I

just have a graphics printer. Without a
sitions on the Synclavier with various laser printer, it's an interminable, tedious
timbres for each part, then adjusting the job to print out a score.
"I got a call today from a group in
parts or timbres as he sees fit.
"The things undergo constant modifi- Boston. They wanted me to supply them
cation, like there's a floppy that had a piece with something, but I can't do it. I just
that was typed in five years ago that I don't have the time. There is plenty of
hadn't listened to in a long time. It was music I've already written that's sitting on
typed in before I even had the qualifying the shelf and has never been played. I
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

IP- really don't have any intention of going material, and throw in a few songs off
back to manual labour, after I've been albums. I would develop the material on
the road. I stopped doing that because
used to this stuff.
"It's always a depressing experience to people usually bootlegged it, and they'd
write something and know what it should have it out in the market before I'd even
sound like, and then give it to some human have an album out. Now if I do it, there is
beings and then start hearing all the very little unreleased material included in
mistakes, and the audience doesn't know. the show. It takes the fun out of it for me,
In the last year there have been a lot of but I'm not going to make life any easier
times where people have played various for bootleggers.

"I've had an independent label since
all over the country... 'Oh, won't you 1968. First it was called Bizarre, then it was
come to the concert...?' No, no way, I Discrete, then Zappa Records, then Barkdon't want to hear it. I already know what ing Pumpkin. Each one had a different
chamber pieces of mine, in different places

it sounds like, I don't want to know what

you do to it."
IT'S HARD TO think of a time when
Zappa has performed with musicians
who were not extraordinary improvisors, but how does he combine

major label as a distributor. Capitol is the

current distributor."
THILE DISCUSSING USE of the
Synclavier on Mothers of Prevention, I mention 'Revolution 9'.

"What's 'Revolution 9'?" reimprovisation with set compositions?
sponds Zappa. "I never heard it. I
"It fits into a hole. There's the arrange- didn't like the Beatles. They sang about
ment, and then there's a blank space in the love and stuff- not my style."
So what does Frank Zappa listen to,
arrangement and it says, 'solo goes here'.
That's where the improvisation goes, and other than his own compositions?
"I have little or no recreational listening
the arrangements are absolutely nailed
down. They have to play them exactly the time. Given the choice between listening

to a record and watching the news, I'm
way they're supposed to be played.
"We had this thing called meltdown, going to watch the news.
"I've got a good record collection, and
where, depending on what's in the news
that day, or what happened in the sometimes I miss listening to it, but if I've
audience during the show, I'd start talking got a spare minute, it seems I'd feel guilty if
in a singsong tone of voice and then I didn't pay attention to what's going on
Tommy Mars would chop changes behind in the news. Because next day, somebody's
it. Now that's very freeform, kind of like going to call me on the phone and ask my
the 'Dangerous Kitchen' or 'Jazz Dis- opinion on something.
"...I won't say I've heard it all, but I've
charge Party Hats'; those are both meltmay be
down events. In the case of 'Dangerous heard
Kitchen', it's a fixed set of lyrics that has some other little surprises lurking out
variable pitches and variable rhythms. In there, but I haven't been too assiduous in
the case of the 'Jazz Discharge Party tracking them down.
"I like Bulgarian music, I like Indian
Hats', it was completely spontaneous,
100% improvised by me and the band. It music, I like Arab and Tibetan and French
ended up right on the spot in this concert Renaissance dance music. I like recordings
of lute music, and most of the early 20th
in Illinois.
"So that type of rampant behaviour is Century composers, until economics took
good as a contrast, but I think that for over and we wound up with minimalism.
today's audience you can't go out and do a I'm not too fond of that. I'm not
whole evening of random behaviour. enthusiastic about cowboy music. Early
They're not going to tolerate it; they want heavy metal I like - early Black Sabbath

to see a structured show. It's been my and rhythm 'n' blues. I even like some
experience that most people want to have disco music, when it's clever and the
any band go on stage as a human jukebox production is fantastic. I'm not crazy
and just puke out whatever it was they put

on a record.
"Which in a way is good, and in a way is

bad. If you can actually play it, then
you've accomplished something monumental, considering how complex today's

record production techniques are. And

about the stuff they have on MTV; it's not
much to listen to. But some of the pictures
are nice."
Well, if Frank Zappa's plans to put out a
clay animation video for one of the tracks
from Jazz From Hell materialise, there will
be plenty to listen to.

some groups' people go to a great deal of

time and trouble to make their stage

performance sound just like a record. But
on the other hand, those same groups that
have drilled themselves to sound just like a
record often have psychological problems

in the band and the crew because they
have to do exactly the same thing night
after night. We avoid that by having some

random elements in the show and by
having a book that is large enough that
you can vary the show every night.
"The other thing it works against is the
ideas of ten years ago, when I would go out

and do a whole tour based on new
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300 PA

our

£1

£1 9
£119

Controller

Akai S900 Sampler
Roland Alpha Juno 1
Roland Alpha Juno 2
Roland S10 Sampler Key
Roland MKS 20 Piano M
Roland DEP 5 Multi Effec

2150 Cabs

Bass ombo
B150H
¶00w Head
arshall 4x12 Cabs

-ad

Roland JX10 Synth
Roland TR50
Roland SH1

an om o
£99

Marshall 75w Combo
Marshall 12 watt Combos
Marshall 30w reverb Combo
Peavey Encore 65

£150

Egg

£1975
£299
£799

£1650
£299
£599
POA

Peavey MX
Peavey Bandit 65
Peavey Special 130
Peavey Renown 400

Roland RSI#S

Boss Pedals - Best Prices
MAINFRAME KEYBOARD
STANDS 3 TIER

Accessit Effects Best Prices
£649
£449
£2999
£899
£1099

£595
£399
£2450
£675
£879

£485
£460
£556
£480
£378
£485

£375
£359
£435
£375
£295
£375
£339
£259
£225
£259
£285
£279
£329
£399

£441
£332

£290
£338
£372
£279
£329
£399

SECONDHAND BARGAINS

Citronic PPX 450 Power Amp £4
Citronic SA200 Power Amp
£1
Citronic SA400 Power Amp
Fostex 300 Power Amp
Vox Venue Combo
Marshall 60w Kbd Combo
Roland cube 60K Combo

Tascam 244
Tokai Tele
Aria Wildcat
Encore bass
Boss Dr Pad
Westone Thunder 1 Bass L/H
HI -1100w Bass head

Vox T60 Bass stack
Aria RSB 60 Bass
Westone Thunder 1A
Fender Tele (USA)
Gibson SG
Fender Bandmaster Amp

£279

41 St Nicholas St

£303
£303
£360

£242
£242
£342

Ipswich
(0473) 54996

£265
£283
£90
£192
£379
£499
£279
£379
£479
£215
£349
£389
£159
£329
£499
£465
£468
£296

£251

Marshall

Roland Piano Plus 20 Elec ono

Fender Contemporary Strat
Fender Contemporary Tele
Fender Std. Prec Bass
Fender Jazz Bass
Fender Vintage Strat
Squier Std. Strat
Squier Tele
Squier Prec. Bass
Squier Jazz Bass
Charvel Model 1
Charvel Model 1A
Charvel Model 2

£195
£95
£119
£149
£95

banez RG440
banez RG140
banez RS530
banez RS440
banez RS135
banez RB850 Bass

PLIFICATION
rlsbro Cobra 90 PA
150 PA
arlsbro Marli

£799

Akai MX73 Controller

GUITARS
Fender Standard Strat
Fender Custom 62Tele

£279
£109
£129
£169
£115

Rickenbacker 360 Guitar
Rickenbacker 330 Guitar
Rickenbacker 4003 Bass
Jay Dee Mark King Bass

C

Akai AX73 Synth

Tascam Porta 2
Tascam Porta 1
Tascam 388
Tascam 244
Tascam 246

£459
£479
£579
£699
£799
£329
£379
£629
£540
£475
£535
£599
£335
£219
£299
£259
£179
£359
£359
£340
£319
£375
£224
£199
£139
£175
£99
£499
£699
£279
£199
£175
£149
£399
£125
£139

ma

Yamaha S1OX

Fostex Model 80
Fostex X15
Fostex 260
Fostex Model 80

£459
£479
£579
£699
£799
£329
£379
£629
£675
£595
£669
£796
£442
£292
£359
£310
£250
£467
£485
£425
£419
£499
£299
£279
£179
£229
£149
£779
£779
£359
£269
£248
£199
£659
159
199

Yamaha SG1300T

Yamaha EMX150 6 -

Keyboard
Akai VX90 Synth Module
Akai X7000 Sampler
Keyboard
Akai M E1OD Digital Delay
Akai ME2OA Arpeggiator
Akai ME15F Midi

Charve Mode 3
Charve Mode 3A
Charve Mode 4
Charve Mode 5
Charve Mode 6
Charve Mode 1B Bass
Charve Mode 2B Bass
Charve Mode 3B Bass

Peavey Studio Pro 40
Peavey TKO 65
Peavey TNT 130

Peavey Backstage Plus
Peavey ED100 Drum combo
Peavey ED300 Drum combo
Peavey KB300 Kbd Combo
Trace Elliot AH150
Trace Elliot GP11

£269
£85
£182
£341
£449
£251
£341
£431
£193
£314

96 high Street
Colchester
(0206) 65652

£350
£143
£265
£399
£399
£468
£298

Trace Elliot 4 x 10
Bass Combo
£759
Pearl Drums - Best prices
Zildjian Cymbals - Best prices

£759

ilM=11

REMEMBER! IF YOU'VE BEEN QUOTED LOWER PRICES,

PLEASE TELL US - WE MAY STILL BE ABLE TO HELP!

Post this coupon now to secure any of the above.
Please send me Immediately
Name

Address
Tel No

MT . 2 . 13 7

I enclose cheque/postal order for
made payable to
AXE MUSIC OR please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

III
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£1

£9

£99
£159
£119
£249
£249
£125
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K WHA1 li 011110 ME!
Two years ago ENSONIQ shocked the music industry
with the introduction of a new. Digital Sampling Keyboard, the MIRAGE DSK-8.

Unfortunately, like many of my musician friends,
I thought that it would be only a matter of months before the Japanese competitors would hit the market hard
with their answer to the MIRAGE. Without a shadow of
a doubt those machines would be better and cheaper.
Hadn't it always been like that? So I decided to sit back
and wait a little. After all, my budget is limited too,
right? So what did we get? Nothing.
Now, TWO YEARS LATER, we see the first and not too
cheap Japanese sampling keyboards, almost timidly

trying to tell us that it has been worth the wait.
Two years! Just to find out that it could be done?
Big deal!

In the meantime, waiting for them to prove their
assumed absolute power, I could have played the
ENSONIQ MIRAGE, with its hundreds of hottest sounds
from the world's biggest and most powerful library.
And now ENSONIQ has made a second surprise attack
with the ESQ-1, the coolest synth ever. And their latest
stunt is a new, even cheaper version of the MIRAGE,
the DSK-1.

Some people say that I have aged over the past two
years. They may be right In this industry two years
can be like ages. If you're not on top of things you get
old before your time. Look at me. Finally I understand
the word "Future" in competitors' slogans. Future,
don't make me laugh. From now on I will choose for
facts the way ENSONIQ presents them. They make me
sound great. Now, not tomorrow of in two years!

ensoni
ENSONIQ EUROPE

3512 JC UTRECHT

DOMPLEIN I
HOLLAND
-

-

HISTORY
BY NUMBERS
A RE -REVIEW OF THE ROLAND MC4 MICROCOMPOSER
As Roland's current MC500 makes its way toward the status of industry standard,
we look back at the machine that introduced the world to recording music on a
calculator keypad. Text by Steve Howell.

IIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111
PAW( c)Ccrnpc)vz
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CURIOUSER AND CURIOUSER. Here I

The difference

is

that

the MC4 is

am, taking a nostalgic look at an old trusted

designed to control monophonic, CV/

friend of mine, the Roland MC4 Micro Composer, while elsewhere in this issue
you'll find me waxing profound over the

Gate synths while the MC500 is designed

to be used with MIDI synths. Apart from
that, these two machines are essentially

same company's wunderkind, the MC500.

the same beast. What is curious, though, is

What's the connection? Simple, really.
Both machines are sophisticated digital

that to my knowledge, this is the first

sequencers controlled by microprocessors,

magazine.

and both allow their users to program
complex music.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

review

of the MC4 to appear

in

a

But the MC4 is old technology, no
doubt about it. So why write a piece on it

now? Well, just in case you didn't already
know it, there's still a lot of life left in
monophonic CV/Gate synths, especially
modular synthesisers which have no contemporary equivalent. And because the
secondhand market for this generation of
machine is hardly buoyant, it might be
worth your while to hang on to that trusty

old monosynth rather than lose a lot of
money selling it.

So the MC4 becomes an attractive
53

method you've selected.
The first option involves entering data in

control you have over synth parameters
remains unmatched by any more recent

wouldn't have got much change from

real-time using a suitable keyboard. This
"records" your performance, warts and

system.
The second set of CVs can also be used

£3000 for the whole system; nowadays,

all.

a "Gate

you can buy one brand-new for £300.

Rewrite" function that allows you to input
timing data by simply tapping any note on

to "play" another VCO for eight -voice
capability, but for true eight -voice poly-

proposition - more so when you consider
its current market value. When it first
appeared at the start of the decade, you

Secondhand, I've seen them for as little as
£100.
History. In the beginning there was the

first MicroComposer, the MC8. It was a
powerful if overly complex eight -channel

Linked to this method

is

phony, these need to be used in conjunction

your connected keyboard. This can be

with the MC4's one-shot trigger con-

useful for correcting timing discrepancies
entered in real time, but alternatively, you

nections (one for each channel), which
masquerade under the title MPX. The

can enter pitch data in step time and then
input the timing data manually.
You can also enter data totally in step time by inputting pitch data, which can be
done either from an external music

one-shot pulse outputs can be used
anywhere in your composition, and unless

keyboard or by typing in numeric data

suitable trigger input.
So, a comprehensive system of ins, outs,
and data entry. In some respects it leaves
modern equivalents standing. In others, it
shows its age - though the time it takes to
familiarise yourself with this aspect of the
MC4's operation is no longer than it would
take to adopt the same process on, say, a

sequencer designed primarily for Roland's
mega modular synth system, the System
700.

The MC8 begat the MC4, a slightly
scaled -down but much friendlier four channel version which, in turn, spawned a
more compact machine called the MC202
back in 1983. Strangely enough, the MC4 is
far simpler to use than the MC202, as it is
not endowed with vast numbers of multi -

110. "A second CV is used to open and

close a synth's VCF and/or VCA for
dynamics, breathing life into music
in a way unmatched by any more
recent system."
function switches. On the MC4, each
switch has its own purpose depending on
the mode you are in.

While the MC202 - with its built-in,
SHI01-derived synth section and low
(£350) asking price-soon became popular
with home studio owners, it was the MC4
that caught the imagination of the serious

synth programmer and composer. For
most

production life, it reigned

supreme in the facilities it offered for
digital sequence recording, and in the ease
with which they could be used.

Operation
BEFORE WE GO on to see what the MC4
has to offer, let's see how it works.
Basically, the MC4 has three modes of

operation, selected by a sprung toggle
switch located above the rotary tempo

previous note plus the length of the rest,
and give that note a short or normal step time value (see Figure 1). Alternatively,
you can enter a dummy note and turn it off

control. These modes are Play, Edit/Data

by giving it a step time of zero.

Entry and CMT. The first two are fairly
self-explanatory, while CMT mode is for
data transfer to and from cassette. The

One of the real beauties of the MC4,
though, is that you can switch from one

MC4's calculator -style keypad (also a
feature of the MC8 and MC500) performs
a different set of functions for each mode.

When you turn the thing on, a large
fluorescent display shows the timebase,
the quarter -note step and gate time. The
default values are 120,30,15, but these can

be changed by entering new numbers on
the keypad; in practice, readings of
96,48,24 or 96,24,12 are the most useful.
The next display "page" shows the default

tempo of 100 BPM, and this can be

54

from the MC4's keypad. You can then type
in note length (gate time) equivalent to the

you're after the eight -voice polyphony,
you can connect them to just about any
external drum source equipped with a

Yamaha QX I

.

mode of data entry to another at any point.
You could enter four bars in real-time, the

next eight in step -time, the next two in
real-time and the last two by entering the
pitch data in step -time and the timing data
in Gate Rewrite.
In other areas, though, the MC4 shows
signs of age. For example, it doesn't have a
quantise feature (common to most

modern-day sequencers) to auto -correct
any inaccuracies in your recorded music.
But you can tidy up timing errors either in
Gate Rewrite or by typing in new data on

changed from the keypad or by using the
rotary tempo control.
The next page brings you on to the data
entry side of things. You can choose from a
number of different methods of data entry,
these are selected using the shift button
and simultaneously pressing a number on
the keypad - the 'shift map' to the left of
the keypad shows you where you are, as a

the keypad.

little LED lights up to indicate which

piece of music, and the degree of direct

The MC4 is essentially a four -channel
sequencer that enables you to play up to
four synths at once, each playing a separate
part. But each channel has two CV

(Control Voltage) outputs. Normally, the
second CV is used to open and close a
synth's VCF and/or VCA for dynamics.
This can breathe life into an otherwise dull

Editing
ONCE YOU'VE GOT your data in, you
can copy, insert, delete, transpose, repeat

and otherwise edit that data at will. One
particularly powerful (and useful) option is
the ability to copy data from anywhere in

your piece to some other point; this
includes copying data from late on in a tune

to a position much earlier. In other words,
bars 25-32 can be slotted in between bars
4 and 5 with little fuss. Total control over
the structure of your composition is what

this feature effectively provides - though
it's as well to have a piece of paper handy

to make notes so that you don't get
confused, as the MC4 is not over -endowed
with helpful display messages.

As I've already begun to indicate, the
MC4 offers some powerful (if hardly upto-date) interfacing facilities. As well as the
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

CV and MPX connections, there's the

think of a tune, you can record it with the

usual Roland DIN Sync 24, plus Tape Sync

MC4, in the knowledge that the only

(efficient FSK code) input and output.

serious limitation you're likely to come up
against will be that of polyphony.
At street level, the MC4 could hardly be
less fashionable than it is at the start of
1987, seven years after its introduction.
But the music industry is filled with
professional players and programmers

Inputs and outputs for external clocks - in
conjunction with the variable timebase allow you to sync the MC4 to practically
any older drum machine or sequencer.
There's also a CV input for the tempo
which, if controlled by a spare CV2, allows
very precise control over tempo variations.

who still swear by the things, people

Ins and outs for the external keyboard
come complete with calibration controls

whose MicroComposers sit uncomfortably

and a Total Tune control.

claviers, and sophisticated MIDI production
systems. At the time of writing, I have five
MIDI voice units (synths, samplers, expander modules), a MIDI drum machine and a

Three years stood between the MC4's

introduction and the arrival of MIDI, so
you're not going to find any MIDI equipped examples lurking on dealers'
shelves. Roland, however, did come up
with a couple of interfacing boxes that can
prevent the MC4 from being made
redundant by a MIDI system. Their OP8M,
for instance, is a CV -to -MIDI converter

(but still usefully) among Fairlights, Syn-

new Yamaha QX5 MIDI sequencer; but
very often I'll do a whole piece on my MC4
and an ancient ARP 2600 modular system,
simply because there are so many things
possible using that combination which just

can't be done using the modern gear.

Tomita, Hans Zimmer, Daniel Miller, Tim
Souster, Steve Porcaro and Dave Paich of

Toto would probably agree with me on
that.

At the time it came out, the MC4 was a
major innovation, but (like so many major

"Its ability to calculate the
playing time of your piece can be
useful...you set precise timings by
moving the tempo control until the
display shows the appropriate time."
innovations) it was also a bit expensive. At
its current price level, you'd be out of your
brain to ignore it if you still have a CV/Gate
synth.

And alongside the featureless hi -tech
black visage presented by today's new
instruments, it also looks extraordinary.

that enables the MC4 to "play" MIDI
synths, while the later MPU 101 allows you
to program the MC4 from a MIDI
keyboard.
I've

missed out some other

WHERE

useful

features. Like the Tune routine that gives
out a CV equivalent to A440 (assuming the

VCOs are tuned to 8'), though you can
type in any other note you wish to tune to.
And like the MC4's ability to calculate the
playing time of either your whole piece or

just a few bars. This can be wonderfully
useful if you're writing something for TV
or film, as you can set precise timings
simply

by moving the rotary tempo

control until the display shows the appropriate time. Interestingly, if you're using
CV2 to control tempo, the MC4 will take

any speeding up or slowing down into
consideration and calculate
playing time accordingly.

the

total

The MC4 has an unbreakable habit of
losing recorded data when you switch it
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off, so it's necessary to save the machine's

contents onto tape. Roland made the
MTRIOI tape machine to allow this, and
since it was a custom device, it could be
controlled direct from the MC4 keypad.
The MTRIOI offers a number of other
useful little refinements over and above
what you'd get from a standard audio tape
deck. For example, you can give a tune a
file number for later retrieval and, should

you give a tune a file number that is the
same as one already on tape, the MC4 will

ask you whether you want to overwrite
the original, so you're unlikely to erase
anything precious by accident. When

. .

SEQUENTIAL STUDIO 440
STEINBERG PRO -24
STEINBERG SMP-24
AKAI S900
STEINBERG S900 SOUNDWORKS
SEQUENTIAL VS
ENSONIQ ESQ-1

demonstrated in a professional
studio environment?

loading data from tape into the MC4, the

will search for a specified file
number. Data transfer takes just a few
MTR 1 01

seconds and is actually foolproof.

Not quite a disk drive, but certainly the
next best thing. You'd be mad to buy an

CHROMATIX
where else

MC4 and not invest in an MTR 101. You can

save data onto a standard audio cassette
machine, but it takes in the region of five
minutes and is not always reliable.

Verdict
THERE'S LITTLE POINT delving much
deeper into what you can and cannot do
with a Roland MC4. Basically, if you can
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

CHROMATIX
73 Princedale Road,
Holland Park,
London W11

Tel: 01-229 2041/5139

E-MAIL 78: DGS 1609
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The 380 -SE electronic
music speaker is just one

of a comprehensive range
of successful TOA products
on show at Frankfurt.

TOA

See also the new D3 four keyboard mixer ... the exciting KD range of
50, 100 and 150 watt keyboard combos ... and the sophisticated 310D
digital effects unit-products which are soon to be launched in the UK by
TOA, the leading keyboard sound reinforcement specialists.
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FIFTY YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL SOUND
Toa Electronics Limited, Tallon Road, Hutton Industrial Estate, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 1TG
Tel: 0277 233882

OBERHEIM

DPX1
Sample Replay Unit

When so much of
our music is

dominated by
factory sounds,
does it make sense
to buy a machine
like the DPX1,
which simply
replays samples?
Review by
Paul Wiffen.

musicians these days just using their samplers to play library

But being able to load sample data is not the end of the
story. Achieving good representations of a complete disk,

disks, and so much of today's music using the same old tired

including all the presets and multisamples (jargon for the

sounds, some manufacturer was bound to come up with a

way samples are edited and laid out across the keyboard),

machine which would do just that. What wasn't expected,
though, was a machine which was able to handle disks made

means that you need to interpret all the program data
which holds all the filter, envelope and velocity settings.

on other samplers.

You also need to have the hardware filters available, and

IT WAS BOUND to happen sooner or later. With so many

At the time of its release, the Oberheim DPX I is able to

load and play back Ensoniq Mirage, Prophet 2000 and
Emulator II disks, and Oberheim are already planning
software updates to make it compatible with other

when the DPXI was first announced, this was the one
aspect which aroused suspicions in my cynic reviewer's
mind.

It seemed to me that the most difficult thing would be

libraries. Now, you'll probably realise that the DPX I has to

matching analogue parameters (as the Ensoniq, Prophet and

be able to cope with both 31/2" and 51/4" disks and sure
enough, there is one of each type of drive on the unit.

filtering on the samples. Because if you're at all familiar with

E -mu all do things differently), and especially tailoring the

But as anyone who has tried to load a Mirage disk into a

analogue synths, you'll know how much difference the

Prophet 2000 will tell you, you need more than mere

filters can make to the sound of an instrument. In fact, I was

physical compatability - you need a device which is able to

almost ready to hear that the DPX I could only play samples

understand the different "languages" that the various

one at a time, with limited filtering and enveloping.

machines employ to achieve their respective ends.

turned up at
Imagine my surprise, then, when
Oberheim's factory in Los Angeles and heard Ell factory
I

The DPXI is able to do this by having a larger than
average operating system which adapts itself to the
different data formats used by Ensoniq, Sequential and E-

mu. What's more, it does this automatically without you
having to tell it which type of disk you're using. When you

disks being played back on the DPX I with exactly the same

keyboard assignment and analogue parameters as on the

original instrument.

place a disk in either the 31/2" or the 51/4" drive, the DPX I

This was immediately followed by a demo of K -Muse

looks at it, decides which type it is and then displays either

disks for the Mirage. Instantly, the DPX I was behaving just

"En" (Mirage disk), "P2" (Prophet 2000) or "E2" in the dual

like an Ensoniq, even down to a flickering display (some
joker must have spent a while programming that in). To 110-

seven -segment display.
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complete the effect, I saw a Sequential factory disk load in

found the DPX I 's Achilles heel. At the top end of the range

slightly less time than it would have taken on a Prophet

of one of the samples, the DPX I wasn't able to manage the

2000.

full octave transposition up from the original pitch (C2) and
so was playing the major seventh pitch (B2) when I hit C3.

But my triumph was short-lived. It seems Oberheim's
engineering division has already come up with a software

Lstening

revision, and the problem has now been fixed.
Similarly, when I tried to load a disk made on a 5 I 2K

AS FAR AS the sound quality and character of the DPX I are

Prophet, the DPX I got confused and put some of the
samples in the wrong place on the keyboard. It seems the

concerned, the sounds were immediately identifiable as the

original disks, and while neither a Mirage nor an ElI was
available for direct comparison, I've worked fairly extensively with both machines and the DPX I sounded pretty
faithful to my ears.

software on the review model was only capable of dealing

Later on, I was able to conduct an A/B test on the same

to get its hands on as many disks as possible from all three

with disks from a 256K Prophet, though the latest DPXI
software should load all 5 I 2K disks perfectly.
Currently, Oberheim's engineering department is trying

before DPX1s start to become generally

disk played back through a Prophet 2000 and through the

machines

DPXI . They sounded identical. (And as it turned out, the

available, to make sure you can load literally any disk made

"The DPX1's operating system adapts itself to the

on a Mirage, ElI or Prophet 2000/2002 (with or without

different data formats used by Ensoniq, Sequential and
E -mu - without your having to tell it which type of disk
you're using."
first time I loaded the disk into the Prophet, one of the
samples wasn't read properly from the disk, a problem I
couldn't get the DPXI to imitate.) Still, I wasn't prepared
to be convinced just on the evidence of a few factory disks,
so I checked out the results with some of my own disks, too.

First off, I tried out some disks made on the Mirage, and
only one didn't sound the same as what I'd originally set up.

It was pointed out to me that I'd used Oscillator Detune on
the Mirage to fatten up the sound. Now, the DPX I doesn't

have two oscillators per voice; instead, there's a mode
called Dual Oscillator which allows you to play Mirage
sounds which use two oscillators by halving the polyphony
to four voices (which, funnily enough, is how the ElI and the

Prophet go about doubling or detuning voices). So you can

play any Mirage sound with

all

the originally set-up

parameters, even if you only get four -note polyphony on
some.

To my ears, the DPX I may even sound better than the

Mirage, as there's a perceptible smoothing out of the
harshness and phase distortion that are present in the
original instrument. Then again, some people like the

expanded memory).

The only thing the DPXI won't do on Prophet disks is
turn on the Stack Mode, which is a performance parameter.

However, with the newer software on the 2000 making it

possible to store Stack settings as part of a preset, it
wouldn't be surprising if that feature is soon included on the
DPXI , too.
As a general rule, the DPX I doesn't implement original
machines' performance features, like sequencers and
arpeggiators, and hardware things like individual outputs
and computer interfaces.
If

you've read my comments in

the past

about

arpeggiators, you'll know just how little shall miss them.
And the sequencers in the Mirage and Ell are so inflexible
that you'd probably be better off with a computer software
package or a dedicated sequencer anyhow.
I

Some users may justifiably bemoan the lack of separate
audio outputs -a blessing both in the studio and on stage regardless of the DPX I's new low price -tag. But then again,

bear in mind that by the very nature of the DPX, if you had
separate outputs you'd be stuck with the assignments set up

on the host samplers. Which means that as most factory
disks don't come with outputs assigned, you wouldn't be
able to have those expensive outputs do anything unless you

had the original machine pertaining to each disk...which, in

turn, would rather defeat the whole object of the exercise.

quality the Mirage imparts, especially on sounds like guitar.

Oh, well.
Another feature of the DPXI is clearly different from the
Mirage. When you put a Mirage disk into the DPXI , it loads

all three banks of sounds at once - something the Mirage

AS I'VE SAID, using the DPXI really is incredibly easy,

"Oberheim 's engineering department are getting
their hands on as many disks as possible, to make sure
you can load any disk made on a Mirage, EI I or
Prophet 2000."

though when you think about it, there's no real reason why

cannot do because it doesn't have enough sample memory.

button. First is Patch Select: you can use the Up and Down

You can then switch between these three banks of sounds

buttons to step through patches 00 to 99, pressing Enter
when you get the number you want (though it's quicker to

from the front panel or via MIDI program change numbers
1

,

2 and 3 from your master keyboard. So while the load

time for Mirage disks is approximately three times as long as

on the original machine (18 seconds as opposed to six),

once you've loaded your disk you can simply switch
between sounds instead of having to wait for additional
loading.

The future might see an option allowing you to specify
which bank you want to load, even though the current
thinking behind the new Oberheim is that it should be as

a playback machine should be anything but straightforward

to use.
Apart from the Load button mentioned previously, there

are very few other parameters to confuse yourself with.

These are cycled through with the Parameter Select

select this via a MIDI program change number).
Next comes MIDI Channel, which you select from "On"
(for Omni On) or Channel to 16. After this is a fine-tune
range of a quarter -tone up and down, represented by a
range of 00-99 with 50 as A440 - always assuming your
I

original samples are in tune, of course.
Things start to get more interesting with the Data Dump

feature, which uses the MIDI Universal Sample Dump
Standard (another of Chris Meyer's lunchtime brainwaves),

simple as possible to use. I can confirm that it certainly is just

though there is talk of implementing other formats in future

that: you put in a suitable disk, press Load, and the DPX1

software revisions.

does the rest.

Then comes MIDI Controllers On/Off, which globally
enables or disables the recognition of MIDI pitch -bend,

When I came to try out some Prophet disks, I thought I'd
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modulation and pressure data, plus any other parameters
sent via continous controllers such as volume, sustain and

so forth.
The final option on the cycle is Extended Functions,
which currently boasts Filter Limit and Dual Oscillator

DPX I as a hard disk substitute are going to be disappointed.

Sorry.

The back panel of the DPX I is as minimalist as its front
panel, only more so. The audio out, MIDI In, Out and Thru,

and that's that.

modes. The former refers to a default setting on the DPX I

where the filters are capped (limited) to just below half the

sample rate. This prevents a lot of the problems with
imaging which result from aliasing showing up in the
samples. But on some machines it's possible to open up the

filter above this point, and seeing as some people seem to
like the sound of aliasing, Oberheim have made it possible

to open up the filters to let all that horrible noise through if
you really want to. Maybe this filter limiting is why some of

the Mirage disks sounded cleaner on the DPX I

Verdict
ALL IN ALL, I see the DPX I having uses outside the most
obvious one of a "one size fits all" sample replay machine.
For example, it represents a cheaper way of upgrading a
Prophet sampler to a 16 -voice system (via MIDI Overflow

Mode) and yet also offers the ability to play sounds from

...

We've already seen the application of the Dual Oscillator

other machines. And a second (or third) "Ell in a rack"

mode in enabling you to get the oscillator detune effect
available on the Mirage. Now, this is currently its only
application, but as the operating system is increased to

might well please bands who up to now have had to take
four Emulator Ils on tour with them to get live access to the

sounds on the album all at the same time.

allow the DPX Ito read disks from other samplers, it should

But the overwhelming demand for the DPX I is going to

have more and more applications, since several of the
samplers now available have two oscillators per voice.
On the subject of enlarging the operating system, it

come from musicians who know little about sampling, and
who don't want to waste music composition and

currently resides in 128K of memory. This is a little on the

machine represents an excellent way to get the sounds they

large side, but there is room to add another 128K, so

want without all the hassle that goes with sampling.
It won't please the purists who think nobody should be

there'll be plenty of space for implementing compatibility
with other manufacturers' formats.

performance time learning any more. For them, this

allowed to use a sampled sound or synth patch they haven't

Sample memory is also generous, with 768K built in. This

created themselves, and it may not please the manufacturers

is more than enough to cover the disks of just about any
sampling machine currently on the market, so it won't be in
that area that the DPX I finds it limitations. By the way, this
is probably as good a point as any to mention that the 30
megabytes of memory quoted in our original news feature
(MT December '86) was the result of a little misunderstanding, so any of you who were thinking of using the

whose libraries are compatible with it. But the DPX I may

just be what the majority of musicians really want, and
there's no arguing with that.

Price £1495
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LATES T
in the line

Photography Trevor Gilchrist

Following in the footsteps of Herbie Hancock, Chick
Corea andJoe Zawinul is no easy task. But a young
musician by the name of Robert Irving III is doing exactly
that-playing keyboards to Miles Davis' trumpet.
Interview by Tim Goodyer.
THE NAME MILES Davis is really its
own introduction. A black jazz

trumpeter born in Illinois back in
1926, quoted by many and various
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Davis began to establish himself as a
fairly average trumpet player during the
forties. Like many of his contemporaries, he

found himself having to develop an indi-

musicians as being a seminal influence

vidual playing style to overcome his musical

- and still active and contentious 60 years
on.

In 1948 an album, Birth of the Cool,

limitations.
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resulted, and featured a nine -strong band
and the complex arrangements of Gerry
Mulligan and Lee Konitz.
The mid -fifties saw Davis in the ascendant. He assembled a classic quintet with
John Coltrane on tenor sax, Red Garland

on piano, bassist Paul Chambers, and

drummer Philly Joe Jones. It was with this
line-up that Davis began to consolidate his
position within the jazz world. The combination went on to produce five albums,

originally released on the Prestige label
with the endearing titles Round About
Midnight, Cookin', Relaxin', Workin' and
Steamin'.
Excellent as they were, these proved to
be only a foretaste of Milestones, on which

the quintet was augmented by alto saxophonist Cannonball Adderly. The album's
title -track became the blueprint for a new
development in jazz playing - modal
improvisation. Drawing heavily on a book

by George Russell called The Lydian

Chromatic Concept of Tonal Organisation
(1953), 'Milestones' and the following LP,
Kind of Blue, demonstrated a new freedom
for the soloist. Liberating musicians from
the restrictions of conventional chord
structure, the new doctrine adopted notes
within scales as its grounding.

otherwise still be playing local high-school
gigs.

INTO THE REVERED position of

Davis' keyboardsman steps Robert
Irving III, a young player, composer
and arranger with an emerging talent

that somehow attracted Davis' attention
- though Irving is unsure of the reason.
"He must have heard somethin' special",
Irving concedes the morning after a recent
sell-out concert in London. At the time of

his meeting with Davis, Irving was an
aspiring player and writer looking to

further his education at music college.
"I wanted to go back to school", he says.
"But my relationship with Miles has been
more than that for me. It's a great

relationship, rather like a father and son.
He's been so encouraging and I've learned
so much from him. At first I felt I wasn't
developed enough as a player so composition was my main involvement, but it's
developed from there."

The first fruit of the Davis -Irving
collaboration was The Man with the Horn
in 1981. The disc featured some of Irving's
writing and showcased his unorthodox

harmonic approach to great effect. On its
Later in the fifties, Davis collaborated release, one critic was overheard to comwith another arranger - Gil Evans. The ment: "Heard the new Robert Irving LP?
fruits of these labours were Miles Ahead, It's got Miles Davis on it."

Big Stuff and a version of Gershwin's

Porgy and Bess, all of which used Evans'
arrangements for a big band to complement Davis' solo flugelhorn.
By the late sixties Davis had expanded
his activities beyond jazz into the sphere of
rock with Miles in the Sky, In a Silent Way
and the classic Bitches Brew.
Under the influence of Zawinul's use of
the electric piano with Cannonball Adderly,
Davis first adopted the instrument himself
on 1968's Miles in the Sky. This marked the
beginning of an association with electronic

instruments that was to lead him (eventually) towards synthesisers, but which
was initially confined to an electric piano
treated by effects such as the Echoplex.
In a Silent Way also marked the beginning
of a series of collaborations with keyboard
players whose names have since become

commonplace. Names like Herbie Hancock, Keith Jarrett, Chick Corea and Joe
Zawinul, all of whom found their careers

very much the more rewarding (both

A live album, We Want Miles, followed a

year later, and another studio album, Star
People, emerged in 1983. The latter marked
Davis' successful reunion with Gil Evans,

Irving did not contribute to either. How-

ever, 1984 saw the release of what is
generally considered to be the best example

of Davis' current musical direction -

Decoy. Produced by Davis, the album saw

"Miles is still playing some of the same licks he was playing 30

years ago. He's aware of that, and it's important he has a diverse
background to work off or it becomes very limiting for him."
Irving back on team, playing, writing and
especially arranging in his own style. In
fact, it's on Decoy that Irving makes his
presence most felt, sharing the production,

programming of rhythm patterns, and

writing and co -arranging a number of the
pieces.

financially and artistically) for working
A year later, You're Under Arrest also
benefitted from Irving's contributions,
with the great man.
Hancock played acoustic piano with though the LP made greater concessions
Davis during the mid -sixties and was to commerciality and lacked the definitive
joined on In a Silent Way by Corea and feel of Decoy.
Zawinul. Jarrett made his appearance on
Davis' most recent vinyl output is Tutu,
the subsequent live albums Live Evil and released last year to great acclaim from
critics the world over. But Irving's name
Live at the Filmore.
So Miles Davis, in addition to contin- was once again absent from the credits on
uously reaffirming his position as perhaps the sleeve. The reason for his absence on
the solo modern jazz musician, has also this occasion was his involvement in a film
promoted and nurtured the careers of a project - scoring and recording the soundgood many other musicians who might track to a new film called Street Smart. The
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feature stars Christopher Reeve, is directed
by Jerry Salzberg, and is set for February
release.

onto the ivories, and you've got three
separate stacks of keyboards on stage.

recalls a bewildered Irving. "Miles played on

Wave 2.2, a Minimoog and an Oberheim
Xpander; and Irving a third DX7, Roland
Jupiter 6, Korg Polysix, TX816 rack and
Akai S612 sampler.

Davis uses

a DX7 and

a

well-worn

"It was all recorded in two weeks", Oberheim OBXa; Holzman a DX7, PPG

about two-thirds of it but he hadn't heard
any of it until he came in to put down his
tracks. Musically it embraces quite a wide
variety of influences - pop and classical but mainly it's good old New York jazz.
There's a little bit of technology involved
in it but mostly it's acoustic stuff: bass and
piano work.

UNQUESTIONABLY,

"I really wanted it to follow the direction
we had set with Decoy. That's my personal

favourite album and I hoped the next

Miles album might go on from there, but
instead he changed direction again. This
filmscore has allowed me to expand on
what we started with Decoy. I would have
liked to spend more time on it, but then
the European tour came up."
Yet the circumstances surrounding the

direction taken by Tutu are curious in

themselves, as Irving explains.
"Originally Miles wanted to go off in a
completely different direction to You're
Under Arrest - some serious pop and R&B
stuff. He'd got Prince, Chaka Khan and Al
Jarreau involved but he had second

thoughts that it might be too drastic a
change.

"George Duke had already submitted
one track, 'Backyard Ritual', and everybody liked that so he asked Marcus (Miller)

to write some more along the same lines.
He ended up with `Tomaas' and that set
the pitch for the rest of the LP. After that
he added 'Perfect Way' and 'Full Nelson'
and canned the rest.
"The last piece to be cut was Prince's

number. He'd recorded all the backing

DAVIS'

ACUTE and tireless objectivity
has allowed him to accept technology more easily than many of
his jazz contemporaries, and has

resulted in extensive use of synthesisers
on the later studio albums.
"Technology has really advanced since I

joined the band back in '81", says Robert

Irving. "Then it was just starting to

develop. I had a very basic setup then
but I started using a lot more synthesiser

for Decoy and You're Under Arrest
because Miles wanted to try to duplicate
the studio sound live. Because of that I
started using a sequencer live, too. I've

found it allows you to stretch your
imagination and realise things that are
at the back of your mind."
The sequencer in question is a Yamaha

QX1, which provides the backing to
`Tomaas', 'Human Nature' and

`Perfect Way'. A Yamaha RX11 drum
box is also called in to provide a hi -hat
pattern for the band to keep time to onstage.

"I use both the Jupiter and the DX7

for controlling the Akai and the TX816

with a MIDI switch box", Irving explains.
"The Polysix I use mainly for arpeggiator
effects".

While Irving's association with Davis

himself and Miles had just done his has been established over the last five
overdubs. It was in there 'til the last years, Holzman is a comparative newminute, then Prince himself pulled it comer to the family, appearing only on
because it didn't fit in with the rest of the
album any longer."
The sleeve notes put the production of

Tutu where synth textures play a greater

role than on any of the preceding

albums. On-stage, Irving appears more

relaxed than Holzman, though the
"Things we think are perfect for Miles he doesn't like. Other
things you might work on for yourself he'll happen to overhear
and want to work on. You can't write for Miles -you just do
what you do."
Tutu down to a collaboration between
Tommy LiPuma and bass player Miller,

workload is split evenly between them.
The former explains the concert chemistry.

"My role in the band is to ensure
there's a balance between the instrumentation and to provide the major

textures, colour and mood. Adam's role
is a lot more angular; he tends to double

up on the bass and sax parts. It works

but Irving throws a little new light on the nicely between us.
situation.
"Miles is still playing some of the same
"I think Miles wanted to take control of licks he was playing 20, 30 years ago.

some of the production too, so Tommy
became a bit of an executive producer", he
reveals.

He's aware of that, of course, and it's
important he has a diverse background

to work off or it becomes very limiting
Davis' touring band currently features for him. He's got this great library of

drummer Vince Wilburn jnr, percussionist
Steve Thornton, bass player Darryl Jones,

things to draw from; possibly some of

it's subconscious but it's still the basis of
guitarist Garth Webber, sax player Bob his work."
Berg and keyboardist Adam Holzman.
One of the many aspects of Davis'
Add Davis' own occasional excursions character that has brought him such
62
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consistent acclaim is, ironically, his
inconsistency and unpredictability. In
the past this has involved turning his
back on his audience - a trick that has
now become a trademark- and complete

good example is 'Robot 415' from Decoy.

That came from a solo Miles played. I
transcribed it and he asked me to add a
melody in a different key. The original
solo was in 6/8 and we superimposed a
public silences. Is this behaviour reflected 4/4 drum beat over the top of it."
And that's jazz.
in a difficulty in writing material for him?
It remains to be seen if the name of
"Miles has to hear something he
likes", says Irving. "A lot of the things Robert Irving III will acquire the status
we write and think are perfect for him he of those of Hancock, Jarrett, Zawinul

doesn't like. Other things you might and Corea. Will Irving move on and

away from Davis' guidance, and clear
happen to overhear and want to work the way for the next protege to take his
on. You can't write for Miles - you just place? Well, it seems Irving is already
working on a solo project.
do what you do.
"I've been writing for about two years
"When he writes himself or collabohave been working on for yourself he'll

rates with anyone, it's usually as a result
of an improvisation in a concert. Every
time we perform live it's different, so we
record it on a Sony 8mm digital recorder.
Miles has a copy of that and listens to it

for it, but I want to lock in on the
direction and instrumentation before I
start to record", he says.

The cynics would assert that commer-

cial pressures have closed the avenues

after the gig, and the band get a copy that were once open to musicians wishing
to pursue pure forms of their art. But if
between them to listen to.
"Once he finds something he likes the cynics are wrong, Miles Davis may
he'll have me transcribe it and expand just have spawned yet another keyboard on it. The tunes develop that way. A playing legend.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987
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liveT.A.KiES
Human League/
Drum Theatre

the stage with some form of percussion
instrument, this seems all but inevitable.

Entertaining as Drum Theatre's set was,

Birmingham Odeon

there was no doubt the majority of the
audience only had ears for the Human

It was a new -look Drum Theatre that

League. And after a prolonged absence from

opened the first official gig of the Human

the public eye, they were back with a

League tour in Birmingham. Gone were the
colourful excesses of costume and make-up.
In their place, a determination to be accepted
on musical merit alone.
The music is essentially unchanged since
the band's support slot on King's 1985 tour powerful and melodic - but now Kent B has

vengeance.

abandoned his keyboards to take Myles
Benedict's place behind the drum kit. An
effective combination of DX7, JX10 and

give the 'League the clarity Drum Theatre
had badly needed, permitting Jim Russell's

Emulator II substitute for the gloss of studio

out an uninterrupted string of powerful

arrangements, and the plethora of ethnic

drum samples. "We don't need drum machines any more", boasted singer Philip
Oakey; "Yes you do", came the response

percussion instruments that help characterise
Drum Theatre's recordings comes under the
control of guest player Ben Barson.
The performance was tight and impressive

from the outset, despite a poor front -of house sound. Singer Gari Tarn took command of the stage, enticing the audience to
participate in the Theatre's brand of happy,

The opening strains of 'It's Too Hard' saw
the new line-up take their places onstage.
They proceeded to tear through a 'Best of
the Human League' set that included 'Do or
Die', 'Love Action' and 'The Lebanon'.
Mysteriously, the sound had improved to

Roland electronic kit and Octapad to thunder

from one dissenting fan.

Over these rhythms, the twin keyboards
of Neil Sutton and Meyrick Sainsbury wove
the deceptively simple melodies that made

The new album, Crash was adequately
represented in the form of 'Human' and 'I
Need Your Loving' amongst others. But the

highlight of the show was 'Jam', which
proved the 'League have lost none of their
performing touch, even if they've allowed
some of their fans to drift away during their
absence.

Oakey appeared in his famed high heels
and put in a commendable performance,
while most of the floor show was provided by
Joanne Catherall and Susan Sulley, provoking
- and receiving - the response they sought, if
only from the male element of the audience.

the Human League the kings of electro-pop a

The set closed with 'Don't You Want Me'

before being promptly reopened with an

percussive, pop.

few years back. Two DX5s, a JX10, an
unidentified Oberheim, an Akai sampler

"I want people to remember good music
and drums", Tarn was heard to comment
after the performance. Given an impressive
break in 'Eldorado', where all but one
member of the band moved to the front of

and, of course, the old Yamaha CS 15 that
characterised 'Love Action' between them
now performed the duties originally allocated
to an MC4 Microcomposer, Jupiter 8 and
Fairlight.

with a quick change of costume (very

encore of 'Louise' and 'Fascination', complete

professional...). Still not satiated, the crowd
demanded a second encore. A cover of Gary
Glitter's 'Rock 'n' Roll' ensued, and everyone
departed into the night contented.111Tg

videoTeAsKsES
Kate Bush
The Whole Story
Picture Music International
The Whole Story - the video - is a concurrent
release with the album of the same title, so it
comes as no surprise to find an identical track
listing on all three - though, obviously, in the

playlist being the sultry solo performance of
'Wuthering Heights'. On its way to the party
depicted in the closing scenes of 'The Big
Sky', Ms Bush treats us to a short story of the
inventor (Donald Sutherland) of a strange
'Cloudbusting' machine who is subsequently

arrested by the authorities, the sterile
environments of 'Breathing', the social

comment of 'Army Dreamers' and the

case of the video you get pictures to

amourous intrigue of 'Babooshka'. There's

accompany the music.

even a little live footage to accompany

Dwelling for a moment on the soundtrack,
we find a full stereo, digital recording that is

'Wow', but the cut is well below the standard
of the remainder of The Whole Story, which is

only just short of the standard of its vinyl

a shame.

counterpart - and devoid of the vinyl curse:

The common elements throughout are the
unfailing power of this artist's visual imagery,
and the physical elegance of our Kate. And
not all of it is choreographed dance, as the
romantic grace of 'Running Up That Hill' and
the staccato antics of 'Sat in your Lap' show.

surface noise. This pleasure, though, is
reserved for those with the necessary equip-

ment to reproduce it; if you haven't, you're
stuck with TV-fi, which is about as low as you
can get.

Moving on to the videos themselves, there

are 13 of them, beginning with 'Wuthering
Heights' and coming right up to date with
'Experiment IV'.
The tracks are not ordered chronologically.

Instead, they're positioned to give a good
64

visual running sequence, with first on the

But it all complements that voice and that
songwriting style. As a result, it's one of the
most complete (in many senses of the word)
video packages you'll find.
Really, an object lesson in how to do it. 11
Tg
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de rnoTekKii
STRIKING A BLOW for women is a solo demo

On a completely different track, Robert Torre
claims to draw on the likes of Didier Bocquet,
Tangerine Dream and Klaus Schulze for his

is longer than recommended for demo tapes and

Boss DE200 delay -a particularly fresh touch with
the clarity of a female voice. The only disconcerting
element is a woolly spring reverb that occasionally
rears its head in the mix, not too high a price to pay

this is reflected in the fact that it all could have been

for such an individual demo.

also an analogue addict - an ARP Odyssey, Arp

from Mo. This six -track cassette showcasing her
quite original and distinctive songwriting and singing

said in half the number of tracks.

A good move with any demo is to package it well.

inspiration. No surprise, then, to discover that he's

Axxe, Korg 700 and Logan String synth bear

Given a desk piled high with cassettes, which would

witness to that.

you opt to listen to - an anonymous C60 with
illegible scrawlings all over it or a professional

anyone other than their composer is old-fashioned

opening cut 'Alone Again' - some tracks venture
into a punk narrative allowing a more avant garde

looking package giving some indication the band are

self-indulgence.

serious about their music? London three-piece

sequence -based textural style of ambient music had

side of the synth work to come through.

Siberian for Cowboys have got that much sussed.

originality and current technology on their side, the
approach adopted by today's imitators has neither.

playing and programming (JX3P & PG200, Juno 6,

And to prove the theory works, the enclosed
cassette contains three well written, played and

CZ101), and drum programming (TR707), are Mo's

recorded songs. 'A Man in the Know' rises from chic

tinklings but hopeless when it comes to the essential

own work. So too

the engineering of the
recording in her own eight -track studio. All the

radio interference to betray electronic funk
influences drawn from the likes of Chakk, Shriek -

filter -swept strings and resonant brass. Not only

synth programs are refreshingly different if not all of

back and Heaven 17. There's no information on the

them comfortable. Another interesting percussive

actual equipment in use, but David Palmer backs his

element is the use of triggered vocal samples from a

lead vocal up with some guitar and keyboard work

arrange between four and eight notes in a simple
sequence. Step two: sort out a handful of string
chords that can be interchanged at will and have
textural rather than any musical value (start with

The music falls to the experimental side of pop
and the melodic side of experimentation. But not all

the vocal work is in the charming vein of the

In addition to the writing and singing, all the synth

is

whilst Peter Chapman and Chris Hubert back him

The reason these five tracks will fail to entertain

Whilst the originators of this

Current FM technology is great for atmospheric

that, but it's all been done. Let's see how - step one:

and their keyboards and guitar with their own

modal chords, then chuck in the odd minor third and

backing vocals.

Drum machines and sequencers lock together to
provide a solid groove behind razor sharp rhythm
guitars and keyboard textures. The drum programs

seventh after the first five minutes). Step three: a
simple melody to occupy the right hand when not
engaged in knob twiddling will help make the piece
feel more valid. Finally, start the cassette recorder

are tightly integrated with the dynamics of the vocal

and sequencer and you're away.

performance and, while the lead vocals themselves

The point is that there's no creativity involved.

are lazy, their intimacy adds to an atmosphere

Turning Tangerine Dream's audience into a collection of similar sounding bands only means there's no
longer an audience. Tg

already charged by found -source samples and synth

interjections.

It's time to get into...
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Last year's International Computer Music Conference showcased some
striking concerts and the usual crop of new technological developments.
But are academic composers devoting too much time to the process, and
not enough to the result? Report by Ron Briefel.
AFTER A PEACEFUL and none too
demanding couple of days at the Steim
symposium (see report in last month's
MT),
braced myself for what knew
would be an intensive and relentless
onslaught of heavy-duty music research
I

even

I

heavier -duty

mouse. Sound blocks can also be shifted
back and forth in time simply by dragging

the mouse sideways. The blocks them-

selves can represent anything from a
microsound to a long period of continuous
sound.

You can audition the sounds as you are

the
International Computer Music Conference

working on them for immediate aural

in The Hague.

feedback,

and

music

at

Faced with an awesome schedule of
double and triple paralleled sessions,
I

would surely get weighed down just trying
to decide which ones to go to. After all,
knew I daren't miss anything worthwhile I had to write a review of this whole thing!
So, armed with Walkman, thick notepad
and camera,
took my place in the
conference arena.
One of the first sessions at the
Conference was devoted to notation and
the graphical representation of music by
I

I

computer. Some impressive traditional
notation software was outlined by Dan

and facilities also exist for
incorporating spectral analysis and modification of sound blocks - though you need
some external hardware to do this.

All in all, a rather impressive piece of
software. It's currently being used extensively at IRCAM in Paris to edit and mix
large sound files, while a company in the

States has manufactured a CD quality
storage/retrieval hardware device for use
with the software. It should also be
available suitably formatted for use with

various commercial sampler units, and
with luck, it will also get ported to run on
the Atari ST.

Timis of IRCAM, and also by Donald Byrd.

But most interest centred around new
interactive graphical notation and representation software. Peter Desain, for
example, gave a paper outlining an ingenious graphics -based configuration and

editing facility for driving a digital signal/
event processor hardware device.
Most impressive though was MacMix, a
software package for the Macintosh written
by Adrian Freed for graphically representing, editing, mixing and processing digital
audio and sampled data sound files. It can

be used with a wide variety of hardware,
so long as the correct communications
protocol is set up. The software sends out
storage and retrieval messages such as
Record, Play and Edit commands and,
`Empty Chair' was the title of a pica
by George Lewis that used an "orchestra" of 10 Yamaha
CX5 computers, live wind playing and interactive video

of course, mix and amplitude control
information.
Slices of sounds are stacked vertically on
the screen as layered sound blocks, each of
which has its own amplitude envelope, gain
setting and "in" and "out" times.

All these parameters are graphically
represented and can be varied by using the
66

Discussions after the papers centred
around the need to develop more intemultiple -notation systems that
incorporate the best traditional notation
software with the new graphical repregrated

sentation systems such as those by Adrian
Freed and Peter Desain.

As much information as possible available on screen or instantaneously switch -

able is what is called for. Standards for
porting and cross -compiling different software were therefore also discussed.
There were a number of papers on the
synthesis of complex audio spectra. The
most impressive of these was presented by
Joseph Mark and John Polito from Stanford.
Using data reduction/analysis techniques
on recorded piano tones, they have

derived a synthesis model which is a
complex combination of FM, additive
synthesis and filtering.

They played examples of their model
realised on a large computer system at
Stanford, and I must say that down to the
finest detail (such as hammer noise) it was
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the best synthesised piano sound I've ever

heard - and better than most samplers,
too. All it needs now is for Yamaha or
somebody to put it onto a chip and...yep, I
want one.
Undoubtedly, there were i epresentatives from commercial companies
present at the ICMC this year, but

unfortunately the presentations by them
that I attended were a bit disappointing.
Roland, for example, laid on just about
the most spectacular display of hardware
seen at the whole conference. They

installed huge rack units filled with every
available rack -mounting Roland device,
plus all the keyboards and a full complement of IBM composing and performing
software. But alas, it was all more like a
showroom than a conference presentation.
Floris Kolvenbach, the man responsible

for the showroom, spent most of the
available time dishing out superlatives.

Just part of the equipment line-up used by Roland as part of their computer music
IBM -based systems formed the basis of the demo, but it could have been more informative
luck, we'll be able to bring you more pre-programmed functions.
details about the project shortly.
David Wessel of IRCAM's small systems

ation (of the sort that have made past

Other Brits present at the conference
were Chris Jordan and Dr Kevin Jones,

ICMC presentations by commercial com-

who both gave impressive demonstrations

panies so successful) took place at all.

on the Music 5000 system for the BBC
micro (see review in last month's MT).
There were several rivals to the 5000 at

Very little technical description and evalu-

An afternoon session on networking at
ICMC was to provide lots of proposals,

but not very many concrete decisions.
Proposals for combining MIDI, SMPTE
software downloading and sound file
porting were all discussed, as well as
possible ways of incorporating them into a

Local Area Network (LAN) for musicians
to communicate with each other. (See end
of feature for contact address).

Present at the conference from Britain
was a contingent of composers from York
Unversity, who are developing an interest-

ing music workstation and networking
system for the Atari ST. It'll include a lot of
digital audio processing and editing facilities, as well as interactive composition and
performance programs. They are already
in close consultation with British Telecom
over their networking proposals, and with

the conference - like a rather clever
system from New Yorker David Rayna but it was a good opportunity to compare
notes.

A large chunk of the conference (and its

music) was to

deal

with new input

languages and interactive input controllers

for composition and performance. MIDI Lisp and M -LOGO are two closely related
languages that have been used in this area

and were described at the conference.
They can be used for both real and non real time processing and manipulation of

development team outlined the way he
uses MIDI -Lisp in a piece that was to be
performed at the conference. A Fairlight
Voicetracker is used to extract pitch,
rhythmic and dynamic information from a
live saxophone played by Roscoe Mitchell.
The information is converted to MIDI and

fed to a Macintosh running MIDI -Lisp.
A Yamaha KX76 keyboard manned by
Wessel himself is connected to the
computer and acts as a performance
controller.
The system is programmed so that the
lower half of the keyboard activates MIDI
data Record commands. So whenever a
key in this region is pressed, whatever
MIDI data is coming in gets recorded until
the key is released. The block of MIDI data

associated with that key can then be

including MIDI data files.

transformed, augmented or processed in

Graphical icons, windows and menus as

some way and is accessed at corresponding

well as actual physical objects such as MIDI

"play" keys on the upper part of the

keyboards and custom-built input devices
are used to activate processes and access

keyboard. The actual sounds are produced

sound files,

via a bank of MIDI instruments including
Yamaha TX8I6, Akai 5900 and Yamaha
SPX90.

So the transformed/manipulated MIDI
data is re -injected into the performance by
the "keyboard player". MIDI -Lisp provides

enormous possibilities for this interaction
between live instrumentalist and "live
event processor".

However, the concert itself showed
that while the system is fascinating in its
process capabilities, its aural results are
less impressive. Most of the interest
seemed to be in the relationship between
what was controlling and what was being
controlled, and with the identification and
appreciation of processes for their own
sake.

This certainly wasn't the case for Michel
Waisviz from Steim, whose piece 'Touch

Monkeys' made brilliant use of a set of
input controllers called (imaginatively)
The Hands. This system was first described
in a paper at the 1985 ICMC in Vancouver,

and outlined in my report in E&MM
David Wessel used sophisticated arrangement of two Macintosh computers, a Yamaha TX816

rack and an Akai MPX820 MIDI mixer as part of his ICMC concert performance
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

December '85.
The Hands are literally attachments to a
musician's hands. They consist of plates
containing a complex network of switches
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and touch -sensitive surfaces. They also
incorporate a sonar transmitter/receiver
pair so that when the performer (Waisviz)
moves his arms apart, a varying "hand
displacement" signal is generated.

All the signals generated by The Hands
are converted into stipulated MIDI codes,

which are then inputted to a computer driven MIDI playback system - in this case
two TX816 racks. The incoming data can
trigger pre-programmed sequences or be
subjected to event processing and transformation, just like David Wessel's MIDI -

well as it should have been, but it sounded
just like a single DX7 most of the time.
Luckily, the piece was saved by a good
light show and by a strange concurrent and
interactive video performance from Steve
Potts.
Finally on the musical front, there were
some interesting pieces that made use of
mechanically played instruments.

assumed that the more you know, the

To start with, there were Dan Carney
and Alex Bersten. These are the men

economic) musical framework, it would

responsible for convincing Bosendorfer to
wire up one of their pianos to a computer

performances at ICMC showed, a lot of
computer music being produced today is

better a composer/performer you'll be. In
their eyes, the problem has more to do
with "efficiency and clarity of instruction"
than anything else.

Maybe if the discussion had centred

on the very nature of the "knowledge
explosion" in computer music and especially

its existence within a social (and political/

have been more interesting. As the

Lisp system. And via System Exclusive

- hence the system described

last

bound up with research and academic

programming, the input signals can access

month's MT. They are also responsible for

concerns, rather than purely musical ones.

voicing and function control parameters

If the discussions had been angled more
acutely, they might have done something

to the "data slide" controls of the TX8 I 6,
which in turn access different parameters

several other wired -up efforts, including
vibraphone and percussion instruments.
At the ICMC they "performed" a rather
frenetic series of pieces that made full use
of their instruments - all playing together
at virtuoso speeds. But in the end it came

of the internal voices of each module.
When Waisviz opens out his arms, he

over as being a bit flashy and inconsequen-

not so strongly linked to the traditional

tial - another case of the system being

music college approach. Give these centres
stronger links with equipment manu-

on the TX8 I 6s.

So in performance, the sonar "hand
displacement" signal for example is mapped

activates a massive layered cluster of sound

which is dramatically distributed over a
surround -sound loudspeaker system -

each TX816 module (TF I) seemingly
having its own speaker.

There were powerful moments aplenty
in the performance. The DX voices used

were the richest and most un-DX7-like
I've ever heard, and this, together with the
visual drama of seeing the sounds being
generated, processed and distributed from

the performer's movements on stage,
helped to make 'Touch Monkeys' the
musical high point of the whole conference.

It was also the best piece of music I've
heard for a very, very long time.
There were several other systems that

worked along similar lines, though. For
example, Phillipe Menard's Synchronos
made use of light -beam sensing and

movement as input control. This system
was quite pretty, and even dramatic when
performed upon, but didn't approach The
Hands for sheer impact.

Another system called Formula runs on
the Atari ST, and was demonstrated at the
conference by its developer, Ron Knivela.
It's basically a versatile FORTH language based program for generating and manipulating MIDI data. Incoming MIDI data can

in

more interesting than the music, really.

to change that.

One way out might be through the
establishment of new forms of research,
together with educational centres that are

Clarence Barlow, on the other hand,

facturers, not to mention radio stations,

performed a piece on the mechanical piano
that was more subtle and musically
rewarding. He started off by playing some

record and film companies, and they could

mellow and romantic classical music, but
gradually, pre-programmed mechanical
outbursts started to take over, until finally

one.

give equal encouragement to all musical
approaches - not just the western classical
Holland itself is making promising head-

way in this direction. Both Steim Studios

Barlow was forced to retire while the

and a new facility set up in Utrecht by

piano rejoiced with a beautifully quirky and
rhythmic variety of systems music.
There were a number of other musically

Johan den Biggelaar (an ex-Steim man, no
less), who gave a talk at ICMC, are well on

enjoyable moments at the conference,
but mostly
found myself dulled and

the way to presenting viable alternatives
to many of the existing computer music
structures, approaches and "knowledge

disappointed.

bases"- whatever that may mean.

I

I was hoping to find out some of the
reasons for this by attending one of the last
panel discussions of the conference. This

was about Education in Computer Music,

and the subheading "adjusting to the
changing definition of computer music"
sounded promising. However, I was dismayed when (for instance) the panel responding to a question on the problem
of the enormous "knowledge explosion"
in

computer music -

all

immediately

Technical details of the proposals discussed
at ICMC are too complex to present here, but
anyone wishing to find out more can send off
for a six -page document outlining some goals

and a recent discussion of proposed new
standards. The address to send to: The
Musical Information Processing Standards

Group, do Steven Newcomb, Center for
Music Research, 214 Music School South,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
32306-2098, USA.

also be processed and can interact with
;nternally generated MIDI data. The software is available on request (a small outlay

to cover expenses might be required)
from Ron Kuivela Music Dept, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, CT 06457, USAbut you'll need to learn FORTH to use it.
FORTH was also the language used by
Joel

Ryan from Steim to program an

orchestra of ten Yamaha CX5 computers
for a performance of a piece by George
Lewis called 'Empty Chair'.
Once again, music being played by a live
musician

(this time Douglas Ewart on

clarinet, sax and bamboo flutes) is MIDI

converted into a Macintosh that then
sends out control data to the CX5
orchestra - which duly responds. I wasn't
too impressed- with the CX5 "orchestra
sound". Maybe it wasn't quite working as
68

Software writer Adrian Freed demonstrating his MacMix program, one of many music
systems based on Apple Macintosh computer demonstrated at ICMC
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FOR ONLY £85.95 plus £3.95 P&P
If you've got several MIDI gadgets, you'll know you need some
way to organise the interconnections. The new Philip Rees 5X5
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There's an INPUT SELECT rotary switch for each output channel.
Each switch can independently select any one of the five inputs or
the off position.
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Dean Markley/Session
Carlsbro/Charvel/Fender

Aria/lbanez/Westone

Feel FREE to call
in for a chat...

Easy to use - You won't have to spend hours studying the manual
before you put your 5X5 to work. You can see at a glance how it's
set up. You can make changes just by turning the knobs. There's
space on the front panel for you to name the gear connected to the
inputs and outputs.
Convenient package - The smart, robust high -impact polystyrene
case is 1U high and half rack width (44mm x 215mm x 215mm)
- so it will fit in with the rest of your gear without wasting valuable
space. The power supply is built-in, and the integral mains lead
comes with a plug.
We've fitted an expansion socket, and intend shortly to bring out
the X5X MIDI Switch Expander, which will provide you with five
more independently switchable outputs - making a five-in/ten-out
system.
Three year parts and labour guarantee - so you can be sure of our

commitment to service, and our confidence in the quality and
reliability of our professionally engineered product.
BUY NOW - DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER. See
coupon below. Allow 21 days for delivery. Money back if

not satisfied - Just return the goods undamaged in their
original packing within seven days of delivery for a full
refund.

The 5X5 MIDI Switch is made in England by

PROJECT
ELECTRONIC
MUSIC
71 Salisbury Road

Hounslow, Middx 11X14 7NW

Tel: 01-570 4444

Philip Rees
MODERN MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Unit A, Park End Works, Croughton, Brackley, Northants NN13 5LX
tit 0869 810830

Name

Address

Please send me more info on the 5X5 MIDI switch
I wish to order
5X5 MIDI switch(es) and enclose my
cheque for £
(£89.90 per unit including post and packing and VAT)

Send to: Philip Rees (Modern Music Technology) -M
Unit A, Park End Works, Croughton, Brackley, Northants NN13 5LX
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PERCUSSION

AT THE TOUCH
OFA BUTTON
Feature for feature there's nothing like it for
the price on the market. You get 24 studio quality sampled percussion sounds. You get
8 individual velocity sensitive drum trigger
buttons. A memory capacity up to 100 patterns,
100 songs and 10 chains. And naturally, the
R100 has complete MIDI implementation
including song pointer, real time tuning across
all 24 sounds, key assignment and velocity
control.
There's more of course, including
sync to tape and external foot
pedal control of high -hat
length. But we suggest you
see it at your Kawai dealer
now. It sounds terrific.
Don't get snared by
anything else.

THE NEW

KAWAI 8100

DRUM MACHINE
MM!Name

Address
fKawai U.K. Limited
Windebank House, 2 Durley Road
Bournemouth BH2 5JJ. Tel. 0202 296629

YOU CAN EXPECT MORE FROM

THE MASTER BUILDER

I
MII

songs from

FOUR STRINGS

which, 'Buoy',

His meandering fretless playing inspired a
generation of bass guitarists. Now Mick Karn is
back in the limelight with a new album and an
impending live jazz tour. What lessons has he
learned in all this time? Interview by
Tim Goodyer.

But let's go back to 1982, when the
record -buying public was waiting patiently

for an indication of Sylvian's post -Japan
intentions. Oddly, it was Karn who first
struck out on his own, with a solo single

and accompanying LP - respectively
`Sensitive' and Titles. Titles also featured

Japan's drummer and keyboard player Steve Jansen and Richard Barbieri- and
guitarist David Rhodes (who had previously toured with Japan), while 'Sensitive'

found Karn taking the role of singer as
well as keyboard player and bass guitarist.

thusiasm enabled me to play. I

As it turned out, neither the single nor
the album attracted much attention from
the public at large, but became popular

really think that if your en-

thusiasm is strong enough it will

carry you through. If you start with the
worst, then you can only go up."
So says Mick Karn, once the enigmatic
bass player with Japan, veteran of a long

series of collaborative projects, and now
eager to talk about his impending second
solo venture - an album entitled Dreams of
Reason Produce Monsters, after an etching
by Goya. The record marks Karn's reunion
with Japan frontman David Sylvian in the

form of the LP's two vocal cuts, one of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

currently on single

Y THE TIME I got a proper bass I

could already play - my en-

"B

is

release.

with musicians - a situation that had

arisen from Japan's own twilight existence
between those of teen idols and innovative

musicians. Which does Karn consider
himself to have been?

"I think a bit of both. I thought of

myself as a pop star because of my role in
the band. We agreed when we started that
there had to be a frontman at concerts and
that fell to me, so it was very difficult to
think of myself as just a musician when I

was doing all the prancing around on
7I

more sensible for us to go our separate
ways - it was really very disappointing so I

thought I'd take a break and concentrate
on what I wanted to do.

"I didn't realise it at the time, but my
attitude was quite an angry one at not
having been accepted before. I suppose
half the blame for its failure must rest on

my shoulders because I wouldn't com-

promise - it had to be exactly how I
wanted it to be - and that's why there are
no solos, no highs and lows: it flows in a

steady stream. That was intentional - I
wanted it to be completely different to the

format people found acceptable in a
record. As it happens I find it quite
unacceptable myself now, but I can still
listen to Titles quite easily."

S0 MICK KARN went through a

period of self -study, and his name
remained notably absent from record -

release listings, concert programmes
and even studio schedules for some
time. Last year, though, Karn decided the
time was right for another solo LP, only to
stage. But then, when people first start to find himself without a recording contract
take you seriously as musicians, you get for the home market.
"I had talks with Virgin and offered to
this real grudge - 'well, what's been wrong
finance the album myself as long as they
with us all the other years?'
"I think Virgin originally focused on me
because it looked as if I was ready to carry

reimbursed me once I gave them the

on after Japan", he continues. "But there
was a lot of pressure from them and from

finished product. I think they saw I was
serious when I said I was ready to put the
money up myself, so they put the money

being a pop idol, a singer and frontman. I
went along with it for a couple of months
before I realised what I was getting myself

"It's been a long haul but here I am. It
wasn't until I went around and looked at
what the other record companies had to

my management steering me toward up instead.

into. I don't enjoy singing. That wasn't offer that I realised what a lot Virgin had -

what I wanted to do, so I spent about two there really are some bad ones out there."
With the exception of 'Buoy' and 'When
years trying to break away from my
contracts with Virgin and my manage- Love Walks In', Dreams of Reason... is an
ment. That was probably the worst time in entirely instrumental album. It employs
my life."

A collaboration with Bauhaus singer
Pete Murphy followed in 1984. The project

the percussive talents of Steve Jansen

alongside the harmonica of Paul Jones, the

brass playing of Derek Willen and the

was christened Dali's Car, but it was a vocal input of two choirs.
"The first step I took was to get together
promising combination of talents that
with David on one of the tracks. We were

"There was a lot of pressure, steering me toward being a pop both incredibly nervous when we got to
the studio because we hadn't been in a
idol. I went along with it fora couple of months before I realised studio for longer than we hadn't seen each
what I was getting into: I don't enjoy singing." other! But it went incredibly smoothly
and turned out really well, because we
never attained the success intended by the
artists and predicted by the critics. A year

both wanted to work together again.

"Then I found the recording wasn't

earlier, a single with Midge Ure titled
`After a Fashion' had been met with

going the way I wanted and I didn't know

got on really well with Midge", Karn

The eight tracks that make up the LP
vary wildly in style. 'Land' is moody and
introspective, harking back to the indefinable oriental synth patches and whining

greater enthusiasm all round.
"'After a Fashion' was made because I

recalls. "But we intended Dali's Car to be a

long-term project. I wanted to tour and
hopefully be successful because we'd been
around for a few years and people had got

used to our names. Pete didn't want to

tour and it seemed to defeat the object and,

what to do, so I decided to ask Steve to help
me out with the production."

fretless bass

guitar that characterised

Japan post -Obscure Alternatives, while
`Answer' is overtly classical in feel, with
the Bury Church Classical Choir and the

as time went on, we found that we both John Williams Music Ensemble being
wanted to do completely different things layered over a heavy rhythm track.
with the project. Eventually it seemed
Mick Karn pleads ignorance when faced
72
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with the finer points of technology, yet all

the synth programming and playing on
the new album is his own work - even if

record I realise I was always in a hurry; I
hated spending too long on any one thing.

With the first album I gave myself a

he's had a little help from a friend...
"If I'm having real trouble Rich
(Barbieri) will help me out", Karn admits.
"He's very good at getting the sounds that
I need. I usually work from a sound that I

deadline of a month to record and mix it
because I couldn't bear being in the studio
for too long. That's the way I felt I wanted

create an atmosphere or a feeling.

time as they actually need. Looking back, I
used to work like a stab in the eye - this is
what I'm about, this is the way I play bass.

have in my head, something that will

"I hate things that are all synthesisers:

they're great when they're sparse and

to work.
"I suppose I've changed in that respect.

Now I'm willing to give things as much

they're doing their job properly, but for Now it's a little more relaxed; I'm not so
filling in holes I find it much easier to use a

clarinet or saxophone. Then if they don't
work I may turn to something else.

"I hate things that are all synthesisers: they're great when
they're doing their job properly, but for filling in holes I find it
easier to use a clarinet or saxophone."

"I find programming most difficult in
the studio, where it seems to degenerate
into another language. I often choose the much interested in writing and playing for
engineer I work with to be somebody I other people. I'm not trying to do anyknow will understand what I'm trying to thing spectacular with the bass anymore.
say when I'm explaining a sound, because I It's a lot less self-indulgent, even though it
usually use terms that aren't very tech- sounds as if it should be more selfnical, but more atmospheric."
indulgent.
"One of the things I've done over the
FOLLOWING JAPAN TRADITION, last two years is teach myself to write
Karn's main synthesiser is an ageing music. I wanted to change the way that I
Oberheim OBX poly, which he has write, and I thought that was the best way
supplemented with Akai samplers for to go about it. Now I find it actually helps
this album.
me with chord structures when I'm
"I used an Akai S900 sampler which I writing.
found very good, and also an Akai X7000
"I wrote the words for 'Answer', then

that Steve had just brought back from scored them out. I didn't know if it was

Japan. If I need any other keyboards in the
studio I usually just hire them in."
And the trusted Oberheim also plays an

going to work until the choir were there
with their sheet music. It was so good to

find out I could do it, so I went on to write

essential part in Karn's current approach out some more parts for a trumpet. That's
to songwriting...
about as far as I've got with it at the
"Mostly I write on a keyboard or the moment but I'd like to take it further - I

bass: I find those form the most stable suppose the ultimate is to score for a whole
base. If the keyboard's not a piano then orchestra. I still feel I approach the writing
it'll be the OBX, which I've had for a long, in an experimental way, so this is really

long time and which I'm very attached to.
I find that very nice to write with.
"I've got a Fostex eight -track setup at
home that I first put my ideas on to, then I

start all over again when I get into the
studio - my demos are usually such bad

quality there's no choice anyway - but it's

the idea that's the important part. I've
made that mistake before, where you
spend so much time making it right at

home that it's impossible to recreate in the
studio.
"The way I work is to get the basis of the

only a beginning.
"I find it quite time-consuming to write
ideas out, so while the ideas are flowing, I
find it's better to get them onto tape. I also

find that the instrument I'm writing on
dictates what the track will sound like,
"If I look back on the way I used to record, I realise I was always
in a hurry; I hated spending too long on any one thing... Now
I'm willing to give things as much time as they need."

even though I often don't want it to. I
track down with bass, drums and key- might write on a piano, hoping to change
boards, and then to use them in little it to an electric instrument later on, but
sections. I like to think my approach to often I get so used to the sound of the

composition is quite classical, but maybe piano that the rest of the track will build
that's overstating the case. I approached around it."
the first album from a spontaneous point
IDIOSYNCRATIC HE MAY have been,
of view because playing was all I was used
but outside of his own projects, Mick
to within the framework of Japan. But to
Karn has also found himself in demand
write something in that way doesn't
for playing sessions - not because he has
necessarily work. My writing now is very
the usual session player's virtues of
much a process of discarding things that
don't quite make it. Because of that, this speed and versatility, but because proalbum has taken about two years - on and ducers reckoned his individual, moaning
off - to write.

"If I look back on the way I used to
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fretless bass playing would sell records...
"I will always remember a session I did Po 73

Ow with Robert Palmer", he recalls. "It was
for a French singer but the tracks had been
recorded in America, so I went over there
and laid my tracks down. But I'd played a

little bit out of tune here and there - I
wasn't really following their structure,

it until I heard someone else play it for me.
After six months of playing the bassoon I

auditioned for the London Schools Symphony Orchestra - and got in!
"The way I think all that has surfaced in
my bass playing is to show me you don't

but playing against it. Robert liked it so have to read music, it can all be done with a

much that rather than have me do it tune in your head."

again, he made the others change their
That approach stood Karn in good stead
parts. I'm afraid I wasn't very popular - he went on to learn saxophone, which
with the other musicians."
Yet far from increasing his confidence as
a musician, Karn's session experience has
been of dubious value - partly because it
makes him nervous, and partly because it's
resulted in a host of bandwagon -hoppers
imitating his style.
"I find sessions nerve-racking. I'm quite

still makes the odd appearance on his solo
material - until Japan was formed, and he

found himself without a standard "rock"
instrument that he could play properly.

Then again, maybe that was simply a

blessing in disguise...
"When we first started Japan we did it in
such a naive way. We said: 'OK, we need a

a nervous person when it comes to keyboard player - Mick, you play key-

working with strange people, I prefer to boards'. So I tried it for a couple of weeks
know that I get on well enough with them but I couldn't handle it. I even tried being
before I'm able to go in and play.
a vocalist for a couple of days, but in the
"And I hate to sound pompous but, end I found the bass. To start with I was
when I listen to bass sounds now, I Can quite upset that I'd ended up playing an
hear my style on TV, on records, every- instrument that's usually put in the
where. It really pleases me, but it makes it background and forgotten, so I wanted to
difficult for me to know where to go now make it different and make it stand out. I
with my bass. A lot of the playing I hear is
so good it would sound almost as if I was

trying to copy it. I'd rather not compete,
so my playing has taken a turn towards

feel pleased that I achieved that with it."

Yet as a bass guitarist Karn's first

playing responsibility was (and continues
to be) to the creation of the rhythm track.
simpler things.
And in the absence of the co-operation of a
"On the new album I've tried to simplify live drummer for writing material, a drum
everything and, to me, it sounds more machine would seem the obvious alternaconfident. I'm not trying to prove any- tive - it's an area Karn agrees is overdue
thing to anyone any more, but I do miss for an update.
the bass being completely up front. I hope
"Drum patterns are the most important
the next album will be more of a compro- thing in the world. Even when I'm writing
mise between this and the old Japan style.
"One of my biggest regrets, listening to
old Japan material, is that because I was a

`known' bass player people would say:

`right, bass, let's see what we can do!', and
did all sorts of things to it. Now I wish I'd

on keyboards, the rhythm tells me how
the track's going to turn out. I've got a
very old Roland TR606 that I use at the
moment but I've got to get something else.

Part of the reason I still stick to that and
the OBX is that I can't afford to go out
and buy the things I'd like to be able to

"Drum patterns are the most important thing in the world. Even break away from the old ways. Maybe next
when I'm writing on keyboards, the rhythm tells me how the year when the album goes well..."
Looking back on his time with Japan
track's going to turn out."
Karn regrets there wasn't a further studio
kept it dead straight. The bass is like the album, "to find out the direction we'd
drums: they sound best as a basis sounding just as they should sound.
"I think what really changed my attitude

was working with Steve Nye (producer).
He once spent two days doing the bassline
for one track, which I hated, but it really
made me listen to things differently."

LONG, LONG BEFORE that,

have taken after Tin Drum".
Looking forward, there's an exhibition
of his sculpture (a parallel and sometimes
all -consuming interest) set for Turin later

in the year. But before that, it should be
back to music and a tour of Germany with
David Torn, Mark Isham and Bill Bruford

playing modern jazz. Karn turned down
a

young Mick Karn began his musical

the opportunity of recording with the
same outfit due to his reservations about

career...playing mouth organ in session work, and was subsequently reschool assembly.

"Yeah, there were three of us", he
grins. "We'd be given the music to take
home and learn but I could never read it,

so I'd rush in the next morning and ask
one of the others to play me the piece, then

placed by Chapman Stick virtuoso Tony
Levin. Now, however, he has decided to
make his first live appearance in four years
with them.

"It's the first time Mick's played jazz",
confided one Virgin press officer over a
glass of wine. "We're very excited about

I'd learn it by ear. When it came to the
bassoon later on, I found that I still had it".
the same approach -I honestly couldn't do
74

And so you should be.
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THE PERFECT BEAT

SARDINES

That's

NEW

THE MUSIC SHOP Dartford.
Crammed with goodies!

60 MIN RHYTHMIX
CASSETTE
TAPES

£7.99
INC P&P

ADD £2.00
FOR OVERSEAS
ORDERS
Each tape contains no less than 16 modern drum rhythms, ranging
from ballad to rock, from funk to disco. Each track with its own count in, musically arranged by eight bar phrases and fills (for verses and
choruses) and track listing describing beat and duration.
Ideal for songwriting/composing, for practising or simply
backing/accompaniment. RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for all active
musicians also a must for the studio.
RHYTHMIX tapes have been specifically produced for MUSIC MAKER
PUBLICATIONS and feature a leading professional session drummer.
RHYTHMIX tapes will be produced as an ongoing series. Volume 1
available now - send cheque/postal order made payable to:
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD., ALEXANDER HOUSE,
1 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1UY

()YAMAHA
DX5
DX7
DX2I
DX27

CASIO

DX 100

CZ 1000

Alpha Juno and 2
MKF piano module
MKB 200 mother
keyboard
TR707
TR505

Fabulous FB01

CZ 101

MC0TR727,
50

QX5 sequencer

CZ230S
RZ I Sampling
drum machine

1k

CASIO CZ

)Roland

si0 Sampler

DEP5 multi effects

CZ I

I

CZ5000
CZ3000

,

RXII
RX15

microcomposer
JC amps, Cubes
Boss Micro rack
systems
Boss pedals, complete
range

RX2 I

ensonia
Mirage 2 sampling keyboard &
rackmount
Mixing desks/power amps and lots of black boxes
with flashing lights and coloured knobs by Yamaha.
ESQ I ,SDP I

atz.
....0

,

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE, PART EXCHANGE
NO INTEREST HP

MAIL ORDER-- WE EVEN TAKE CASH!

THE MUSIC SHOP
36 Lowfield Street, Dartford, Kent

Tel: 0322 29520

or use credit card Hotline (0223) 313722
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

F:3

music
II V II Om/

%NI

MAIL ORDER
HP PART EX

VISA

477 HORNSEY ROAD,
LONDON N19
TEL: 01-281 4768/9

DIP.s!C

NORTH LONDON'S HOME RECORDING SPECIALISTS WE BUY SELL WE PART. EX. WE MAIL ORDER

YAMAHA SPX90 £575

MICROVERB £249
AKG
D7OME dynamic
D80 dynamic
D125E dynamic
D190E (Hi) dynamic
D310ES dynamic
D320E8 dynamic
D321 dynamic
D330 EBT dynamic
STUDIO MICS

£26
£33
£73
£73
£78
£107.50
£109
£153.50

D112
D12E (bass)

BEYER
M300 NCS
M88 NC
M400 NCS
M69 NC
HM560 (headset)
Boom mic stands
SHURE
515 SDLC Unidyne B (our best seller)
1OHLC Prologue dynamic

£85
£159

£105
£197
£139
£110
£180
£30
£30
£21

YAMAHA NS10 SPEAKERS £199

12HLC Prologue dynamic
£30
14HLC Prologue dynamic
£38
AUDIO TECHNICA
Pro 20 dynamic
£45
80M 41A dynamic
£112
Pro 4H dynamic
£57
80M63 dynamic
£105
80M21 dynamic
£112
Seiwn good quality cheap all purpose
dynamic mic
£30
Yamaha NS10's super small monitors 30w
each
£200 pair
NEW STOCK
Fostex X15
Fostex 260
Yamaha MT1X
Seck 6 into 2
Seck 12 into 2
Seck 12 intof3-2

PORTASTUDIOS
£245
£699
£450
DESKS
£390

EFFECTS
Yamaha SPX90 multi effects unit
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£525
£965
£575

Alesis Midifex & Midiverb
Korg SDD2000 MIDI delay
Dynacord DRP96 digital reverb
DRUM MACHINES

£395
£399
£399

£240
Roland TR505 in stock now
£245!
Accessit effects, compressor, noise gate.
auto panner and equalizer all at ...£49 each
Yamaha RX21

FULL RANGE OF TANNOY

SPEAKERS
From Stratfords to Super Reds

IF WE HAVEN'T GOT
IT IN STOCK WE CAN
GET IT. PHONE US
NOW FOR THE
KEENEST PRICES!!

FOSTEX X15 PORTASTUDIO £249

WE WILL PURCHASE YOUR OLD HI -Fl
GEAR FOR CASH
We are very interested in reel-to-reel tape

decks, amplifiers, cassette decks, mikes
and speakers
DOWNBEAT SPECIAL
32 way patchbay
8 way headphone splitter box

£49
£29
DI box
£29
12 to 4 way XLR wall boxes with 4 jacks £35

range of Home Recording Gear
by Fostex, Yamaha, Boss, Seck,
Korg, Teac, Alesis, Quad, Tannoy,
Ampex, Drawmer & Bel, Tascam,
Yamaha Hi-Fi, Audio Technica,
Beyer, AKG, DOD, Accessit. Plus lots
of effects
Full
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STEPP DG1
Electronic Guitar
The History
FOR YEARS, GUITARISTS have been looking for a way to play

synthesisers without having to resort to learning keyboards.

MIDI connections looked as though they'd be the answer to
guitar players' prayers, yet many of today's MIDI guitar

controllers have yet to overcome the tracking delay problems
which prevent most players from diving in head -first into a guitar
synth system.

Making life no easier is the confusion which every guitarist

Afterfive years of
development, the
Stepp guitar has
been fined -tuned
into a production
version. Is this the
best way of
controlling synth
sounds using a

faces when trying to figure out which synth to use with a specific

controller. The Roland GR700 system took care of the synth -

matching problem by incorporating a JX3P synth into the
pedalboard, but this still left the tracking problem unresolved.

Yet there is little doubt that many more guitarists would get
involved with guitar synths if only these matters could be worked

out somehow.

The basic problem is that guitars are not naturally suited to
controlling synthesisers. The easiest way to control a synth is via a

simple bank of switches - the sort of thing that can be
incorporated into a piano -style keyboard with no real trouble.

The guitar, on the other hand, uses strings which not only

guitar style?
Review by Rick
Davies and Paul
White.
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produce the fundamental pitch of the note being played but also

microprocessors that run the system. There are balanced and

generate a host of complex harmonics which shift in phase and

unbalanced line outputs, as well as MIDI In, Out and Thru.

vary in amount according to picking intensity, picking style and
picking position. The harmonic content also changes as the note
decays, and with some guitar styles it's even difficult to determine
a note -on and a note -off time.

The first attempt at guitar control of synth sounds (adopted by

The Left Hand

less

THE LEFT-HAND SET of strings form switch contacts with the

conventionally built guitar fitted with a separate pickup for each

frets, which are not metal but a specially designed semiconductor

a

variety of manufacturers) was to use a more or

of the strings. Ingenious circuitry was then added to separate the

material, In fact, the inside of the neck is a sophisticated piece of

fundamental pitch from the harmonics - no easy task, as the

electronic circuitry of which the frets are only a part, and which

second harmonic often exceeds the fundamental in amplitude.

uses over 400 surface -mounted components.

Once the fundamental has been extracted, the pitch has to be

analysed and then used to drive a built-in synth circuit or to
derive MIDI codes to control an external synth.

But there is a limit to how successful this method can be, as

there is an inevitable delay in measuring the string frequency
before it can be converted into a control signal. This is usually at
least two cycles at the fundamental frequency, which can add up

to tens of milliseconds on the lower notes...clearly an
unacceptable state of affairs for accurately timed percussive
sounds.

110. "The inside of the neck is a piece of sophisticated

electronic circuitry of which the frets are only apart,
and which uses over 400 components."
Once the string is in contact with the fret, the electronic
circuitry monitoring the string/fret system can detect which
strings are depressed and on what frets, and can also measure the

string position on the fret. The initial string contact position is

Currently available pitch -to -MIDI converters all suffer from

this limitation to some degree, and often mistrack when the
player's picking style generates a high level ofharmonics.

interpreted by the system as being the unbent note, so sloppy
playing doesn't result in notes being bent slightly. On a guitar this
hardly matters, but with synth sounds, any slight tuning errors are

But to this system's credit, it can be applied to a standard
guitar, and the guitar's own sound can be utilised alongside that of

the synth. It can also be made inexpensively and in some cases,
added to the musician's own instrument.

very noticeable. If the string is subsequently bent or if vibrato is
applied, this information is transmitted to the onboard computer
where it is turned into digital control signals for the internal synth

and the external MIDI link. And to make the left-hand action

The SynthAxe worked around the tracking delay problem by

eliminating it Rather than attempt to decipher each string's
fundamental pitch, the SynthAxe uses two sets of strings: one set

works as part of a switching matrix which determines the notes
fingered by the left hand, while the other set senses the strings
being picked, strummed, or damped.

simulate that of a conventional guitar, fast pull -offs or hammerons allow the note to carry on as it would on a regular guitar, but
lifting the finger slowly damps the string.

Thanks to the unusual string geometry, the string -bending
action does not follow the same proportions as a full-length single

string, so correction is applied within the software to give

The SynthAxe also has other unique controls, but with a retail
price at 66,995 excluding any synthesisers (a must), it has been
within reach of only a small number of professional musicians.

bending more natural characteristics. Yet even with this
refinement, it can still be difficult to get enough pitch -bend at the

low end of the fingerboard, while it is easy near the centre. As

the bend function is software controlled, the amount of pitch bend can be widely varied and even made negative. The result of
bending a string and hearing the pitch drop is odd at first, but can

The DG1

be used to great effect.

WHEN IT CAME to designing the DG I , the people at Stepp

The strings themselves may be set at any tension that feels

adopted a similar approach to SynthAxe; their instrument would

right, but they are all of the same gauge and must not be wound.

not be a guitar as we know it, but a device to tell the synth what

Rotosound make the special strings needed for the Stepp, and

the guitarist was doing with his or her fingers. They then decided

the review model was fitted with .016" strings. This feels strange

to build a synthesiser into the unit so that what the player gets is a

at first, but you soon get accustomed to it.

ready -to -go package that only needs an amp before it can be

The fingerboard is dead flat rather than cambered, and this too

is made of a specially developed plastic into which the frets are

used to make music.

So the Stepp is futuristic in design, but it does resemble a guitar

in many ways - it even has a whammy bar. The body incorporates

set. Red LEDs take the place of the more usual dot markers, and
of course there are no tuning pegs.

master volume and tune controls to bring it into line with any
external synths, but there is no control over the level of such
synths on the Stepp body itself.

What is not instantly obvious from a photograph is that, like
the SynthAxe, the Stepp has two sets of strings, one for the left
hand and one for the right. The strings are not tuned, and there

10- "The right-hand strings detect plucking and
muting, but the electronics require that you play with
an electrically conductive pick or with your fingers."

are no pickups for sensing string vibration in the traditional sense.

The string system is the heart of the Stepp player/synth interface
and will be covered in detail shortly.

In terms of engineering, the Stepp guitar is made from plastic

The Right Hand

with a steel skeleton, and uses few (no, make that none) of the

THESE STRINGS DETECT plucking and muting, but due to

tradtional guitar -making approaches. A removable knee rest

the requirements of the electronics, you must either play

makes playin6 easy in a sitting position, and the instrument is no

the engineering can't be stressed too highly, and the styling is

with an electrically conductive pick or with your fingers;
fingernails or plastic picks lust don't work. This is because
the action of making an electrical contact with the string
opens a gate which measures the picking intensity via a

obviously the result of a lot of thought and design expertise.

series of capacitive transducers.

heavier than a conventional guitar, so it can be played
comfortably in a standing position for long periods. The quality of

The floor

or Life Support Unit (LSU) as it's
affectionately known, houses the power supply, the voicing

is again opened, but the new picking intensity will be zero so

electronics, the

the note dies away at whatever rate is set up in the synth. As

stand,

MIDI

hardware

and

one of
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the

three

If you mute the string with the heel of your hand, the gate
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the inbuilt synth has been designed specifically for use with

Because the DG1 guitar itself interfaces with the LSU

the Stepp system, it uses an ADSM envelope rather than the

only, and since MIDI isn't necessarily the ideal synth control

more common ADSR, M standing for mute.

language where guitars are concerned, the internal synth
uses a specially developed digital control system running

A metal pick is provided with the guitar, but as this might

not be to every player's taste, Stepp are now considering
offering a full range of conductive plastic picks. How about

three times as fast as MIDI. This accepts independent bend

conductive nail varnish for Flamenco players, folks?

perceptible delays.

"Each string produces only one note at a time, just
like on a guitar, but each string can play a completely
different sound, which is completely unlikca guitar."
There are actually two playing modes. The first mode,
Normal, is the conventional pick -with -the -right, finger with -the -left method. The dynamic control of the right

hand combined with the pitch control of the left (string
bending, hammer-ons, and so on) pave the way for some
pretty expressive playing.

The second, Keyboard mode ignores the right hand
altogether and simply goes by the left hand fingering. This
could be useful if your left hand technique is very clean, or if
you happen to be Stanley Jordan. But introduce a bit of slop,

and the resulting "incidentals" which occur can be annoying.
Still,

if you do watch your playing carefully, you can

successfully pull off some hammer-ons and retrigger the
DG I

The Synth

and vibrato information from each string and causes no
MIDI signals are generated for driving external synths but

the choice of synth dictates just how successful this union

will be. For example, many synths accept only common
pitch -bend information, so that when you bend one string,
all the other notes playing at the same time go with it.

The built-in synth can also be controlled via the whammy
bar, which is in reality a sprung bar connected to a ceramic

pot to form an assignable modulation controller. Any of the

modulation facilities can be addressed via the bar, either

singly or in combination, and the system supports six
different modulation sources which may be routed to up to
13 destinations. The sources are the bar as lust mentioned,

the strm action, the fret position (individual string bend),
the LFO and the two ADSM envelopes. The modulation
destinations are amplitude, pitch, pulse width for both
oscillators, sync, LFO rate, both oscillator waveforms,
oscillator balance, oscillator detune, noise level, filter
resonance and filter frequency. As you might imagine, that

gives you a lot of scope both in the sounds that can be
generated and the way in which you can control them.

Normally the Stepp is in Play mode. But press the Edit
switch, and several of the parameter switch LEDs begin
flashing to indicate which parameters may be selected.
Press any of the flashing parameter switches, and that

UNUSUALLY (FOR THIS day and age), the Stepp uses an

parameter LED stays lit, while others may start flashing. All

analogue synthesiser based on the popular Curtis chips -

this is a bit confusing at first, but in fact, this is the Stepp's

though these are under digital control. In fact, there are six

own way of presenting parameter menus. The lit LED

independent synthesiser voices, each dedicated to one
string. Thus each string produces only one note at a time,

indicates the menu you have entered, while the flashing
LEDs indicate what your options are. When you want to

just like on a guitar. On the DG1, however, each string can

edit any parameter, press the Range switch, and adjust the

play a completely different sound, which is completely

displayed value with the rotary encoder. Any time you wish

unlike a guitar.

to go back a step, press either the '*' switch or the switch

To ensure stability of tuning, the onboard computer

corresponding to the menu you're in. Considering the

continually retunes the synth oscillators when they are not

simplicity of the front panel, Stepp have done an admirable

in use. Two oscillators are provided for each note, giving a

job of providing

choice of square, triangle and pulse waveforms with the
usual pulse width modulation and oscillator sync features

sophisticated synthesiser.

that you would find on a sophisticated analogue synth.

As you would expect, the synth is programmable and
there are 100 programs in all - 10 preset, 70 user programmable, and a further 20 user -programmable Split
programs which allow each string to play any of the 80 non -

split programs. So, the first three strings could produce
brass sounds; the fourth string, a bass synth sound; and the

programming controls for

such

a

How does it sound? Were this synthesiser to be
controlled by a standard velocity -sensitive keyboard, it
would impress with its extensive modulation facilities, two
oscillators, and dynamic control. Sync patches, strings,
brass, and Minimoog-type sounds abound in the factory
presets, and even just in the brief time we spent with the
DG1, we came up with some impressive sounds you'd be
hard pressed to find on most analogue synths, DCO'd or

remaining two strings, a Clavinet patch. Similarly, each
string can be routed to different MIDI channels if extra

not, these days.

synths are to be added to the system.

programs, and there is talk o'a customising system whereby

Other external interfaces include

a

tape dump of

users can have the bend scaling and other internal factors

"The guitar is probably not the first choice as a synth
controller, but Stepp have come up with an instrument
that most guitarists could come to terms with.

modified to their specific requirements. This would be done

Programs are selected with a rotary encoder, and an LED

function, which enables you to program open tunings into

display shows the currently selected program number. At

each patch. Each string can be detuned either one at a time,

first it feels odd to select programs in this manner, since in
order to get from, say, program 14 to program 72, you have

or by simply selecting the Chord function, fingering a chord,

to pass through 58 programs. But once you've used the

switch. These open tunings are reflected in the MIDI data
sent out to other instruments, so that the slave synths play

by the dealer, and new information entered into the system

via MIDI where it would be permanently stored on battery
backed -up RAM.

One last but rather neat touch on the DG1 is the Chord

DG1 for a while, using the system becomes second nature,
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strumming the right set of strings, then pressing the Chord

and the sacrificing of random access to any program for a
simpler control panel makes more sense. If you still insist on

the same notes as the DG1. And since the DG I's strings

random access to programs, then any of the MIDI foot

between the DG I's programmed tunings and what you'd

controllers (such as the new Yamaha model) would solve

expect to hear from the guitar itself. A limitation in the

this by connecting to the LSU's MIDI In.

design's favour, per hap,'

aren't meant to be heard, there is no annoying conflict
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Newport Music
13 The Friary
Grosvenor Centre
Northampton

17 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks

0604 24858

0908 612559

ILTRoland
TR505

Roland JX10 and Juno 2
IN STOCK
Boss Drum Machines
COMING SOON

*YAMAHA
Yamaha SPX90
New in!!

£575

Yamaha CX5 MkIlcomputer
New in!! Yamaha PS6300
multitrack keyboard 48 voices,
touch sensitive

X15 4 TRACK
CASSETTE 260
NEW IN 160

COMPUTEC
(0902) 405100
MUSIC UK-

£125.00
£145
5 to MIDI
prophet
ROM 512 ................................................
................................
\DXMonster
£49.05
DX/RX super RAM'128
Ex Audio
......................................................
£109.00
DX7Rittor Roms
RO .... & RA Ms ........................
£300.00
DX7
C -lab 128 £500.00
..............................................................
LEMIP Drum
..................................
radio
transmitter
£872.00
LEMI MIDI
PR024
.......................................
£44.95
. .....................
Atari 520 STM +
Interface ...................................

Spectrum

Sampler .................................
sampler ..... £2499.00

Hybrid Ms Atari ST

-professional

£625.00

...................................................£1299.00
CX5 DMS Sampler
ElkaEK44 ................................................................. £1799.0

Teczon multi -track,
Fostex X15, 160 and 260
In Stock

AkaiS900 ................................................................

ALPHA JUNO 1 & 2
JX10 IN STOCK

Fostex

Technics PX5 Piano
Technics New Multi -track Piano
Now In!!
Casio CZ1000 only £299
Korg DW8000 only £895

Prophet 2000

SCHOOL OF RECORDING
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

AND
MEDIA STUDIES

EUROPE'S LEADING MUSIC

INDUSTRY SCI1001

editor for the Commodore............

£85.00

Juno 1 & 2

£80.00
Roland Alpha
Commodore ........................................
the
£79.95
Editor for
for the Commodore .....
DX7
editor
Joreth Music
Apple or
tracks with interface
£319.94
Passport Master

Commodore .' £80.00
£70.00
with interface .....................
Track
Star
Steinberg 8
.................. £75.00
the Atari ST ............. from
Treesoft
for
m £399.00
Mopro
Atari ST ........
60
tracks
£219.95
Hybrid Ads

Commodore...............................................................

for the
Korg DW8000 editor

ST .........................................
Hybrid Arts DX Droid
Microvox, Treesoft,
Passport, C Lab, Joreth,
Roland, ETE.
Steinberg,
Icon, Cheetah,

DHCP, Lemi, XRI Systems,

Courses for 1987: Primary and Advanced Multitrac Recording
Sampling and Midi Workshops

NEW HARDWARE

Composing and Producing Radio and T.V. Commercials
The Synthesizer Week, FM/DX Programming W eekends

Synchnvisation, using codes (SMPTEIEBU) Mask to Picture

For complete Brochure and Prospectus Call: -

Gateway School of Recording

and Music Technology

DEPARTMENT

ALESIS
ROLAND - CASIO BOKSE ETC.
AKAI -YAMAHAATARI - BOSS OBERHEIM
EMAX -

Welcome
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UK Send
Order, for f
Money
£2 International
Refund on purchase.
pack and price list.

IA Salcott Road, London SW11 6DQ. 01-350 0340
We give a Certificate of Recognition for each completed Course.

Gateway Courses should not be confused with
ANY others offered .
.
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a classic vintage car, you would be nearer the mark. You
have to learn to handle the non-synchro gear box, you have

The Comments- P1V

to adapt your driving technique to its peculiar little ways,
and even then, you'll still be greeted by the occasional crash

SO YES, THE Stepp system avoids most of the problems

of gears when you least expect it.

found in pitch -to -MIDI guitar systems. But it would be
wrong to think that a guitarist could just pick it up and play it

without making some concessions; it is, after all, a new
instrument that just happens to make use of the guitarist's
way of playing.

Let's start with the fact that the Stepp can sound very
different from any normal guitar. Because you can set up
sounds with very long decay times, for instance, you may
find that when you remove your finger from a string too
quickly, the note continues to sound at the pitch of the open

string. This is because the internal system is interpreting
your action as a pull -off, rather than as a damping action.

This is a particular nuisance when trying to make quick
chord changes.

And when you do successfully damp a note by taking your

finger off more slowly, some sounds end in a discernible
thump which is difficult to avoid. I heard this effect on an
Alan Murphy demo, so it isn't just my sloppy playing.

Another limitation is that pull -offs (and hammer-ons)
don't work with short percussive sounds, because the
action of doing a pull -off or hammer -on doesn't retrigger
the sound, but merely prevents the release phase of the
sound from executing. If you want to make extensive use of
this technique, you need to choose a sound that has a high
sustain level.

In other respects, though, I have to say that the Stepp

tracks accurately and consistently, with none of that
random yodelling that you occasionally get with pitch tracking systems. But there are occasions on which
insufficient string pressure results in the note jumping
between the one fretted and the open string note.
The lack of any delay makes a refreshing change,

especially when using short percussive sounds, and the
response to playing dynamics is excellent.

I found that choppy playing styles didn't translate very
well, though, even if you set up the right sort of sound with
fast attack - yet slower, more melodic passages sounded
quite superb.

What I couldn't do, in the short time that

I

had the

instrument for review, was come to terms with the way the

string -bending effort produced little result at the low end
of the fingerboard, yet behaved normally in the middle.
Perhaps the user customisation option will get around this.

From my personal viewpoint, the Stepp will never be the
ideal instrument because I like to be able to switch between

my natural guitar sound and the synth, or even to use them

could do things with it that
together. If had a DG I
couldn't do with any other guitar synth, but I would feel
forced to divide my music into songs that used synth and
songs that used guitar. For that reason and that reason
I

,

I

I

alone, I would still use a pitch -tracking system for gigs and
live with its limitations. In the studio, though, it's a

completely different story. Here you can overdub both real

and synth guitar parts where they are needed, and the
Stepp's superior performance can be utilised to the full.

The Stepp isn't going to be everything to everyone, but
then, I can't imagine any guitar -controlled system will ever

be that. As stated earlier, the guitar is probabably not the
first choice as an instrument to use as a synth controller, but

Stepp have come up with a self-contained instrument that
most guitarists could come to terms with, and which can be

used to produce music previously impossible on either
guitar- or keyboard -controlled synths.
Stepp would have us believe that playing their instrument
is a bit like changing from a family saloon to a racing car, but I

see it differently, certainly from the playing point of view. If
you can imagine moving from a comfortable modern car to

80

The Comments- RD
YOU CAN'T ALWAYS judge a synth by its voices alone,

and the Stepp especially is no exception. The DG I's
synthesiser makes some impressive sounds, and even
though I'm a bit surprised that Stepp chose analogue
oscillators over digital for the DG I , I'm happy to hear those
Prophet -like sync sounds again.

But what really impresses me is how the expressive
control of the DG I makes these sounds appear that much
more distinctive. And cne of the reasons for this is that the
Stepp is one of the few electronic instruments which allow
polyphonic pitch -bend cr modulation, thanks to the fret
modulation source. Routing the fret source to the filter
cutoff or to the oscillator 2 tuning offset (while sync'd to
oscillator 1) produces some amazing inflections, yet the
DG I still sounds like a guitar, simply because of the phrasing

guitarists are accustomed to using.

As a MIDI controller, the Stepp is flexible enough to
drive several synths independently, and the enabling of MIDI

controllers, program changes and so forth make it

as

powerful as any keyboard controller I've played. The DG I
may not be intended as a controller for external voices, but
it'll probably get a lot of use as one. And it'll be interesting

to hear some of the sounds players will make when the
DG I's analogue voices start blending with samplers and
other digital synths.

Programming the Stepp may be a challenge for many
guitarists, but if independent programmers take to the DG I

as they have with the synths that came before it, there
should be plenty of sounds available before long. And since

the DG I's programming controls are a bit cryptic, I won't
be

surprised

if

some editor/librarian programs start

popping up for the usual computers.

Since the DG I requires a conductive pick to trigger
properly, I can foresee that many guitarists may have a hard

time initially. Similarly, there are many left-hand techniques

which do not translate perfectly from normal guitar to the
DG I It would be nice if hammer-ons retriggered the synth

voices, and bending strings in the lower frets could be
easier. Since fingernails aren't very good conductors (no
excuse for sticking them into power outlets, though),
fingerpickers will need conductive finger picks, or shorter
nails so they can use their fingertips. That aside, I couldn't
perceive any trigger delays, and this alone makes the Stepp a

joy to play.

Keyboard players have been changing their techniques to

get the most out of their instruments for years now, and
will probably continue to do so as long as new instruments

emerge. Nobody would consider playing a strings sample
the way they would an acoustic grand piano, for example.

Of course, guitarists will have to alter their playing
technique to get the most out of the DG I , but considering
the advantages, I think plenty of guitarists will be prepared
to do just that.
The DG I is a very expressive instrument, and though its

retail tag keeps it beyond the budget of the majority of
guitarists, I can see it making its way into the hands of many

guitar players who are really serious about marrying their
technique with new sounds.
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As Britain's largest musical retailer, Carlsbro
have now been appointed exclusive agents for
Steinberg Research products in central and
eastern England. Let us show you the very best in
computer MIDI control systems at our branches
listed below.

PRO 24 PROGRAM (MAIN SCREEN)
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OEMS DEO Ipe
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SUPRA -RAM DX 128 £128.00 inc.
The definitive RAM pack for the YAMAHA DX/RX Series. EEPROM
type with unlimited life. Pre-programmed with specially selected sounds.
MONST-ROM DX 512 £145.00 inc.
The Ultimate sound library for the DX 7/5/1. 512 fantastic voices
created by computer assisted re -synthesis of both acoustic and
electronic sounds.
(Other products include RAM Cartridges for Ensoniq ESQ-1)
Available from your local Yamaha Dealer, or direct, p&p free, from:
.

VI
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Now established as an industry standard, the
combination of Atari ST and Pro 24 puts you at
the forefront of MIDI technology - and keeps
you there
LEICESTER
22 Humberstone Road
Tel: (0533) 24183

Executive Audio Ltd.

MANSFIELD
182-184 Chesterfield Rd North
Tel: (0623) 651633

159 Park Rood, Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey KT2 6DQ

Tel: 01-541 0180 Telex: 889294

NORWICH
2 Sovereign Way
Tel: (0603) 666891

Dealer Enquiries Welcome
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NOTTINGHAM
11-13 Hockley
Tel: (0602) 581888

SHEFFIELD
720 City Road
Tel: (0742) 640000
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NEW SAMPLERS???
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NEW KEYBOARDS
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WHAT A SOUND!!!
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RX5
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NOW
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MICROVERB NOW
IN STOCK
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MIDI BASED
NOW IN STOCK

SPECIALS

CASIO SK1
CASIO CZ1000
HAYDON PLACE, GUILDFORD, SURREY
CASIO CZ3000
Tel: (0483) 38212 (closed Mondays)
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by Dean Friedman

`The New Complete
Synthesiser'

`Synthesizer Basics'
Music Sales, £11.95

by David Crombie

A newcomer to any subject is faced with
the daunting question: "where do I start?".

Omnibus Press, £7.95

Let's face it, try as we might to make Music

Dave Crombie's original 'Complete Synthesiser' first saw the light of day in 1982.
Now, a lot can happen in four years (has
happened, in fact), and Crombie has quite
rightly seen fit to update his book to take
account of the major developments. Thus

Technology an interesting and understandable magazine, there are those seeing

it for the first time who will take a little
convincing that it is all written in English

and not some little-known Catalonian
variant. Enter Dean Friedman's 'Synthesizer
Basics'.

broken up into easily manageable segments. Credit must also go to the book's
designers, who have given it an uncluttered

layout and marvellously clear diagrams (I
particularly like the pseudo -3D ones),
which make it a pleasure to read.

If you're a newcomer to synthesisers
and are looking for a practically -oriented
introduction to the subject, look no
further than Crombie's book. More
experienced synthesists will find the book
handy as a ready reference. St

`The Casio CZ Book'
by David Crombie

Before starting his technical revelations,
Friedman has allowed himself a brief look
at the history of the synthesiser. Too brief
really as it's far more interesting than this

& Paul Wiffen
Music Sales, £5.95

mkt.. Guide es>
of Deco,. MUSK ,/y

little appetite whetter would have you

The current tendency of the larger synth
manufacturers for developing entire

believe. But, formalities over, 'Synthesizer

begins with sound waves and
pursues the electronic generation and
modification of sound through its many
analogue stages before starting all over
again with FM synthesis. There's even
a section devoted to analogue versus
Basics'

families of synths has been partly responsible

for the spate of dedicated user guides

underconfident reader. It is also littered
with humorous cartoon illustrations either
for explanation or to lighten what would

coming onto the market recently. Though
written independently of the manufacturers, these books are usually designed
to complement existing operation manuals,
sometimes taking over where manufacturers' data leaves off, sometimes
providing a different approach to explaining programming techniques.
'The Casio CZ Book' by David Crombie
and Paul Wiffen (the latter name already
familiar to MT readers), goes some way to

otherwise make heavy reading for the

serving both functions - and providing

digital...

The text is accompanied by photographs
and informative line diagrams throughout

that help make it more friendly to the

novice.

But one of the best pieces of advice

alongside the familiar subtractive synthesis

Friedman offers is to be found in the

there are chapters on Yamaha's FM
synthesis, Casio's Phase Distortion syn-

Preface: "...in synthesis, as in sex, it is very
important that you get as much 'hands on'
experience as possible." couldn't agree
more.

thesis,

and on additive synthesis

and

One problem with a book of this sort is
that the technology is advancing at such a

sampling in general. 'The New Complete
Synthesiser' isn't a history of synths and
synthesis, but a practically -oriented guide
to the possibilities of using synths and the

rate the text quickly becomes dated.

various major methods of synthesis available.

Unfortunately the writing is already on the
wall for 'Synthesizer Basics' as it quotes

chapter on the basics of acoustics and

I

the Prophet T8 as the only synthesiser
equipped with release velocity sensitivity.
But at least this doesn't devalue the
information given on the nature of sound

Crombie begins his book with a lengthy
electrical circuitry before going on to
discuss the concept of synthesiser voices
and the various generic types of synthesiser
available. There then follow the chapters

As with many other American publications there are also minor differences

on synthesis and sampling, after which
Crombie covers controls and controller
techniques, interfacing and accessories,

between their terminology and ours that

and computers and music.

and the basics of synthesis.

82
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only serve to further complicate the

Crombie rounds off his book with a

situation. A case in point: "Before there

thoughtful chapter on 'the art of synthesis',

were digital circuits, there were electronic
circuits". So a digital circuit isn't an
electronic circuit? Fortunately these discrepancies are few and far between and
shouldn't rob the book of its value. Before
investing your 12 quid though, it may be
prudent to shop around as there are one
or two other similar books available - and
they may not cost you quite as much. Tg

which he divides into four categories
(imitative,
impressionistic,
abstract/
imaginative and effects), and a brief
consideration of MIDI, and provides a very

quite a bit more besides.
With early chapters explaining the basic

physics of sound, and introducing the
fundamentals of synthesis, Dave and Paul

certainly can't be accused of jumping in
over anyone's head. And with well structured (though by necessity, rather

concise) chapters on the principles of
Phase Distortion and MIDI, the reader is
well -prepared to take onboard the complexities of programming Casio's current
family of digital instruments.
The members of that family, the CZIO I ,
CZ 1000, CZ3000, CZ5000, and CZ230S

keyboards, the RZ I drum machine and
SZ1 sequencer all have their own sections

complete with the technical specs reprinted here, which will come in handy for
comparing specifications if you're thinking
about buying into this range or upgrading
your CZ.
I have to say that I wouldn't want to try
and familiarise myself with a Casio instru-

ment armed only with 'The Casio CZ
Book', but it certainly makes a worthwhile
accompaniment to the manufacturer's info

The strength of Crombie's book lies in
its providing a concise overview of synths,

which you get with the instruments. In
fact, given the dryness of the average
Japanese instruction manual, this book

synthesis and sampling. The writing style is

could prove essential bed -time reading for

lucid throughout, and the text is always

all Casio synth owners. Nigel Lord
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

handy six -page glossary of technical terms.
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Sock 6:2
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Sock 18:8:2 I TASCAM 38
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£249
£2,498
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CASIO
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Sampling. ENV
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Shaping, Looping, built
in sequencer and drum machine.
Studio quality double speed logic
mntrolled deck. Records 4
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11M
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Mod kit complete
£10.00 inc P&P
£25.00 inc P&P
Outputs fitted
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SPACE

As interest in digital reverberation continues to grow, how can we compare
the machines available, and how do digital approximations relate to the
real thing? Text by Paul White.
4. a.

$

tend to die away fairly rapidly as the sound
energy is converted into heat. And seeing

TO MANY MUSICIANS - especially those
without huge salaries for whom the likes of
AMS, Yamaha REV I and Quantec Room
Simulator systems have been nothing but a
far-off dream these last few years - digital
reverb is something of a new consideration.
But now that budget digital reverb

as high frequencies tend to be absorbed

more readily than low ones, the high frequency part of the sound decays more
rapidly than the low frequency part. Then
there's the fact that because the air itself
absorbs high frequencies due to the
viscosity of the molecules, it's clear that
the further the sound travels, the lower its
high frequency content will be.
In a large hall - where the reverberant
sound reflections travel hundreds or even
thousands of feet before being completely
absorbed - the tail end of the decay may
contain little or nothing above a couple of
kHz. In a smaller room, the reverberation

systems are here (and in growing numbers), the whole subject of what makes
them tick - and what separates one model
is receiving a lot of
attention for the first time.

from another -

Before embarking on a detailed discussion of the intricacies of digital reverb,

though, you have to know something
about its natural equivalent.

To begin with, imagine that somebody
suspended above the ground - and well

time may well be so short as to be

away from any walls or other solid

unnoticeable. But a trip to an acoustically
dead, soundproofed room will soon con-

boundaries - claps their hands. When this
in this case) travel outwards in a spherical

vince you that a substantial part of the
sound you hear in everyday life is in fact

fashion and never return. But seeing as

reflected, not direct.

being suspended in mid-air is not normally
a tenable position for the human form (due

' Our brains make use of this reflected
information to locate sound sources, and
also to make judgements about the size

happens, the sound waves (usually screams,

to the intrusion of gravity, among other
things), we tend to spend most of our time
close to the ground and, when in buildings,

and nature of the environment we're

close to walls, floors and ceilings.

information from our eyes gives no clues as

These walls, floors and ceilings interact
with soundwaves, absorbing some of the

to the nature of the room.
But because we do all this quite
subconsciously, every day of our lives, any

listening in - especially in the dark, where

sound energy and reflecting some, with
the reflections being subject to re -reflec-

artificially generated reverberation must
be very convincing if our brains aren't

tion when they encounter new boundaries.

after a short delay (caused by the time it
takes for the sound to travel to the nearest
boundary and back), the sound starts to
bounce from wall to wall. And because
sound travels at around I I OOft per second,
these early reflections can be discerned as
separate echoes in a large room or hall.

The spacing and magnitude of early
reflections depend on the physical charac-

teristics of the room, but they decay in
amplitude and lose high frequencies as
time goes on. These reflections then build

up into a dense clutter, which is what
distinguishes reverb from simple echo. The
high -frequency content decays further and
the overall level decays, ideally in an
exponential manner. The rate at which the

clutter builds up and decays depends on
several things: the size of the room, the
materials from which it's built, its geometry, and objects within the room such as
soft furnishings and people, which cause
the decay to be more rapid than when the
room is empty.
Research has shown that the brain needs

a minimum density of between 1000 and
3000 individual echoes per second before
it will accept a sound as true, natural
reverb. So an unaided multi -tapped delay is
hardly a practical method of generating the

effect artificially, especially as you need a
different tap arrangement for each different
reverb type.

going to reject it as an imperfect fraud.
From this short analysis, we can break

In a typical room, our handclap would
bounce from the walls, causing multiple,
closely spaced echoes. And within a very
short space of time, the number of echoes
would be so great that individual echoes
became indistinguishable.

Because of the absorptive qualities of
walls and other boundaries, these echoes

the characteristics of reverberation down
into more manageable sections which give

Early Research

us a clue what we need to do to synthesise
it.
Going back to the handclap -in -a -room
situation, the first thing that happens is that

BACK IN THE 60s, an incredibly clever
man by the name of Schroeder delivered
an AES paper on artificial reverberation.
He suggested that certain building blocks
could be combined to simulate the effect,
and that these building blocks could be
generated by computer. This work was
remarkable, not least because the com-

1. Sound reflections within a room.

Sound energy lost
at each reflection
(frequency dependent)
LOUDSPEAKER

puters then available were a good deal too
slow to generate reverb in real time.
Later on, somebody equally clever

called Moorer built on Schroeder's work,

and the combined outcome was the
definition of a series of different kinds
of filter, which could all be used as
building blocks to help simulate natural
reverberation.
The first of these blocks is called an all -

..

.<_r:}j.;a.
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pass filter, used singly or in cascade to
a signal
without
modifying the frequency response, an
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the final frontier?
important factor in creating reverb that is
free from unwanted colouration. This is
simply a delay block with feedback, plus a
feedforward path which makes the block
different from a simple comb filter. Comb
filters are used in parallel banks to create
the clutter of reflections, while all -pass
filters diffuse them further.
Other building blocks include the digital
filter, to simulate the more rapid decay of

has its own set of compromises which it

of percussion sounds can produce a sound

chooses to adopt.

like ripping cloth as the individual reflec-

Now, all these compromises incur
penalties of one sort or another, and don't

tions appear.
Using an insufficient number of building

let any salesman talk you into believing
otherwise. It's really just a question of
which compromise makes the smallest

blocks or poorly designed algorithms can
also lead to unnatural colouration of the
sound, which usually takes on a ringing or

impact on your personal requirements.

metallic characteristic.

isn't too smooth.
On vocals these problems may not be

high frequencies; and a multi -tapped delay

or finite impulse response (FIR) filter, to
simulate the early reflection part of the
sound.

Exactly how these blocks are interconnected is a closely guarded secret of all
digital reverb manufacturers, but most use

Schroeder's and Moorer's research as a
starting point. Many designers vary the
arrangement and parameters of their
building blocks in the left and right

You may also

notice that the final decay of the reverb

Current Options
FIRST, YOU CAN opt to use less than 16 bit sampling resolution. This worsens
signal quality and noise performance, but
you'll find that many low -end reverb units
do in fact utilise 12 -bit sampling, or less.
Second, you can opt for a machine with a

too noticeable, but on percussion, their
effect is quite a bit less pleasing - more
than likely, your ears and brain won't be
convinced by what's being fed to them, and

you'll perceive the result as crude and
artificial.
Now, this trashy, metallic sound is used

to good effect by producers and remix

2. Build up of reverberation.

channels, so that a mono input can still give
a convincing stereo output.

In the case of digital reverb, each of
these building blocks exists only in software, so a new program will give a new
reverb effect using exactly the same
hardware.

The main problem is that to create the
density of reflections needed while retain-

ing a respectable audio bandwidth, the
digital reverb's computing system needs

to be capable of performing very fast
calculations.
Top -end digital reverb systems generally
offer good bandwidth, well -designed
reverb algorithms, user variability of

parameters, and user programmability.
MIDI patch control is also fast becoming a

standard, as are special effects such as
gated and reverse reverb.

Let's take a closer look at the kind of
variable parameters you can expect these
machines to offer. First, the early reflection
pattern and spacing is variable because this
creates the basic character of the synthetic
room or space. A variable pre -delay is also
common, as this separates the reverb from
the initial sound, to create a sense of space.

Next we come to the clutter section
comprising dense reverb, and here we
need to be able to vary the decay time and
the high frequency decay characteristics. If

we can vary these basic parameters, we
can simulate anything from a small room to
a vast hall. By increasing the high -frequency

decay time we can make a room sound
brighter to simulate, say, a tiled washroom.

Conversely, we can damp the high frequencies heavily to simulate rooms filled

IL
DIRECT SOUND
EARLY REFLECTIONS

slower built-in computer and consequently
reduced bandwidth - though in this case,

you should look for at least 10kHz
bandwidth for serious work so that you

REVERBERATION

engineers on modern dance records, but
it's worth remembering that while a good
reverb unit can be made to give you trashy
sounds, a poor one can never give you

can create reverb brighter than you'd find
in nature if you want to.
If the machine you're interested in does
offer a decent bandwidth, chances are its
designers will have ditched all unnecessary
demands on the computer's time, such as
programmability, fancy parameter adjustment and flashy displays. Alternatively,
they may have kept all these but tried to
simulate reverb using fewer building
blocks, giving a less sophisticated reverb
algorithm. Let's look at the consequences
of these two main alternatives.
First off, if you decide to keep all the
programmable functions and compromise

good, natural sounds.

the reverb algorithms to keep the cost
down, reverb density is likely to suffer.
Instead of a smooth decay, the widely spaced coarse reflections give a grainy
texture to the reverb, and the treatment

reverb can have "just a little bit more" of

The other approach - limiting the
flexibility of the effect by offering only a
set number of presets - gives the system's
computer a chance to concentrate only on

a few specific tasks, so the preset treatments stand a good chance of being high quality.

On the other hand, losing programmability prevents you from utilising reverb
treatments that are subtlely different from
everybody else's - and that, in this era of

preset digital synth sounds and factory
samples, could be important. And if you're
a studio owner and some clients ask if their
something, you could well be stuck.

Then again, it wasn't so long ago that
top studios used plate reverbs, where the

only things you could alter were thello-

,. r.vr.

3. All Pass & Comb Filter.

with soft furnishings.
It shouldn't come as a surprise to learn
that as soon as you get below state-of-the-

time delatouTpui

art price levels, you come up against
machines that offer slightly less than state-

of-the-art performance - though as with

ALL PASS FILTER

I COMB FILTER

everything else, each different design team
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$5

live, you'll probably get away with some-

dozen presets could give you a set of

hard -pushed to find a current model of
digital reverb that didn't offer them. But
the variation in quality of these effects is

treatments ranging from a tight live room

incredibly wide.

to a massive hall, in small enough steps so as

A gated reverb should be dense, solid
and exciting...and I've heard some truly

unit at a bargain price, listen carefully for
the sonic problems mentioned above. And
don't be fooled by the infinite number of
parameter variations you can program; if
the basic sound isn't good, there's nothing
you can do about it, no matter how many
permutations you try.
Remember too that within a mix, the
difference between one reverb program
and the next one may appear negligible,

po. overall damping and the EQ. Nobody
complained. A reverb offering as few as a

not to leave you wanting a sound you
couldn't get. And you can always add
further EQ or experiment with gates to
alter the decay shape.

Remember that if the basic sounds are
good, you'll be able to live with them more
easily than you would with a machine that
lets you program 10,000 permutations of

awful ones that sound more like dried peas

being dropped on a steel plate than true
gated reverb.
Reverse reverb is less commonplace but
still important. It should be clean and
capable of leaving vocals intelligible, and of
giving the impression of a sound played in

thing that sounds a little less sophisticated.
If you go for an all -singing, all -dancing

4. Finite impulse response filter.

FIR

INPUT

MULTITAPPED DELAY

reverb, all of which sound unnatural.

So how do you know what is good
digital reverb and what isn't? Simply, use
your head. Reverb can't be judged on spec
alone, and things like naturalness and
stereo spread are totally subjective.
Choosing a digital reverb is more akin to

reverse with the start of the sound clearly
audible at the end. Of course the sound
isn't really played backwards - it's just an
electronic conjuring trick. But if it doesn't
sound authentic, there's no point using it.

wine tasting, and the more models you
listen to, the more differences you learn to

recognise. Rather than using cheese to
take the taste away, try washing your ears

out with a burst of white noise between
models.

If you listen to any good reverb in a
darkened room, you should be able to
visualise the environment in which the
music is being played. A snare drum or
handclap sound from a drum machine will

soon show up ringing, coarseness and
other vices that prevent the reverb from
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Summary

even though they may sound totally
different when tested in isolation with just
a single snare -drum beat.

Don't be conned by long reverb times,

either; you're unlikely to use anything
longer than five seconds in normal music
work, and the most widely -used settings
are shorter than two seconds.
Alternatively, you may be tempted by a
unit that offers other treatments such as

YOU CAN HAVE a digital reverb unit that
is flexible and that sounds good - if you're
prepared to pay for it. But if you're looking

delay, chorus and flanging. This is fine if the

at the very bottom end of the market,
you're going to have to lose out in one

mind that unless your chosen system
allows you access to several effects

area or another. The most natural -sounding
budget reverbs I've used have offered only
a range of presets adequate for live use and
for small studio applications.

simultaneously, you'll be stuck if you need

As a general rule, you need to place

you're recording and another when mixing.
Finally, get what you need, not what you

sounding natural.
Gated and reverse sounds are so much a

sound quality above all else if you're going
to be processing drum sounds in the

part of modern recording that you'd be

studio. For vocals and keyboards, especially

reverb is good to begin with (some units
show compromises in all areas), but bear in

to use reverb and flanging together at a
gig, say. In the studio this limitation isn't so

serious: you can use one effect when
think you want. Close your eyes and let
your ears decide.
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LIVEWIRE.
DOMINIONS ARCADLQUEE111 ST.

international software

0222-373576

NEW FOR DX7/TX7

...AT LAST 11$

SYSTEM 7
£79.99

HOE !I
THE UNRIVALLED QUALITY Of THE Ell
f OR ONLY L2 5 95.fEATIARES
AUTOLOOPING.CROSSfADE LOOPING
AND JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING BUT
THE KITCHEN SINK
If YOU'RE
THINKING ABOUT BUYING THE
ULTIMATE SAMPLER THEN DON'T
SETTLE fall ANYTHING LESS. RING
FOR A DEMO .

enmonio

for

I Main Control
MAO Editor
MIN Music
MAI Disk

II

DX7 and TX7
synthesisers

IMIDI Interface
AL25 MIDI Link

libM Note Pad

alve.ys in stock &
on demo....

The MIRAGE is still the beg value sampler on the
market, and if you want excellent quality sound at
the touch of a button,we have 70+ superb disks and
30 are free with either the keyboard or the rack !
The ESQ- 1 has no competitors in the synth world it sets the new standard with amazing sound and an
8 track sequencer! If you haven't got one yet, now' s
your chance! Also in stock, the Pisuao-remember
it's the only one with real sampled piano sounds

yANAHEIDAITOR

II

Copyright JORETH MUSIC 1986

Voice Editor

Librarian

-::-* Sequencer -** Note Pad -::--::Accomodates TX7 features AND retains ease of use with DX7 +
TWO DISK SET! + 320 FREE SOUNDS + Separate Bank Loader +
Disk Copier + Full Printer and disk support + Hidden Puzzle(?) + and
MORE !

!

progressive programs

CASIO CZ EDITOR
£44.85

We also stock all AKA1 products.

BRIXTON EXCHANGE
MART
(INCORPORATING BRIXTON SOUNDS)

ELKA EK44 (EM4 EXPANDER) DIGITAL SYNTHS
Brilliant new poly timbral synth with velocity and after touch! 8 -way multi -split on keyboard,

plus MIDI mode 4, 18 voices with dynamic assignment of polyphony in multi -split mode,
16 or 8 oscillators per voice, each with individual envelope! Digital chorus (v. warm), 144
very flexible oscillators, plus v. high MIDI spec! Demo. available by appointment ....EPhone

NEW EQUIPMENT
Band stand 8 into 2 pro mixer console
DX99 digitec delay
Teczon 4 track portastudio C100 off RRP
Casio
RZ1 drum sampling machine

£299
£149

CZ1

C375

CZ101
CZ5000
CZ3000

£275
£659
£419

SKI

£375

C85

SZ1 Sequencer
Frontline rack mounting 8 channel mixer

£189
£95

Frontline pedals
Sampler -delay 1.2 seconds
Sampler delay 2 seconds
Mono chorus
Stereo chorus
Flanger
Delay

Distortion
Heavy metal
Overdrive
Compressor
4 stage phase r

!

£115
C135

£39.95
£49.95
£49.95
£79.95
£29
£34
£29
£29
£39

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT
Revox PR99 master quality red to
£1250

reel

Oberheim DMX drum machine (4 voice
cards)
Oberheim 10 track 6000 note CZ
sequencer
Korg Poly 800 keyboard (flight case)
Ensoniq Mirage
Moog Prodigy
Roland GR3000 guitar synth
Ultra sound D54 electronic drums (4 pads
and brain)
Aces 8 into 2 mixer
Roland drumatic TR606
Tandberg 3500X reel to reel
Boss KM600 keyboard mixer
Crown T2M contact mic
Audio Source reel time spectrum

£795
£149
£299
C795
£125
£450

£99
£149
£85
£149
£55
C99

We will take your unwanted
goods in part -exchange for new
or secondhand equipment, or
will purchase for cash

analyzer
Korg SDD1000 digital delay
The Clap electronic simular
Roland Cornpu-Rhythm drum machine
DBX150 noise reduction
C-Ducer 6
Simmons drum pad (3 chips and
stand)
Seck 62 mixer
Cadsbro Hornet 45 keyboard combo
Peavey Special 130 combo
Vox Venue combo
Hagstrom super sweed guitar
Burns Scorpion
Burns Tristonic (1963)
Aria Pro II
Burn Vibrasonic semi acoustic bass
Rare Hofner '63-ish bass

£145

f175
£25
£95
£95
C95

£110
£199
0129
£199
£149
£195
11275

£195
£159
£175
£99

We also purchase or part -exchange
Hi-Fi, Video, Cameras, Recording
Equipment, Disco, PA & any
musical instrument

395 & 396 COLDHARBOUR LANE, BRIXTON, LONDON SW9
Telephone: 01-733 6821 or 01-733 5791
We are open 9.30-6.30, 6 days a week. Please call in or phone
MAIL ORDER FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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On -board sequencer + Time scaling graphics + All parameter
Printouts + Library of sounds + Special Program to operate
within JORETH MCS! + and MORE !

performance power
THE JORETH MCS AND LINKER SYSTEM ARE THE PREMIER

MIDI SOFTWARE FOR SEQUENCING WITH CBM 64.
HIGH RESOLUTION REAL TIME RECORDING. REAL TIME

EDITING FACILITIES. SUPERB SYNCHRONISATION.
JORETH SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF CBM 64 MIDI INTERFACES.
AL25 MIDI -LINK £138.00 * MUSIC COMPOSER SYSTEM

£99.90 LINKER SYSTEM £94.90 * CZ TONE EDITOR
£44.85 * PART LOADER £11.85 * KEY PROGRAMMER
£11.85

Package Deals....
AL25 + MCS £225

AL25 + LINKER £219.65

Prices include VAT and UK delivery.
Make cheques payable to JORETH MUSIC and
send to: PO BOX 20, EVESHAM, WR "I 5EG.
Tel: (0386) 831615 today
for all the latest
details and
special offers.
Home Demos?
Your Place or Mine?
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INTELLIGENT MUSIC

JAM
FACTORY
Software for Apple Macintosh
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Are the results
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IN A CROWDED music software market where hundreds

likely variations on what you originally played. While Jam

of companies compete for the consumer's cheque -book,

Factory is playing, you can alter the performance of each
individual Player in a number of ways.
You "teach" Jam Factory's four Players how and what to

sheer originality scores big points. After all, how much does

the world need yet another sequencer program? The
chances of a new program's success are that much better if
it offers something so revolutionary that it simply cannot be

play by recording MIDI data into them from any MIDI
source. Their improvisations are based on the musical

compared to anything else in existence.
Case in point. Intelligent Music of Albany, New York,
USA. A fitting name indeed for a company that produces a

material you give them to work with; so the less you give
them, the more predictable the results.

new breed of music software: composition programs

in what are known as Transition Tables. These are designed

designed not only to record musical performances, but to

to keep track of the transitions between notes in such a way

permit the user to manipulate, control and interact with the

that each Player can perform intelligent improvisations
based on the data that's entered into it.

performance of a composition in real time.

The basic musical material you give the Players is placed

Intelligent Music's first two offerings are formidable. Jam

Precise real-time control is offered over the performance

Factory,

reviewed here, is an improvisation -oriented
performance program. Next month we'll take a look at

nuances of each Player with a range of control functions that

their second program, M, which is a music processor that

duration patterns, the swing factor and even the percentage

accepts input from a variety of sources and permits the real-

of silence.

time manipulation of a performance by means of controlling

a wide range of musical variables.

Both programs are written exclusively for the Apple
Macintosh, and take advantage of the type of graphic
control capabilities that have made the Mac such a favourite

among well-heeled music software users.
Jam Factory uses four "Players" to analyse what you play

and then creates "intelligent improvisations" consisting of
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100%

includes the ability to alter the timebase, accent and

All performance parameters may be altered while Jam
Factory is playing, either directly on the screen or with the
program's unique Input Control System that lets you use

any MIDI controller to access Jam Factory's functions via
MIDI note commands.

Combinations of Player settings may be stored as a
Preset, and you can switch from one Preset to another
without stopping the program. This way you can create
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countless performance variations for the Players and switch

respond only to a specific range that matches a certain

between them to "arrange" a Jam Factory performance.

sound.

Finally, you can store an entire Jam Factory performance

as a "Movie" and recall it later, or convert it into a MIDI file

By the way, each of Jam Factory's Players can be set to
recognise incoming MIDI data on a specific MIDI channel

compatible with other music software.

Factory Features

"Getting around Jam Factory's screen is easy,
thanks to some great graphics and the use of familiar
Mac -type controls like buttons and toggles."

THE MAIN SCREEN consists of the four Players; a master
program are located; a Preset window that is used to store

only (the default is "All"). That way, you can have several
people "jam" at once, each with their own MIDI controller.

settings for the Players to enable quick changes during

Another handy application of this feature is "bouncing"

performance; and a Conductor window that's used to store

MIDI data from an external sequencer into Jam Factory-so

Movies of Jam Factory performances. In addition, there are

you can record separate sequencer tracks into the four

a number of other windows that are accessed from pull -

Players simultaneously.

Control Strip where most of the overall functions of the

down menus when you need them.
Getting around Jam Factory's screen is easy, thanks to
some great graphics and the use of familiar Mac -type
controls like buttons and toggles. Users of Opcode's DX
Editor (also written by Jam Factory author David Zicarelli)

Now, you can record one Player while you play others,
but one unusual effect is using a Player in both Record and
Play modes at the same time. As you record new notes and

chords to the Player's existing data, you can hear the effect

may recognise the familiar Up and Down arrows that can be

of doing so immediately in the playback of that Player.
If you make a mistake when you're entering musical

used to increase or decrease numerical values with the

information into a Player, you can correct it with Jam

mouse.

The Control Strip is where most of Jam Factory's master

Factory's Input Editor. This is a pop -out window that lets
you step backwards and forwards through the musical data

controls are located. Tape recorder -style buttons are

relevant to the selected Player. The Input Editor can also be

provided for functions like Go, Stop, Pause, Sync and Clear.

used as a step -time entry system.

Below these are overall tempo and metronome click values.

Parameters can be copied from one Player to another

The Assignment Matrix is where the general state of
each Player is defined. Here the functions Record, Play,

using standard Mac editing commands like Cut, Copy and

Transpose, Control and Echo are available for each of the

four Players, and you can alter the status of a particular
Player at any time during its performance.
The Record function on the Control Strip window is
used to record incoming MIDI notes or program changes

Player Settings independently, so you can combine the
pitches of one Player with the durations of another.
Each Player can be assigned a specific MIDI output
channel, and you can change the output channel as Jam
Factory plays, to allow any Player's performance to be

into that particular Player. Any combination of Players may

routed to different sound sources. Jam Factory can also send

be set to Record at the same time, and you can switch

program changes for each Player.

Paste. It's possible to edit specific Pitches, Durations and

Players in and out of Record while Jam Factory is playing.

There's an Echo function available for each Player,

Entering Record on a Player that has already been

designed to send incoming MIDI data to the appropriate

recorded on allows you to add new musical information to

output channel -a welcome feature for those using systems

that Player. If you want to start all over again, you can clear a

with a master controller and a number of slave sound

Player's memory and start from scratch.
Jam Factory has an Input Note Limit feature which you

sources. And the Echo function works whether or not Jam
Factory is playing.

can use to tell a Player not to record incoming notes that do

not fall within a specified range. This is a great feature if
you're using a synth or sampler with multi -split capability,
because it lets you set each of Jam Factory's Players to
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The Transpose feature is designed to permit real-time

of any combination of Players during a
performance. Middle C represents the original pitch you
recorded at, and selecting any other note on your MIDI PP -

transposing
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causes that Player to transpose by the
appropriate amount. One interesting use of this feature is

create a "rest" in the Accent Pattern that will result in no
note being played at that point in the cycle. And by setting

to transpose a Player assigned to a sampler using some

up several Players with Accent Patterns of different lengths,
you can create rhythmic cycles that play off each other in a

percussive sounds; the rhythm remains intact but the
samples being triggered change, often creating an un-

constantly changing manner.

expected and usable variation in a performance.
Finally, the Input Control System may be enabled for

Jam Factory's Silence Algorithm provides the user with
total control over the amount of randomly inserted silence

each individual Player, permitting the user to access Jam
Factory's various controls and functions from any MIDI

Silence anywhere between

source. This unique interactive feature lets you do things
like start and stop the program, turn Players on and off, set

the tempo and even change Presets - all without leaving
your MIDI controller.

Playing Players

in a Player's performance. You may vary the percentage of
I

and 100. The Skip control is

used to determine whether a silent section will cause the
notes that Player would otherwise be playing to be skipped
over during the silent section. If Skip is off, those notes will
simply be delayed and the Player will carry on playing from

where it stopped after the silence is over.
You can also enable Sustain, which causes the note
immediately preceding the silent section to be sustained
over it. Otherwise, all notes are silenced at the beginning of

EACH JAM FACTORY Player can have its own unique
identity if you utilise the many graphic control functions

the silent section.

available in the Player's Control Window. Here the nuances

each Player's window is used to control the improvisational

of any Player's performance may be altered by the user,
permitting some sophisticated ways of interacting with a

ability of each Player. The "bars" control .the Transition
Tables discussed earlier, and allow the user to specify a
percentage of mix between first, second, third and fourth

performance.

The Player's relationship to overall tempo may be

The bar graph located in the upper right-hand corner of

controlled by changing the Time Base value. Changing from

order. Essentially, the Transition Tables control the degree
to which the program will mimic the original musical input.

to 2 causes a particular Player to play in half time relative

Using the principles of statistic probability, you control how

to the other Players, for example. You can also change the

much previously played musical information the program

phase of a Player's timing, to offset a Player's performance
by a certain amount of ticks or clock pulses. Experimenting

takes into account when deciding which note to play next.
First Order will take a lesser amount of events in context

with both of these parameters can yield some highly unusual

than Fourth Order, for example. By the way, you can defeat

rhythmic patterns.

the Transition Tables altogether and have the program play

I

There's also a Swing parameter available to set up shuffle -

type rhythms in much the same way as a drum machine
does. The Swing factor is a variable percentage from 50 to
90, with 50% (or no swing) being the default.

back exactly what you played into it, if that's what you
require.

Accent Pattern can contain anything between one and 16

You can also use the Transition Tables to calculate the
durations of the notes Jam Factory plays. Cyclic duration
patterns may be created, and you can instruct the Player to
either Lead or Follow pitch -changes to decide whether the
rhythm determines the melody or the melody creates the

steps. You can use the mouse to set up five different Accent

rhythm.

Jam Factory uses a unique graphic display to allow you to
alter the dynamic accents and phrasing of a performance. An

Levels, where zero equals no value and five equals full value.

Another unique feature of Jam Factory is known as Scale

The Accent Pattern can be assigned to either Velocity or

Distortion. It's designed to let you create unusual
transposition patterns of a diatonic nature. By setting up a

Legato/Staccato (phrasing).

Exactly how much of an effect the Accent Pattern has on

these two parameters is determined by the Range Bar
settings. By dragging the mouse over the desired range, you

set the high and low values for both velocity and phrasing.

90

Durations

A#2 E3

2

Rewind

Total

series of Scale Distortion Maps, you can define certain keys

to trigger specific Maps, and thereby create a melodic
variation for any combination of Players.
Jam Factory's Player controls are really designed to let

You may also choose to use a random value rather than the

you give each Player a unique identity and style. However,

Accent Pattern to determine actual range values.
This is a pretty powerful system. By assigning Accent
Patterns to velocity you can dramatically alter the "feel" of
a Player's performance. A value of zero can be used to

you may want to create quick changes in those parameters

during a performance. That's what the Presets are for.
Storing a Preset is just like taking a picture of Jam
Factory's screen. You recall a stored Preset just by clicking

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

on it. Selecting a Preset during a performance can initiate a

sequencer to

total re -configuration of all Jam Factory's settings, creating

structuring and arranging music generated by Jam Factory.

dramatic musical changes if desired.

You can even go the other way, taking an existing sequence

And you can use Jam Factory's Movie feature to store a
complete Jam Factory performance, including Preset

and feeding it into Jam Factory for some jammin' fun.
I've had lots of time to get to know this program, having

provide

a

more advanced means of

used a copy for several months and created over 30 pieces

changes.

of music. Each piece is unique and has its own identity.
Generally speaking, I've found that the program works best

Applications
THOSE ONE -IN -A -MILLION JAMS that go down wouldn't

be much use if you couldn't save them. Fortunately, Jam
Factory lets you save your files so you can repeat them and

"The purists may claim that what this program
produces is not real music, but if they do, they'll be
missing the point: using Jam Factory is fun."

work on them at a later date.
By the way, Jam Factory can be synced to MIDI Clock
either as a master or as a slave, so running it in sync with a

sequencer, drum machine or other sync device is no
problem.
If you set up some of the Players to respond to the Input

Control System described previously, you can use an
external MIDI sequencer to "automate" Jam Factory's
controls, turning Players on and off, controlling the Step
Advance feature, changing Presets, and just about anything

else you might want to do. This way, Jam Factory can be

"cued" in and out of a sequence when desired.
Furthermore, Jam Factory provides a means of converting a

jam into a sequence file with the inclusion of the new
(American) MIDI File format. When you save a Movie, Jam

Factory creates a MIDI File. You can open a MIDI File
directly into another program such as M or Opcode's
Sequencer 2.5, allowing you to take improvisations created

when you give each Player a rather limited amount of
musical input. But as with most things, the more you use Jam

Factory, the more you understand how to get what you
want out of it quickly.
The purists may claim that what Jam Factory produces is

"not real music", but if they do, they'll be missing the point.
Using Jam Factory is fun. F -U -N. It makes it easier than ever

for non -players to create music, but equally, the program is

only capable of manipulating the input you provide it with,

so some people will get great results while others simply
create noise.

Programs like Jam Factory move the MIDI revolution
forward in leaps and bounds. It's a musical tool more
powerful than anything we've had in the past, and it's
capable of adding new inspiration to the music -making
process.

on Jam Factory and edit or manipulate them with other
software.

Price $120

That means you can combine a Jam Factory improvisation

with a pre -defined MIDI sequence. Or you can use a

0 YAMAHA

More from Intelligent Music, PO Box 8748, Albany,
NY 12208, USA. e (518) 434-4110

AKA! 3EouEnziaL CASIO

Commodore 64/128/Steinberg
graphic editor and scorewriter, MIDI
interface

£299
£239
PRO 16 as above - disk only

£100

Phone for the best
advice and price

Also: editing software for DX, Mirage,
Casio, Juno, DW8000

All at £80

0445

MONSTER ROM
512 ROM VOICES La I

£79.95

(MIDIVERB
£299

(MIDIFEX

Akai ME30 MIDI patch bay; Atari 1040 computers
Yamaha S300 speakers - 50 - 20K only
Roland DEP-5 reverb chorus
Roland TR505 drum machines
£97
Alesis MPX MIDI patch transmitter
Akai MG614 multitrack recorder
AN EXCEPTIONAL DEAL!

ASTOUNDING QUALITY- UNBELIEVABLE PRICES

£375
£899
£495
£369

CZ1000
CZ1 NEW! SAMPLING
CZ3000
RZ1 DRUM MACHINE

£249

HOT
LINES IN STOCK
Ensoniq ESQ-1 synthesizer; Akai S900 sampler

Phone for the
best price and advice

I cAsio

MICROVERB)

£299

PtEASE PHONE FOR

1. A two bank voice store that will allow you to
copy, swap, dump, receive, rename and generally
manipulate 64 voice and performance
2. A revolutionary random voice create program.
You can just sit back and the computer will give you
new sounds
3. A feature whereby you can combine up to 32
different sounds, and then give them to the
computer to analyze. The computer will then give
you as many variations as you wish.

MIDI Delay
Auto locator
MIDI clock/song pointer
Simply the best around

PRO 16S as above - no scorewriter

'Roland
STEINBERG DX7 PROCREATOR

ATARI 1040/STEINBERG PR024
24 track
200,000 events

PRO -16+ 16 track with sync to tape

QUATTRO
128 PROG RAM

ensonua 1k

SECONDHAND
Tascam 80 track 8 track 1/2"
Tascam 244 Recorder (inc case)
Roland JX10 6 oct synth
£299
Yamaha CP20 piano inc stand
BUY NOW- PAY LATER!
Teac 3. 8 into 4 mixer
Purchase whatever you need
NOW on no deposit HP, but don't
pay your first instalment for
3 months.
(Written details on request)

Akai S612 + disk sampler
Yamaha RX15 drum machine (inc case)

onnEp

3.5" disks only

(CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM)

£3.50

2.8' quick discs only 82.90

lEr

12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSE
211 0323 639335/645775
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£1295
£525
£1600
£275
£295
£550
£325

£200-£2000 NO DEPOSR
INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
ON MOST ITEMS
ALL TRANSACTIONS CAN BE

CONDUCTED OVER THE PHONE
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patchWORIK
Now that Patchwork is bigger than ever, you've an even better chance of seeing your favourite sound in print, not to mention your favourite magazine on your
doorstep free of charge. And if you're still waiting to see your particular synth featured in these pages, then why not be the first to submit some sounds for it?
Many readers are now supplementing their patch charts with a short demo cassette of the sounds in question, and this is really good news forour over -worked (and

generally hungover) editorial team. Don't worry too much about classic performances and impeccable recording quality; just present your sounds simply and conciselyand convince us you're the best of the bunch.

If you can't lay your hands on a cassette player, don't let that put you off submitting some patches-an interesting description is a good substitute.

Don't forget that if your patch gets published, you'll receive a free year's subscription to MUSIC TECHNOLOGY with our compliments. So send us your favourite
sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork purposes) accompanied, if possible, by a short demo -tape. Include a decent length description of your sound and its musical purpose in life, and write your full name and address on each chart. And remember, edited presets are all very well, but an
original masterpiece is always preferable. OK?

0

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 I UY.

TONE NAME

TONE NO.

CARTRIDGE NO.

ULTRABASS
PARAMETER

1+1'

DETUNE
NOTE
OCTAVE

MODULATION
NOISE

+l-

OFF

+

0

0

1.)(-)

(0-3)

(0-11)

RING

IJNE SELECT

OFF

(ON/OFF)

(1.2,1 7.1 411

FINE

01
(0-60)

WAVE

VIBRATO
DELAY
RATE

OCTAVE
RANGE

DEPTH

+l-

1

0

50

2

+

0

(1 -4)

10-99)

(9-09)

(0-99)

(+/-)

10-1)

CASIO CZ5000
Ultrabass
David Kosten, London N3
Quite a straightforward sound, this, but useful for
those sequenced electro-bass lines a la early
Ultravox. If you haven't a sequencer, don't worry 'Ultrabass' suits manual playing just as well.

DCO 1
WAVE FORM
SECOND
FIRST

3

2

E N V (PITCH)
STEP

3

2

1

4

5

6

7

8

RATE

99 99

(0-00)

LEVEL

99

00

(0-00)

SUS/END

END

DCW 1
KEY FOLLOW

(0-9)

0

E N V (WAVE)
STEP

1

2

3

4

5

0

7

0

RATE

99

56

43

- 00)

LEVEL

99

49

00

(0-99)

SOS

END

SUS/END

DCA 1
KEY FOLLOW

10-0)

0

E

STEP

1

2

RATE

89 99

LEVEL

99 99

SUS/END

SUS

N V (AMP)
3

4

5

6

7

8

50

(0-99)

00

10-99)

END

BIT ONE
Doubling Up
Thomas Bjornemark, Sweden
The first couple of patches for the Bit One,
'Harp/Classic Guitar' (A) and 'String Pluck' (B),
should be layered in Double mode; the former takes

care of the basic sound while the latter deals with
the "pluck" sound when the string is hit.

'Modulation Madness' (C) uses both VCOs to
modulate the output to make complex sequencer -

type sounds. Its creator suggests experimenting
with parameter 60 to obtain different modulation
rhythms, and advises playing in Unison mode and
adding a touch of noise.
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KORG POLY 800
Select Sound

of FM synthesis, and is intended purely for bass and

notes can sound some pretty off-putting dischords.

sequencing purposes. If you're unsure of your

'Chime Strings', meanwhile, is a good all-rounder
suitable for melody or chordal lines.

fingering, then watch out for 'Carnival', as any bum

David Flattery, Liverpool
PROGRAM
NAME

CLLO

>.'

,f!

always manages to get a look in. The accompanying
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CHORUS
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pieces, and also sounds good playing lead lines over rich, analogue string sounds. If extra bass depth is required,

5J
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DEG 3

then simply increase the sub -oscillator amount.

DCO

TY(

0

DEG 2

up to maximum. This is a very rich sound around the middle octaves, but the top end is a bit on the thin side.
(Twiddling the keyboard CV amount in the VCF section may alleviate this.) 'Astra' is best used for slower

DELAY

AR .CH

DEC 1

Andy comments that -Astra' was created by causing the VCF to oscillate via the resonance parameter being put

Andy McGuigan, Ballymena, NI

POLT

-.

,, L> .

:3

SYMPHONY

ROLAND JUNO 106
Astra

RE,
TR145POSE

P

VCF

"L'

t ,,

.,

5

3
:3 8, :5 :5

....

''

6'.=

prose describes 'Symphony' as being suitable for
both melodies and baselines, but particularly for
winding chord progressions; though it's best suited
to slow pieces as its attack is rather long.
Reminiscent of the organs found in seaside picture
palaces of the early 20th Century (!) is the aptly
named 'Picture Palace', and is best suited to lead
work. 'FM Bass' has that harsh, edgy characteristic

IFO

DCO 2

2

Another oldie but goodie...somehow, the Poly 800

RATE

p

DCO 1

0

LFO2

1

I

63

0

93

Long time no see for the DX2I... 'Leslie' is (surprise, surprise) a "reasonably 'classic' Hammond organ sound

YAMAHA DX21
Leslie

which produces a delayed build-up of Leslie effect when used with the modulation wheel at about 20%." Nuff

said.

Peter Watt, Bristol
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Yamaha's music computer has been somewhat
neglected in Patchwork, so here's an interesting
one to make amends. Titled 'Mystery', the sound is
more of an effect than anything else, but is still

99
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PR3

30

BREATH RANGE

WHEEL RANGE

TIME

Robert Algeuer, Austria
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Compufex Voice Tapes
Yamaha DX21/27/100 & CX5M
BEFORE DELVING INTO the sounds presented on
the banks, perhaps I could indulge in some moments

of thought.

Firstly, it's amazing how the cognitive process
works. The labelling of a sound does miraculously
sat down to
clarify its successfulness. When
review, I played the sounds to a panel who initially
I

didn't know the name of the patch.

I

got their

verdict, then revealed the patch name - suddenly,
they found it easier to re-evaluate and give a clear
thumbs up/down. Subjectivity and pre -conceived

valuations then, are ever present in a review of
sounds, and one man's "Beefy" is another man's
"Organ 2".

and programming

(although the BC qualities can be tweaked without

costs) but

another factor. The DX 21/27/100 series carry

too much trouble).
Let me say that the programming here is good,

requirements in such case are so subjective, it's a
pity that prospective buyers have no way of hearing

Second, the use of the voices, ie. CX5M or DX is

as

the

listening

120+ internal sounds of excellent quality, so any

even if the naming of the Voices is a little erratic (I

what they are buying in advance and so can make a

new sounds must clearly augment these to be of any

suppose though that 240 new voice names can be a

use, especially as the on -board storage space (for

little wearing...). Special patch name of the year

qualified decision rather than a "suck it and see"
attitude.

live work in particular) is limited. As a DX owner, I
was primarily interested in the supplementing of my

must go to Wawaoo', the first patch I've ever heard

own work, and so the CX5M user may find

(phonetically).

proportionally more of the sounds useful.
Finally, in a lot of cases, the more sounds you have

around you, the easier it is to write and the broader

In the end, it comes down to your purse and ears.

Guy Manning

that actually sounds exactly like the name suggests

So, the sounds themselves are quite good, but I
was looking for something to add to my collection.

More from Compufex, 39 Coventry Close,

At f 19.95 the price is good (in relation to hardware

'23

Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 3UW.
(0202) 690740

the scope of the end pieces. Sound suggest their
own space and new sound always opens up new
possibilities and ideas. DX programming can be
tricky and "tweaking" voices requires time, patience,

dedication and a lot of bottle, even presuming that

you know the type of sound you want in the first
place!

So, to the Voices themselves, presented in 10
banks of 24 voices for the DX user and 4 banks of 48

for the CX5 user.
On the whole, with some exceptions, most of the
sounds here were judged reasonable, generally OK,

but not many would make you jump for joy. Either
the voices were lacklustre or the "roots" patches
could quickly be recognised, relegating them to
interesting variations rather than original ideas. Too
many times we thought that we'd heard it all before.
The Instrumental Banks (I and 2) had some good
voices including the excellent 'Hand Bell' and the 'El

Grande' piano (should have been called 'Beatles

Piano Sound' - very authentic). But the strings
sounds were unconvincing and the guitar patches
never do sound like guitars. Doublebass' is very real

(around middle C) and the 'Whistle' a la Roger
Whittaker is very usable.

The Synth Banks (3, 4 and 5) are a real eye
opener. If you've been missing that 70's ELP/Yes
feeling for some time, then there are some here for

you. Look no further than 'Mild Synth', 'Delicasyn',
'Woof and 'Beefy'. Now, I always look forward to
the Sound Effects Banks (6 and 7) and on the whole,

these were delightful if a little useless (unless driving
the rest of the band mad is an objective).

Some of the sounds, and in particular the Drum
Kit (Bank 8), I found quite poor. Certainly if you had

recourse to a drum machine or drummer, then
you'd probably erase this bank from the tape (DX
owners). The other percussion effects are so-so and
would not take up space on my DX.
Bank I 0 is labelled Breath Controller Patches and
as I had no such BC I feel it's not fair to say too much,

other than in passing they sounded pleasant
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987
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For years, keyboard players have had the benefit of split keyboards to take
advantage of a synthesiser's ability to play more than one sound at a time. We look
at how guitar synth players can use MIDI Mode 4 to do the same, and more.
Text by Rick Davies.

WHETHER THE GUITAR controller you

housed in one package. Fortunately, most

to

use is of the pitch -to -MIDI variety (such as
the Shadow system), or a guitar -like

guitar controllers allow notes played on
each string to be transmitted on different
MIDI channels, so we'll work with this

you'll need to

capability assumed implemented in which-

send out six distinct MIDI program -change
messages, one over each of the six MIDI
channels in use.
The Shadow (or Ovation, or Charvel, or

controllers speak the same language. Some

ever guitar controller is being used.

Takamine) GTM6 guitar controller gets

just happen to be more conversant than

If we were to set each guitar string to its
own MIDI channel, then we'd only need to
set each synth to the desired MIDI channel,
set each synth to Mode 3, and each string
would play the corresponding synth.

you going in the right direction by allowing
you to transmit three program -changes in

instrument (such as the SynthAxe or
Stepp), when it comes to MIDI, all

others, that's all.

Still, the quality of sound you derive
from your system depends not only on the

capabilities of each component in your
system, but also on how well you can
establish a link between your controller
and your synths.

The guitar controller presents new

opportunities to get more out of a
synthesiser than may be obvious. Although
each string has only a 20 -odd note range, it
generates the same type of MIDI data as a
MIDI keyboard. But since a guitar uses six
strings to cover its full range of MIDI notes,

Although the controller is transmitting

one go, using a "parallel chain" feature
which lets you build up three series of
program changes which can be stepped
through with a footswitch. Since each of

over several channels, each synth needs

the three chains can operate over a

only to receive on one channel for the

different MIDI channel, the GTM6 system
will take care of three synths.
So if three synths are enough to keep
you busy, you could assign pairs of strings
to the same MIDI channel, and the GTM6
could control the program changes from
there. For example, the first two strings
could be assigned to channel 3, the third
and fourth strings to channel 4, and the
fifth and sixth strings to channel 5.
Although this is a compromise of sorts, it's

current setup.
All we'd need to do next is select the
desired program on each synth, and we

could have, for example, three distinct
string synth sounds on the first three
strings, and brass, clay, and bass guitar
sounds on the last three strings.

it can be dealt with as six independent
controllers in one. This is where Mode 4

that you can play the same note on

comes in handy.

different strings and get a different timbre

The advantage of doing things this way is

Patches, presets, programs, voices. Each

each time, just as you would on a real

manufacturer seems to use a different
term for the same thing. For simplicity,
we'll use the term "program" since it is
used in the MIDI spec. With that matter

guitar though in this case the differences
in timbre may be a bit more drastic than
they can ever be on an acoustic guitar.
But the above arrangement involves a
fair deal of setup time. Now, suppose you

out of the way, let's consider some of the
complication involved in assigning different
programs to each string of a guitar
controller.
First, we'll consider the ideal situation,
in which there are plenty of synths to go
around (say six), and each one is to be
played by an individual string. Later, we'll

consider other, more modest setups.
Keep in mind that multi-timbral synths can
usually
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be regarded

as

several synths

need a different synth arrangement for
another tune. If you were to repeat the
process described above very often, you'd
eventually get pretty fed up. So the idea is
to use MIDI program -change messages to

set up all of the synths simultaneously,
under the control of the guitar.
There are a couple of ways of doing this.
Obviously, you'll want to change programs
on all six synths, but since each synth is set

certainly a step in the right direction.
Not all guitar controllers have such a
multi -channel program -change capability,

however. For example, if you happen to
use the Ibanez MCI , you can send program
changes over any one channel at a time, but

you'll need external assistance to get the
message across to more than one synth.
Fortunately, there are devices designed

to do this for you. For example, the JL
Cooper MIDI Link has one MIDI input and
six MIDI outputs. The MIDI Link connects

between the guitar controller and the
synths, so the controller can be the origin
of all program changes. In fact, since the
MIDI Link has six MIDI outputs, you can
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

MONO MODE
connect each synth directly to one output,

rather than rely on chaining the synths
together with their MIDI Thru sockets.
When the MIDI Link receives a program change message over MIDI, it transmits any

combination of MIDI program changes
over any combination of MIDI channels,
out of any combination of the six MIDI
outputs. All you need to do is program
your desired program combinations into
the MIDI Link, and it'll take care of the
channel and program assignments. The
MIDI Link does this without affecting any
other MIDI messages. And with its six
MIDI output ports, it's a machine that's
well suited to solve the kind of problems
you might come across.

Another American company, Voyce,
have a couple of MIDI accessories which
can be used to help rearrange several synth

programs simultaneously. Their LX4 and
D(9 can handle four and nine channels of
MIDI data respectively, so you would have

to take into consideration how many
synths you are going to

use before
selecting one of these models. In addition

to transmitting multiple MIDI program changes upon receiving one, the Voyce
units also handle note transposition and
other handy data manipulation.
K -Muse (American again, I'm afraid)
have a MIDI foot controller coming out in
early 1987 which connects to the Photon

guitar -to -MIDI converter's MIDI input.
When you select a program on the foot
controller, several program -change messages are transmitted over individual MIDI

channels. Since this foot controller will
also contain other special controls for the
Photon, it should be a desirable addition to
the system. Still, it won't help other guitar
controllers to deal with multiple program changes.

So far we have assumed that each synth
requires a distinct program change. But if

works, and it may appear simpler to have

on the corresponding string rather than a

the same program

key, and each string can play as many

all

synths

playing

numbers at all times, arranging your synth

programs as the corresponding synth has

programs into the appropriate memory

to offer. On the other hand, if you play

locations requires some planning, and will

your cards right, you can use one synth to
take the place of several.
Take the example of a synth with a split
capability. The Matrix 6R has a handy Mode
4 implementation which allows its left and
right programs to be played over separate

probably require you to store copies of
some programs in several memory locations, which is not terribly efficient.
On the other hand, if you happen to be
using

an

Oberheim Matrix 6R synth

you'll find a special "patch
mapping" facility which enables the synth
to change to any program upon receiving a
different program number over MIDI, so
module,

there's no need to copy programs into
other memory locations.
At the top end of the guitar controller
market, the SynthAxe takes care of all of

your worries. Whether you choose to
select a program from the controller or
step through a series of program changes,
multiple program -changes are transmitted
over as many MIDI channels as is required
by your system.
We've assumed that we're dealing with
synths capable of playing only one sound at

a time so far, whereas there are a large

number of instruments with keyboard

you're prepared to do a bit of planning,
you can arrange your synth programs so
that when each synth receives the same

split, layering, or even multi-sampling
capabilities.

program -change message, the desired
sounds are selected. For example, program

string, then the split -point becomes a fret

If you control a split synth from one

MIDI channels. Since the left and right
programs also have programmable zones
(note ranges to which they are assigned), a

guitar controller can use the Matrix to
cover two strings separately, or more
strings if having only two sounds is
acceptable.

As you might have noticed by now,
there are still some differences to be
sorted out between guitar controllers and
the synths they drive, even though several
manufacturers have MIDI accessories to fill
the gaps.

More recent entries into the guitar
controller market appear to have corrected

some of the limitations of earlier models,
which indicates that designers are doing
their best to eliminate the need for
additional MIDI accessories.
The possibilities are many, and with a bit
of planning and patience, a guitar can earn
its keep as a master MIDI controller.

00 could be a brass patch on one synth,
strings on another, bass on yet another
synth, and so on. The only thing you'd have

to do then is find a way to send program
changes over six individual MIDI channels.
An economic solution to this problem is

the Alesis MPX MIDI Transmitter,

a

battery -operated program selector which,

thankfully, is available in the UK through
Sound Technology. This device normally
transmits program changes over only one
channel at a time, but thanks to Alesis'
decision: to include a "Channel 0", a single
program selection on the MPX can cause

that program change to be transmitted
over all 16 channels.
If you choose to use this method, be

careful you don't have any other MIDI
instruments connected to the MPX which

you do not want to respond to program
changes. And even though this method
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987
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SEQUENTIAL

STUDIO
440
Sampling Drum Machine/Sequencer
Atlantic. This was made possible by a revolutionary arrival

in my life, a Tandy 600 portable computer. For me, the
Tandy machine has one huge advantage over every other
computer ever made: when you turn it off (or the power
gets accidentally disconnected), it doesn't forget everything

it ever knew. Thanks, I ought to point out, to a battery
back-up on its memory.
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And it's a wonderful thing, battery back-up. Of course
we've been spoilt by it on synths. We think nothing of it

:4

when we turn the cheapest polysynth off and back on again

;

to find the sounds are still there. In fact, we only notice it
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when it doesn't work. Then suddenly, it's as if the synth
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itself has been taken away. If we're lucky, we may still have
the factory sounds stored on data cassette somewhere, and

we can spend many happy hours trying to get them to load
back in. If we're lucky...

Sampling keyboards have brought us face to face with the

harsh reality of computer memory, because with the sole

The Studio 440
aims to be the all -

in -one MIDI
recorder for drum
programming,
sampling and
sequencing. But is
it sophisticated
enough to restore
the market's faith
in combination
machines?
Review by
Paul Wiffen.

RAISE THE SUBJECT of the Linn 9000 among top musicians

and programmers, and you can bet that whatever their
reaction, it will be a strong one. People either love its
sound, the convenience of combined rhythms and sequences

that it offers, and its way of approaching the tasks it
performs; or they hate the grittiness of its eight -bit
sampling, its glaring omissions in the areas of programmable

tuning, panning and MIDI, and the fact that nearly all
revisions of hardware and software seem to crash every
time a gnat hiccups 300 miles away. Even its strongest critics

have to concede its good points, and

its staunchest

defenders are left speechless by some of the more testing

moments in its operation (like when you discover that it
doesn't understand the MIDI clock, or that the song you've

been working on for days goes down the tubes when it
locks up).

Yet as a dedicated drum machine, MIDI recorder and
sampler, the Linn 9000 has filled a gap which no other
machine could. Until now, that is.

Preliminary specs on Sequential's Studio 440 which
began to filter through unofficial channels last summer-and

their subsequent confirmation by Sequential in the autumn
- made it clear that the machine would be addressing itself
to pretty much the same market as the Linn, but with some
major improvements.
The sounds would all use 12 -bit resolution, with a sample

from the mains.

But the Studio 440 is the first drum machine to lose
everything (sounds, sequences, programming setups, et al)

when it is switched off. In making what is probably the
cleverest drum machine in history, Sequential have also
produced the stupidest.
The 440 gets around this by saving everything to 31/2 -inch

floppy disks. But I'm still not sure that the average musician

will take kindly to a drum machine that won't make a sound

until you've loaded a disk (which takes 40 seconds), won't
play back any pre-recorded patterns until you've loaded

another one,

and

resets some of the most crucial

parameters every time you do.

The memory of the 440 is many times larger than that of
any other drum machine, especially in terms of that available

for holding drum samples. The 512K allocated for this is
four times the size of its nearest rival (the E -mu SPI2), as
are the 32 user sample locations available. All this memory

and speed on the 440 is truly wonderful, but why couldn't
Sequential have fitted a battery to retain those sounds when
the machine is turned off?

But perhaps we should be thankful for small mercies, in
that at least the 440 has its operating system on ROM. This
automatically boots up when you turn the power on...

rate of up to 42kHz, and a 32 -sound user -sampling option.
Pitch, Level and Pan would be programmable for every note

as on previous Sequential drum machines, but now there
would be eight separate outputs. Sequencing memory was
to be 50,000 notes with floppy disk storage, and
synchronisation would not be limited to unmusical SMPTE

or prehistoric pulses -per -quarter note, but would push
MIDI to its limits and introduce a new standard, MTC.

Storage
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exception of the Kurzweil, they all lose their sounds (many
forget their operating system as well) when disconnected

Sampling
THE 440 IS an expensive beast, partly because it boasts a

good selection of cle'ver software tricks (more later), and
partly because, as already stated, it is well endowed with
memory.

The most immediate result of the latter feature is that
the sound quality of samples made on the Studio 440 is
exceptionally high. As it turns out, many of the factory
samples are not even made at the best available bandwidth,

LET'S GET THE major complaint out of the way first. I can

yet they sound brighter than anything I've ever heard on a
drum machine before.

sum it up in one word. Amnesia. Let me explain. Much of
this review was written aboard a TWA 747 flying over the

reproduce the sound of a cymbal right up to the final dying

Now, for the first time on a drum machine, you can
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whisper of vibrating metal (thanks to the 42K sample rate,

the parameters we are going to look at can be set up

and the long sample times the huge memory makes

independently for the Normal and Alternate versions. So

possible). As most percussion sounds last well under half -a -

you can have different loops, different analogue parameters,

second, you can afford to squander up to ten seconds at full

and so on and then just switch between them at will.

bandwidth on capturing a complete cymbal, and still

Start and End points for your sample loops on the 440 are

accompany it with a full drum kit (bass drum, snare, toms

shown as five- or six -figure addresses, which is certainly an

and hi -hat).

improvement on the nearest 1000 bytes shown in the

You're also given the ability to "audition" the results of

Prophet 2000's two -digit display.

the 440's three available sample rates (42kHz, 31 kHz and

And you can still step between zero crossings by

16kHz) before you actually make your samples, and to
recover any portions of memory not required in the final

selecting Auto, which is the fastest way to get rid of clicks.

sound.

get into computer -assisted looping that the 440 really
comes into its own. First, the Auto facility looks for zero
crossings or zero slopes depending on whether you are
using forward or forwards/backwards loops to get the

The former is a particularly clever trick, achieved by
feeding the audio signal through the 440's ADC (analogue -

Loop points can be set in the same way, but it's when you

to -digital converter) and then straight back out through its
DAC (digital -to -analogue, would you believe) stage

smoothest possible transitions. But when you can't go any

without storing it in memory along the way. You simply

further with that, you can turn to that innovation of

choose which sample rate you want to hear, play your drum

Northern California, the crossfade loop, the first of its kind

sound into the 440, and the way you hear it is the way it will

on a dedicated percussion sampler.

sound when it has been stored in the machine. So, you can

find out if you really need to use the fastest rate (42kHz) to
capture that snare sound, or if you can get away with 31 kHz
and save memory for other sounds.

The sampling procedure is very similar to that on the
Prophet 2000, with the three sample rates, length, sample

and trigger level all programmable. However, the whole
process is made considerably easier by the sort of help that

only a 32 -character backlit LCD and hardwired pots can
give you. No longer do you have to set length in blocks of
data and have your trigger threshold altered when you
change another parameter.

Once a sound has been sampled, you can play it back
instantly from one of the eight 440's pads by selecting the
bank in whose row that sample location appears. And from

that pad, you can immediately put your sound into a new

pattern. Alternatively, by sampling or copying into the
particular location used before, you are able to replace a
sound in a pattern which has already been created. Much,
much easier than replacing sounds by triggering an AMS off tape.

Editing

Now, looping is not normally associated with sampled

percussion sounds (though a rudimentary form of it is
featured on the SP 12). However, the sort of looping
facilities offered on the 440 (a choice of sustain and release

loops, zero crossings and crossfade looping), are more
flexible than those of just about any keyboard sampler.

The digital editing on the 440 is also the sort of thing
you'd normally expect from the most flexible keyboard
samplers, with splicing (again with crossfade), reversing and
gain boosting all available.

And in

the enveloping field,

the 440 gives

you

programmable Attack, Sustain and Release times on both
Amplifier (loudness) and Filter (brightness) envelopes, with
velocity control (the 440's pads are velocity -sensitive) of
attack, release and envelope amount and pitch -tracking for

attack, sustain and release. This sort of envelope is much
better suited to dealing with samples in general than the

conventional ADSR. Sampled sounds are recorded with
their own decay characteristic built-in, so rarely do you

have any use for envelope decay. On the other hand,
programmable sustain time (as opposed to level, as on
ADSRs) is a much better idea, especially on percussion
sounds, as you can achieve the sort of effects you would
normally need external gating for.

IF YOU HAVE a bit more patience and can wait to use your

However, for the kind of longer looped samples you

drum sound, you have the ability to truncate it, loop it,
adjust its envelope, append it to another sample, name it,

would make on a keyboard sampler, you may well want to
be able to sustain the sound for as long as you hold the pad

recover any unused memory, and so on.

(or key on a connected MIDI keyboard). The 440 allows for

Let's look at these capabilities a bit more closely. The
first thing we should point out is that each sample on the
440 can exist in two separate forms, based on the same

this eventuality as well, by making sustain time controllable

sample data, but with a complete set of independent
parameters. These two versions are referred to as the
Normal and Alternate versions. In the usual run of things,
the Normal sample will be used unless you hit the Alternate
Parameters button. If you do this (and there's an LED that

tells you), the sound always plays with those alternative
parameters, and this fact is remembered even after you go

by the Gate. This is the only way you can control sustain
time on ADSRs, so here you have the best of both worlds.

The fact that all three envelope times can be altered by
pitch -tracking is particularly appropriate to samples, as they

are so obviously pitch -time related. In other words, the
higher the replay pitch, the shorter the time the sample
lasts. So it's handy to be able to adjust your envelope times
to match the time your sample lasts.
On the 440, each sound can be replayed over a two -and ,.....

on to play other sounds and saved to disk. When you return

a -half octave range. But tuning can also be controlled during

you will find the Alternate version, until you hit the
Alternate Parameters buttons to toggle back to the

sample replay via what are known as Bend parameters. This

Normal version.

On most of the factory sounds, the alternative version is
used to call up reversed samples just like those available on

allows you to offset a sample's pitch and then control the
speed at which the pitch returns to the original pitch. This
can be further modified by the velocity and pitch -tracking,
and you can also decide whether the bend starts as soon as

the Sequential Tom. Except, that is, for the open hi -hat
sound, which uses different Start and End Points in its

you trigger a note, or when you release it. This allows a

Alternate version to give a "closed" sound. This can then be

samples.

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from the degree of

assignable switching and triggering functions), so that hi -hat

flexibility and control available in the field of sample editing

parts can be programmed in exactly the same way as real hi -

is that the 440 should under no circumstances be seen as just

hat lines - by opening and closing with your foot.

a percussion sampler. There is no doubt, in my mind, that

though they are, are really just the tip of the iceberg. Any of
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variety of syn-drum effects to be applied to acoustic

selected via footswitches (the 440 has two inputs for fully

But these two uses of Alternate Parameter mode, good

-.-y.

the 440 is as good as any keyboard sampler for making,
editing and looping sound samples of any description.
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sampler we use multi -samples to do this, but you may be
surprised to learn that the 440 can operate in this way, too.

Playback

Here it's called Mapped Mode, and it allows you total

BUT HOW DO you go about replaying those samples and
recording them in a sequence? Well, you can of course
simply access the 32 sounds via four banks, which each allow

you to trigger eight sounds at a time from the machine's
onboard pads. These pads are a big improvement on the
standard half -inch square buttons that most cheaper drum

freedom in the way you assign samples to certain ranges. In
fact, all 32 sounds in the 440 can be assigned a range on the

keyboard, to achieve realistic recreations of something
with as wide a range as a piano. And up to two sounds per

key can be assigned, so you could double up strings and
brass, for example.

suited to the velocity- and pressure -sensitivity which they

For those of you who have ever tried mapping on a
Prophet 2000, there is no need to be frightened by the
term on the 440. Thanks to the much larger display and

implement.

simplified procedure, mapping on the 440 is considerably

machines use, but not quite the size of the two-inch square

pads on the Linn. They are made of rubber, a material well

Next to these pads are three knobs which control level,
pitch and pan position. You simply hold down the pad which
triggers the sound you want to alter, move the appropriate

knob, and the pitch, level or pan position of that sound is

easier than on its keyboard -based predecessor. You simply
select the original pitch and highest pitch for each sample,

along with the MIDI channel you want to trigger it. This
allows not only smooth recreations of one instrument over

changed. There are 32 possible volume levels, 32 pitches (in

its whole range, but also multi-timbral keyboard layouts

semitones) and 32 pan positions across the stereo image.

with access on different MIDI channels if required.

These are all memorised, too, so if you move to alter
another sound's pitch or level, when you come back to the
first sound, its values haven't changed.

Any recordings you make on the internal sequencer
retain the volume, level and pan values they were recorded

ONCE YOU HAVE all your sounds in the machine and set

with, even if you overdub the same sound with different
values afterwards. This means that you can achieve rolls
around the toms or melody lines by overdubbing pitched

up to be played either from the pads or from an external
MIDI keyboard, you can immediately start sequencing

sounds at different tunings.

between drum patterns and sequences as such, but any
internal sounds sequenced (drums or pitched instruments)

But wouldn't it be good if you could set up the pads to
put the sounds exactly where you wanted them? Funnily
enough, this is just what you're able to do with the Kits on
the 440. The best way to consider a Kit is to think of it as
being akin to a preset on a synthesiser. In each of the four

are not tied to MIDI channels, so there are 16 MIDI channels
available to sequence external sounds.

In order to start recording, you need to specify the time
signature and length of your sequence in bars. Here the

open-endedness of the 440's sequencer immediately

the eight pads (the same sound to each pad, if required) and

This could be a standard drum kit setup, say (left -to -right)

becomes apparent, as you can specify a four -bar cycling
sequence or 999 -bar linear recording, to suit the way you
prefer to work. Time signature can be anything from Ito 64

bass drum, snare, hi tom, mid tom, lo tom, hi -hat, cymbal.

over 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24 or 32, but it defaults to 4/4, you'll

Or it could be one sound, the snare for example, with a

be pleased to hear. Still, it's nice to know that if the urge to

different volume as you go across.

record in 59/12 becomes too much to resist, the 440 can

But Kits don't have to be used just for drum sounds. The

bass samples which Sequential give you (Slap, Picked,

handle it.

Auto -correct (or quantisation) is given a similarly flexible
from quarter -notes (for the most tragically

Analog and Digital synth) can also be spread across all eight

range,

pads with different pitches to allow you to play basslines.
And programming basslines from pads turns out to be a

unmusical) to thirty-second note triplets (for the fussy).

great way of getting the same feel in the bass as you have in

the drum pattern (which is the way all good rhythm sections
should be).

Any other pitched sounds (Orchestra hits, piano lines,
guitar samples, anything) can also be programmed from a
multi -pitch Kit, and you may well find this beneficial if the

This section also contains a Shift parameter, so that auto correction can be shifted ahead or behind the beat.

The auto -correct parameters (you can switch them off
completely if you want to) also govern the positioning of
notes during auto -repeat, and the size of the steps in step -

time recording.

A Metronome click is available for real-time recording,

part you're playing is very rhythmic.

and this can also be set to sound over the quarter -note to

What's more, you can play the pads polyphonically, so
you can input chords this way, either by hitting more than

one pad simultaneously, or by building up harmonies in

32nd -note triplet range. Metronome pitch can also be
adjusted, so that it can be heard in a different register to
whatever sounds are coming out of the machine. No more

several takes.

inaudible clicks here.

However, my feeling is that most people will still feel

The Swing feature is a record function, and gives added

more comfortable playing pitched sounds from a keyboard,

weight to the first of each pair of two beats. It's a versatile

and by routing the 440's MIDI In to "Sounds", you can do

beast, because being based on the auto -correct value, it

just that. The bottom two octaves (of a

allows you to swing at any level you like from (you guessed

five -octave

keyboard) can access two Kits simultaneously via MIDI. So

it) quarter -notes down to 32nd -notes.

you can put the same sound with different pitches and pan

Usefully, Auto -correct, Swing and Metronome settings
can all be altered while a sequence is running, and the

positions over two Kits, giving you 16 different versions of
the same sample available at the same time, or assign 16
different drum sounds to play from the keyboard. If you

changes made take effect at the beginning of the next bar.

hold any of these keys down, the sound it triggers can be

is no way to Auto -correct or Swing parts already recorded

played over its full range of 32 semitones, using the two -

and -a -half octaves above Middle C (F3 to B5) with

"after the event", and nor is there any way of removing
these effects if they produce undesired results without

Alternate Parameters being toggled by d$3.

erasing and re-recording.

My principal criticism of this part of the 440 is that there

world, however, there are plenty of

Some people may be used to working like this, but in the

instruments that require a good bit more than a 32 -

interests of having as open-ended a system as possible,

semitone range to be reproduced properly. On a keyboard

there really should be ways to "audition" the results of

In

100

them. The Studio 440's format draws no distinction

Kits available, you can assign any of the 32 sounds to each of

then assign each pad its own tuning, level and pan position.

Studio 440

Sequencing

the real
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Auto -correct or Swing without committing yourself to

create the chorus and middle eight, and then combine these

keeping them or re -doing the part...

into another Song to produce the finished form.
The only limit I found to the number of times you could

For those who like to work in tape -recorder fashion, the

terms of bar, beat and click (24 per quarter -note) numbers

go round this "Sequence to Song and back to Sequence"
cycle was when I got to the stage where memory was full of
the various components cleared along the way - but if you

or SMPTE time.

delete these as soon as they are no longer required, you

440's sequencer also features programmable Punch In and

Punch Out points in the sequence. These can be set up in

And those who think that the drum machine approach is

could have a new hi -tech way of building up your first

best can use the Work Loop, which cycles round and round

symphony.

a set number of bars.

And don't forget that you can save individual sequences
at any time in case you need them later.

The sequencer has eight tracks, which some might regard

as a limitation, but is not restricted to "one MIDI channel

The only problem is that, unlike the Roland MC500, the

Synchronisation facilities on the 440 are nothing if not
complete. For those antique bits of gear you have lying
around, there are triggers and 24, 48 or 96 ppqn
connections. And studio engineers will be pleased to see
SMPTE (24, 25 or 30 frames/sec dropframe and nondropframe varieties) which can only tell the time, not set

Studio 440 doesn't allow you to extract the data on one

tempo. Modern musicians will be glad to see the MIDI clock,

MIDI channel out of a track for further editing. I trust this is

together with those wonderful song pointers which allow

something Sequential haven't had time to implement yet, as

synchronised playback from any point in your track.

per channel" format. You can merge as much data onto one

track as you like, with all the internal sounds plus 32
channels of MIDI sequencing (16 from each of the two MIDI
outputs) held on one track.

it can be a lifesaver, but the manual does seem a bit final
when it says "once data is bounced together, it can't be
unbounced". So there.

While you are working, you can Mute any or all of your
previously recorded tracks so they don't distract you, and
then Unmute them at will.
In

fact, one of Sequential's demo sequences uses

Now, the problem normally is that systems like those
described above are not directly compatible without some
sort of interface, but by having them all on the 440, you can
use one machine to act as a master interface device, running

off -tape SMPTE in the recording studio and dispensing
MIDI, clicks and triggers to its humble slaves. But Chris

Meyer (software writer and MT contributor)

hasn't

(40 to 250) or in Frames Per Beat (45.0 to 5.8) for the

contented himself with this lot. Single-handedly (or so it
seems), he has developed the MIDI Time Code standard
(originally referred to as MSMPTE) to facilitate communication between us (musicians) and them (engineers). It
combines the absolute timing information accuracy of
SMPTE with the cues for MIDI devices to trigger from.

SMPTE-minded. The Initial Tempo for each sequence can

Needless to say, the Studio 440 both generates and

be set, and then changed by up to +/ -99.9 BPM or

receives MIDI Time Code.

Mute/Unmute very effectively to change the parts in one
cycling sequence, continuously changing the sections you
are hearing.

Tempo and timing options on the 440 are also extremely
flexible. The internal clock can be set in Beats Per Minute

+ / - 18.0 FPB in each bar. This change can take place within

the space of one beat, or over a maximum 99 beats.
Alternatively, the timing throughout can be varied by
tapping in the tempo, so you can add a more human feel to

Verdict

your sequences, or sync your sequences to music already

TO BEGIN WITH, comparisons with the Linn 9000 are
bound to occur. But as far as I'm concerned, there is no

recorded.

comparison. The increased sample fidelity and the fact that

The amount of beats over which tempo changes are

all the 440's sounds can be user samples is enough for me to

averaged out is variable between 2 and 8, and the process

declare it a clear winner. I prefer the 440's more sensitive
pads (though this is a very personal thing) and the way you

can be carried out at eighth- or quarter -note levels. The
timing of data being sent out of each of the MIDI Outs can
be offset to cope with MIDI devices which respond late to
MIDI data. The offset can be anything from +15 to -14

can

assign

sounds, tuning, level and pan position to

whichever pads you want. The sequencing side of things is

more open-ended as well, though there's no doubt some

milliseconds, and is independent for each MIDI Out. This is

users will still prefer the immediacy of the Linn. Finally, the

all very fine, but I can't help feeling that certain machines I

Studio 440 is a new machine, available now; the Linn 9000 is

know could do with a bit more help than 15 milliseconds.

an old machine made by a company that no longer exists,

And seeing as it may be only one device which is late, or that

and is no longer available.

different devices need different offsets, it would be better if

To sum up the 440 is as difficult as it is to categorise it. As

this feature were independent for each track or MIDI

a digital drum machine, it is the highest -fidelity device there

channel.

has ever been, and provides some excellent drum pads for

Still on the sequencing front, there are a whole host of
standard editing features on the Studio 440, plus a few

you to trigger those high-fidelity sounds from.

which are not so usual. Erase, Bounce, Copy, Delete, Insert,

rack -mount samplers, and a lot more besides in some areas.

Transpose and MIDI Channelise are fairly commonplace,

As a sequencer it is a very powerful device, with extensive

but Replace (which substitutes one of the internal sounds
for another in a sequence) and Velocity Scale (which allows

and innovative editing features, but without the ability to
undo auto -corrected and merged tracks if the results are

overall MIDI mixing) are as interesting as they are unusual.

unsatisfactory. As a master controller, it does just about all

Rotate is even more off-the-wall, sliding a track forwards

or backwards against the others by a specified number of

As a sampler, it is equal to the best 12 -bit keyboard or

the interfacing you are ever likely to need, whether in
conjunction with MIDI or pre -MIDI devices.

clicks (for a subtle effect) or beats (for more experimental

But the real beauty of the Studio 440 is that it is all of

stuff). I found it best for advancing the snare in a track to

these things in one box. The few omissions in the operating

"push" a whole piece along.

system may well be added in system updates, but the

The 99 sequences can be joined together into 12 songs,
but if this doesn't give you the required complexity, you can

Dub Songs back to Sequences and then recombine these

until you get where you're going. For example, you might
combine several sequences together into Song to make
your verse, Dub it back to a sequence, do the same to
I
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features already present make it the most comprehensive
combination machine currently available on the market.
Shame it's so forgetful.

Price £3495 including VAT

More from Sequential Europe, PO Box 16, 3640 AA
Mijdrecht, The Netherlands
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KORG S G1
Digital Piano

Photography Tim Goodyer

Latest entry into
the booming
electronic piano
market uses
"traditional"
sampling
techniques, but
has some novel
features, too.
How does it
compare with the
rest of them?
Review by
Simon Trask.

OF ALL THE tests that modern music technology is put to,
the most consistently difficult is its ability to recreate the

front panel. As with Roland's RD300, the SG I has no central

sound of an acoustic piano. It's still a sound that the majority

too much of a problem.
Received wisdom dictates that electronic pianos need

of keyboard players want from their technology, and for
studios who have to keep calling in the piano tuner or for
touring musicians who never know what acoustic horror

only provide a small number of sounds onboard - they are

essentially pianos rather than all-purpose synthesisers or

they'll be presented with next, the availability of an

samplers. So, the SG I has four piano sounds (two acoustic

electronic instrument of consistent quality

and two electric), which turns out to be several less than
other electronic pianos currently on the market.

is

a strong

attraction.
Nowadays there's the added attraction of incorporating
a "piano" with all the other goodies that technology has to
offer, courtesy of MIDI. The latest wave of electronic pianos

to attempt the magic feat has brought us offerings from
Yamaha, Roland, Ensoniq and now Korg. The last company

on that list has an offering called the SG I , with the letters

However, Korg have provided the option of a much
broader sound palette by giving the SG I a slot for ROM
cards. None were available with the review instrument, but
apparently harpsichord, clavinet, guitar/bass and harp cards
are in existence.

Elsewhere, the SG I provides you with three -band

standing for Sampling Grand - though curiously, the

equalisation (bass,

instrument can't actually sample sounds the way Korg's
DSS I can, for instance.

additional brilliance control for modifying the overall

As seems to be common practice among manufacturers

panel sliders, allowing modifications to be made very

mid and treble) together with an

character of its sounds. These are implemented on front -

of electronic pianos, Korg have made their instrument

quickly.

available in 76 -note (the SG I) and 88 -note (the SG I D,
which we had for review) versions. While the keyboard
span is the most noticeable difference, it's also worth

(not storable) and depth and speed parameters adjustable

bearing in mind that only the 88 -note version is pressure sensitive for MIDI transmission, while the 76 -note version

Also provided is a digital chorus unit, with on/off control

via front -panel sliders. Subjectively this chorus lacks the
warmth and fullness that Roland are able to bring to their
chorusing, though it's usable enough.

goes some way towards compensating for its smaller
number of notes by including key transposition over a one -

octave range. Apart from these differences, the two SG I s
offer the same facilities.

In keeping with current electronic piano aesthetics, the
is rigorously constructed and has a sparsely designed

SG I
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LED window display, which fortunately doesn't prove to be

Sounds
WHILE YAMAHA HAVE chosen to use FM for their PF
pianos and Roland have used Structured/Adaptive Synthesis
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for their expanding RD range, Korg (like Ensoniq) have

its own, this is a genuinely useful range which allows you to

opted for sampling - in this case 12 -bit sampling. As you'll

fine-tune the response to your taste. And when used in
conjunction with slaved MIDI instruments - which

probably know, for sampling to be effective over a wide
range, you need to take a number of samples; in other
words, you need to embark on what's known as multisampling. Korg have provided about 12 samples for each

themselves have varying responses to MIDI velocity data -

it's more useful still.
What is annoying, though, is that Korg have used a small

sound, some crossover points being more noticeable than
others; it's a point worth bearing in mind, and of course a

knob on the piano's rear panel for selecting the scale. The
same approach has been adopted for selecting the MIDI

consideration which doesn't arise with the Roland and

transmit and receive channels, and for adjusting the master

Yamaha offerings.

tuning of the instrument (+/- nearly a semitone). Not

But the actual sound quality of the acoustic pianos is
superb: clear and rich right across the range, and bright

exactly what I'd call ready access.

without being thin in the upper regions (where the hammer

strike is also caught very well). The first acoustic piano
sound represents the "standard" acoustic grand, while the

Interfacing

second has more of a honky-tonk sound to it - though less

THE PROVISION OF MIDI on today's electronic pianos

noticeably at each pitch extreme.

(and what manufacturer in their right mind wouldn't provide

The electric pianos which Korg have opted for both have

it?) obviously has implications for the ways in which these

a hard -edged sound, though the second has more warmth

instruments will be used. The simplest application is to

to it. Neither are representative of a Fender Rhodes sound,

record and play back solo piano performances using a MIDI

for those of you who want such a thing.
If there is a weakness to the SG I sounds, it appears when

they are sustained; depending on the range, there is either
an unnatural buzzing or a ringing, which perhaps arises from

the looping of sounds (though if there is some looping
taking place, it's incredibly smooth on all four sounds).
These characteristics also tend to make the decay sound a

little too long to be realistic.
One aspect of piano sounds which computer hardware

and software have yet to touch upon is the interaction
between notes within the resonant body of an acoustic
piano; this is particularly evident when using the damper
pedal, which on a real piano releases the dampers from all

"Unusually, there's a slot for ROM sound cards. None were
available with the review instrument, but apparently
harpsichord, clavinet, guitar/ bass and harp cards are in
existence."
sequencer, but your piano can also become prime candidate

for the role of master keyboard in a larger MIDI setup.
Korg's offering gives you some flexibility in determining

how you want to organise your piano sounds and MIDI'd
slave sounds. Essentially this involves a single split -point
which can be set anywhere on the keyboard, giving you two

the strings. Technology has some way to go before it is able

sections which together can be set to various combinations

to recreate all this complexity, and comparing any digital
equivalent with the real thing, the difference can be quite

of internal and MIDI performance.

striking - though in the case of a digital instrument in

both sections playing internal sounds and transmitting to

isolation, this is perhaps a consideration which will concern

external MIDI devices. You can also set the upper section to

only perfectionists.
The SG1 keyboard conforms to the normal requirements

play only internal sounds while the lower section only

for a piano -style action, being weighted and consequently firm

play only internal sounds while the upper section transmits

to the touch; if anything, this one was a mite too firm to
these fingers.
Korg have also provided a choice of eight velocity scales,

only to external MIDI devices; or set both sections to
transmit only to external MIDI devices. When internal
sounds are off, they can still be played from external

which effectively control the touch -responsiveness of the

instruments (this is known as MIDI Local Off), so you can be

SG1 and of any slaved MIDI instruments. With the piano on

recording into a MIDI sequencer using only an external:11w-
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Switch the SG I on, and the default arrangement involves

transmits to external MIDI devices; set the lower section to

110 3

sound, while the sequencer is playing back an SG I piano

possibility of using a Yamaha MCS2 to provide them, but

part.
a single MIDI transmit channel on the Korg, it's not possible

that's another story.
Finally, other MIDI facilities allow you to enable and
disable Omni reception, program -change reception and

to route each section of the SG Ito a different instrument.

sustain (damper) pedal transmission. These are implemented

Now, while this MIDI implementation doesn't cover
every possibility you might want to make use of, it's

by pressing the patch selector buttons in conjunction with

The other point to bear in mind is that, as you can only set

"You're given a choice of eight velocity scales to control the
touch -responsiveness of the SG1 and of any slaved MIDI
instruments...which themselves have varying responses to
MIDI velocity data."

the MIDI button; as each switch has its own LED, you can
see at a glance what the current settings are.
Overall, the SG I is a fine instrument which should satisfy

a lot of musicians looking for an electronic alternative to the

acoustic and/or electric piano. Its sound may not be the
most realistic overall, but it has a number of other
advantages over its rivals, most important of which is its
ability to play back sounds from additional ROM cards.
I

certainly flexible. And what's more, switching from one
mode to another can be accomplished with little fuss.
Unlike some manufacturers, Korg seem to appreciate
the role of an electronic piano as MIDI controller to the
extent that they've provided pitch -bend and mod wheels
for use with other MIDI equipment, despite the fact that

look forward to those with relish.

Price SG1D, £1499; SG1, £1349; ROM memory cards
£TBA; all including VAT
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5.1T 01-2675151

acoustic pianos obviously don't possess such things. They
may appear odd at first, but they're small enough to be fairly

inconspicuous, and they certainly come in useful when you

start connecting MIDI synth voice units to the SG I

.

Korg have also provided their mod wheel (which is
centre -sprung) with two functions, labelled vibrato and
filter tremolo and allocated to MIDI controllers and 2
I

respectively.

The only other MIDI controller which can be transmitted
is Sustain On/Off, but the SG I can also respond to master

volume, sostenuto and soft pedal commands from an
external instrument or sequencer. The instrument's
inability to generate these last three itself raises the ironic

)

)

...now plug in a
MIDI -CV
CONVERTER

converter responding to pitch, bend and velocity, and
carrying two sets of outputs for controlling two analogue
synthesisers (or our digital sampler). Other CV devices

UPGRADES HAVE NEVER
BEEN EASIER

Any of the 16 MIDI channels can be selected using the
`auto channel search' facility. Polyphonic operation is
made possible by 'chaining' several MIDIVERTERS, as

ISN'T IT TIME YOU
PLUGGED INTO
TAN RAK?

PRICE LIST
DESCRIPTION
Mother unit
Digital sampler/delay
Fader-panner
De-esser
Midiverter
Pro gate
Comp lim
Dynamic Noise Filter
Parametric equaliser
Psychoacoustic enhancer
Infinite flanger

PRICE

£ 99.95
£299.95

£ 89.95
£ 59.95

£169.95

£ 61.95
£ 65.95
£ 59.95
£ 61.95
£ 65.95
£ 99.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE (WITHIN Ulq

MIDIVERTER is a feature -packed MIDI -to -Analogue

such as our Fader-Panner can also then be controlled via
MIDI.

required - up to a full Mother Unit for eleven -voice
polyphony. It can even be used as a MIDI data 'cleanen

MIDIVERTER THE ULTIMATE
MIDI -ANALOGUE CONVERTER

)

TAN RAK offers the Performance and Features that todays music
demands from a studio effects system.
But don't take our word for it. Hear what the experts say.

"I was very impressed with the flexibility and fidelity of this device
(sampler). It far out -strips anything else currently available ..."
Tony Reed, International Musician, August 1986
"At the very, very least send for details of the TANRAK modules and
if you don't buy them, let me know which system you found to be
superior"
Ian Waugh, E & MM, August 1986

Go Modular - phone or write for a free brochure today

14 day money back guarantee.
TANTEK Business.and Technology Centre,
Dept. M.T. Bessemer Drive,Stevenage,Herts.SG1 2DX
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Phone 0438 310120
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THE NEW
ALESIS
MICROVERB
WHAT MORE
CAN YOU SAY!

£249

inc VAT

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK CURRENTLY
AVAILABLE:
Vesta Fire RV11 reverb
Alesis MPX MIDI Remote
Beyer MC740N mic
Sennheiser MKH40, P48 mic
Fostex E16

£247
£69
£760
£322
£4347
£2595
£84
£542
£423

Studiomaster Series II 16-4-2
Alesis MPX MIDI controller
Tascam Porta Two
Symetrix 544 expander/gate
RSD Series 2 mixing desks
In Stock
£780
Casio CZ1 their own DX5 for only
Yamaha MT1X -4 track recorder/mixer
£390
MTR Frequency Conscious noise gate
£234
Full range of Bokse Equipment in stock
£15
Boom Stands
Sennheiser Headphones
£15
32 way patchbays only
£35
Seck 12-8-2 (New Model)
£702
Loaded stage boxes (8 cannon, 4 jack)
£35
Headphone Splitter Boxes- 8 way
£25
£25
Di Boxes
JBL Control 1 monitors
£129 per pair
PLUS ACCESSIT, APHEX, ART, BEYER, CASIO, CUTEC, DIGITECH, DYNAMIX,
ENSONIQ, FOSTEX, MTR, RSD, ROLAND, REVOX, SEQUENTIAL, SYMETRIX, TANNOY,
TASCAM, VESTAFIRE, YAMAHA ... AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE
RING NOW FOR DETAILS ('All prices exclude VAT)

CASIO MIDI DRUM KITS NOW IN - Play your own drum machine
(touch sensitive) £544 + VAT (stands extra)
For those of you who live some distance from
Bedford, there are now two Thatched Cottage

EXEDEMO BARGAINS
LOOK CAREFULLY -YOU MIGHT FIND A
SECOND HAND OR EX -DEMO BARGAIN
YOU'VE BEEN AFTER . . .
Canary 16>8 desk
Dynacord Digital Reverb
Yamaha P150 power amp
MXR stereo compressor limiter
Digitec 2 second DDL
RAM RM10 8 track mixer
Yamaha SPX90

Seck 12-8-2
TAC Matchless 26>24>8>2
Yamaha Rev 7
MTR dual noise gate
Symetrix 544 expander/gate, as reviewed, ex -demo
Amazing Symetrix 511 single ended noise reduction
Fostex A80 8 track (mint)

RSD 16-16-2, mint
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter
Loads of S/H mics & stands
Slapback Scintillator
Tannoy DTM8 monitor speakers
Sennheiser 421 mics
Aces 18:16 desk - slightly scratched
Seck 18:8:2
Aces Hi -Spec 24 track 250 hrs use
MXR pitch transposer
Casio RZ-1 sampling drum machine
Yamaha MT1X (ex demo)

Fostex model 80 + 450 mixer package- mint

.....--*>- Demonstration Studios. Based around fully
professional 16 track set ups, they are designed to
--"Th"kJ let you hear equipment in a working environment.
From a Midifex to a SPX90, or an E16 to a noise gate, you'll get
good, unbiased advice and as they only demo gear, there'll be no
hard sell (you have to ring Bedford for that!). Whether you are
buying your first four track set-up or embarking on a Pro -16 track
venture, Phil and Paul know what it's like from experience. Give
them a ring and talk to guys who have proved it isn't a dream - you
can make a living from recording!
.1/4

THATCHED COTTAGE
MIDLANDS
Tel: 0926 315812
Contact: Paul Johnson, Thatched Cottage Audio,
The Lodge, Woodland Grange, Old Milverton Lane, Blackdown,
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.

THATCHED COTTAGE
SOUTH WEST
Tel: 0392 77205
Contact: Phil Trickey, Thatched Cottage Audio, Exeter & Devon Arts
Centre, Bradninch Place, Gandy Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 3LS.

IS

SECONDHAND AND

Time Matrix multi -tap delay
Tascam 38 (1 month old)
Fostex X15
Bel BD80
Q -Play programmable remote for B16/E16
Drawmer gates

AHB keymix 16 track computer system - fits any desk- only
Vesta Fire MIDI to CV converter
(All prices exclude VAT)

£550
£199
£199
£175
£190
£475
£475
£625
£8999
£825
£195
£325
£399
£1350
£1199
£195
£175
£295
£99
£999
£975
£7900
£399
£275
£365
£1599
£850
£1525
£199
£499
£150
£250
£1600
£65

New 24 track studio now fully operational - only £13 per hour * Why not bring along your
multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more outboard gear than any
other UK studio).

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial 8
or 16 track venture, I've come up with two packages, one eight track and
one sixteen track. Each contains EVERYTHING you will need for your
first paying session, from the multitrack machine right through to DI
boxes and cables. The price of the 8 track system is £4450 VAT and the
16 track is £8450 + VAT. At Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done.
In the last 3 months I have helped 11 new studios open and start making
money - my experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat what have you got to lose?
Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another
system? I will spectrum analyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic
equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astound you. Your tapes can
sound great anywhere - not just in the control room!
Prices from £99 + VAT (inc stereo 10 band graphic)

FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER

Thatched
Cottage Audio

Telephone Dave on Bedford (0234) 771259/771166
Thatched Cottage Audio, Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds.

Instant Pictures
Thanks to a Canadian invention called Mandala, digitised video images can now be
used to control MIDI events, and vice versa. It could have far-reaching implications
for all areas of performing art. Report by Jim Burgess.
IT'S A JUNGLE SCENE, complete with
heavy foliage. A digitised body is in the
centre of it all. Suddenly, two large birds
appear, flying lazily overhead. The body
leaps up and grabs them, causing a
synthesised squeal to emanate forth as the

birds turn into glowing balls. The balls
seem to attach themselves like leeches to

the hands of the body, following their
movement until, in one final motion, the
hands wrench themselves away in a snap.

The balls promptly explode, sounding a
combination of sound samples. As the
fragments of the exploded balls fall to the
ground, each one emits a dreamlike,

"Creating your own videos has
never been this easy, and the idea of
composing music and visuals at the
same time will become a reality."

harmonic note as it comes into contact

digitiser. Using the Genlock capability of

with the jungle floor.

the Amiga, graphic images can be combined

Sound like a scene out of a film you'd like
to see? It's just one of the limitless range of

with the live video output of the camera.
The result is that by moving around in
front of the camera, you cause a digitised
silhouette of your body to move around
"inside" the graphic images on the screen.
By watching the monitor as you move, it's
easy to get a feel for the position of your
body inside each graphic scene.
You can create your own video scenes

interactive video/music environments you
can create with a revolutionary new video based real-time performance instrument
known as Mandala. Very Vivid of Toronto,
Mandala's inventors, may very well have
created a new artistic medium in its own
right.
Mandala is a totally open-ended computer -based instrument that you can use
to integrate video images and music
together in a single performance system.
The performer plays any combination of
MIDI instruments by moving or dancing
around a "musical environment" that can
consist of literally any type of video image
or "scene" you can imagine.
The Mandala system revolves around a
customised Commodore Amiga computer

and Very Vivid's own video camera/
106

using one of the painting programs supplied
with the package or Mandala's own custom
image digitiser, which is capable of "photographing" any existing image from a book,

painting, photograph, whatever. The final
image will be the backdrop of your musical
environment. It might be a landscape, a
space scene, or whatever you can imagine.

Once you've got a visual backdrop or
scene, the next step is to create a variety
of icons for your image. These are graphic

objects that could look like just about
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

the man responsible for designing the

Literally any combination of events can be
set up and triggered from a specific body
movement. The performance environment
of your creation can be set up to cause any
combination of actions to happen, depend-

instrument's comprehensive user interface.

ing on where you move your body in

Mandala even lets you create complex

relation to the screen.

positioning within the scene as much as
you want.
The next step is to decide what sort of
an effect you want those icons to have
when you "play" them by allowing your

animation events. For example, you could

Here are some examples of some of the
performance environments Vincent John
Vincent (Very Vivid's Creative Director)
has already created for Mandala:

the way, trigger a colour change and send

I) An image of the Toronto skyscape

body image to come into contact with

out a program change and the following
notes on MIDI channel 13."

forms the backdrop, complete with sky-

anything - musical instruments, buildings,
projectiles,. and so on. When you're
satisfied with the icons or objects you've
created, you can place them into various
positions around the original scene you
created. Icons can be roved around the

of the other icons on the screen.

screen at will, so you can adjust their

them. By double-clicking on any icon, you

This open-ended programming technique is referred to as "nexting" by
Mandala's R&D Director Frank MacDonald,

say: "move this object in a straight line
from this point to this other point in five
seconds. If the object hits something on

scraper icons. The performer appears as a

can access a menu that is designed to

Godzilla-like figure towering over them.

permit any combination of events to occur
when that icon is played. These can include

As he smashes the tops of the buildings, a

instructions for literally any type of MIDI
event (including System Exclusive changes),
a paint or animation effect, a scene change,

a transposition or a total reconfiguration

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FEBRUARY 1987

Possibilities

variety of drum sounds are triggered via
MIDI note events.

2) A wall of sound is created over an

NOW THE ENDLESS creative possibilities

Egyptian backdrop that consists of a solid

of this instrument should be apparent.

horizontal row of small circles. As the pp.

I 07

performer moves left and right within the

it: "We want to put Mandala into the hands

screen, complex harmonic scales emanate

of creative performance artists. With a
system that's this open-ended, no two

effects may be generated directly from the
composition itself. Already, Very Vivid are
talking about an animated drummer that is

artists will use it in the same way. Everyone

controlled by a MIDI drum sequence...

from the MIDI instruments connected to
Mandala. One lone icon overhead is
triggered occasionally to transpose the
instrument to a new scale.
3) The performer is in the middle of an
interplanetary space scene. Suddenly, some
meteorite projectiles come hurling at him in

three dimensions. Those that strike him
change colours and create a series of
complex sound -effects on contact.
4) A series of musical instruments appear
on the screen: a vertical keyboard on one

side, a harp on the other, two tympani
drums in the middle. Each one is pre -

we've showed it to has come up with a
new idea of what they could do with it."
To help artists put the system to work
in their show, Very Vivid offer a consulting
service on a per project basis. That way,
their assistance is available to help program

Mandala for the application it's intended
for. Naturally a certain amount of customi-

sation might be necessary for certain
applications,

but if anything, that's a
challenge that seems to excite the people
responsible for creating Mandala.

configured to a specific scale or series of
notes and is sent out on a different MIDI
channel. Naturally, each of the connected
sound sources is set up with the sound that

corresponds to its icon.
As these examples might indicate, the
applications for live performance are
countless. With the advanced types of
MIDI control functions Mandala lets you
define, you could trigger notes or sound
effects, start and stop sequences, control a
lighting system or stage effects, control a
mixer or signal -processing equipment - all

Opposites

Imagine the interactive control you
could access with a Mandala and the new
breed of interactive MIDI software. Creating your own videos has never been this
easy, and the idea of composing music and

visuals at the same time will become a
reality at last. And maybe soon, no selfrespecting MIDI studio will be complete

as we know, no UK distributor has yet
been appointed. The package consists of a

ALL THE APPLICATIONS discussed so

modified Amiga with a Genlock board, a

far have used video images to control

RAM expander, a custom camera/digitiser,
the Mandala software, several Paint programs and Very Vivid's own custom MIDI
interface. Price on the other side of the
Atlantic is around $30,000, but the
manufacturers intend to market a MIDI to -visuals -only version of the instrument
as well, at a significantly lower price.
Only one question remains: Which
major performance artists will be the first
to put this revolutionary new instrument
to work in their show?

various MIDI events. But the system is also

capable of working the other way - where
specific MIDI events can be used to create
complex animation changes.
For example, different keyboard velocities

arena -type large -screen projection systems

perhaps aftertouch might be used to move
an object back and forth across the screen.

mance artists can literally interact live with

Mandala creates.

without its own in-house animation system.
Mandala is available now - though as far

with pre -determined body movements.
Furthermore, custom scenes could be
projected to the audience with one of the

now available. For the first time, perfor-

MIDI users can now generate advanced

computer animation effects for their
compositions, using the wide variety of
sequencing and MIDI control software
available to edit the types of effects that

might be used to specify colour

changes on the screen. A certain note

might trigger an animation event. Or

their own video.

This opens up a whole new world for
Mandala. After all, ever since computer

This is clearly the market Very Vivid are
positioning the Mandala for. As David Bray

animation became popular, musicians have

(the company's Marketing Director), puts

closer together. Now video animation

looked for ways of tying music and video

More from Very Vivid, 1499 Queen St.,
West Studio 302, Toronto ONT., Canada,
M6R-1A3.
(416) 537-7222

a

SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
L180 ono. 2S Hull (0482) 822358.

Keyboards

CASIO CZ101 in hard case with psu and
manuals, immac, E200. Chris 23 Bristol
(0272) 791169.

AKAI AX73 mint cond, boxed, £500, no

CASIO CZ101

offers. 2 01-346 9385.
BIT 99 with hard case, exc cond, L450, no

CASIO CZ230S digital synth, 2mchs old,

offers. Mark 2S 01-520 4226.

CASIO CZ101 cartridge, manuals, 3mths
old, E180. 2 Radcliffe 061-724 6560, after

boxed, as new,
manuals, etc, £180. 2 0 I -226 2919.

psu,

Yamaha VSS100 sampling keyboard, LI00.
Joe 2 01-554 0507, eves.
FENDER RHODES Stage 73, 6-oct
touch sensitive electric piano, sustain pedal;
exc, £280; London. Marko 2 (0203)
664181.

KORG MONO/POLY incredible variety
of sound, special effects etc, exc cond, L175,
for qbick sale. 2 (066 85) 360, pm,

(Northumberland).

KORG MONO/POLY 4VC0s, vgc, with
f/case, £225. Vox 2 -manual organ + Sharma

rotary cab, E195. Will split. Geof 2 (0903)

inc 4 -track sequencer and MIDI, £245 ono.
(0789) 840673 (Warwickshire).
'

FENDER RHODES Stage 73, exc cond,
'flightcase' style reinforced edges fitted,
E400 ono. Mike 23 Rickmansworth (0923)

CASIO CZS000 boxed, immac cond,

720083, anytime.

ono. SH101, vgc, with f/case, L120. Barry 2
Newbury (0635) 36007, 7-9pm.

763759.

KORG POLYSIX vgc, with f/case, £385

5.30pm.

multi-timbral synth with 8 -track sequencer,

FENDER RHODES Suitcase 88, £150.

CASIO CT202, 49 poly voices, ideal for

can deliver, £550. 2 (0977) 42659, after

SCI Pro One £95. Arp Omni 11E95 ono. Sam

bargain hunters and quality sound seekers.
C80 ono. Guner IS 0 I -951 0924.

6pm.

2 01-691 1344, after 6pm.

KORG POLYSIX, £350. Simmons SDS8
(non -Simmons pads), £300. Arp Solus +

HOHNER CLAVINET touch sensitive

MIDI £200. Delay £50.2S 01-381 3844.

CASIO CT6000 inc volume and sustain

headphones inc, immac, L130 ono. Amstrad

funk piano, vgc, £85 ono. Keith 2 (0827)

KORG POLY 61, E320 ono.

pedals, and hard case, as new, £395. Simon

MIDI HiFi, also immac, £80 ono. e (0992)

63038.

SH101 E110 ono. Roland MC202 £90 ono.

n (066 33) 2827.
CASIO CZ1 with stand, as new, E750 or
p/ex Yamaha DX. Can deliver. 2 Cambridge
(0223) 832873.

466612.

CASIO CZ1000 wanted in exchange for

(0532) 623908, eves.

my immaculate Juno 106, other keys, drum

CASIO MT400V stereo keyboard, with

machines considered. a (0634) 220720

stereo speakers, E110 ono. Yamaha MT I 0
drum m/c, hardly used, boxed, E60 ono. Lee
2 Dean (0594) 24902.
CASIO MT68 boxed, E70. Korg DDM220,

(Kent).
CASIO CZ101 manuals, psu, E180. Roland
TR303 Bass Line £75. Both mint, offers? E2
Ashford, Middx (0784) 245939, eves.

CASIO MT400V ADSR, filter, speakers,

CASIO MT400V polyphonic keyboard
with filter section, detachable stereo
speakers, boxed, as new, E100. ' Leeds

boxed, virtually unused, L60. 'The Kit',

CASIO CZ101 boxed, guaranteed, exc

offers? Clive aol -299 0867.

cond, with hundreds of Casio voices, £200.
21' (0977) 42659, after 6pm.
CASIO CZ101, f/case, manuals, £200.
Also SKI sampler E70 (unwanted gift). Both
boxed, as new. 2 (0794) 23178.

CASIO P1000 polyphonic keyboard, 5-

CASIO CZ101 exc cond, boxed, power
supply and manuals, £210. Footswitch DDL
(Ibanez) £90. Geoff 23 (0428) 723744, eves.
CASIO CZ 10 I boxed with manuals, C 150
or p/ex for Yamaha CX5M (large keyboard)
or DX100. e Stafford 46059.

CASIO 601,

61

keys,

20

voices,

16

rhythms, accomps, stand, boxed as new,

108

oct, presets and programs, exc cond, with
stand, L130. Tim 2 Manchester 061-790
2421.

EMS POLYSYNTHI, £300 ono. Powertran Vocoder E180 ono. BBC Model B +
software, £300 ono. Memotech MTX500
£ 100 ono. a 02 I -420 3295, eves.

FARFISA BUCKINGHAM organ,

2

manuals, and foot pedals, real wood cabinet,
immac cond. Leslie speaker, £799. IT
Tadley 6138.
FENDER RHODES 54 piano, £130.

Roland

HOHNER CLAVINET-PIANET duo,

Will deliver if buyer near station. e (068

£120. Bentley GT7 organ (like Hammond

45) 3786, after 6pm.

X5) and Leslie cabinet, C450. ft Nottingham
(0602) 615306.
HOHNER GP93 portable organ, full
automatics, 100W output, twin 15" speakers,
£750.25 051-531 0627.

KORG POLY 61, £295. Korg CX 3 organ,
£295. Korg BPX3 pedals, E95. Melos echo

HOHNER PIANET T electric piano, £80
ono. Yamaha CS5 synth, L70. Ron 28

KORG POLY 800, £250. Yamaha RX21
£150. Yamaha CX5M, large keyboard,

Chippenham (0249) 659994, eves.

HOHNER PI ANET, £140, Roland SH 101
£125. Large keyboard for Yamaha CX5M

1/2, £50, home use. Graham 2 041-887
3176.

KORG DELTA polysynth, vgc, £210, or
p/ex for Casio CZ1000 plus E60. Lee 2
Southampton (0703) 556399, eves.
KORG DW6000 12mths old, £450. Yamaha

FB01 unwanted gift (boxed) L300. Korg
SQD I L400.

Knowle 3862.

unit, E45. 2S (0226) 287733.

KORG POLY 800, £275. Can deliver. a
Avon (0970) 617007, after 6pm.

£250. Jen (poly) L 1 80. n (0909) 477398.

KORG POLY 800 mint cond, £300. MPC
percussion computer, mint £200. Yamaha
QX7, mint, £200.25 Burton (0283) 33458.

MARLBOROUGH stereo twin keyboard
organ, rhythm section and bass pedals, exc
cond, £265 ono. 2 (0634) 364265.

MOOG polyphonic synth, £250 with free
Soundmaster programmable drum m/c,

KORG DW8000 home use only, immac,

must sell. Murray a (0734) 751610.
MOOG PRODIGY, £100. Roland SMX880

£785.22 (0792) 586847.

8:2 line mixer, £50. MPU I 04 MIDI input

KORG MSI0 still boxed! £75 or swap for
Commodore 64. Also Yamaha breath
controller, hardly used, C15. ES 061-976
1452.

selector, £30.
Knowle 77274.

Bassline,

450. Andy 23

MOOG ROGUE exc cond, LI40 ono. ES
0 I -257 5043 day, 01-402 6430 eves.
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MOOG ROGUE mint, £100, or swap for

psu, MGSI, £130. Casio SKI sampler, as

manuals, home use only, £800. Gary St

EX800, a DDL, or any Boss effect. Mark 0
(0656) 50820.

new, psu, £70. 0 021-558 0486.
ROLAND SH101 MGS I , PSA220, boxed,
hardly used, perfect, £95. Casio SKI, 3mths
old, L65. e (074 62) 2971 (Shropshire).

Portsmouth (0705) 732146.

MOOG SOURCE 16 memories, seq &
arp, brilliant lead & bass sounds, immac

cond, £210. Jez 0 (0602) 700908.
OBERHEIM OBI superb bass/lead sounds,
like a programmable Minimoog, rare, f/case,

L425.001-2811918.
OBERHEIM 0B8 plus f/case, E1200 ono.

e (0268) 697023, eves.

OBERHEIM 6R, Roland MKSIO, Yamaha
FB01 expanders; Yamaha SPX90 FX; First man sequencer. Boxed, guaranteed. Gerry
V (0442) 63282.

OSCAR full MIDI, latest model, onboard
sequencer etc, new, boxed, manual, £320.
Jupiter 6 wanted. 0 01-674 1799.

PPG WAVE 2.3 plus Waveterm B, latest
software, large library, ungigged, immac,
E7000. Bath

e 319662.

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO I two mths

ROLAND SH101 MGS I +case, £120 or
swap MC202. ES&CM MIDI/sync diagram
(0205) 61173.
wanted. Tony
ROLAND SH101 monosynth, Boss psu,
manual, boxed, vgc, £110 ono. V Horn church (04024) 54418.
ROLAND SH101 psu, boxed, with manual,
immac cond, E110 ono. Roland Cube 60,
keyboard combo, £170. Grahame sr 051-

e

Percussion, psu, £125. (Swap Tom cartridges). Casio CZ101, boxed, £250.

Steve 0 01-241 1585 or (0727) 66897.

only, low mileage, manual and tranformer

inc, £99. e 01-641 6808 (Sutton), eves/
weekends.

0 01-3044941.
YAMAHA SK20 organ/string polysynth,

cond, stereo outputs, tape interface, quick

for guitar synthesising, E150. Thirty 8"

after 6pm.

646856.

SCI MAX, L200. Crumar Trilogy E200.

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 unwanted

Yamaha MT 10 preset drum m/c, £40. Brian
ft 021-455 9848 day, 02 I -777 9349 eves.

SCI PRO ONE monosynth with sequencer, bargin due to Xmas debt, E100. Mark
0 (0530) 37427, Leicester area (ish).
SCI PRO ONE home use, vgc, E 150 ono.
Also I 2W combo E40 ono. Both £170.
M/bro 311727.
Dave
SCI PRO ONE synth, £150. Roland
MC202 sequencer, E100. Korg KPR77
drum m/c, E100. Denis e 041-637 9491.
SCI PROPHETS Rev 3, sell £700 or swap

e

beautiful sounds, immac cond, case, E225 or
exchange FB01. 0 Guildford (0483) 576680.

KORG DDM 110 digital drums, boxed, as
new, E110 ono. eo I -776 1823 (Croydon)

Sampling

eves, 01-587 1367 day.

KORG KPR77 drum m/c, boxed, mains
adaptor, immac. Mark 0 01-461 0247,

AKAI 5900, £1549. Alesis MIDIverb/fex

eves.

0279. Roland Jupiter 8 +f/c, £899. Ensoniq
ESQ1, £999. Steinberg Pro24 £199. DEP5
£559.
051-722 6084.

MPC PERCUSSION COMPUTER

a

Spectrum interface and software, L100 ono.

CASIO SKI sampler keyboard with psu,
E75. Boss RDD I 0 digital delay L100. 2

P/ex MIDI drums considered. Scott V

Lowestoft (0502) 516170.

OBERHEIM DMX vgc, f/case extra cards,

ENSONIQ MIRAGE, f/case, extensive

E850. Roland Cube 60W, L100.

library, £999. SCI Drumtraks, f/case, new

OBERHEIM DMX drum m/c, good cond,

chips, £599. Adrian Et (04446) 41708.

updated, quick sale, E850. Roland Juno 60,
£350. Winston e (0733) 45868, anytime.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE keyboard, mint

(0342) 23094.

SCI PROPHET 600 with

ROLAND JUNO 60 plus stand, L400.

£250. Both as new. VT Doncaster (0302)

board, looping synth software, two drives,
monitor, E695 or consider swap. e
(04574) 2156 (Manchester).
PROPHET 2000 sample swaps wanted.

Jason

61672.

256 or 5I2K. Also instructions for BBC

SIEL DK80 unwanted gift, still boxed with
garr card, going abroad, hence L400 with
ROM cartridge.' (0909) 566695.

EMR 8 -track real-time software. Gordon
0 091-271 6403.
ROLAND S I 0 + disks, £800 or ESQ I
CX5M, YK I 0, DMS, 2 ROMs, £200 or
TR727 or TR505. Both boxed and mint.

1651.

SCI SIXTRAK, E300. Roland TR909,

27644, eves.

SWAP MY PRO ONE for Korg EX800
or E130. Moog Multimoog, filter needs
attention, bargain, £60. Mark 0 (0663)

ROLAND JUNO 60, E380. TR606 £80.

43388.

Both exc cond, home use only. e Woking -

SWAP YAMAHA DX100 immac, few

ham (0734) 786832.

weeks old, for Korg Poly 800. Er 021-705

ROLAND JUPITER 60 good

cond,
Peavey Renown 160W
+ case, £350.
combo, immac, E200. Quick sales. Winston
(0733) 45868

e

ROLAND JUPITER 6 vgc, home use
only, £650. SH I 0 I E100. MC202 L125,
manuals, leads, etc. e Cardiff (0222) 42329.

ROLAND JUPITER 8 vgc, £980 ono, or
swap for sampler. Marc 0 Plymouth (0752)
550401.

ROLAND JUPITER 8 MIDI, £999. a 01575 0292.

(0832) 88345.

GREENGATE DS:3, Apple 11+, MIDI

ROALND JUNO 6 immac cond, £299, or
will p/ex for similar programmable model.
Pat ft (0527) 44782.

ROLAND JUNO 60 boxed, home use
only, E325 ono. ft Northampton (0604)

manuals, E95 ono. lit 01-226 2919.

f/case and

Hill 79820 (Midlands).

pro amp top+ rev + chorus, E275. 2 x 2 X 12
speakers, £50. Simon e 01-397 5034.

KORG DDM 110 boxed, as new, psu,

updated MIDI spec, £600 ono. ft Colin 370

IOW birdie speaker, all exc cond, E300 ono.

ROLAND JUNO 60 mint, £450. Carlsbro

sale hence L90. Julian St (0773) 765061.

OBERHEIM DX separate outputs, tuning,
£595. Roland TR505, E225. Korg DDM220
Latin, £75. Pair electronic pads, £30. St

something interesting, offers? ft Brierly

e (0734) 341789, eves.

KORG DDMII0 digital drum m/c, mint

boxed, MASOS Advanced Sampling Guide,
disks, etc, £875 ono. Matt Et (0252)
721264, eves.

ROLAND JUNO 6, Synsonics drum m/c,

e Bradford (0274) 817153.

1976.

YAMAHA PS6I00 as new, + stand + foot switch. 124,415 FM sound variations, over
1,500,000 PCM drum variations, £673.49.

cash either way. Chris e Leeds (0532)

£100. TR606 £75. All boxed, with manuals.
Also guitars, amps. e (0908) 607001.

E -MU DRUMULATOR, E300. Korg

KORG DDMII0 mint, boxed, home use

swap DXS. Jon 0 Lewes (0273) 478582,

ROLAND JUNO 106, L450 ono. SH101

BOSS DR1 10 drum m/c, £70. Vyv e 888

YAMAHA PFI5 stand +full f/case, £585.
Polymoog synth +case, vgc, £475 ono.

512418.

new, £650 or swap 8 -voice MIDI synth+

manuals, vgc, £500. Dave a 061-225 7142.

(058 27) 62233.

Swaps? Nick 0 Southport (0704) 67478.

boxed, guaranteed, sell for E 1500 ovno, or

ROLAND JUNO 106 with box and

manual and leads, £140, offers? Chris St

only £100. Jeremy 0 Chichester (0243)

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 boxed, as

FAL 50W cab, £50. SS (089 286) 2824.

Drums

YAMAHA KXS perfect cond, boxed,

accompaniment etc, plus expression pedal,

ROLAND SUPER JX10 immac cond,

ROLAND JUNO 106 stand, £400. SH101,
MGSI, adaptor, 0130. Boss DR I I 0 £70.

E 350 ono for quick sale. St 01-954 2025.

ROLAND SH101 plus adaptor, exc, L 1 10.
0 East Grinstead 313360, eves.
ROLAND SH101 with case, adaptor,
drum m/c, costs £290. Sell for E100 ono.
Steve 0 01-504 3718.
'ROLAND SPU35S pitch -to -voltage synth

Medway 47210.

296768.

ROLAND MSQ700 perfect cond, boxed,

YAMAHA PS20 home keyboard, auto

floppy disks + locking cases, offers? 0 01 286 0642, 01-289 9224.

gift, home use only, hardly used, original
box, manual, leads, £630. David e Bristol

£595 ovno. ft Crayford (0322) 529723.
YAMAHA HX I plus disk recorder,
E2500 off list price, would take FS70, FX20
p/ex. Reeves a (0354) 53063 (Cambs).

644 6782.

old,

mint cond, under warranty £400.
DR110 drum m/c, E65. e (Chatham)

YAMAHA FE30 multikeyboard, as new,
complete with dust cover, home use only,

boxed, working, L I 00. Ibanez AD80
analogue delay, £35. Maestro wah/vol, £20.
ft 0 I -223 1857.

0652.

TECHNICS SXK250 PCM keyboard,
stunning solo presets, vgc, £275. 0 (0255)
433300, after 6pm.

URGENT! SWAP immaculate Roland
JX8P plus £300 cash for Ensoniq ESQ I.
Chris V 01-675 7415.
VISCOUNT BAHIA dual manual organ,
including stool and music, vgc, bargain at
only E350 ono. e (0992) 466612.

YAMAHA DX100 under

1 mth

.

Manchester 061-205 7904.

SAMPLES hundreds, cheapest and best.

OBERHEIM DX drum m/c, home use
only, as new, £450. V 01-435 6319.

ROLAND CR78 CompuRhythm: John
Foxx Methmatic, Japan Polaroids, Numan,
Anderson, Phil Collins. Quick sale E80. Jon
(0507) 602251.

ROLAND TR505, £220 ono. e Rugby
(0788) 70251.

ROLAND TR505, E225 ono. Alpha Juno
2, £625 ono or swap TR707, DX2I plus
cash, home use only. Chris 0 Leeds (0532)
646856.

Emulator II, Mirage, S50 etc. L14.95 cheque

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, boxed with

to Gareth Thomas, 22 Fairoak, Newport,

soft case and manual, home use only, E85
ono.
Thatcham (0635) 68903.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, original
packaging, soft case, psu, manuals, as new
£85 ono. Steve 0 01-690 8174, eves.

Shropshire.
SCI PROPHET 2000 perfect cond, E 1300.

St 01-2035155.
YAMAHA VSS100 sampling keyboard +
psu, boxed and in perfect cond, LI20 ono.

Deliver locally free. Jeremy n 061-860
4071.

a

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix,

separate

outputs, excellent condition, carrying case
Rickmansand manual, C100 ono. Mike
worth (0923) 720083, anytime.

e

ROLAND TR707, C325 + Pad 8 Octapad,
E250. Peavey KB100 combo, LI 50. Cardiff
V (0446) 746626, 6-7pm.

Sequencers

ROLAND TR707 boxed, two hours

old,

1 years guarantee, mains adaptor, hardly
used, £310. 0 (093 287) 4405 (Surrey).

CASIO SZI four -track sequencer, boxed
with manual, psu, vgc, E165. Neil a

home studio use only, immac, £400 ono.

Frank ft (0305) 820100.
ROLAND JX3P with PG200 programmer,

YAMAHA DX21 one year old, immac
cond, home use only, £525. Paul 0

Durham (0385) 700142, after 6pm.
KORG SQDI sequencer, £410. Steinberg

ROLAND TR909 drum m/c, MIDI, tun-

aluminium f/case and stand, vgc, 0495. Dave
(04024) 44352.

Ashburton (0364) 53429.

8:2 mixer, stereo jack input. £260, £140

YAMAHA DX2I mint cond, home use

Pro 16 Plus edit kit and interface, E85.
Roland TR505 drum m/c, L200. Roland

ROLAND JX3P with adaptor, E395 inc

only, boxed with all manuals, £520. Gary V

professional f/case. Swap synth for TX7, as
JX 3P, full working order. 0 (0424) 21871 I.
ROLAND JX3P, PG200, f/case, E350. Or
swap for Roland MKS30 or similar. Paul 'Et

021-357 5777, eves.

(077 478) 3811, Lancs (leave message).

YAMAHA DX27 synth, home use only,

ROLAND JX3P, 075. Juno 106, £400.

never gigged, C395. 'V 021-353 1849.

Korg Poly 800, L220. All boxed as new. e

YAMAHA DX27 exc cond, home use

Cardiff (0446) 746626, 6-7pm.

only, E375. fS Harlow (0279) 413030.

ROLAND JUPITER 8 home use only,
£850. Also Crumar DP80 piano, 0250.

e

YAMAHA DX2I with breath controller,
home use only, E475. Dave Et 021-443
4441, eves.

Alpha Juno

I

synth, 600. n (0270)

666154.

KORG SQD I, 4399. CZ101 LI95. Fostex
reverb CI 35. Cutec graphic E145. Fostex

A8 remote L25. JSQ60 L35. 0 (0268)
742082.

ROLAND MC4B MicroComposer, c/w
data recorder; Sycologic AMI, converts to
MIDI; Linn LM I; a beautifully maintained

ROLAND MKB300 MIDI keyboard con-

YAMAHA DX7, QX7, Roland MC202,

classic package: L 1200. SS (0252) 725800.

troller, Planet -P piano module, 6mths old,
perfect, £800. Simon ft (0760) 21419.

TR606, TB303, Carlsbro amp plus speakers,
all as new, L1700!
(0252) 724414.

ROLAND MKSIO analogue MIDI piano
module, perfect cond, E250 ovno. Jon e

YAMAHA DX7, E870. Ohm Tramp

MicroComposer;
MC4B
MTR 1 00 high-speed tape recorder; OP8
DCB interface; epoch-making computer

01-7344257/8 days, 01-603 4907 eves.

ROLAND SAS PIANO MKS20, £1050
ono. MKB1000 mother, £650 ono. Mint.

keyboard combo, E55. Home use only. V
High Wycombe (0494) 26960.
YAMAHA DX7 boxed, vgc, ROM and 32
great internal sounds, 0300 ono. 0 Leeds

ROLAND

Paul

e 021-445 5571.

able drums, separate outputs. Also Yamaha
ono.

e (0926) 36668.

SCI DRUMTRAKS spec still hard to beat!
Prog tuning, volume, MIDI, separate outputs, sync, superb, £575 ovno.
(025 76)
2609 (Lancs).

SCI DRUMTRAKS exc drum m/c, with
extra sound chip, Also SCI Pro One. £500
together, can split.
(0909) 563564.

e

SCI DRUMTRAKS as

new, fantastic
bargain at £425. 13 tunable sounds, separate
outputs, extra voice chips.
Ashtead (037
22) 75293.

e

SCI DRUMTRAKS perfect cond, boxed,
never gigged. St Leeds (0532) 780954.

SIMMONS SDS9 black with black stands

sequencer, £350. n01-703 9309.

ROLAND MC202 + SH09. MC202

and cymbal booms, exc cond, still guaranteed,

boxed + manuals, excellent

£950.'

2 -channel

Ben ft

Harlow (0279) 413030.

YAMAHA RX I I/TR707 wanted in ex-

Better than RD1000! Home use. Steve St

(0532) 780954.

sequencing combination,
Bridgwater 423495, eves.

Tyson, Lancaster 65201 X377, 6pm.

YAMAHA DX7 boxed, breath controller,

ROLAND MC202, 490 or swap for

boxed. John St (0634) 220720 (Kent).

ROLAND SHO9 plus MPU101 MIDI to

foot pedal, 1000 voices, perfect, home use

YAMAHA RX15 home use only, immac,

CV/Gate interface, £200. Bath Es (0225)

only, £895 ono. 0 Cheltenham (0242)

DDM110. Korg Micro Preset synth, 465.
HC2 handclapper, offers? Jon Et (0449)

319662.

30689.

675472.

ROLAND SH101 as new, box, manual,

YAMAHA DX7, new voices, ROMs and

ROLAND

YAMAHA RX2 1 drum m/c, hardly used,
boxed with manuals, as new, E175 ono.
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MC202

£210.

change for my immac Juno 106 as new,

MicroComposer,

£285.

e (0702) 586847.
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Andy 2 Liverpool 05 I -733 4677, eves.
YAMAHA RX2 I never used, exc cond,
£175 ono. Mark 2 (0446) 742702.

cassette, all as new, £550.8 01-876 0599.

Bel BF20 stereo flanger, E350. 2 01-935

SWAP KORG EX800 for SFG05 plus

4829.

software, or WHY. Les 2 (0245) 72572.

RSD 4 -track £575. Westone TIA Bass

KEYBOARD PLAYER/drum program-

YAMAHA RX2I four mths old, still under
guarantee, E200, or swap for Roland

XRI SYSTEMS DX7 Editor and DX7

£120.

Primo mic E25. Yamaha SB100
p/board 1175. Acoustic Research speakers
100W L60.8 (0908) 663202/663218.

mer available for sessions in studio, Merseyside area. Stuart e 051-426 5510.

TR505. Andy 2 Peterborough (0733)

Boss PC2
percussion synth, E I 5. David 2 Woking

73184.

67384.

SECK 12:2 mixing desk, mint cond, little

XRI MICON interface and software,

used, ideal recording or PA, best available,

serious offers. Spectrum computer and data

£350.8 Witney (0993) 4092.
TANDY PZM'S professionally converted
to balanced line and battery/phantom

castle -based band, must be dedicated. For
friendly chat and further details, Raymond
2 091-259 5122.

Computing

Library

(225

sounds),

L25.

recorder also available. Steve 2 (0261)
53814.

APPLE II Euro Plus with twin disk drives,
monitor, and printer, £300 ono. Simon 2

YAMAHA CX5M DMS software, leads,
manuals, boxed, editing software, all perfect
cond, £260 ono. Charles e (0635) 200295,
after 8pm.

to Cult. Thetford area. 2 (0842) 2607,
after 7. I 5pm.

powering, the difference can be heard, £49.
ES Bristol (0272) 20720.

SOLID DRUMMER needed for New-

SOUND RECORDING student seeks
work in professional studio, familiar with
multitrack etc. Greater Manchester area.
Darren 12 (0706) 342447.

TANNOY SRM12B (Little Reds), studio

STUDIO WORK wanted by computer

monitors, vgc, £450.8 (045 74) 2156

whiz. Can program anything (within reason!).

YAMAHA CX5M as new, large keys,

(Manchester area).

much extra hardware/firmware, £800. For
details 2 Bath (0225) 319662.

DMS software, 1000 voices, E275 ono.

BBC MODEL B + software, £300 ono.

(0827) 63038.

TANTEK EFFECTS rack with sampler,
multidelay, modulation, enhancer, compressor, gate, parametric, power supply.

(0386) 830473, after 6pm.

BBC MICRO disk drives, monitor, + so

Memotech MTX500 £100 ono. EMS Polysynthi 4300 ono. Powertran Vocoder E180
ono. 2 021-420 3295, eves.

BBC MODEL B with Acorn DFS and
40/80 double -sided drive. Also Brother

Mint, 0530.8 Swindon 828832.

Good reference and experience. Aaron 2
(0271)816037.
SYNTH PLAYER 17 seeks similar people
in Reading area for duo project influences
Pet Shop Boys, Erasure, etc. Mark 2

TASCAM 244 Portastudio, exc cond,

412017.

VOCALIST for recording (Bunnymen,

608541.

6450 ono. Boss Chorus £30. Echopet delay,
£30. Emigrating. Keith 2 (0827) 63038.

YMC I 0 £70 ono. Emigrating. Keith 2
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard (YK20),
Composer II, Voicing II, software, cassette
leads, 192 voices, immac, L199. 2 (0388)

Tom Waits, Doors). Bands also welcome.
Demo + info to: Clip Records, Schoolstraat

YAMAHA CX5M plus YKO I , composer

TASCAM 244 hardly used, £475. Ian 2

HP5 printer, E420 ono. 2 01-640 2322.
COMMODORE 64 and disk drive, cassette,
joystick, floppies, books, etc, immac, E200.
Chris 2 01-798 2677 day, (0438) 721 909

and editor ROMs, SFG05 module, all leads,
manuals, £200.8 01-828 2333, X249.

(0962) 55543, eves.

10, B-9300 Aalst, Belgium.

YOUNG MAN (17) seeks studio/shop

eves.

boxed, E240 ovno. 2 (0993)

TASCAM 244, f449. Discman D50 Mk11
t199. Great British Spring E 120. 10(15
£299. SH101 £99. CX5 £250. Wanted:
digital reverb. 2 Bristol (0272) 20720.
TASCAM 22:4 four -track, 22:2 two -

COMMODORE 64 + disk drive, tape

YAMAHA CX5M FM voicing,
composer

11

music

programs, mint cond, still
74493

(Oxon), anytime.

deck, Centronics interface, about £2000

YAMAHA CX5M music computer, fully

worth of software, only E300 ono. Simon a
(0730) 63345.
COMMODORE 64, disk drive, £150. JMS
disks: 12 -track MIDI sequencer, DX7 sound
library, editor, E25 each. a 01-747 063 I
CXS LIBRARY: ARK1, instruments;

boxed, manuals, music composer, voicing
program, vgc, never gigged, £310 ono. Phil
2 Chelmsford 352522.
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, voicing
program, tape recorder, £280 ono. RX2 I

ARK2, instruments; ARK3, atmospheric.
The Tam -Tam Tree, 58D Park Village,

5440.

footswitch, tape heads, as new, £1300.
Tascam 216, 16:4 mixer, boxed, £625. 2

YAMAHA MSX MOUSE MUO I , offers?

Leeds (0532) 700858.

Andy 2 0 I -659 6440, eves.

TEAC 144 Portastudio, £300, good cond.
Wanted CS80 manual: buy, borrow, loan.
8 (0257) 452303.

.

Sussex University, Brighton. 410 each.

CX5M SOUNDS: 96 new professional
sounds, only £7.95 inc. Ch/POs: MSX Music,

31 Windsor Road, Eccleston, nr Chorley,
Lancs, PR7 SSG. 2 (0257) 452266.

drum m/c, £180 ono. Mike 2 031-445

Recording

CX5M SOUND -PACK: 144 excellent

track, System 20 mixers, tapes, boxed, vgc,
E990 ono. 8 (0722) 33006 I , eves.

TASCAM 234 Syn-cassette, 4 -track re-

corder, offers? Andy Wilson 2 01-659
6440, eves.

TASCAM 38 + remote, bulk eraser,

TEAC 2A MIXER home studio only,
immac, E120 ono. Paul 2 021-445 5571.

£15. DMS1 real-time sequencer
cartridge, E30. All three E50. David 2 041-

flanger, only E50 the lot. Charles (0635)

TEAC A3440 four -track, hardly used, exc
cond, £530, no offers. Securicor delivery
can be arranged. David 2 (0327) 857456.
TEAC A3440 four -track, exc cond, E550
ono. Steve 2 Luton (0582) 581975.
VESTAFIRE RV2 reverb, best rack spring

200295, after 8pm.

unit, immac, great sounds, going digital

959 0802.

CE2 CHORUS pedal, E40. Audio Technica speakers, SW pair, E10. Tim 2 (042

hence £ I 50 ono. Paul e 021-445 5571.

power supply, ROMs, manuals, leads, no

15) 4141.

computer. Offers? Dave 2 Gravesend

2 (0736) 66516.

YAMAHA MT 1 X four -track recorder

(0474) 65247, anytime.

ENTIRE STUDIO for sale: Otari 8 -track,
Revoxs, Dynacord reverb, compressors,

DMSI real-time sequence/recorder for

mics, etc. Details a (0892) 45959.

with psu, exc machine, new, boxed, sell for
E350. Mark 2 (0272) 770114, anytime.

Yamaha CX5, £35.8 (0255) 830185.

FOSTEX 250 multitracker, one dirty

MIDI INTERFACE for Commodore 64
or Spectrum, 435. SCI Model 64 MIDI
sequencer for CBM64, £45. n 01-747

YAMAHA 3 I -BAND graphic, perfect,

switch on channel four needs cleaning, but
otherwise perfect, £295 ono. John 2 0 1 -

unused, guaranteed. Ask for price. Matt a

0631.

FOSTEX 350 mixer plus meter bridge,

PIONEER MSX video graphics computer,

E300 ono. Ibanez DM I 000 digital delay,
£175 ono. e0l-385 6690.
FOSTEX A8 + remote £850. Boss CE300

sounds (cassette), free data sheets. Ch/PO

E10. N Fawcett, 10 Cressex Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 4TY.

CX5M SOFTWARE: Composer I, £15.
Voice

1

CX5M (32) SPARES: large keyboard,

video in/out. Art tablet, ROM cartridge.
graphics software,
immac, £175. 2 055-385 497.
Games,

datacorder,

ARIA high-speed, 19" rack mount, 4 -track
cassette recorder model R504, exc cond,
offers? 2 (0423) 880412, eves.
BUY MY MELOS delay Boss double loco

YAMAHA MT I X four -track, £300 ono.

(0252) 721264, eves.

699 4979.

C135. Roland SBX 10 £230. MSQ100

DX7, DX100/27
PROFESSIONAL
voices from USA. No rubbish. Send for

Simmons SDS5 £475. Delivery. 2 (0532)

catalogue: Bateman Promotions, 33 Bar-

FOSTEX A80 8 -track recorder, C1200

rington Close, Swindon SN3

MICRO MUSICAL Spectrum, MIDI Musician interface, with sequencer software,
cost E100, new. Accept £50. Martin IN

ono, 8mths old, immac cond, hardly used. 2
061-4457250.
FOSTEX XI 5, E175. Yamaha mixer E40.
Roland SHIO I , MC202, £120 each ono.

Leeds 551658.

Wanted: Fostex 350 mixer. 2 (0256)

SIEL MIDI INTERFACE for CBM64 plus

87294.

JHS 12 -track recording studio on disk, £40
ono. 2 Neil 061-626 0780.
SPECTRUM 48K interface, joystick,

FOSTEX XIS in mint cond,

speech synth, L125 or swap for Roland

GREAT BRITISH SPRING + psu, £95.

743012.

boxed,
power supply, manuals, etc, f199 ono. Can
deliver. Charles (0635) 200295, after 8pm.

BADGER KEYBOARD Coda 15 amp,
£30. Dave '2 Harrogate (0423) 524092.

CARLSBRO 2x 12 + horn PA cabs, E90.
Jerry 2 St Albans 31761 office hours. Tim

STEINBERG PRO -16, edit kit and MIDI
interface for CBM64, E80. Chris e 01-798

than digital, nearest offer considered. 8

2677 day, (0438) 721909 eves.

ROLAND SBX80 sync box, perfect cond,

STEINBERG PRO -16 cartridge version
with edit kit, inc MIDI interface. Also sync

STEINBERG PRO.16 + editor + sync

£695 ono. 2 0 I -524 8893, anytime.
ROLAND SRV2000 as new, E600. Yamaha
RI000, C200. Yamaha RX2 I L, E I 80. 2 01203 5155.

interface, CBM64, d/drive, colour monitor,

ROLAND SRV2000 digital reverb, E650.

to tape. £170. Rob e (0844) 51841.
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BELSON MULTICORE 100ft, (16 to
16), L I 50. H/H digital multiecho reverb,
£70. 5pc drum kit, Paiste cymbals, £200.
Tim 2 (0935) 22920.
BIT 99 professional data cassettes available.

Cheque for ill.50 to: Clive Allen, 18 Hill
Avenue,

Gorleston,

Great

Yarmouth,

Norfolk.

BOSS FX PEDALS: CE3 Chorus £50.
BF2 Flanger £50. DM3 delay E65. CS2
Compressor £35. 2 (0274) 870456.
CZ OWNERS: new voices on cassette or

cartridge. Details from: P Mortley, Dept
MT, 103 Micklefield Road, High Wycombe,
Bucks.

CZ OWNERS: 64 professional sounds,
immediate delivery, neat booklet. PO/Ch
E2.99: M Poza, 55 Angel Hill, Sutton,

£75. Accessit compressor, £25. Steve
(0883) 45979, after 6pm.
DRUM TAPE: 24 different rhythms,
count -ins and fills, for practising or backing,
£6.99. S Johnson, 7 Paddock Way, York

Road, Gravesend, Kent DA 12 SAQ.

CARLSBRO STINGRAY multichorus
I SOW amp, chorus, reverb, vibrato, and link
facility, vgc, E250 ono. 2 01-504 3718.

FBOI VOICE Editor/Librarian for Spectrum with XRI interface, microdrive compatible, E12. For details DX100/QX5

HH VX300 Mosfet high spec stereo

software 2 (0532) 744515.

power amp, stereo, brand new, 150W/

(0827) 63038.
canon inputs and outputs per channel, £135.

2 051-427 3222.

TRAYNOR keyboard bloc KI00, 125W
combo, performs above anything, many
features, £200. Chris 2 01-675 7415.

ROLAND RE201 Space Echo, multiple
reverb & echo, £210, superb sound. Fatter

recommended by CLEM, £2.50 to: Ethereal
Music, 88 Dents Road, London, SWII 6JA.

ungigged, E120 ono. Dave 2 01-346 8138.

to-reel, plus manuals, spares, large pro-

2951.

A ROUND TRIP Groovy synth sounds,

DX2I OWNERS: 32 brilliant bass sounds.
Cassette £2.60. Moscow Music, 2 Smarts

STEINBERG PRO -16 system inc C64,
d/drive, printer, edit kit, TNS, Mirage Ves,

STEINBERG PRO -16 sequencer plus
MIDI interface for CBM64, £70.8 01-552

new, C80.8 (0877) 30528.

YO2 6AJ.

Tring 5452 eves.

POWER AMP AP60 stereo, 400W, Oval

(0252) 721264.

ALTAI ANALOG DELAY EL500, as

CARLSBRO HORNET keyboard combo,
45W, 4 inputs, line output, perfect cond,

for Casio SZ1. 2 Woking 72443.
KLARK TEKNIK SM2T, 15/71/2 ips reel-

DW + CZ editors, £600 ono. Matt 2

splitter/patch changer/channel assigner,
C95. Roland TR606 Drumatix £80. Both
mint. IT 01-586 7307.

used, accessories,
£90. Casio CT202 keyboard, all accessories,

boxed as new, home use only, L170 or swap

fessional machine, £250 offers? Tim 2 0 1 850 2073.
MIXING DESK Oval 12:2 channel, offers?
Andy Wilson 2 01-659 6440, eves.

AKAI ME25S amazing MIDI keyboard

DRUMATIX hardly

Editor. All an absolute bargain, £180 the lot.
Charles 2 (0635) 200 295, eves.

STEINBERG PRO -I6 sequencer for
CBM64 + Editor, Scorewriter, Mirage

2 01-367 5502.
IBANEZ HDI000 digital delay/harmoniser,

Misc

Surrey, SM I 3EH.

Amps

I 00W per channel into 4/8ohms, 0350. Phil
2 01-660 9655 (Croydon).
PHOENIX twin -channel, 100W amp,
2x 12 speaker cab, vgc, E85 ono. Keith 2

101.SH Rich 2 (0562) 66250.

employment, 3 years studio exp, 7 years
playing keyboards, 6 O'Levels, 2 CSE's.
Steve 2 (0203) 394865.

Personnel

Wanted
STUDENTS REQUIRE squat in Norfolk
Terrace area of Cambridge, preferably with

c/h and Orient Express bath towels. Can
provide own spray paint and I ilos.

XRI MICON DX7 editing software with
voice tape or real time multitracker. David
2 Maidstone (0622) 26861.
YAMAHA CS80 synth, immediately, cash
waiting.
01-889 6892.

a

YAMAHA CX5M with large keyboard
and software. Martin 2 Wellingboro (0903)
676400.

(0909) 486971.

HOORAY! I've finally got a synth! Seeking
musical collaborator/s though! Influences:
classical, TD, Eno, Vangelis. Louis 801-609

YAMAHA DX5 new or secondhand, cash
waiting. Chris 8 Crawley (0293) 510360.

5750, 7pm.

KEYBOARD PLAYER wanted to write

order, inc leads + manual. £200 cash
waiting, if seller can deliver. 2 (Croydon)

and play original material. Influences: Numan

01-777 2372.

YAMAHA MT44D in good working
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He's at Bedfordshires
newest musicstore

UNION STREET MUSIC
13 UNION STREET,
BEDFORD
Call in or phone now on
0234 46206 for some great
opening offers on all types of
musical equipment (and don't
forget to ask for Sid)

51
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JX3P SOUNDS

Do you use a JX3P?
If so then you need our data cassette of 96
stunning new sounds for JX3P range of voices
include, rich analogue strings, brass, organs,
atmosphere and lead synths, piano's gated bass
and sequence voices, effects etc.
Price (including P&P) £9.95
Cheques/PO's to

C.S.P.

Tel: 0257 452303

MULTITRACK
RECORDING COURSES

tasvskent

Dax Studios ae pleased to announce their
comprehensive 5 day pnrnary multitrack
recording course, down here in sunny Portsmouth.
If you're looking for affordable enlightenment,
call Chris Sutton on

1 Warwick Road, Eccleston,
Nr Chorley, Lancs PR7, 5S0

S900 SAMPLE DISCS
AVAILABLE SOON!

(Ring for details) Tangent Sampler Tapes are
superb quality chrome cassettes featuring over
200 great sounds. Tape 1-Rock/Latin percussion
sounds from the Worlds Top Drum Machines
(including Linndrum. 707). Tape 2 -multi -sampled
Instruments/Sound Effects (Fairlight. Emulator
etc.). Studio quality you can afford at £7.50 each

or £12.50 the pair. Tangent Musical Services,
152 Victoria Road, Scarborough, Yorkshire
(0723) 370093/583899

6/7
IFC

OBC

IBC
95
59

28/29
105

Quality ,.assette duplication on custom
length cassettes chrome or ferric.
Psychoacoustic enhancement also
cassette label printing service.

CLICKTRAX VOL 1
12 Drum Tracks ideal for
practice or recording only
£2.00 + 50p P&P
To: F. McErlane,
73 Waterside,
Peartree Bridge,

Milton Keynes

COMPUFEX VOICE TAPES
FOR DX100/27 KEYBOARDS
& CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER
If you are looking for highly original
quality sounds for your synth then look
no further! We think we're the best and
we've produced a demo tape to prove it!
Phone us for info on

0202 690740
(evenings are best)

83

46/47
81/87

DUPLITAPE
RECORDING SERVICES

Tel: 061-442 6910

41

12/13
79
69
69

0705 372733

TR505

SEPARATE OUTPUTS

5 separate voce outputs fitted
to your TR505 for £30.
Send your TR505 to:
P. White, Speciality Music
Services, 29 Quest Hills Road,
Malvern, Worcs WR14 1RL or
phone (06845) 61397 for details

RAPER
WAYMAN
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT
SERVICE, HIRE & SALES

WE SELL
REVOX, FOSTEX, TEACITASCAN,
SECK, RAM, RSD, SOUNDTRACS,
SOUNDCRAFT, YAMAHA, VESTA-FIRE, MTR,
APHEX, SYMETRIX, ROLAND,
EUCTROVOICE, TANNOY, QUAD, AKO,
BEYER, SHURE, AMPEX TAPE, AND ALL
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

We never sell o sealed box -our FREE
pre -sale test -bench check & line-up is

essential. Good advice plus efficient
service. both before and after a sale
(Credit & Leasing Facilities available)

WE SERVICE
It we sell it we Service it -and we do it well.
We have a fine reputation for Personal
Service Discuss your service lob person -to Person with your engineer Fast Turnaround
always. Same -Day -Service Bookings token.
Collection/Delivery Arranged.
(Appointed REVOX, POEM, TASCAN,
UHER, QUAD Service Agents )

WE HIRE
Please send for our Hire Rate Card. The list
is long and the price is short. Half -Price Hire

if followed by purchase

STUDIO PACKAGES
QUOTED & INSTALLED
34 Danbury 31rINN, London N1

Ti1ephon 01.359 9342/3030

56

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 18 words (one in each box), and send it to:
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY Free Ads, Music Maker Publications, Alexander House,

I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS.

The ad must reach us on or before Friday, February 6 for inclusion in the
March '87 issue of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY - late arrivals will be printed in the
next available issue.
Please include this ad in the

section.

CLASSIFIED

Rates for I987: Lineage 35p per word (min I2 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: £15.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at 15%. All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

CX5 OWNERS
DON'T READ THAT!
READ THIS!

city

Music

Save your hard earned cash at
City Music! Hot prices on all
Yamaha and Roland gear plus
expert advice and help - we're
at the other end of your phone!

DX -100 Synth (Dem)

RX-21/21L Rhythm
RX-11 Rhythm
QX-7 Sequencer
QX-21 Sequencer
QX-5 Sequencer
MT1X Multitrack
SPX -90 Multi -effects

HIP -HOP! FUNK! ROCK!

Bored with your drum machine? You need our
very heavy drum cassette 16, 3 minute sampled
drum tracks arranged in verse and Chorus
patterns & full documentation. Ideal for rapping,
s/writing or doing the washing up. The Heavy
Sounds of an Akai 5900 sampler in your
bedroom on chrome C60 cassette for only 05.99
(inc P&P) WHY PAY LESS
Cheques/Postal Orders to:

£299
£299
£199
£499
£199
£269
£419
£429
£599

Stands -the Rack -it -up stand for 19' rack
mounted signal processors, expanders and
power amps.
Ideal for use in large and small studios or even on
stage. Adjusts to any angle with enough room to
hold all of your rack mounted units.
PRICEIE.59 r £3 P&P
Chegues7POs to.

19" RACK MOUNT CASES
Ind.tnal quality fully enclosed with separate
chassis. 1U x 250mm depth at £18.84,
111x 300mm at £21.35.2U x 250mm at £22.05,
200 300mm at £24.69, 3Llx 250mm at £25.22,
3Ux 300mm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT.
Also 4U sizes.

SERIES 4 MIXER

Unit 19, Wick Ind. Est.,
New Milton, Hants BH25 6SJ.

Unleash the true potential of your synth with our
data cassettes of superb original sounds
TAPE 1 160 voices - strings, brass, synths.
percussion and more £12.95 inc
TAPE 296 voices lots of synth sounds plus
sequence voices and effects £7.50 inc
OR buy both tapes for only £17 inc
Cheques/PO's to

01.399 3990
Sales & Repairs

BUILD YOUR OWN
UNIQUE

DIGISDUND

STEMS

(0626) 53096

54 Ridgeway Rd., Newton Abbot,
Devon TC112 4LS

On Datacassettre for £20 or send 32/64 voices
DX7 RAM cartridge for 12/£22 retum postage
included; or 64 DX7 voices sheets for £20
specifying mchine and data format required.
TH707 or TR909 a fine collection of 192 modem
dance beats measures on Data Cassette
including documentation for £16 send
cheque/international money order to:

DEGREE ZERO

PO BOX 909, London SE22 8DL

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

BIRMNOHAIWSEIRINTEST NEW
STORIF

I CAN'T STAND MY PORTASTUDIO!

Synthesisers, drum machines &
sequencers.
Yemen. aid Weston

Guitars + accessories
Bois, Ala* Total, Teapa & Mon

Pedals + accessories

MODULAR
SYNTHESISER

GEORGE ON 01-863 1841
Pinner Road, N. Harrow
SIMON ON 0752 673166
Campbell Court, Plymouth.
CHRIS ON 0803 25488
65 Market St., Torquay
TONY ON 0872 71359
16 Pydar St., Truro

SEND NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGUE

-

TIM HIGHAM

:MI-471 3434

Flow many times have you said
this? Well now your problems are
solved with the new Multipurpose
'T' Board Stand from Commando.
British designed and manufactured.
for today's musician it is ideal for
standing Portastudios. Drum
Machines, Sequencers, Small
Mixers and Electronic Drum Brains.
The Framework is a sturdy tubular
construction fitted with moveable
inossbars and easy lock catches for
stant all angle adjustment plus full
height and low level adjustment.

PRICE £39
PLUS £2 POST & PACKING

New Release ThEFX1001
What have we been doing without it!

16 LAURISTON Rd.,

TO: COMMANDO STANDS, 7SWATERSIDE,
PEARTREE BRIDGE, MILTON KEYNES
MK63DL Tel: (0908) 606278

CX5M OWNERS with Floppy Disk

LONDON SW19 4T0

Drive:

Recorded

Music

Index

maintains a database of Artist, Title,
Format and Category. It provides
Search, List, Sort, Save/Load, Statistics

ADVANCED
SOUNDS HIRE
Frisoniq Mirage e - E nsonii it st.)1
t VS
- Roland JX 10 - Alpha Juno 7 - Emulator Yamaha DX7 - EMU SPE( = Kurt/ UDD1 -

GiG1

£25
£18
£15
£12
£15

Simmons SDS9
Alesis Midiverb
£12
PLUS Rackmount effects, complete
PA's and various backline
Discount weekend and weekly rates

Tel: 01-6901848

COMMAND

DX SOUND LIBRARY,

BIRMINGHAM 1329 6MW-

HOTLINES

Ring for details of secondhand
and ex -hire sales

DX9/DX7 ...? Then check-out the new
alternative to the padded box.

1 Warwick Road, Eccteston,
Nr Chodey, Lancs. Tel: 0257 452303

848 BRISTOL RD, BELLY 01141t.

RX11

CASES

Do you have an unprotected CZ3/5000:
DW/6/8000: Mirage/ESQ: Prophet VS:

K-Tek, (Dept MT) PO Box 172A,
Suibiton KT6 6HN

£599
£890
£999
£279
£560

Ensoniq Mirage
Yamaha DX7
Roland JX3P
Tascam 244 head phones + mic

Tel: 01-625 8951

64 HARD DX7/TX7 VOICES

berths Roland Kora +Casio

Juno 1 Synth
Juno 2 Synth
S-10 Sampler
TR-505 Rhythm
TR-707 Rhythm

(Very latest)

Newrad Instrument Cases,

DX21, 27,100 OWNERS

Series 4 modular mixer, 5 -band EQ, 4-9
auxiliaries, True 16 -bus architecture, low
noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2.
Modules from £75 (kit £55) plans and
circuits: Series 4 £9.50. Send 18p for
catalogue of modules, patchbays,
S/H bargains, circuits.

UMI-2B SERIES 5
BBC B micro, Vitec colour monitor, 40/80
disk drive, View processing issue 3.0,
numerous disks, games, formatter etc.
+ joysticks. All in mint condition as new,
£850 ono

COMMANDO STANDS

73 Waterside, Peartree Bridge, Milton Keynes
MK6 3DL Telephone: (09081606278

Tel: (0425) 621195

Demo's of
mixer any
time by
appointment/

oRoland

[1_0

113 Bonchurch Road, Brighton,
Sussex BN2 3PS. Tel: 0273 687059

Sound on Vision (Dept MT),
113 Bonchurch Road,
Brighton, Sussex BN2 3PJ
Tel: 0273 687059

LO YAMAHA
FB-01 FM Expander

This is the Heavy Monster Ad 144 great sounds
for your Yamaha CX5! Say goodbye to soppy
synth sounds with our excellent BASS,
PERCUSSION & KEYBOARD voice Data
Cassette. Wet Hard Sounds for only
C4.99 (inc P&P) WHY PAY MORE?
Sound on Vision (Dept MT),

RACK IT UP!!
NEW FROM COMMANDO

Yamaha RXII - Roland I R O is 1'2 i -Casvili/
-Foster, B16+16
F1 Revok B, i Festex Model 80,A8LH - Portastudiri 8616 channel mixers - `Omaha SPX90 Roland DE P5 - Roland SRV2000
- Yamaha NEW - Roland SUE 3000
- Antler, Exciter -- 0,10/1111, Cidu, Come,..
- Roland INSONCI,MC501 Roland 513X00 Sync BM
111.1, .1,1,1

11.11, 0.

11, 11. a ltat,

SPECIAL
LAUNCH OFFER!
MULTI effects processor
FX1001 exceptional multi
effects sound commanding
six major programmable
effects at once

and other facilities. On floppy disk for
£19.95 from R J Knott & Co. Ltd, 30

Fishery Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP1 1ND.
BLANK CASSETTES wound to your
required length: Chrome available.

WNE, Warwick Chambers, 14 Corporation Street, Birmingham B2 4RN.
Tel: 021-643 7113.

COMPUFEX VOICE TAPES FOR
YAMAHA DX21, D)(27, DX100 & CX5.

£649

If you are looking for highly original

including VAT and delivery

quality sounds for your synth then look

01-467 4603

Phone Today for Full Details

no further We think we're the best

or Mobilephone

0252 522636

and we've produced a demo tape to
prove it! Phone us for info on 0202

0860 310618

, 690740 (evenings are best).

SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION TRAINING

adam hall supplies lid

One Year Full-time DIPLOMA Course

in Modem 24 -track Studio and 32/48 -track Digital Studio

The largest selection of flight case fittings and
loudspeaker cabinet components in Europe.

®f
COD

stockist,

Wpad

Distributors of

ISCELESTION
THE ['MI -NAND IS AI XISTICS
A complete range of professional
crossovers & filters.

Unit E The Cordwainers. Temple Farm Industrial Est
Sutton Rn. Southend-onSea. Essex Tel. 107021 613922

covering digital concepts: DASH & Pro Audio formats; multi -track analogue -digital sound recording Sr
production, automation & synchronisation: MIDI and time code; computerised analog. sound mixing consoles,
digital sound recording, processing, mixing & editing; analogue -digital sound synthesis and sound sampling;
working with various bands; & individual artists; music writing, song & orchestral arrangements, radio jingles &
commercials, TV/film sound tracks; local radio operation; introductiOn to pop music video production; the
business practice within the music industry.

3 -month Intensive & 6 -month Part-time CERTIFICATE Courses
in Modem 24 -track Studio

covering 24 -track sound recording and production; introduction to digital sound; analog ueldigrtal sound
synthesisers incl. digital sampling keyboards: studio work with bands & individual artists; music for TV and film:
producing radio commercials and jingles; song arrangements for record release
Many former students are now employed in the TV/video and audio industnes

MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES
BON MARCHE Building, 444 BrUcton Road, London SW9 8EJ
Tel: 01-274 4000 x328 or 01-737 7152

THE NEW STANDARD IN PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
Using ultra -sensitive, force sensing
materials, these pads detect not only the

A growing library of "drum discs",
created by some of the World's leading

burst onto the scene earlier in the
decade. Terms such as "sampling" and
"sequencing" are as much a part of the
modern drummer's vocabulary as "shell"
and "head"
This has raised a number of important
questions. Are the traditional skills of the
drummer being overlooked? What does
the future hold for drummers in the face
of ever more sophisticated drum

dynamic but the precise point of impact
of each stroke. This provides a degree of
player control not previously associated
with electronic percussion.
SDX is a 16 voice, 10 piece kit with an
unparalleled range of features.
16 bit sampling with variable sample rate
up to 44.1 KHz.
Integral disc drive.
Expandable memory up to 8 megabytes
of RAM (88 seconds of sampling at

drummers and producers.
A fully assignable MIDI interface.
A digital recording package to be
released later in the year for real time
recording and on screen editing of drum
parts with SMPTE chase/lock.
Dynamic key pads for "drum machine"
type programming.
A sound analysis package for release later
in the year allowing complex waveform
analysis and on screen manipulation of

machines?

44. I KHz).

samples.

A "SCSI" port to access hard disc drives.
Extensive sample manipulation, cross

simplicity of use.

The process of playing and
recording drums has changed
dramatically since the Simmons SDS5

At Simmons we have dedicated

ourselves to one objective-the
furtherance of the drummer's art
through the application of high
technology to the instrument.
Our greatest achievement is the
SDX-the new standard in professional
electronic percussion.
Its drum and cymbal sounds are
constructed from groups of
high quality samples, subtly
controlled by
instructions from
"Zone Intelligent" pads.

fading and layering facilities.

Integral VDU for detailed display of
complex graphics, waveforms etc.

A "Tracker Ball" to control a user
friendly, menu driven programming
format.

Sound quality-player controlA total percussion system for the
professional drummer from the original
name in electronic drums.

Now more than ever, Simmons
have put the musician in control of
the machine.

Simmons Electronics Limited, Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH. Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines)
Simmons Electronics GmbH, Emil-Hoffman-StraBe 7a, 5000 Koln 50. Tel: 022 366 76 66
Simmons USA, 23917, Craftsman Road, Calabasas, Ca. 91302. Tel: 818 884 2653.
Simmons Japan, Beluna Heights 1B-1, 4-11. Hiroo 5-chorne, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan 150. Tel: 03 440 0991

---------

Why combine a sampler
and a synthesiser?
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I need to get to my sounds quickly and
also create new patches when I'm on tour.
The DSS-1 gives me that flexibility. It's a

very responsive instrument.
Steve Winwood
Multi -Instrumentalist, Vocalist, Composer
Korg combines the realism of sampling
with the flexible control of synthesis to
create a new kind of keyboard with unlimited possibilities for musical experimentation: the DSS-1 Digital Sampling
Synthesizer. The DSS-1 recreates sounds

with digital precision. But it also shapes
the complexity and variety of sampled
sources into new dimensions of sound.

Exceptional Range The DSS-1's extraordinary potential for creating new
sounds begins with three sound generation methods. Digital oscillators sample
any sound with 12 bit resolution. TWo sophisticated waveform creation methods Harmonic Synthesis and Waveform Draw -

SIGNAL

PEEDEA

SELECT

EF FEcTCK

MCC)
INT
"C3C) INVERT

SW

ing - let you control the oscillators di-

for precise touch control of Autobend,

rectly. Use each technique independently,
or combine them in richly textured multi samples and wavetables. You edit samples
and waveforms with powerful functions
likelYuncate, Mix, Link and Reverse, plus
auto, back and forth or crossfade looping
modes. Then apply a full set of synthesis
parameters, including two -pole or four pole filters and Korg's six -stage envelopes.

VCF, VCA, envelope rates and other parameters. Velocity Switch lets you play completely different sounds as you change
your attack.
Unlike other samplers, the DSS-1 lets
you access 128 sounds without changing a
disk. Each disk stores four Systems of 32
sounds. Within each System, your programs combine up to 16 sample groups
and/or waveforms with complete sets of
synthesis parameters and keyboard setups. In effect, the DSS-1 becomes a new
instrument every time you call up a System. The library of easily available 31/2"
disks is already substantial and growing

Exact Control Choose from four sampling rates between 16 and 48 KHz, with
up to 16 seconds of sampling time. Configure the keyboard with 16 splits assignable
over the full 127 note MIDI range. Layer or
detune the two oscillators on each of eight
voices. Then process your sounds with a
complete synthesizer architecture and two
programmable DDLs.
The DSS-1's power is easy to use, so you

can work with sound and music, not programming manuals. The backlit 40 character LCD display takes you through the
total sound generation process with options and instructions at every step. Software that talks your language and a logical
front panel menu help you go beyond synthesis, beyond sampling - without dictating your direction.

Expression The DSS-1's five octave key-

fast. Four disks - each with 128 sounds are supplied with the DSS-1 to start your
comprehensive Korg sampling library.
By combining the best of digital sampling with familiar and flexible control of
synthesis, the DSS-1 allows the modern
synthesist to experiment with new sounds
never before available.

Start exploring the fusion of sampling
and synthesis now, at your authorized
Korg Sampling Products dealer.

KORG

Sampling
Products
Division

board is velocity- and pressure -sensitive.

SAMPLING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING

For further details on all Korg products contact Korg UK, 32 Gordon House Road, London NW1 1NE

